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National Health Interview
Survey
by Charlotte A. Schoenbornr M. P. H., and Marie Marano,
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Introduction
This report on the 1987 civilian noninstitutionalized popu-
lation residing in the United States presents estimates of acute
conditions, episodes of persons injure~ restriction in activity,
limitation of activity due to chronic conditions, prevalence of
chronic conditions, respondent-assessed health status, and the
use of mdlcal services-including physician contacts and short-
stay hospitalization.
Estimates of these health characteristics are presented in
detailed tables for various groups in the population, including
those defined by age, sex, race, and family income (each
shown for specific age groups), and by geographic region and
place of residence. Estimates for other characteristics of spe-
cial relevance to particular health measures are also included.
For instance, estimates of physician contacts are shown by the
place where the contact occurred.
The text includes a brief definition of each of the health
characteristics included in the detailed tables and reports the
1987 estimate for each characteristic. Text tables include the
corresponding 1985 and 1986 estimates for each of the major
health characteristics. The remainder of the report deals with
various technical matters associated with the National Health
Interview Survey (NHIS) data collection procedures and pres-
entation of the results.
In 1985 a new sample for NHIS and a different method of
presenting sampling errors were introduced. Therefore, the
technical material is of unusual importance to readers who are
accustomed to using data from the NHIS prior to 1985.
Although published reports are the primary vehicle for dis-
seminating estimates from the NHIS, data are also available in
the form of standardized microdata tapes that include the
regular characteristics of each year’s survey from 1969 through
1987. Questions pertaining to the cost and availability of these
tapes should be directed to the National Technical Information
Service, 5285 Port Royal Road Springfield Va 22161. Public
use tapes are also available for special topics included in the
NHIS from 1973 through 1987. The special topics studied in
1987 covered three areas (a) cancer, including questions on
acculturation (such aa language, ethnic identiilcatiou and place
of birth of self and parents), medical care, food knowledge,
cancer knowledge and attitudes, cancer screening knowledge
and practice, smoking and other tobacco use, occupational
exposures, height and weight food intake frequency, vitamin
and mineral intake, reproduction and hormone use, family hks-
tory of cancer, cancer survival, and social relationships and
activities (b) poliv, and (c) adoption. The cancer items were
contained in two questionnaires-one devoted to cancer con-
trol and the other to cancer epidemiology. There was some
overlap between the questiomairex Several questions were
asked in both versions. Each questiomaire was administered
to one-halfof the adult subsample selected to be interviewed on
cancer topics. For the cancer topics only, an oversimple of
Hispanic persons was obtained with interviews conducted
using a Spanish Translation Guide (U.S. Bureau of the Census,
1987a, 1987b). Information on tapes relating to special topics
is available from the National Center for Health Statistics,
Division of Health Interview Statistics, Systems and Program-






The information from the National Health Interview Survey
presented in this report is based on data collected in a con-
tinuing nationwide survey by household interview. Each week
a probability sample of the civilian noninstitutionalized popu-
lation of the United States is interviewed by personnel of the
U.S. Bureau of the Census. Information is obtained about the
health and other characteristics of each member of the house-
hold.
The 1987 NHIS was conducted with a full sample. The
interviewed sample for 1987 was composed of 47,240 house-
holds containing 122,859 persons. The total noninterview rate
was 4.7 percent 2.9 percent was the result of respondent
refusal, and the remainder was primarily the result of failure to
locate an eligible respondent at home after repeated calls.
In 1985, the NHIS adopted several new sample design
features although, conceptually, the sampling plan remained
the same as the previous design. The major change included
(a) reducing the number of primary sampling locations from
376 to 198 for sampling efficiency, (b) oversarnpling the black
population to improve the precision of the statistics, (c) sub
dividing the NHIS sample into four separate representative
panels to facilitate linkage to other National Center for Health
Statistics (NCHS) surveys, and(d) using an all-area frame not
based on the decennial census to facilitate NCHS survey link-
age and to conduct National Health Interview Survey follow-
back surveys. A description of the survey design, the methods
used in estirnatio~ and general qualifications of the data obtained
from the survey are presented in appendix I.
Because the estimates presented in this report are based on
a sample of the populatio~ they are subject to sampling errors.
Therefore, readers should pay particular attention to the sec-
tion of appendix I entitled “Reliability of the estimates,” which
presents formulas for calculating standard errors and instruG
tions for their use.
All information collected in the survey results from reports
by responsible family members residing in the household When
possible, all adult family members participate in the interview.
However, proxy responses are accepted for family members
who are not at home and are required for all children and for
family members who are physically or mentally incapable of
responding for themselves. Although a considerable effort is
made to ensure accurate reporting the information from both
proxy and self-respondents may be inaccurate because the re-
spondent is unaware of relevant information, has forgotten it,
does not wish to reveal it to an interviewer, or because the respon-
dent does not understand the intended meaning of a question.
The major concepts for which estimates are shown in this
report are defined in appendix II. Appendix III includes a copy
of the questionnaire and flashcards used in the interview. Ill-
nesses and injuries are coded using a slight modification of the
ninth revision of the International Classification of Diseases
(World Health Organization, 1977). The Division of Health
Interview Statistics of NCHS should be contacted for informa-
tion about coding and editing procedures used to produce the





In the following sections, each of the health-related char-
acteristics included in this report is defined, and the 1987
estimate is compared with the 1985 and 1986 estimates (NCHS,
1986, 1987a) for the same characteristics. The comparisons
are highlighted in text tables, which also include the standard
error for each of the 1987 estimates. The reader who wants
some idea of how much difference thcke must be between the
1985, 1986, and 1987 estimates to constitute a statistically
signii3cantdifference may use the standard errors to calculate a
confidence interval or a critical value for the t-test. Of these
two methods, the t-test (with a 95-percent level of significance)
has been used in the followkg discussion as a basis for making
statements about the dflerence or lack of difference between
the 1985, 1986, and 1987 estimates.
Because the text compares only the overall rates or per-
cents of health-related characteristics between 1985 and 1987,
and the age distribution of the civilian noninstitutionalized popu-
lation does not change greatly over a 3-year period, the possi-
ble effect of differing age distributions is not discussed in the
text. Tables A-D include, age-standardized as well as unstan-
dardized figures, and the 3-year trends are similar for the
two.
Readers using the detailed tables who wish to make com-
parisons of subgroups of the population may want to take into
account the possible effect of age in comparing subgroups. For
those sociodemographic characteristics for which the age dis-
tributions of the subgroups differ to a significant degree (such
as for sex, age, and family income), the results are shown for
speciilc age groups. However, in the case of geographic region
and place of residence, there is little difference in the age dis-
tributions of the subgroupy therefore, these results are not
shown for specitlc age groups.
The detailed results for health characteristics are shown in
tables 1-77. Table 78 shows the population used to calculate
the unstandardized rates used in this report. The age-standard-
ized figures presented in text tables A-D employ the 1980
civilian noninstitutionalized population of the United States as
a standard population. Age-specific rates for six age groups (O–4,
5-17, 18-24, 25-44, 45–64, and 65 years and over) were
directly standardized to produce these estimates.
Acute conditions Incidence, medical
attention, and associated restriction in
activity
An acute condition is defined for the National Health
Interview Survey (NHIS) as a type of illness or injury that
ordinarily lasts less than 3 months, was first noticed less than 3
months before the reference date of the interview, and was
serious enough to have had an impact on behavior. Only two
types of impact are considereck firs~ whether the illness or
injury caused the person to cut down for at least half a day on
the things he or she usually does and, second, whether a physi-
cian was contacted regarding the illness or injury.
Incidence
Tables 1-5 show the incidence rate and tables 6-10 the
incidence of acute conditions by type of condition and soci~
demographic characteristics. The 1987 rate of 172.7 acute
conditions per 100 persons per year was lower than the com-
parable estimate for 1986 (189.8) but sirnk to the rate for
1985 (175.3) (table A).
For broad types of acute conditions, the 1987 incidence
rates per 100 persons per year ranked as follow% respiratory
conditions (80. 1), injuries (27 .0), infective and parasitic dis-
eases (23.2), and digestive system condhions (6.3). The rates
for digestive system conditions and injuries were not significantly
diiTerent from those for 1985 and 1986. The rates for infective
and parasitic diseases rose between 1985 and 1986 (from 20.5
to 23.0) but then did not change between 1986 and 1987
(23.2). The 1987 estimate for respiratory conditions (80.1 )
was lower than in 1985 (87.1) and 1986 (96.8). The 1987
incidence rate of influenza (38.2) was substantially lower than
the 1986 rate (55.2) but about the same as that observed in
1985 (40.4).
Medical attention
Tables 11-15 show estimates of the percent of acute con-
ditions that were medically attended The 1987 estimate of
61.8 percent is slightly higher than the 1986 estimate of 58.2
percent but not significantly ditTerent from the 1985 estimate
(60.8 percent).
Restricted activity associated with acute
conditions
Four types of restricted activity resuiting from illness,
injury, or impairment are measured in NHIS: days lost from
work for currently employed persons 18 years of age and over,
school days missed by youths 5-17 years of age, days spent in
bed (which may overlap either of the prior types), and other
days on which a person cut down on the things he or she
usually does. Estimates of “cut-down” days are not presented
separately but are included in the generic concept of “restricted-
activity days.” The other three types of resticted activity also
3




Acute condition measure 1985 1986 Estimate error 1985 1986 1987
Annual incidencs of scute conditions
All acute conditions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Infactive end parasitic diseases. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Respirator conditional . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Common cold . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Influenza . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. d... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Digestive system conditions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Injuries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Other scute conditions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Acute conditions medically sttendad
All acute conditions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Restricted activity associated with scute conditions
Ailrestricted-activity days .,....,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Bed days . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Work-loas dayaz . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
School-loss dsys3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Quarterly incidence of scute conditions
Jsnuaryl-March31 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
April l-June 30 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
July l-September 30 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .












































58.2 61.8 0.6 59.6 56.2
Number of days per 100 persone per year
763.8 679.9 17.4 685.2 763.7
345.0 297.6 9.6 302.2 345.5
330.5 310.0 10.9 300.3 333.3
422.5 336.9 17.1 --- --”
Number per 100 persons per querter
64.6 53.3 1.5 --- --”
34.3 35.7 1.1 --- --”
34.9 33.5 1.1 --- --”


















1Includes other acute respiratory conditions.
‘For currently employed persons 18 yesrs of age and over.
3Foryouths5–17 yeara of age.
NOTE Detailed tables show the 1987 estimates byage, sex, race, family income, geographic region, andplace ofresidance.
included in the generic concept “restricted activity” are usually
shown separately in reports from NHIS.
A person may restrict his or her activity on a given day as
a result of more than one conditio~ and these conditions may
be acute or chronic. “Restricted activity associated with acute
conditions” includes days on which only one or more than one
acute condition caused the activity restrictio~ it also includes
days on which one or more acute conditions dnd one or more
chronic conditions caused the activity restriction. In the latter
case, because the restriction in activity was due to both acute
and chronic conditions, the cause cannot be attributed solely to
an acute condition. For thk reason, the words “associated
with” rather than “caused by” are used to describe this type
of estimate.
Tables 16–20 show the incidence rate and tables 21-25
show the incidence of restricted activity associated with acute
conditions by type of condition and sociodemographic charae
tenstics. Although the 1987 rates per year of restricted-activity
days (679.9) and bed days (297.6) were lower than the corre-
sponding 1986 rates (763.8 and 345.0, respectively), there
were no statistically signflcant differences between the 1985
and 1987 estimates. The rates of work-loss days for currently
employed persons 18 years of age and over were similar for
1985, 1986, and 1987. The rate of school loss days for youths
5–17 years of age was lower in 1987 (338.9) than in 1985
(386.9) and 1986 (422.5).
Tables 26–49 show the detailed rates and frequencies for
bed days (tables 26-35), work-loss days (tables 36–45), and
school-loss days (tables 46–49).
Incidence by quarter
The 1987 incidence rate and incidence of acute ccmditions
by quarter are showu in table 50. As may be noted in table &
the estimated rates for the first end fourth quarters of 1987
(53.3 and 50.2) are lower than the comparable rates for 1986
(64.6 and 56.0). This is primarily the result of excess incidence
of influenza during those two quarters of 1986 (NCHS, 1987 b).
For the second and third quarters, the rates for 1985, 1986,
and 1987 are similar, the differences not exceeding what might
be expected from sampling variability.
Episodes of persons injured
Injury data may be analyzed in three possible units: (a)
The number of injuries sustained in a particular episode involv-
ing injury, (b) the number of episodes involving injury during a
given period of time, or (c) the number of persons involved in
one episode or more in which injury occurred during a period of
4
time. The estimates of injuries included in tables 1-50 are of
the number of injuries that occurred during 1987. This section
considers the number of episodes that occurred during 1987
that involved one injury or more. Because of the short reference
period used to collect injury data in NHIS (2 weeks), the data
cannot be used to estimate the number of persons involved in
one episode or more of persons injured during any given year.
Table 51 shows the incidence rate of episodes of persons
injured and table 52 the incidence of such episodes by socio-
“ demographic characteristic whether a moving motor vehicle
was involved (and if so, whether this occurred in traffic); where
the episode occurre~ and, for persons 18 years of age and
over, whether they were working at a job or business at the time
the episode occurred The 1987 rate of episodes of persons
injured per 100 persons per year (26.0) is sindar to the 1985
rate of 26.8 and the 1986 rate of 26.4 (table B).
Restricted activ-ityassociated with
injury and impairment due to injury
An injury may have health-related effects for many years
after it occurs, or, for that matter, even for a lifetime. (This
might be the case, for instance, for a person who suffered a dis-
located back due to an accident.) The estimates of activity re-
striction in tables 53 and 54 and of bed days in tables 55 and
56 are based on the present effects of iqjuries no matter when
they occurred. Thus, these estimates include the days shown in
earlier tables for acute injuries and also include days of r-
stricted activity during 1987 that are attributable to the effects
of injuries suffered prior to 1987. In many cases these old
injuries have become impairments, and any restricted activi~
during 1987 that was caused by an injury-related impairment is
also included.
The 1987 rate for restricted-activity days associated with
episodes of persons injured (260.4per 100 persons per year)
does not difYer significantly from the rates found in 1985
(271.3) and 1986 (241 .4) (table B). The 1987 rate for bed
days associated with episodes of persons injured (81.4) is
similar to the rates for the other two years.
Prevalence of reported chronic
condtiions
Chronicconditions are defined as conditions that either
(a) were first noticed 3 months or more before the reference
date of the interview or (b) belong to a group of conditions
(including heart disease, diabetes, and others) which are con-
sidered chronic regardless of when they began For the purpose
of estimating the prevalence of reported chronic conditions, the
total NHIS sample is divided into six representative subsampleq
each subsarnple is administered one of six checklists of types of
chronic conditions. Respondents are asked to indicate the presence
or absence of each condition specified on the particular list
administered to them. Because the presence or absence of
many types of chronic conditions is often difficult to ascerta@
several “impact” questions are asked about each condition
reported. Information is elicited on whether the person has
been hospitalized for the condition and the number of days he
or she stayed in bed because of the condition during the 12
months prior to the interview.
Totals for all chronic conditions are not shown because
NHIS does not measure the total number of chronic conditions
for each person. It should also be noted that a person may have
more than one chronic Conditiou therefore, the sum of con-
ditions that are counted may exceed the sum of persons having
those conditions.
Tables 57-61 show the prevalence rate and tables 62-66
the prevalence of selected chronic conditions. As may be noted
in table 57, the reported conditions with the highest prevalence
rates are sinusitis, arthritis, and hypertension (with rates per
1,000 persons of 132.6, 131.8, and 118.6, respectively).
Limitation of activity due to chronic
conditions
The concept of liitation of activity used in this report
refers to long-term reduction in activity resulting from chronic
disease or impairment The measurement of this concept in
NHIS permits one to distinguish among (a) persons unable to
carry on their usual activity, (b) persons limited in the amount




Episodes of persons injured and associated restricted activities 1985 7986 Estimate errvr 1985 1986 1987
Episodes of persons injured Number per 100 persons per year
Alltypes ofinju~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26.8 26.4 26.0 1.1 29.6 26.6 26.2
Restriction in activity associated with episodes of persons injured
Allrestricted.actwity daysf. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 271.3 241.4 260.4 8.7 266.3 238.4 255.8
Bed days . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 84.6 79.0 81.4 \ 4.3 82.8 77.7 79.0
1Includes work-loss and school-loss dsys ss well as bed days.
NOTE: Detailed tables show the 1987 estlmatea by age, sex, race, family income, geographw region, and place of residence.
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or kind of their usual activity, (c) persons limited but not in
their usual activity, and (d) persons not limited. The category
of persons limited in their major activity includes those in the
first two groups, that is, those unable to carry on the usual
activity for their age-sex group, whether it is workingj keeping
house, going to school, or capacity for independent living and
those restricted in the amount or kind of usual activity for their
age-sex group. Persons limited, but not in their major activity,
include persons restricted in other activities such as civic,
church, or recreational activities.
The 1987 estimate of the percent of persons limited in
activity due to chronic conditions ( 13.5) is not signticantly dif-
ferent from the 1985 or 1986 estimates (table C). Likewise, the
estimates of persons limited in their major activity (categories
(a) and (b) discussed in the previous paragraph) are similar for
1985, 1986, and 1987 (9.5, 9.4, and 9.2, respectively).
The detailed percent distributions and frequencies for limi-
tation in activity are shown by sociodemographic characteris-
tics in tables 67–68.
Restricted activity due to acute and
chronic conditions
Earlier in this report estimates of restricted-activity days
associated with acute conditions were shown (tables 16–49),
and the relationship between the types of restricted-activity
days was discussed. The estimates shown in table 69 are for
person days of restricted activity caused by acute or chronic
conditions, or both.
As maybe noted in table ,C, the 1987 rate per person per
year of restricted-activity days (14.5) is similar to the corre-
ctableC. Health status maaaures: United States, 1985-87
spending rates for the two previous years. The 1987 rates for
bed days (6.2), work-loss days (5.4), and school-loss days for
youths 5–17 years of age (4.4) are similar to those for 1985
and 1986.
The detailed estimates for each type of restricted-activity
day are shown by sociodemographic characteristics in table
69.
Respondent-assessed health status
Data on assessed health status result from simply asking
respondents to assess their own health or that of family mem-
bers living in the%ame household as excellen~ very gocd, good,
fair, or poor. Table 70 shows the percent distribution for these
categories according to sociodemographic characteristics. The
health of most persons in the civilian noninstitutionalized popu-
lation was assessed as “excellent” (39.3 percent) cm “very
good” (27.9 percent). Only 2.7 percent were assessed as “poo?’
(table C). Overall, the 1987 estimates for the health status
categories show respondents assessing health the same way
they did in 1985 and 1986.
Physician contacts Rate and interval
since last contact
A contact is defined as a consultation with a physician, in
person or by telephone, for examination, diagnosis, treatment,
or advice. The visit is considered a physician contact if the ser-
vice is provided by the physician or by another person working




Health status measure 1985 7986 Estimate error ?985 7986 7987
Restricted activity due to acute and chronic conditions
Allrestricted-activity days..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Bed days . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Work-loss daysl . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
School-loss dayaz, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Limitation in activity due to chronic conditions
Allperaons limited in activity . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Persons limited in major activity . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Respondent-assessed health status
Allhealth statuses3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Excel lent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Very good . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Good . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,
Fair . . . . . . ,. . . . . . . ,. ..,... ., !..... ,, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .













Number of days per parson per year
15.2 14.5 0.3 14.6 15.1
6.5 6.2 0.2 6,1 6.5
5.5 5.4 0.2 --- ---
5.0 4.4 0.2 --- ---
Percent
14.0 13.5 0.2 13.8 13.7
9.4 9.2 0.1 9.4 9.3
Percent distribution
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
39,4 39.3 0.3 39.7 39.6
27.3 27.9 0.3 27,2 27.3
23,3 22.9 0.2 23.0 23.2
7.2 7,3 0.1 7.3 7.1













1 For currently employed persons 1 S years of age and over.
‘For youths 5-17 years of aga,
3Excludes a small number with unknown haslth status.
NOTE Detailed tablea ahow the 1987 estimatea by age, sex, race, family income, gaogrsphic region, and place of residence.
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Annual rate
Table D shows the rates of physician contacts reported for
1985-87. The 1987 rate of 5.4 doctor visits per person per
year is essentially identical to the rates for 1985 (5.3) and
1986 (5.4).
Aside from the sociodemographic characteristics, the rates
and frequencies are also shown by the place of contact in table
71. The rate was h@hest for doctor’s office (3.1 per person per
year), and it was less than one contact per person per year for
each of the other places mentioned (telephone, hospital, and
other).
Interval since last contact
Table 72 shows the percent distribution and number of
persons by the interval of time since the person last had a
physician contact Whereas the estimates for the rate of physi-
cian contacts do not include contacts while a person was an
overnight patient in a hospital, such contacts are included in
the definitions of the interval since a person last saw or talked
to a physician or a physician’s assistant.
Table D indicates that during 1987 an estimated 76,2 per-
cent of the civilian noninstitutionalized population had contact
with a physician during the year preceding interview. This
estimate is similar to the 1985 and 1986 estimates (75.4 and
76.0, respectively).
Other estimates of ambulatory medical care services by
physicians are provided by data from the National Ambulatory
Medical Care Survey, a probability sample survey conducted
periodically by the Division of Health Care Statistics of the
National Center for Health Statistics. A summary of 1985
survey results, the most recent available, is found in Advance
Data From Vital and Health Statistics, No. 128 (NCHS,
1987c).
Hospitalization Episodes and days
for persons discharges and average
length of stay
Respondents in the NHIS are asked to describe any hos-
pitalizations during the year preceding the interview that involved
at least a l-night stay. Two of the measures obtained through
this series of questions are the number of times and number of
days spent in short-stay hospitals in the 12 months prior to
interview. Because persons who have died or have been institu-
tionalized in a given reference period are not included in NHIS,
the rates and frequencies shown in this report will vary from
those based on all overnight patients who entered a short-stay
hospital during any given period of time. The difference will be
especially great for oIder persons.
Estimates on hospitalization are presented in two forms
episode estimates and discharge estimates. Episode estimates
focus on the person’s hospital experience during the 12 months
preceding interview. The tables showing these estimates clas-
sifjI people on the basis of whether they were hospitalized
during the reference period an~ if so, the number of times they
were hospitalized. Discharge estimates focus on hospital stays
as the unit of analysis rather than on persons.
Hospital episodes and days
Tables 73 (percent distribution) and 74 (frequency) show
the distribution of shofi-stay hospital episodes including and
excluding deliveries by the number of times a person was hos-
pitalized during the year preceding interview and sociodem~
graphic characteristics. The category “delivery” is based on
the reason the woman entered the hospital or whether surgery
related to delive~ was performed. The percent of persons in
1987 with one or more hospitalizations during the year pre-
ceding interview was 8.4 percent (table D). This is lower than
the corresponding estimate for 1985 (9.2) but about the same




Health care utilization 1985 1986 Estimate error 1985 1986 1987
Physician contact Number
Contacts perperson peryear . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.3 5,4 5.4 0.1 5.2 5.3 5.3
Percent
Persons with lormorecontactain past year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 75.4 76.0 76.2 0.5 75.3 76.0 76.0
Hospitalization
Persons with 1 or more hospital episodes in past year. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9.2 8,6 8.4 0.1 9.0 8.5 8,2
Number
Hospital days per person hospitalized in past year. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8.5 8.3 8.2 0.2
Discharges perlOOpersons peryear. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12.4
7.5 7.5 8.4
11.8 11.5 0.2
Average length ofstay per discharge in lays . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.7 6.6
12.2 11.6 11.3
6.4 0.3 6.0 5.9 7.3
NOTE Detailed tables show the 19e7 estimates by age. sex, race, family income, geographic region, and @ace of residence.
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as the 1986 rate (8.6). The 1987 rate is about 18 percent lower
than the 1982 estimate of 10.3 percent (NCHS, 1985a).
Associated with the number of times a person was a
patient in a short-stay hospital during the year preceding inter-
view is the total number of days (strictly speaking, nights) the
person spent as a patient in the hospital. Table D shows that in
1987, persons with one hospitalization or more spent an average
of 8.2 days in the hospital in the year preceding interview. This
is similar to the 1986 rate of 8.3 and the 1985 rate of 8.5.
Tables 75 and 76 show the estimated rate and number of hos-
pital days by the number of times people were hospitalized
(including and excluding deliveries) and sociodemographic
characteristics.
Hospital discharges and average length
of stay
Table 77 shows the rate and number of hospital dis-
charges, the average length of stay, and the number of hospital
discharge days by sociodemographic characteristics and by
whether a delivery was involved in the hospitalization. Based
on data collected during 1987, th~~e were 11.5 discharges per
100 persons, and the average length of stay per discharge was
6.4 days. Both of these rates are similar to the 1985 and 1986
estimates of discharges per 100 persons (12.4 and 11.8, re-
spectively) and days per discharge (6.7 and 6.6, respectively).
Examining longer term trends, the 1987 hospital discharge rate
of 11.5 is 19 percent lower than the rate estimated by the
NHIS in 1981 (14.2), and the length of stay is about 14 per-
cent lower than in 1981 (7.4) (NCHS, 1982).
This finding probably reflects the followingtwo phenomena
(a) sonic medical procedures, once performed as inpatient hos-
pital care, are now handled in outpatient medical facilities, and
(b) the Health Care Financing Administration (which operates
the medicare program), some States, and some third party
payers, now reimburse hospitals for inpatient care using a pre-
established payment schedule based on patients’ diagnosis-
related groups.
Information is also collected on hospital discharges from
hospital records through the National Hospital Discharge Sur-
vey conducted by the National Center for Health Statistics.
Estimates from the National Hospital Discharge Survey, pub-
lished in Series 13 of Vital and Health Statistics, are some-
what higher than those presented here because of ditl’erencesin
collection procedures, population sampled, and definition used.
The National Hospital Discharge Survey has experienced a
recent decline in its hospital discharge rates. The National
Hospital Discharge Survey estimates of average length of stay
for older persons are also declining, Thus, the data from the
two surveys are consistent. The most recent national estimates
of short-stay hospitalization based on the National Hospital
Discharge Survey are summarized in Series 13, Number 96
(NCHS, 1988).
Selected topic: Health
characteristics of married and
unmarried persons
Marital status has been shown to be related to morbidity
and mortality. An early National Health Interview Survey
(NHIS) report found a clear association between marital status
and a variety of health status measures (NCHS, 1976). Mor-
tality studies have found that married persons live longer than
widowed, separated or dhrorced, or never married persons
(Goodwin, Hunt, Key, and Samet, 1987; Koskenvuo, Kaprio,
Kesaniemi, and %n~ 1980). This section will describe dif-
ferences in health status and health care utilization among
married, separated and divorce~ widowe~ and never married
U.S. adults. The data have been age-adjusted to control age
ditTerences in the marital status groups as a possible exclama-
tion for any variations observed in health status or health care
utilization. All statistics are shown separately for men and
women. Caution should be exercised in inteqxeting the fin-
dingsconcerning marital status in view of the large age ranges
used in the standardization procedure.
Table E shows that married men were less likely to be
limited in their activities (15.1 percent) than were separated
and divorced (19.7 percent), widowed (18.8 percent), and
never married men (20. 1 percent). A similar, even stronger,
relationship was found for womem 14.2 percent of married
women reported some limitation in their activities, compared
with 20.8 percent of separated and divorced, 27.8 percent of
widowed, and 20.2 percent of never married women. Married
persons were also the least likely of any marital status group to
report being in fair or poor health (11.3 percent of men and 12
percent of women). Fair and poor health was most prevalent
among widowed men (17.6 percent) and among separated and
divorced and widowed women (18.3 and 18.9 percen~ re
spectively).
Acute conditions, most notably respiratory conditions and
influenza, were considerably higher among widowed women
than women in the other marital status categories. For example,
the incidence rate per 100 persons for respiratory conditions
was 145.8 for widowed womeq compared with 72.1 for married
wome% 91.0 for separated and divorced wome~ and 67.9 for
never married women. Marital status differences in the incidence
rates of respiratory conditions for men are not statistically
signit3cant. Incidence of influenza was particularly high among
widowed women (122.2 per 100 persons) compared with the
other marital status groups. Influenza was also relatively high
for widowed men (52.9 per 100 persons) compared with the
other marital status groups, although this statistic was less than
one-half the rate found for widowed women. However, due to
the small number of widowed men and relatively low incidence
of the disease, the statistic for influenza for widowed men has a
relative standard error of greater than 30 percent and therefore
is considered unreliable.
Although some of the statistics on injuries are unreliable
due to small numbers, the data suggest that separated and
divorced persons, particularly womem were more likely to
Table E. Health status by marital status Unitad States, 1987
Male Female
Separated or Never Separated or Never
Heelth status Married divorced Widowad married Married divorced Widowad merried
Percent
Limited reactivit y. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15.1 19.7 18.8 20.1 14.2 20.8 27.8 20.2
Assessed health fair or poor . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11.3 15.6 17.6 14.1 12.0 18.3 18,9 13.4
Acute conditions Number per 100 persons per year
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 119.5 124.1 *134.2 101.8 153.8 199.9 317.3 149.6
Respiratory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 57,1 53.6 118.6 66.1 72.1 91.0 145.8 67.9
Influenza . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32.8 26.7 *52.9 23.0 38.0 36.8 122,2 33.1
In juries, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25.8 32.2 *3.8 ‘30.4 19.5 41.4 18.6 28.0
Number of days per person per year
Restricted-activity days. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13.8 20.1 18.4 14.5 16.1 23.4 39.5
Bed daya. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.5
17.3
8.0 7.8 5.7 6.9 10.9 11.7 7.2
NOTE Data have been age adjuated.
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Table F. Health care utilization by marital status United States, 1987
Male Female
Separated or Never Separated or Never
Health care utilization Married divorced Widowed married Married divorced Widowed married
Number per person per year
Physician contacts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.6 4.6 3.9 4.6 6.6 8.6 9.9 6.8
Number per 100 persons per year
Hospital discharges (excluding deliveries). .. 12.3 15.8 12.5 12.2 11.0 13.4 15.0 10.4
Number of days per hospital stay
Average length of stay . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.3 6.9 9.6 9.1 5.6 7.0 6.0 6.4
NOTE Data have been age adjusted.
suffer injuries than were persons in the other marital status
groups. Separated and divorced women were about twice as
likely to report an injury (41.4 per 100 persons) as were
married women (19.5 per 100 persons) or widowed women
(18.6 per 100 persons), with incidence among never married
women (28.0 per 100 persons) falling between the two ex-
tremes.
Widowed women exhibited a particularly high rate of
restricted-activity days (39.5)—more than twice the rate of
men and women in most of the other marital status groups.
Currently married and never married men reported fewer re-
stricted-activity days than either separated and divorced or
widowed men. Similarly, cumently married women and never
married women had fewer restricted-activity days than for-
merly married women (both separated and divorced and the
widowed). In terms of days spent in bed due to illness, formerly
married men and women repo~d more disability than currently
married or never married persons.
Table F shows selected health care utilization measures
by marital status. Number of physician contacts varied by
marital status for women but not for men. Physician contacts
were higher among widowed women (9.9) and separated and
divorced women (8.6) than among married (6.6) or never
married women (6.8). For men, number of visits ranged from
3.9 for widowed men to 4.6 for the other marital status groupy
this difference is not statistically significant It may be noted
that widowed women exhibited the highest rate of physician
contacts (9.9) and widowed men exhibited the lowest (3.9)—a
dfierence of six contacts per year.
Among men, the hospital discharge rate for the separated
and divorced was 15.8 per 100 persons compared with 12.3 for
currently marrie~ 12.5 for widowe~ and 12.2 for never married
men. Among women, the widowed and the separi~ted and
divorced had the highest rate of hospital discharges per 100
persons (15.0 and 13.4, respectively) followed by the currently
married (11 .0) and the never married women (10.4). Average
length of stay was longer for widowed men (9.6) and never
married men (9. 1) than for married men (6.3). No statistically
significant differences in length of stay were found for women
in the various marital status categories.
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TAdLE 1. NU!iMtR CF ACUTE CONDITIONS PER 100 PERSONS PER YEAR, BY AGE ANO TYPk CF COhCITI!3tA: UNITED STATES* 1987
(OATA ARE >AS:D ON HUUSEhOLO INTERVIEHS OF THk CIVILIAN NONINSTITUTIONAL IZEO PoPULATION. THE SURVEY OESIGN, GENERAL QUALIFICATIONS,
ANO INFORWiTIGN ON TFIt RELIABILITY OF THE kSTIMATES ARk GIVEN IN APPENOIX 1. DEFINITIONS Of TERMS ARE GIVEN IN APPENOIX 11)
45 YEARS ANO OVER
ALL UNOER 5-LT 18-.?4 25-44 45-64 65 YEARS
TYPE OF ACUTE CONDITION AGES 5 YEARS YEARS YEARS YEARS TOTAL YEARS ANO OVEk
NUH6217 OF ACUTE COtiOITIONS PEii 100 PER50NS PER YEAR
ALL ACUTE CGNOITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INFEC. TIVC AkO PARASITIC DISEASES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CLIUMON CHILOHOOO DISEASE S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INTESTINAL VIRUS, UNSPECIFI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
VIRAL INFECTIONS, UNSPECIFI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
RESPIRATORY .CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COMMON COLA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER ACUTE UPPER RESPIRATORY IN FECTIONS . . . . . . . . . . .
INFLu ENZA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE bronchi tis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Pti EuHONIA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS .......................
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
GcNTAL CGNOITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
IN O16ESTION, NAUSEA, ANO VOMIT ING . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER OIGk STIVE COED IT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INJURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FRACTURES ANO DISLOCATIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SPRAINS ANO ST RAINS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OPEN UOUNOS ANO LACERAT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CONTUSIONS ANG SUPERFICIAL INJURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER CURRENT IN JURI ES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SELECTtiO LITHER ACUTG CONDITIONS....................
EYE COEDITIONS.....................................
ACUTE EA17 INFECT IO NO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER EAR CO NDIT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTk URINARY CONOITICJNS...........................
OISOROERS (ZF HENSTRUATIGN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHkR OISUROERS OF FEMALE GENITAL TRACT............
OELIVERY ANO OTHER CCNOITIONS OF PREGNANCY ANO
PUERPERILN4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SKIN CON DITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE 14USCULOSKELETAL CONDIT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HE AOAChE, cXCLUOING MI GRAIN E . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FEVER, UNSPECIF 160 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

































































































































































































































































































N’JTES: EXCLUOEG FROH THESE ESTIMATES ARE CONDITIONS INVOLVING NkITHER MEOICAL ATTENTION NOR ACTIVITY RESTRICTION.
Th’ STANOARO 6RRORS ANO RtiLATIIJt STANOARO eRRORS (RSEOS) CAN BE COMPUTEO ay USING pARAt4ETER SET I OF TA8LE 1x, THE FREQUENCIES
GF TAHLE 6 AND TH5 FLiRWLA PRESENTEO IN RUL6 2 OF APPENDIX I. ESTIMATES FCk UHICH THE hUtlERATOR HAS AN RSE OF MORE THAN 30 PERCENT
ARc INDICATEO liITH AN ASTERISK.
15
TABLE 2. NUMBER CIFACUTE CGNIJiTIONS PkR lIJO PcRSONS PER YkAR, dY StX, AGE, AhLI TVpE cF cCjNfiITZoN: LJNITEo sTATEs, ~98T
(OATA AKE 8ASEG ON HOUSthOLO INTE?.VIEUS IIF THk CIVILIAk NGNl NST1TUT10kAL12k0 POPULATION. THE SURVEY DESIGN, GENERAL 4UAL1FICATIONS,
ANO INFORMATION ON THE RELIAEIILITY OF Ttik kSTIMAT&S ARE GIVEN IN APPENOIX I. ilkFINITICNS GF TERMS ARE GIVEN IN APPENL)IX II)
TYPE OF ACUTE CONDITION
MALE FEMALE




ALL UNDER 5-17 18-44
YEARS YEARS
45 YEARS
, ANO OVER AGkS 5 YEARS YEARS YGARS AND OVER
ALL ACUTE CONOITIONS . . . . . . . . . . .
INFECTIVt ANO PARASITIC
DISEASE S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CGMMON CHILOHOOO OISEASES.. . . . .
INTESTINAL VIRUS, UNSPECIFIED..
VIRAL IN FECTIGhS, UNSP6C1FLE0. .
Other . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
RESPIRATORY CONDITION S........ .
COMMON CGLO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER ACUTE UPPER RESPIRATORY
IN FACT ION S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INFLUENZA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE BRONCti IBIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PNEUMONIA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTH&R RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS . . .
OIGESTIVE SYSTkM CONOITIONS . . . .
OENTAL COtVOITIONS..............
INOXGESTION, N~USEA, ANO
VOMITING . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER OIGESTIVE COED IT IONS.....
INJURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FRACTURES ANO DISLOCATIONS . . . . .
SPRAINS ANO STRAIN S . . . . . . . . . . . .
OP&N WCUNOS ANO LACE RAT IONS....
CONTUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL
INJURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER CURRENT IN JURIES . . . . . . . . .
SELECTkO OTHER ACUTE
CO ND IT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
EYE COEDITIONS.................
ACUTE EAR INFECT IONS . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER EAR CONOXTIONS . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE URINARY CONOIT IO NO.......
OISOROERS OF HEN ST RIATION . . . . . .
OTHER OISOROERS OF FEMALE
GENITAL TRACT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OELIVERY ANO OTHER
CONDITIONS OF PREGNANCY
ANO PUERPERIUH . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SKIN CONOITIOhS................
ACUTE MUSCULOSKELETAL
CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEAOACHE, EXCLUOING MI GRAIN E...
FEVER, UNSPECIFIED . . . . . . . . . . . . .










































































































































































































































































































































































NoTtis: EXCLUDEO FROM THESE EST IMAT2S ARE CONOITIONS ltAVOLVING NEITHER MEDICAL ATTENTION NGR ACTIVITY RESTRICTION.
THE STANOARO ERRORS ANO RELATIvE STANOARO ER80RS (RSE*S) CAN 8E COMPUTEO BY uSING PARAMETER SET I OF TAklLt 11. ThE FREQUENCIES
OF TA8LE 7 ANO THt FOR14ULA PRESENTCO IN RULE 2 OF APPENOIX 1. ESTIMATES FUR HHICH THE NUMERATOR hAS AN RSE OF MORE THAN 36 PERCENT
.ARE lNOICATEO HITH AN ASTERISK.
16
TAtiLE 3. NUH13ER GF ACUTE CCNDITIO,NS PER 1’30 PtiRSGNS PER YEAR, BY RACE, AGE, AtIO TYPE CF CGM3ITION: LJNITEG STAT5S, 198T
(DATA ARE BASED Ok HOUSEhOLD INTERVI&HS UF THE CIVILIAN NON INST1TUTIOhALIZ6D Population. THE SURVt Y DE SIGh, GENERAL QuALIFICATIONS*
AtiD INFOiZMATION GN THE RELIAtil LITY OF TtiE ESTIMATES ARE GIVEN IN APPkNDIX 1. OEFINITICM OF TEXHS ARE GIVCN IN APPENGIX 11)
hHITE 6LAcK
ALL UNOER 18-41+ 45 YEARS ALL UhOER 18-44
TYPC OF ACUTE CONDITION AGES 18 YEARS
45 YEAK5
YEARS ANO OVEk AGkS 3.8 YtARS YEAhS ANII OVEIT
ALL ACJTt CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
lNFECTIVt ANO PARASITIC DISEASES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COMMON CHILOHOOO DISEASE S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INTESTINAL VIRUS, UNSPECI FI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
VIRAL INFECTIONS, UNSPECIFI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
RESPIRATORY CGNOITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COMMON COLA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER ACb Tk UPPER RESPIRATORY IN FECTIONS . . . . . . . . . . .
IN FLU ENZA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTe BRONCHI TIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PNEUMONIA. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CITHER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OIGESTIVE SYSTIW CIJNOITI OHS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OENTAL CONOITXONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INOIG&STION, NAUSEA, ANO v0141TING . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER OIGESTIVE CONDIT ION S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INJuRIE S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..’ . . . . .
FRACTURES ANO DISLOCATION S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SPRAINS ANO sprains . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OP&N HOUNOS ANO LACE RAT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CONTUSIONS ANo SUPERFICIAL INJuRIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER CURRENT IN JURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SELECTEO OTHER ACUTE CONDITION S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
EYE CONDITI OHS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE EAR In factions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER EAR CON DITIONS..., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE URINARY COND IT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OISOROERS OF MENSTRUATION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER OISOKOERS OF FEHALE GENITAL TRACT . . . . . . . . . . . .
DELIVERY ANO OTHER COtAOITIONS OF
PREGNANcY ANO PUCRPER IUM . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SKIN CONDITIONS....................................
ACUTE FVJSCULOSKELETAL CONOITIOhS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HliAOACHE, EXCLUOING MI GRAIN E. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FEVER, UNSPECIFIED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .


































































































































































































































































































NOTES: tXCLUOEO FROH THtSt ESTIMATES ARE CONDITIONS INVOLVING NkITHER MEOICAL ATTENTION NOR ACTIVITY RESTRICTION.
THE sTAttoARb ERRORS ANO RELATIvE sTANOAf10 ERRORs tRsE~s) CAN 8E cOHpUTEO 8Y USl NG PARAHETER SET I OF TABLE II, ThE FREQUENCIES
GF TABLE B ANO THE FORMULA PRESENTEO IN RULt 2 OF APPENOIX I. ESTIMATES FOR IAHICH THE hUHERATDR HAS AN RSE OF MORE THAN 30 PERCENT
ARE INOICATEO IAITH AN ASTERISK.
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TA8Lk ~. NUt4EER OF ACUTk COhDITIONS PER 100 PtMSONS PER YkAh, bY FAHILY INCOME, AGE, AND TYPt OF CGNOITION: UN ITtb STATES, 198”?
(OATA ARk bASEO GN HOUS. HGLO INTERVIEWS OF THE CIVILIAN hGiNIti ST IT UT ION AL IZEd Population. THE SURVkY OESIGN, GENERAL klUALXFICATIONS,
ANiS 1NFCIRUATION ON T14t RELIAa ILITY OF THt tSTIflATc S ARc 61VZN IN APPthOIX I. OEFINITIGNS GF TERMS ARk G1tcN IN APPENOIX II)
“
FAMILY INCOME
LESS THAN SIO, COO SIO, OOO-S19,999
ALL UNOER 18-44 45 YtARS ALL UNOLR 18-44
TVPk OF ACUTt CONO1TION
45 YtiARS
AGkS 18 YEARS YEARS ANO OVER AGES 18 YEARS YEARS ANC OVEh
ALL ACUTE CONOPT IO NO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INFECTIVE AhO PARASITIC OISEASES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COW4LIN CHILUHOOD OISEASES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INTESTINAL VIRUS, UILSP&CIFI EO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
VIRAL 1NFECTIONS, UNSPECIFI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
RESPIRATORY CC NDIT IIJNS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COMMON COLA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER ACUTE UPPER RkSPIRATORV INFECT IO NO . . . . . . . . . . .
IN FLUE NZA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE BRONCHI TIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PNEu MANIB . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER RESPIRATORY COED IT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OIGESTIVe SYSTEM CONDITI OHS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
DENTAL CONDITION S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
lbOIGESTION, NAUSEA, ANO VOMIT IN G. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER OIGESTIVE CONDITION S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
IN JURIES. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FRACTURES ANO DISLOCATIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SPRAINS ANO STRAIN S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OPEN HOUNOS AND LACE RAT IO NO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CONTUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL INJURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER CURRENT IN JURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SELECTk O .oTHER ACUTE CONDITION S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
EYE CONDITION S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE tAR INFECT IO NO* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER EAR CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE URINARY COND IT IO NO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OISOROERS OF M6NSTRUATSON . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER OIS(JROERS OF FEMALE GENITAL TRACT . . . . . . . . . . . .
OELIVCRY ANO OTHER CONO1TIONS OF PREGNANCY AND
PuERPERIuM . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SKIN CONDITION S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE MUSCULOSKELETAL CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEAOACME, EXCLUDING MI GRAIN E . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FEVER, UNSPECIFZEO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .


































































































































































































































































































SEE NOTES AT ENO OF TA8LE.
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TA8LE 4. NUMBER GF ACUTE CCNDITIONS PER 100 PERSONS PER YEAR, W FAMILY INCG14E, AGE, ANO TYPE OF LGNDITIGh:
UNITEO STAT&S, 1987--CON.
(OATA ARE BASEO GN HOUSEHOLO INTERVIEWS OF THE CIVILIAN NON INSTITUTIONAL IZEO Population. THE SURVEY OtSIGN, GENt RAL blUALIFICATIONS,
ANO INFORMATION GN THE RELIABILITY OF THE ESTIMATES ARE GIVEN IN APP6N01x I. DEFINITIONS OF TERMS ARG GIVEN IN APPENOIX 11)
FAMILY lNCOHE
S20,000-S34,999 s35,000 OR MORE
ALL UNOER 18-W 45 YEARS ALL UNOER 18-44
TYPE OF ACUTE CONOITIGN AGES 18 YEARS
45 YEARS
YEARS ANG OVER AGES lEI YEARS YEARS ANo OVER
—
NuMBER OF ACUTE CONDITIONS PER 100 PERSONS PER YEAR
ALL ACIJTE CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INFECTIVE AND PARASITIC DISEASES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COHflON CHILOHOCIO OISEASES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INTEsTINAL VI RIJS, UNSPECIFI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
VIRAL INFECT IOtIS. UNSPECI FI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
RESPIRATORY CGNOITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COMt40N COLA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER ACUTt UPPER RESPIRATORY IN FACT IO NO. . . . . . . . . . .
INFLUENZA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE BRONCHI TIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PNEUMONIA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONDITION S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
oIGEsTIv E SYSTEH CON DITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OENTAL CONDITION S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1NOIGESTION, NAUSEA, ANO VOMITIN G. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER OIGESTIVE CONOXTIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INJURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FRACTURES ANO OISLGCAT Iotas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SPRAINS ANLI ST RAINS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OPEN HOUhOS ANO LACERATIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CONTUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL IN Buries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER CURRENT IN JURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SELECTEO OTHER ACUTE CON DITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
EYE CONOIT ION S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE EAR IN FECTIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER EAR CON DITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE URINARY COND IT ION S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OISOROERS OF HEN ST RUATIOh . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
GTHER CISOROERS OF FEIIALE GENITAL TRACT . . . . . . . . . . . .
OELIVERY ANO OTHER CONOITIONS OF PREGNANCY ANO
PUERPERIUt4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SKIN CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE HUSCULOSKELETAL COtAOITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEAOACHE, EXCLUOING MI GRAIN E . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FEVER, UNSPECI FIED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

































































































































































































































































































NOTES: EXCLUOEO FROH THESE EST IPIATES ARE CONDITIONS INVOLVING NEITHER MEOICAL ATTENTIOh NOR ACTIVITY RESTRICTION.
THE STANOARO ERRORS ANO RELATIVE STANOARO ERRORS (RSE@S) CAN BE COMPUTEO BY USING PARAMk TER SeTS I ANO X OF TA8LE 11, THE
FREQuENCIES OF TABLES 9 ANO 78 ANO THE FOR14ULA PRESENTED IN RULE 4 OF APPENOIX 1. EST 114ATk S FOR hHICH THE NUMERATOR HAS Ah RSE OF
MORE THAN 30 PERCENT ARE INOICATEO HITH AN ASTERISK.
19
TAliLE 5. NUMB&R GF ACIJTk CllNDITIONS PiR 100 P&RSONS PER VfiAfi, tiY GEOGRAPHIC Rkl, ION, PLACE OF RES1OENCE, AN!3 TYPE (if CONOITION:
UNITtO STATES, 1987
(CATA ARE BASEC CN HCUSEHOLL7 INTERvIEwS aF THE CIVILIAN NON INSTITUTIONAL fJZtU Population!. THE SU*VEY OESIGtk, GENE ITAL I.NJALIFICAT:[ONS,





TYPE IIF ACUTE CONDITION
CENTRAL bdoT
NORTHEAST 1410dEST SOUTH UEST USA CITY CITY MsA
ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC DISEASES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CON141JN CHILOHOOO DISEASES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INTk STINAL VIRUS. Unspecifi em. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
VIRAL lNFz CT IONS, UNSPECIFI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COINION COLO . . . . . . . . . ..e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER ACUTE UPPER RESPIRATORY IN FECTIO&S . . . . . . . . . . .
INFLUENZA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE Bronchitis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PhEUHONIA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONDITION S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OIGE.STIVE SYSTEM CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OENTAL CONDITION S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ItiOIGESTION, NAUSEA, ANO VOMIT IN G. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER OIGESTIVE CONDITION S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INJURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FRACTURES ANO OISLOCATIIJNS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SPRAINS ANO STRAIN S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OPEN UOUNOS ANO LACERATIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CONTUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL INJURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER CURP.ENT INJURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SELECTEO OTHER ACUT= CONDITION S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
EYE CONDITION S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE EAR INFECTIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER EAR CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE URINARY CONDIT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OISOROERS OF MENSTRUATION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER OISOROERS OF FEtiALE GENITAL TRACT . . . . . . . . . . . .
OELIVERY ANO OTHER CONOITIONS OF
PREGNANCY ANO PUeRPERIUH . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SKIN CON OITIOhS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE HUSCULOSKELETAL COhOITIONS, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEAOACHE, EXCLUOING MI GRAIN E . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FEVER, UNSPECIFI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .


































































































































































































































































































N07ES: EXCLUOEO FRLNI THkSE ESTIMATES ARE CONDITIONS INvOLVING N& ITHkR HEOICAL ATTENTION NOR ACTIVITY RESTRICTION.
THE STANOARO ERRORS ANO RELATIVE STANOARO ERRORS [RSE” S) CAN BE COMPUT60 L3Y USING PARAHETER SETS I AhO X CF TABLE Ii, THE
FREQUENCIES OF TABLES 1(7 ANO 78 ANO THE FORWJLA PRESENTEO IN RULE 4 OF APPENOIX 1. ESTIMATES FOR hHICH THE NUMERATOR ftiAS AN RSE OF
MORE TliAN 30 PERCENT ARE INOICATEO HITH AN ASTERISK.
20
TAbLE b. NWWR oF ACUTE CGNOITIIiNs. 6Y AGE ANO Tvpk tiF CONOITWN: UN17t0 STATES. 1987
(OATA ARt BASEO ON HOUSEhOLLI INTERVIEW OF THE CIVILIAN NON IMTITUTIONALIZEC POPULATION. THE SURVEY OESIGt(. GENERAL WALIFICATIIINS.
ANO INFORnATION ON THt RELIAti ILITY OF THE EsTIf4ATts ARE GIV=N IN AppEho Ix I. OtFINITIO%s OF TERn5 AhE GIVEN IN AfpthOIX II)
45 YEARS ANL OVER
ALL UNOER 5-17 18-24 25-44
TYPE OF ACUTE COMJIrIOh
45-64 65 YEARS
AGES 5 YEARS YcAF.S YEARS YEARS TUTAL YEARS ANO OVER
ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
lNFECTIVk ANO PARASITIC DISEASES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COf4MON CHILOHOOO DISEASES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INTESTINAL VIRUS, uNSPECIFI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
VIRAL iNFECTIOIIS, UNSPECIFI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
RESPIRATORY CON01710NS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COHHOh COLD . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER ACUTE UPPER RESPIRATORY INFECT IO NO. . . . . . . . . . .
INFLUENZA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE BRONCHI TIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PNEUMONIA. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONDITIONS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OENTAL CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INDIGESTION, NAUSEA, ANO vOMITING . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER OIGESTIVE CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INJURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FRACTURES ANO oIsLccATIohs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SPRAItAS ANO STRAINS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OPEN IJOUNOS ANO LACE RAT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CONTUSIONS ANO SLNIERFICIAL INJURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER CURRENT INJURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SELECTEO OTHER ACUTE CONDITION S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
EYE CONDITIONS.....................................
ACUTE EAR In fections . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER EAR CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE URINARY CONDITIONS...........................
OISOROERS OF MENSTRUATION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER OISOROERS OF FENALE GENITAL TRACT . . . . . . . . . . . .
OELIVERY AtiD OTHER CGNOITIONS OF PREGNANCY AND
PUERPERIUI! . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SKIN CGNOITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE HUSCULOSKELETAL CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEAOACHE, 6xCLUOING MI GRAIN E. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FEVER, UNSPECIFI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .



























































































































































































































































































THE STANOARO ERRORS ANO RELATIVE STANOARO ERRORS (RSE*S) CAN BE COMPUTEO BY USIhG PARAHE7ER SkT I OF 7ABLE 11 ANO THE FORHULA
PRkSENTEO IN RULE 1 OF APPENOIX 1. AN ESTIMATE OF 6.9 HILL1ON HAS A IO-PERCENT RSE; OF L.7 HILLION, A 20-PERCEtAT USE; ANO OF
755,000, A 30-PERSENT RSE.
21
7AbLz 7. NUt4E!tR OF ACUTk LGhOITIONA, bt’ SEX, AL.k, AM) TVPk G6 Ciil!DITICN: UN ITCO ST Alk S, 19b7
(CIATA ARk 8As E3 ON nwsknmo INT. RvIEHS OF Tnk LIVILIAti NON Ik3TITU710f4AI-I LLO mwLAT1ch. THt suhvtY 0k51bN, b= Nt8bL WAL161CAr IOt4S,
ANO ltiFORUATION ON Trl E RkU1A81L1TY @F TdE ES TIHATfi S ARk GIVEh IN APPEN131X 1. Gkfl NIT IC.NS OF TER$IS ARE blVEiX lh APPENDIX 11)
MALt FEHALE
ALL UNOER 5-17 18-4+ +5 YcARS ALL UNDER




5 YkARS YEARS YkARS AN~ OVER AGcS
+5 YEAR:




hW’l Li.ER OF ACUTE CGNOITIONS IN ThOLISANOS
ALL ACUTE CONOPT IO NO. . . . . . . . . . .
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC
OISEASES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COMMON ChILOHOOO OISEASES . . . . . .
lNTESTINA1. VIRUS, UNSPECIFIED..
VIRAL lNFECrl ONS, UNSPECIFIED..
CITH6R . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
RESPIRATLiRY CCNOITIONS . . . . . . . . .
CCIMHON COLD . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER ACUTE UPPER RESPIRATORY
IN FECTIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INFLUENZA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE BRONCHI TIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PNEUMONIA. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER RIi SPIRATORY COED IT IONS...
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM CGNOITIONS . . . .
OkNTAL CONDITI OHS. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
lNOSGESTION, NAUSEA, ANO
VOMIT IN G. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER OIGESTIVE CGtIOITIONS . . . . .
FRACTURES ANO DISLOCATIONS . . . . .
SPRAINS ANO ST RAINS . . . . . . . . . . . .
OPEN HOUNOS ANO LACE RATIONS . . . .
CONTUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL
INJURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER CURRENT IN JURIES . . . . . . . . .
SELECTED OTHER ACUTE
CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
EYE CONDIT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE EAR INFECT IONS . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER EAR CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE URINARY CONOITIONS . . . . . . .
OISOROERS OF MENSTRUATION . . . . . .
OTHER OISOROERS OF FEMALE
GENITAL TRACT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
DELIVERY ANO OTHER
CONDITIONS OF PREGNANCY
AiNO PUERPERXUM . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SKIN CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE MUSCULOSKELE7AL
CONOIT ION S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
hEAOACti E, EXCLUDING MI GRAIN E...
FEVER, UNSPECI FI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . .





















































































































































































































































































































































NOTES:. EXCLUOEO FROM THESE ESTIMATES ARE CONOITIONS lNVOLV1&G Nkl THER MEOICAL ATT ENTIOh NOR ACTIVITY RESTRICTION.
THE STANOARO ERRORS ANO RELATIVE STANDARD ERRORS (RSE*S) CAN BE COMPUTEO BY USING PARAHETER SET I OF TABLE 11 ANO THE FORMULA
PRESENTED IN RULE 1 OF APPENOIX 1. AN ESTIMATE OF 0.9 H1LL1ON HAS A 1O-PERCENT RSE; OF 1.7 MILLION, A 20- PkRCENT RSE; ANO GF
755,000, A 30-PERCENT RSk.
22
TAtiLt 8. NUMtitk GF ACUTE LCWZITIOkS, 3Y RACE, AGE, ANG TYPE GF LCIhUIT1bk: uhIT&o STATES, 1987
(DA7A ARE HAStlJ ON HLNISt HOLO lIiTt RVIEti S OF THE CIVILIAN NChlhSTITUT 1fiNALILcG PGPULATIGh. THt SURVkY GtSIGh, L.?NEkAL duALIFICATIOhS,
AND INFGRHATION CN THt RELIABILITY UF Ttit ES TIMATt S AKt GIVt N IN APPEhL71X I. GEFIN IT ICIYS L,F TEKMS Af& GIvEA IN APP6NLIIX II)
———. ———.. -






UNDER 1.5-+4 45 YkARS ALL uNDER Id-++ +5 YkARS
18 YEARS YEARS ANC GVEX AGt S 18 Y.ARS YEARS ANIJ CIVEX
—



















































































































































INFb CTIVE ANO PARAsITIC OISEASt S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . +,438 3,894
CIJHMUN CHILOHOOO OISEASE$ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Intestinal vIRuS, UNSPt CIFIEO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
vIRAL INFECTIONS, UNSPECIFlt D........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .












RESPIRATORY CLNOITILIN S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2e*639 16,931 EI,0G2
COMHON COLA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .















Iti FLu EN ZA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE BRUNCH 171 S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PNEUMONIA. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .




















OIGESTIVk SYSTEH CUNOITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,812 .?,655 927
CEN7AL CUNOITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
IhOIGESTION, NAUSEA, ANO VOM171NG . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .










INJURI ES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13,223 1,7885,356
FRACTURES ANO OISLOCAT IO NO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SPRAINS ANO ST RAIN S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OPk N WOUhOS ANO LACE RA71GNS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CONFUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL INJuRIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .















SELECT ELI OTHER ACUTE CONDITIONS.................... 9,009 6,210 2,659
EYt CONOITIO!W . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE EAR INFECT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER EAR CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTt URINARY CONOIT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .






























OTHER OISOROERS OF FEHALE GtN17AL TRACT . . . . . . . . . . . .
OELIVERY ANO OTHER CGNOITIONS OF
PREGNANCY ANO PUERPtRIUH . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SKIN CONOITIOhS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE MUSCULOSKELE7AL CGNOITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEAOACHE, kXCLUOING MIGRAIN E . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .














ALL OTHER ACU7E CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21,967 5,834 7,863 3,401 992
1
TOTALS FOR UHITE ANO 8LACK 00 NOT SUM TO TOTAL ACU7E CONDITIONS BECAUSE OTHER RACES ARE hOT lNCLUGEO.
NOTk S: tXCLUOt O FROH THESE kSTI14ATtiS A“RE CONOITIUNS ltiVOLVING NEITHER HEOICAL AT TEh TIGN NIAR ACTIVITY RESTRICTION.
THE STANOARO ERRORS ANO RELA71vE STANOARO ERRORS (RSE*S) CAN eE COHPUTEO BY USIh(iPARAHET6R SET I OF TABLE 11 ANC THE FtJkMULA
PRkSENTEO lh RULE 1 OF APPENOIX 1. AN ESTIMATE OF 6.9 MILLION HAS A lG-PERCENT RSk; OF 1.7 M1LL1ON, A 20- PERCEhT RSE; ANO OF
755,000, A 30-Pt,?CcNT fcSE.
23
.
TASLE 9. NUMk Eli OF ACUTE CONI71TIONS, BY FAMILY lNCGHt, AGE, AhC TYPE GF Cohol Tloh: u&l TELl sTATes, 19~7
{OATA ARk I?ASEO fiN HOUSCHOLC3 lNTtRV1td S GF Ttic CIVILIAN NON1ti5T lTUT1Oh AL IZc0 POPULATICtV. THt SURVEY OESIGh, GENERAL WALIFICATIONS,
ANO INFGRMATIGN ON THE RELIABILITY GF THE tSTIUATES ARE .IVtN IN APPEh CIX I. oEFINITICNS CF TZRHS ARE GIVEN IN APPENOIX 11)
FAMILY INCGM.
——
LkSS THAN SIO. OOO sIG, OCIO-S19,999
ALL UNDER 18+4 45 YEARS ALL
TYPE OF ACUTE CONOITION
uNOEA 1.9-++ 45 YEARS/
AGkS 18 YEARS YEAa S ANO OVER AGc S 18 YkARS YEARS ANO OVEk
NUMBER 6F ACUTE CGNOITIONS IN TdGUSAhOS L
ALL ACUTt CGNOITICk S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC DISEASE S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CGMMON CHILOHGOLI OIStASES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ltit EST INAL VIRUS, UNSPECIFI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
VIRAL INFECTIONS, UNSPECIFI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTFIEk . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
RESPIRATORY CCNOIT IO NO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COMMON Cod . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER ACUTC UPPER RESPIRATGITY INFECTIONS . . . . . . . . . . .
INFLUENZA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE tlRONCFIXT I S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PNEUMONIA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER RESP1hATtJRY CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OIGESTi VE SYSTEM CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0.5NTAL CGNOITI OHS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INDIGESTION, NAUSEA, AND VOMIT IN G. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER OIGESTIVE CCNOITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
In juries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FRACTUR.5S ANO OISLGCATIO NO....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SPRAINS ANLl STRAIN S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
GPEN UOUNOS AN13 LACERATIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CONTUSIONS AND SUPERFICIAL INJURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER CURRENT IN JURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SELECTEO OTHtR ACUTC CONDITIONS....................
EY& CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE EAR INFECT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER EAR CONDITIONS...............................
ACUTC URINARY CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OISOROERS OF MENSTRUATION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
GTHER 01 SL3ROERS OF FEMALE GENITAL TRACT . . . . . . . . . . . .
CELIVERY ANO CTMER CGIVOITIONSOF PREGNANCY ANO
PU2RptR2UM . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SKIN CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE MUSCULOSKELETAL CGhOITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEAbALhE, EXCLUOLNG MI GRAIN E . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FEVER, UNSPCCI FIEF . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .






















































































































































































































































































SW FOOTNOTE ANO NOTES AT kNIJ OF TAbLE.
24
TABLE 9. NUMBER CF ACUTE LONOITIGNS, dY FAMILY INCOME, AGk, ANO TYPE tiF CGhCITION: UNITED STATES* 19g7--coh-
(OA7A ARE i.iASELl Uk HtiUS. kOLO INTERVIEWS OF THE CIVILIAN NON INSTITUTIOhALILcC POPULATIGh. THE SURVEY OESISN. GENEkAL WALIFICATICNS,
ANO ItiFOlCt4AT10N GN TIik RELIABILITY GF THE ESTIMATES ARt GIVEN IN APPENCIX 1. iItFINITIGNS OF TERMS ARk iJIvi N IN AP?6NOIX 11)
FAMILY IhCDHE
- .._—
s2c, GC0-S34,999 $35,90C GR 140Rt
—
ALL uNOER 18-44 45 YEAKS ALL bNCEk 18-44 45 YkARS
TYPt UF ACUTt CONUITION AGES 18 YtARS YkARS ANC OVt R AGES Id YkARS YcAilS AkC OVER
t+JFIBER OF ACIJTk CO NO IT IOix S IN THOUSANOS
1
ALL AC UT. CtiNOIT IO NO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INFECTIVE ANO PARAS171C DISEASES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COf4MON CHILCIHOUO DISEASE S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INTESTINAL VIRUS, uNSPtCIFI EO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
VIRAL IN FtCTIGhS, UNSPtCI FIEF . . . . . . ---- . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
RESPIRATORY CCNOITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COMHGN COLA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER ACUTE UPPER RESPIRATORY INFECTIONS . . . . . . . . . . .
lhFLUENZA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE BRONCHI TIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PNEUMONI A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONDIT ION S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OIGt STIVt SYSTEM CCNOITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OENTAL CCNOITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INOIGk ST IOh, NAUSEA, ANO vOMITING . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER CIGESTIVC COED IT IONS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
lNJLN(IES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FRACTURES ANO DISLOCATION S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SPRAINS ANO ST RAIN S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OPEN uOUNOS ANO LACERAT IO NO . . . . . . ..-. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CONTUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL IN JLIRIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER CURRENT IN JURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SE LECTEO OTHER ACUTE CONDIT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
EYE CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACbTk EAR INFECT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER EAR CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE URINARY CONi)ITI Ohs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OISOROERS OF tlENSTRUAT I ON. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHt R OISOROERS OF FEMALk GENITAL TRACT . . . . . . . . . . . .
OELIIIERY ANO GTHER CGNOITIONS OF PREGNANCY ANO
PuERPERIUH . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SKIN CONDITION S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE WSCULOSI(ELETAL CON OITIOhS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
hEAOACHE. EXCLUOING MI GRAIN E. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FEVER, UNSPt CIFIEO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .























































































































































































































































































1 TOTALS FOR IhCOfIE CATEGORIES 00 NGT SUM TO TGTAL ACUTE CCNOITIGNS BECAUSE PERSONS ItITH UNKNOUN FAt41LY INCOME ARE NGT lhCLUCt O.
NGTts: EXCLUOEII Fl@t4 THESE ESTIMATES ARE CONDITIONS INVOLVING NE ITHEf4 HEOICAL ATTENTION NOR ACTIVITY RESTRICTION.
THE STANCIARO ERRORS ANO RELA71VE STANOARO ERRORS (RSt*S) CAN Uk COMPUTEO dY USING PARAHtTtR SET I CIF TAbLk II ANO THc FCRMULA
PRESCNTkG IN RULE 1 OF APPENOIX I. AN ES TIHATE 06 6.9 HILLION HAS A 1O-PERCENT i4SE; OF 1.7 FIILLXOt+, A 20-PERCthT RSE; ANO CF
755,000, A 30-PERCENT RSE.
TAdLE la. NLIMBER OF ACUTE COtWITIOhS, MY GcOGkAF’AIC REGION, PLACE GF RkSIOkhCti, ANO TYPE GF CCAOITIOM: Uh1Ti50 STATk S, 19L?7
(GATA ARE uASEO CIN HOUSEHOLO IhTERVIEu S LF THE CIVILIAh NON1hSTITU llONALILk O PuPULATICti. THk SURVEY OESlbN, L,12NERAL WALIFICATIONS,





TYPE OF ACUTE CONOLTIOI+
ALL CEhTRAL CENTRAL NGT
NGRTHEAS7 MI OHEST SCUTH hEST ~S A CITY CITY USA
——
KU4a6R OF ACL.Ti CONDITIONS IN THGUSANOS
ALL ACUTE COEDITIO NO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INFECTIVE ANd PARASITIC 01 SEA S6S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COMMi3N CHILO11000 DISEASES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INTESTINAL VIRUS, UNSPECI FI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
VIRAL 1NFEC710NS, UNSPECIFIED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
RESPIRATORY CGNOITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CGH14JN COLA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER ACUTE UPPER RESPIRATORY INFECT IO NO. . . . . . . . . . .
Influenza . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE BRONCHI TIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PNEUMONI A. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONDITION S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OENTAL CLINOITION S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
IN DIGESTION, NAUSEA, ANO VOMITIN G. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER OIGESTIVE CONOIT INNS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INJURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FRACTURES ANO DISLOCATIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SPRAINS ANO ST RAINS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OPEN UOUNOS AND LACE RAT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CONTUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL I &JURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER CURRENT l$iJURI ES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SE LECTCL3 OTHER ACUTE CONOPT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
EYE CONDITION S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE EAR INFECT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
GTHER EAR CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE URINARY CONOITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OISOROERS OF MEN ST RIATION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER OISOROERS OF FEMALE GENITAL TRACT . . . . . . . . . . . .
OELIVERY ANO OTHER CONDITIONS OF
PREGNANCY ANO PUERPERIUH . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SKIN CON DITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTi MJSCULOSKELETAL CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEAOACHE, EXCLUOING HIGRAINE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FEVER, UNSPECIFI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

































































































































































































































































































NOTES: EXCLUOEO FROM THESE ESTIMATES ARI? CONOITIGNS INVOLVING NEITHER HEOICAL ATTENTXGN NGR ACTIVITY REST R1CTION.
THE STANOARO E,?RORS ANO RELATIVE STANOARO ERRORS (RSEQS) CAN 8E conPuTEO BY USING PARAMETER SET I OF TAELE 11 ANG THE FORMULA
PREStNTEO IN RULE 1 OF APPENOIX I. AN ESTIMATE OF 6.9 MILLION HAS A IO-PERCENT RSE; OF 1.7 MILLION, A 20-P6RcENT RSE; ANO OF
755,000, A 30-PERCENT RSE.
26
TAuLt 11. PkkCkNT OF ACUTt COhu ITlutiS MEfiICALLY AT TtkOED. aY ALt ANO TYPE UF CtiNOITIGh: uNITkO STATES. L987
(OATA ARE uASEO UN HOUStihi3L0 INTERVIttiS GF THE CIVILIAN ti6NIMT lTUTILNALILtII Population. THt bURVEY OESIGh, G5NERAL UUALIFICATiCNS.
ANO lNFCnHATIGN CN THL Rtl.lABILITY OF THk ESTIMATES AkL GIVEN IN APPENDIX I. OEFINITIGhS Of TERMs ARE GIVt N IN APPEW)l X 11)
45 YEARS AMZ GVER
WPk OF ACUTC CCMOITIUN
ALL uNOER 5-17 id-24 25-+4 +5-64 65 YEARS
AGES 5 YEARS YEARS YkARS YEARS TCITAL YiA17S AW OVER
ALL ACUTk LUNLIIT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC GISEASCS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COWION CHILOHOCIO DIs EASES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Intestinal VIRUS, Uti SPECIFIED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
VIRAL IN FtCTIGNS. UNSPECIFI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
GTHER. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
RESP18AT9RY COED IT ION S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COHHOti CGLO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
GTHER ACUTE UPPEK RESPIRATCZRY INFECT IONS . . . . . . . . . . .
INFLUENZA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE 15RONCHIT I S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Pneumonia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER RESPIRATORY CON31TIO!AS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
GIGc~TIv E SYSTEM CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
DENTAL CCNOITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
IhOIGESTION, NAUSEA, ANO VOMIT IN G. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER OIGESTIVE COED IT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
IN JURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FRACTURES ANO DISLOCATIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SPRAINS ANO ST RAIN S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OPEN H17UhOS AhO LACE RAT ION S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CONTUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL INJURIE S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER CURRENT IN JURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SELECTED OTHER ACUTE CJNOITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
EYE CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE EAR INFECT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHt R EAR CONGITIOM . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE uRINARY CONDIT IO NS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CI.SOROERS OF MENSTRUATION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER OISOROERS OF FEMALE GENITAL TRACT . . . . . . . . . . . .
OELIVERY ANO GTHER CONDITIONS OF PREGNANCY AND
PU&RPER I 'M . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SKIN COh OITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE MUSCULOSKELETAL CONOIT INNS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEAOACHE, EXCLUOING MI GRAIN E . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FEvER, UNSPECI FI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .


































































































































































































































































































hOTE5: EXCLUOEO FROM THESE ESTIMATES ARE CONDITIONS INVOLVING NEITHER HEOICAL ATT& NT ION NOR ACTIVITY RESTRICTION.
THE STANOARO ERRORS ANO RELATIVE STANDARO ERRORS (RSE*S) CAN BE COMPUTEO BY USING PARAMETER SET I OF TABLE II, THE FREQUENCIES OF
TABLE 6 ANO THE FORMULA PRESENTEO IN RULE 3 OF APPENOIX I. ES TIHATES FOR WICH THE NUMERATOR hAS AN R-SE OF HORC THAN 3C PERCENT ARE
lt4131CATE0 161TH AN ASTERISK.
27
,
TABLc 12. PERCENT CJF ACUTC cONO1r IGM M601CALLv AT TiNOEII. tiY SEX. AGZ, ANG TYPE GF ccAm TIor4: UNITtD sTATts, 1987
(OATA ARt 8ASEU GN HOUSkhOLG ItuTERVIk MS OF THE CIVILIAk FiCN1tWSTITUT IONALIZt O POP ULATIGh. THE SURVEY 06SIGN, 6kNERAL QUALIFILATIONS,
ANU INFORMATION GN THe RtLIAnlLITY OF THE ESTIMATES ARE GIvEN IN APPENOIX 1. DEFINITIONS CIF TERMS AhE GIVEN IN APPENOIX 11)
MALE FE f4ALE
ALL UNOER 5-IT 18-W +5 YkAR>
TYPE OF ACUTE CONOITION AGkS
ALL
5 YEARS YEARS YfiARS ANo OVE17 AGES
ALL ACUTk CGh OITIOkS . . . . . . . . . . .
INFECTIVE ANO PARAbl TIC
DISEASES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COMMCIN CHILOHC,00 DISEASE S......
1NT6ST1NAL VIRUS, UNSPECIFIED. .
VIRAL INFECTIONS, UNSPECIFIED. .
OTHER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . .
COMMON COLA....................
GTHcR ACUTE UPPER RESPIRATORY
INFECT ION S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INFLUENZA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE BRONCHI TIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PNEUMONIA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER RESPIRATORY COED IT IONS...
OIG&STIVE SYSTEM CONOITIaNS....
OENTAL CONDITION S . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
lNOIGESTION, NAUSEA, ANO
VOMITING . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER OIGESTIVE CONDITIONS . . . . .
INJuRIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FRACTURES ANO DISLOCATIONS . . . . .
SPRAINS ANO STRAINS . . . . . . . . . . . .
OPEN IAOUNUS ANL) LACE RATIONS . . . .
CONTUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL
IN JURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER ClJRREt4T IN JURIES . . . . . . . . .
SELECTEO OTHER ACUTE
CONOITI OHS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
EYE CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE EAR IN FACT IONS . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER EAR CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE URINARY CONOITIONS... . . . .
BISOROERS OF MENST RIATION . . . . . .
OTHER OISOROERS OF FEMALE
GENITAL TRACT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OELIVERY ANO OTHER
CONOITIONS CJF PREGNANCY
ANO PUERPERIUH . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SKIN CONDITIONS................
ACUTE MUSCULOSKELETAL
CONDITI ONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
hEAOACHE, EXCLUOING 141GRAINE.. .
FEvER, UNSPECIFI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . .


























































































































































































































UNGER 5-l T L8-44 45 YtiAkS
















































































































































NOTES: EXCLUCEU Fi10A4 THESE &STIHATES ARE CONOITIONS INVOLVING NEITHER HtOICAL ATTENTIGN NOR ACTIVITY RESTRICTION.
THE STANOARO ERRORS Ai40 RELATIVE STAtiOARO ERRORS (RSE*S) CAN 8E COMPUTEO BY uSING PARAMETER SET I OF TA)3LE 11, THE Fi7.EGUENCIES CIF
TAtSLE 7 ANO THE FCRMULA PRESENTEO IN RULE 3 OF APPENOIX 1. ESTIMATES FOR UHICH THE NUMERATOR HAS AN RSE OF MORE THAN 30 PERCENT ARE
INOi CATt O IFITH AN ASTERISK.
28
TAtJLk 13. PcRCE%l OF ACUTE CONDITIWS MEDLCALLY ATTkhOEU, bY RALE, AGE, ANO TYPE fiF CCtiOITIOh: ukl TEO STATES, 1987
(OATA AAt OASEO oh HOUSEHOLO INT6WICUS W THt CIVILIAf!NGNlhSTITu TiONALILiU PGPuLATIGN. THE SWwtY OtSEG% bcNt RAL 4UAL1F1CAT1bhS,
ANCI INFORMATION GN THk RELIABILITY OF Tuk ES TIPATt S ARE GIvEN It’i APPEhOIX 1. DtFIt’41TICtIS OF TFRMS ARE 61VEN IfuAPPcNGIx II)
uHITE ISLACK
ALL UNOER la-++ 45 YkAkS ALL
TYPt OF ACUTE CGNOITION
UNt/&R 1.s-44 +5 i’k ARk

























































INFECTIVE AND PARASITIC DISEASES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COt4MUN CHILOHOOO Diseases . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INTESTINAL VIRUS, UNSPECIFI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
VIRAL IN FECTIChS, UNSPECIFI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
























































RESPIRATORY CGNOi TIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COMMON CO LD . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER ACUTE UPPtR RESPIRATLTRY IN FECTIONS . . . . . . . . . . .
INFLUENZA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE BRONCHI TIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PNEUMONIA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER RESPIRATGRY CGNDITIONS.......................
































OIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OENTAL CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
lhOIGESTIOtw, hAUSEA, ANO V0141TING . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER OIGESTIVE CONIIITIONS.........................

















INJURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FRACTURES ANO DISLOCATIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SPRAINS AND STRAIN S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OPEN HOUNDS AND LA AERATIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CONTUS1ONS AND SUPERFICIAL INJuRIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER CURRENT IN JURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .














































5ELEC7ED OTHER ACUTE COED IT IO NS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
&YE COED IT IONS.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTk EAR INFECT IO NO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER EAR CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE URINARY COED IT ION S........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
DISORDERS OF 14EkSTRUATION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER OISOROERS OF FEMALE GENITAL TRACT . . . . . . . . . . . .
OELIVERY ANO OTHER CGNOITIONS OF PREGNANCY ANO
PUERPERIUH . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SKIN CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE MUSCULOSKELETAL CChOITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
NEAOACHE, EXCLUOING MI GRAIN E . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .



























































ALL OTH6R ACUTE COED IT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . a7.7 90.6 89.3 *91. a
NOTES: EXCLUDEO FROH THESE ES TIHATES ARE CONDITIONS INVOLVING hEITHER 14EOICAL ATTENTION NOR ACTIV17Y RESTRICTION.
THE STANDARO ERRORS ANd RELATIVE STANDAI?O ERRORS (RSESS) CAN E& COt4PUTEG i3Y USING PARAMETER SET 1 OF TA8LE iI. ThE FREWENCIES OF
TAaLE a ANtJ Tht F12RkwLA PRks&NTEc IN IUJLE 3 OF APPCNOIX x. tsTzmATks FGR HHIcH THE NUMERATOR hAs AN RSE oF 140Rti THAN 30 pERcENT ARE
INOICATEO MITH AN AST&RISK.
29
.
TAliLE 1+. PkRCkilT OF ACUTE CGNOITIONS MEOICALLV AT TENDt O, BY FAMILY 1iICCt4E, AGE, ANO TYPE GF CCNO1TION: Lhl TELl STATES, 198T
(OATA ARE BASEO Oti HOUSEHOLD lNTERVIEUS OF THE CIVILIAk hGNINSTITUT ION AL1ZEL7 Population. THE SURVEY OkSIGN, L.6NERAL iiUALIFICAi LUNS,
ANO 1tiFGRt4ATION ON THC RELIABILITY OF THE tSTIMATES Akk GIVEN IN APPENOIX I. DEFINITIONS OF TERHS ARE GIVEN IN APP.NOIX Ii)
FAMILY iNCGMc
—..
LkSS THAN SIO, OOO SIG,000-S19,999
ALL uNOER 18-44 45 YEARS ALL UIUOER lb-44
TYPE OF ACUTE CONOITION
45 YEAR:
AGES 18 YEARS YEARS ANO OVEK AGES 18 YEARS YkARS ANO 0VE2
ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC OISEAStS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COMMON CHILOHOOO DISEASE S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INTESTINAL VIRUS, UNSPECIFI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
VIRAL INFECTIONS, UNSPECI FI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CO14MON COLA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER ACUTE UPPER RESP1RATO17Y INFECT IO NO. . . . . . . . . . .
INFLUENZA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE BROINCHI TIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PNEUMONIA. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM CON DITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OENTAI. CON DITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
lNOIGESTION, NAUSEA, ANO VOMIT IN G. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER OIGESTIVE COED IT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INJURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FRACTURES ANO DISLOCATIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SPRAINS ANO ST RAIN S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OPEN UOUtiOS ANO LA AERATIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CONTUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL INJURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER CURRENT IN JURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SELECTEO OTHER ACUTE CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
EYE COtiOITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE EAR INFECT IO NO .-.,..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER EAR COED IT IO NO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE URINARY COED IT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OISOROERS OF MENSTRUATION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER OISOROERS OF FEMALE GENITAL TRACT . . . . . . . . . . . .
OELIVERY ANO GTti ER CONDITIONS OF PREGNANCY ANO
PIJERPERIUH . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SKIN CONDITI OHS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE WSCULOSKELETAL CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEAOACHE, EXCLUOING MI GRAIN E...........,.. . . . . . . . . .
FEVER, UNSPECIFIED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .


































































































































































































































































































SEE NOTES AT ENO OF 7ABLE.
30
TAtiLC 1+. PC RC. NT OF ACUTE CUNDITIGNS HtDICALLY AT TdDED. tiY FAMILY INCIJHt* AGE. ANLT TYPE OF COW ITIGN: UN IT6D STATES, lw7--coh.
(DATA A3E MASkLl GN HGUSchGLCI lNTtRV1tmS OF THE CIVILIAN wNINSTI TUT IONALILED PGPULAIIGh. TtIE SURVEY LIESIGh, GkNERAL WJALIFICATIOW,
AND lNFURMATION ON THk RELIABILITY GF THt ESTIMATES ARE GIVtN IN APPENUIX 1. OEF1til TIGNS Em TERMS ARE GIVEN IN APPcNDIX 11)
FAMILY INCCJHt
$2 G,0GG-534,999 S35,000 CR MCIR6
TYPE OF ACUTE CONOITiON
ALL UNGk R 18-44 45 YkA&S ALL UtlLER la-++
AGES lE YEARS
45 YEARS
YEA8S ANO GvER AGCS 18 YekRS YEARS ANO OVER
ALL ACUTE CGNUITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
IN FECTIVt ANO PARASITIC OISEASCS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CGH140N CHILUHOOO Diseases . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
lNTk ST INAL VIRUS, UNSPCCIFI EO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
VIRAL LNFECTIGNS, UtWPECI FL ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
RESPIRATORY CCNOITICINS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COMMON COLA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER ACUTE UPPER RESPIRATORY IN FACT IO NO. . . . . . . . . . .
IhFLUENLA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE L3RUNCHI TIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PNEuMONI A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0TH2R RESPIILATORY CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONDITI OHS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
DENTAL COED IT ION S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INOILESTION, NAuSEA, ANO VOMIT ING . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CTHER OIGESTIVE CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INJURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FRACTURES ANO DISLOCATIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SPRAINS ANO ST RAINS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OPEN 16GUNOS ANO Lacerat ions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CONTUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL INJuRIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER CURRENT iti JURI ES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.St LiCTEO OTtiti R ACIJTk COtAOIT 16ti S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
EYE CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTt EAR INFECT IO NO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHCR 6AR CONDIT IO NO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTt URItiAKY COhOITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
01 SO R05RS OF 14ENST RIATION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
GTHER OISOROERS OF FEMALE GENITAL TRACT . . . . . . . . . . . .
OELIVERY ANO GTHER CCNOITIONS OF PREGNANCY ANO
PIJERPERI UP . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SKIN CONOITLONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE FIUSCULOSUEL2TAL COhOITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEAOACHk, kXCLUDING MI GRAIN E . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .




























































































































































































































































































hoTts: EXCLUOEO FROH THESE cSTIHA7ES ARE CON LIITIUNS INVOLVING NE IT14ER HEOICAL AT TtNTICli NOR ACTIVITY RESTRICTION.
THE STANOARO ERAcRs ANO RELATivi sTANOAf10 ERRORS (RsE*s) CAN aE COMPUTEO BY USING PARAM=T2R SET I OF TA6Lk IL, THE FsEiiukhclis OF
TA8LE 9 ANO THt FOR#NJLA PRESEhTEO IN RULi+ 3 OF APPENOIX 1. tSTIHATES F13R HHICII THE NUMERATOR hAS AN RsE OF HGRE THAA 30 PtRCENT ARi
lNOICATt O HITH AN ASTERISK.
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TA6LE 15. PkRCENT OF ACUTE COW IT IOi’iS t4ELICALLY AT TENDEJ, 6Y GCCJG&APHIC REGIGN, PLACE OF RESIOkNCE, AtxO TYPE ❑F CON!JITIOh:
UNITED STATES. 19ti7
(OATA ARE tiASk O ati dOUSEHOLO INTER VItd S OF THE CIVILIAN NON INS TIT UT LGNALILtD PCIPULATILh. THE SURVEY DtSIGN, G6NERAL UUALIFICATIOtUS,





TYPE OF ACUTE COkOITION
CENTRAL hOT




ALL ACUTt CONOIT IO NO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC DISEASES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COM14GN Chl LOHOOO OISEASES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INTESTINAL VIRUS, UNSPECIFI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
VIRAL INFECTIONS, UNSPECIFI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COMMON COLA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
GTHER ACUTE UPPER RESPIRATLIRY in faction s . . . . . . . . . . .
INFLutiNZA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE BRONCHI TIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PNEUMONIA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER RESPIRATORY CGNOITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OENTAL CGNOITIIJNS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
IhOIGESTION, NAUSEA, ANO VOMIT ING . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTh ER OIGESTIVE COED IT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INJURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FRACTURES ANO DISLOCAT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SPRAINS ANO STRAINS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OPEN liGUNOS ANO LA AERATIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Contusions ANO SUPERFICIAL IN JURIE S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER CURRk NT IN JURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SELECTEO OTHER ACUTE CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
EYE CONDITION S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE CAR INFECT IO NO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER EAk CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE URINARY COED IT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CISOROERS OF MEN ST RIATION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER OISOROERS OF FEt4ALE GEhl TAL TRACT . . . . . . . . . . . .
DELIVERY ANO GTHER CGNOITIOhS GF PREGNANCY ANO
PUERPER HUH. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SKIN CONDITIONS....................................
ACUTE WJSCULOSICELETAL CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HE AOACHE, EXCLUOING MI GRAIN E . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FEVER, UNSPECIFIED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

































































































































































































































































































JW7ES: EXCLUOEO FROM THESE EST1MAT6S ARE CONDITIONS INVOLVING NEITHER MEOICAL ATTENTICN NOR ACTIVITY RESTRICTION.
7HE STANOARO ERRORS ANO RkLATSVE STANOARO ERRORS (R SE OS) CAN Bk COMPUTEO 8Y USING PARA14k TtiR SET 1 OF TAJLE 11, ThE FREQUENCIES OF
TABLE 10 ANO THE FORMULA PRESENTEO IN RULE 3 OF APPENOIX 1. ES71MATES FOR UHICii THE hbMkRATOR HAS AN RSE OF MORE THAN 30 PERCE&T
ARE lNOICATED WITH AN ASTERISK.
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TABLE 16. tWMaER OF RESTRICTED-ACTIVITY OAYS ASSOC1AT60 wITH ACUTE CGNOITICNS PER 10CI PERSONS PER YEAR, BY AGE AhO TYPE CF
CONOITIGN: uNITEO STATES, 1987
(OATA ARE 8ASE0 ON HOUSEHOLC INTERVIEWS OF THE CIVILIAN NON INS TITIJTIONALIZEO POPULATICh. THE SURVtY OESIGh, GENERAL QuALIFICATIGNS,
ANO INFORMATION CN THE RELIABILITY CIF THE tiSTIt4ATES ARE GIVEN IN APPENOIX I. LIEFINITi13NS OF TERMS ARE GIVEN IN APPENOIX 11)
45 YEARS ANG OVER
ALL LINOER 5-17 18-24 25-4+ 45-64
TYPE OF ACUTE CONDITILN
65 YEAR&
AGtS 5 YEARS YEARS YEARS YEARs TOTAL YEARS ANO GVER
ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INFECTIVE ANO PARASZTIC DISEASES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CO)4MIN CHILOHOIJO DISEASE S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INTESTINAL VIRUS, UNSPECIFI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
VIRAL INFECTIONS, UNSPECIFI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
RESPIRATORY CON OPT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COMMON COLA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER ACUTE UPPER RESPIRATORY INFECTIONS . . . . . . . . . .
INFLu ENZA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE BRONCHI TIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PNEu MANIA. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONDITION S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OENTAL CONDITION S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INO16ESTION, NAUSEA, ANO VOMIT IN G. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER OIGESTIVE CONDIT ION S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INJURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FRACTURES ANO DISLOCAT IO NO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SPRAINS ANO STRAINS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OPEN HOUNOS AhO LACERATIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CONTUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL INJURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CITHER CURRENT INJURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SE LECTEO OTHER ACUTE CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
EYE CONDITION S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE EAR INFECT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER EAR CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE URINARY CONOITICNS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OISOROERS OF MEN ST RI AT ION...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER OISOROERS OF FEMALE GtNITAL TRACT . . . . . . . . . . .
OELIVERY ANO OTHER CONDITIONS OF PREGNANCY ANO
PIJERPERILN4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SKIN CON DITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE HUSCULOSKELETAL COhOITI OHS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEAOAChE, EXCLUOING MI GRAIN E. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FEVER, UNSP.5CIFI Em. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
































































































































































































































































































NCTES: THE ST ANOARO ERRORS ANO RELATIVE STANOARO ERRORS (RSEQS) CAk BE COHPUTEO dY USIhG PARAMETER SET 11 OF TA8LE 11, THE
FREQuENCIES OF TA8LE 21 AND THE FORMULA PRESENTED IN RULE 2 OF APPENOIX 1. ESTIMATES FGR hHICH THE NUMERATOR hAS AN RSE OF flOR&
THAN 30 PtRCENT ARE INOICATEO HITH AN ASTERISK.
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.
TABLE 17. NuHBER OF RESTRICT =WACTIVITY OAYS AS SOCl AT=O .lTH Acu Tk c0t4c1TIoNs PER 100 pERsoNs pER YEAR. ar Skx. AGE, ANb TYPE
OF COtiOITION: IJNITkO STATES, 1907
(OATA ARE 8ASE0 GN HGLISEHGLO lNTERVIEdS GF THt CIVILIAN NONINSTITUTI ONALIZEO FbPULATILh. THt SURVEY OESIGt!*GENENAL WALIFICATIGNS,
ANO 1NFORt4ATION ON THE RELIABILITY OF THE ES Ti14ATES ARE GIVEN IN APPENOIX 1. OCFINITIGNS OF TcRt4S ARk GIVEN IN APFc NOIX 11)
MALt Ftt4ALi
ALL UNOER 5-17 1 8-4+ 45 YEARS ALL UfuOEk
TYPE OF ACUTE CGNOITIOV
5-17 id-+4 45 YkARS
AGcs 5 YEARS YEARS YEARS ANLI CiVkk AGES 5 YEARS YEARS YEARS ANO OVt N
NU146ER OF RESTRLCTEO-ACT IVITY UAYS PER 10C PERSWS FkX YEAR
ALL ACUTE CGNOITIONS . . . . . . . . . . .
1NFECTLV5 ANO PARASITIC
DISEASE S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CCWION CHILOHLIIJLI OISEASES . . . . . .
INTESTINAL VIRUS, UNSPECIFI ED..
VIRAL IIAFECTIONS, UNSPECIFIED..
OTHER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
RESPIRATORY CGNOITIONS . . . . . . . . .
COMHLN COLA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER ACUTE UPPER RESPIRATORY
INFECT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INFLUENZA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE BRONCHITIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PNEUHIINI A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONDITION S...
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM Condition s....
DENTAL CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
lNOIGESTION, NAUSEA, ANO
vOMITING . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER OIGESTIVE CONDITION S.....
INJURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FRACTURES ANO DISLOCATIONS.. . . .
SPRAINS ANO STRAINS . . . . . . . . . . . .
OPEN HOUNDS ANO LACE RATIONS . . . .
CONTUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL
IN JURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER CURRENT INJURIES . . . . . . . . .
SELECTEO OTHER ACUTE
CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
EYE CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE EAR INFECT IO NO. . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER EAR CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE URINARY COED IT IONS . . . . . . .
OISOkOERS OF HEN ST RI ATION . . . . . .
OTHER OISOROERS OF FEMALE
GENITAL TRACT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
DELIVERY ANO GTHER
CONDITIONS OF PREGNANCY
ANO PUERPERIU14 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SKIN CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE MUSCULOSKZLETAL
CONDITION S........ . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEAOACHE, EXCLLIOING HIGRA1ti E...
FEVER, UNSPECIFI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . .









































































































































































































































































































































































NG7ES: THE sTANOARO ERRORS ANO RELATIVE sTANOARO E17R0R5 (RSECS) CAN 8E CW4PUTE0 By USING PARAMETER SET 11 OF TAaLE II, THE
FREQUENCIES OF TABLE 22 ANO THE FORHULA PRESENTEO IN RULE 2 OF APPENOIX 1. ESTIMATES FGR UHICH THE NUMERATOR HAS AN RSE OF MORE
THAN 30 PERCENT ARE INOICATEO uITH AN ASTERISK.
TABLE 18. NUHtiER OF R&STRICTE&ACTIVITY DAYS ASS GCIATELI uITH ACUTE CCNOITIONS PER 100 PERSGhS PER YEAR, 6Y uACE. AGE, AhG TYPE OF
CONOITION: UhITEO STATES. 1987
(OATA ARE aAsko ON HUUsEHOLO INTERVIEIi S of THE CIVILiAN t40tAIhsTITuTxot4 ALIz&o powLATloh. THE SURVEY o&sIbh9 GEN=RAL WJALl F1cA7i0NS9
ANO INFORMATION ON THt RELIABILITY Of THE ESTIMATES ARE GIVEN IN APPENOIX I. OEFINITIChS W TERMS ARE GIVGN IN APPENOIX II)
i+HITE 8LACK
ALL UNOER 18-44 45 YtiARS ALL UNOkR la-44
TYPt OF ACUTE CONOITION AGES ,18 YEARS
+5 YeARS
YEARS ANO OVEk AGES la wi~s YEARS ANO OVEti
ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC DISEASES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COt4hh3N CHILOHOOO DISEASE S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INTESTINAL VIRUS. UNSPECIFIED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
VIRAL INFECTIONS. UNSPECIFIED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
RESPIRATORY CCNOITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COMMON COLA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER ACUTE UPPER RESPIRATORY IN FACT IONS . . . . . . . . . .
IN FLu ENZA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE dkONCHITIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PNEUMONIA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONDITION S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OIGESTIVE SYSTEN CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OENTAL CONDITION S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INDIGESTION. hAUSEA. ANO V0141TING.................
OTHER OIGESTIVE CONOIT ICES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
lN.AURI ES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FRACTURES ANO DISLOCATIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SPRAINS ANO STRAINS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OPEN HOUNOS ANO LACE RAT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CONTUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL INJURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER CURRENT INJURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SELECTEO OTHER ACUTE CONDITION S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
EYE CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE EAR INFECT IO NO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER EAR CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE URINARY CO NOIT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
oISOROERS OF MENSTRUATION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER OISOROERS OF FEtlALE GENITAL TRACT . . . . . . . . . . .
OELIVERY ANO OTHER CONDITIONS OF PREGNANCY ANO
PUERPER IU14. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SKIN CONDITIONS...................................
ACUTE HUSCULOSKELETAL COhOITIGNS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEAOACHE9 EXCLUOING PTiGRAIN E . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FEVER. uNSPECIFI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .


































































































































































































































































































NGTES: THE STANOARO ERRORS ANO RELATIVE STANOARO ERRORS (RSEOS) CAN BE COtlPUTEO SY uSING PARAMETER SET II OF TABLE II! THE
FREQUENCIES OF TABLE 23 ANO THE FORHULA PRESENTEO IN RULE 2 OF APPENOIX 1. ESTIMATES FOR h’HICHTHE NUHERATOR HAS AN RSE OF MORE
THAN 30 PERCENT ARE INOICATEO HITH AN ASTERISK.
TABLE 19. NUM8ER OF RESTRICTED-ACTIVITY OAYS ASSOCIATED hlTH ACUTE CG&OITIONS PER 106 PERSONS PtR YEAR, 9Y FAMILY LNCG14fi, AGk, ANG
TYPE OF CLJNDITION: UN ITEO STATES, 1987
(CATA ARE BASED ON HOUSEHOLO INTERVIEWS OF THE CIVILIAN NON INSTITUTIOhALIZEO POpUlatiOn. TtIt SIJRVEV DEsIGN, GENERAL wALIFIcAt.toNs,
AND lNFOWATION ON THE RELIA81L1TY OF THE ES TIMATkS ARE 61VEN IN APPENOIX I. OEFINITIONS OF TERMS ARE GIVEN IN APPENDIX II)
FAMILY INCOtl.
\ LESS THAN slO, GOO $10,000-$19,999
ALL UNCIER 18-44 45 YEARS
TYPE OF ACUTE CONOITION
ALL UNOkR 18-44
+GES 18 YEARS YEARS
45 YfiARS
ANO OVkR AGES 18 YEARS YEAi/S AtAl) OVER
/ILL ACUTE CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC DISEASE S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CO*MON CHILOHOOO DISEASES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INTESTINAL VIRUS, UNSPECI FI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
VIRAL INFECTIONS, UNSPECIFIED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COMMON CGLO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER ACUTE uPPER RESPIRATORY INFECT IO NO. . . . . . . . . . .
IN FL UENZA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE bronchi tis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Pneumonia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER RESPIRATORY COED IT ION S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OENTAL CONDITION S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
lNOIGESTION, NAUSEA, ANO VOMIT ING . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER OIGESTIVE CONDITION S........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INJURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FRACTURES AND L)ISLCICATIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SPRAINS ANO STRAINS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OPEN ii03ANOS ANO LACE RAT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CONTUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL INJURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER CURRENT lNJURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SELECTEO OTHER ACUTE CONDITION S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
EYE CONDITION S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE EAR INFECT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
GTHER EAR CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE URINARY CONDITION S........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CISOROERS OF MENSTRUATION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER OISOROERS OF FEMALE GENITAL TRACT . . . . . . . . . . . .
DELIVERY ANO OTHER CONDITIONS OF PREGNANCY AND
PUERPERZUkl . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SKIN CONDITIONS....................................
ACUTE MUSCULOSKELETAL CONOITI CNS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEAOACHE, EXCLUOIN6 MI GRAIN E . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FEVER, UNSPECIFI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ALL OTHER ACUTE CONOITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .





































































































































































































































































































TABLE 19. NuMBER df aESTRICTEO-ACTIV ITY DAYS ASSOCIATEli MITH ACUTE CGhOITIGNS PtR 100 PERSGNS PER YEAR, BY FAHILY INCCJIE, AGE, ANO
TYPE OF CONOITIOh: UNITkD STATES, 198 T—CON.
(fiATA ARE DASEO ON t40usEH0L0 InterVieWS OF THE cIvILIAN NONINSTITUTIONAL IZEG iwpuLATIch. THE SURVEY OESIGN, GENERAL QUALIFICATIONS.
ANO INFGRHATXON GN THE RELIAa ILITy OF TtiE ESTIMATES AhE GIVEN lN APpENO1X I. GEfINITICNS OF TEhms ARE GIVEN IN App EtJOix II)
FAMILY lNCOHE
SiG.00C-s3+.9?9 S35,000 OR MORE
ALL UNOER 18-44 45 YEARS ALL UNEIEll 1.9-44
TYPk OF ACUTE CONOITION AGES
45 YEARS
18 YEA%S YEARS ANO OVER AGES 18 YEARS YEARS ANO OVE.
NUMBER OF RESTRICTED-ACTIVITY OAYS PER 100 PERSOhS PER YEAii
ALL ACUTE CGNOITI OHS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC DISEASES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CONHON CHILOHOOO OISEASEa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INTESTINAL VIRUS, UNSPECIFIED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
VIRAL INFECTIONS, uNSPECIFI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
RESPIRATORY CCNOIT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COt4t40N COLA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER ACUTE UPPER RESPIRATORY Infections . . . . . . . . . . .
INFLUENZA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE BRONCHI TIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PNEUMONIA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONOITICINS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CJIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OENTAL CONDITION S........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INOIGESTION, NAUSEA, ANO VOMIT ING . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER OIGESTIVE CONDIT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INJURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FRACTURES ANO OISLCCATIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SPRAINS ANO ST RAINS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0P6N kAOUNOS ANO LACE RAT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CONTUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL INJURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER CURRENT IN Jurie s. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SE LECTZO OTHER ACUTE CONDITION S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
EYE CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE EAR INFECT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER EAR CGNOITIGNS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE URINARY CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OXSOROERS OF MENSTRUATION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER OISOROERS OF FEMALE GENITAL TRACT . . . . . . . . . . . .
OELIVERY ANO CTHER CONO1TIONS OF PREGNANCY ANO
PUERPERIUM . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SKIN CONDITIONS....................................
AcuTE HUSCULOSKELETAL CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEAOACHE, EXCLLNJING MI GRAINE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FEvER, UNSPECIFI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .





























































































































































































































































































kT.1 *24.9 .?2.3 37.9
hOTtS: THE STANOARO ERRORS ANO RELATIVE STANOARO ERRORS (RSE*S) CAh 8E COHPUTtO 8Y U.SLhG PARAMETER SETS 11 ANO X OF TA6LE 11, THE
FREQUENCIES OF TABLES 24 ANO 78 ANO THt FORMULA PRESENTEO IN RULE 4 OF APPENOIX 1. ESTIMATES FOR HHICH THE NUMERATOR HAS Ah RSE OF
MORE THAN 30 PERCENT ARE INOICATEO HITH AN ASTERISK.
37
TABLE 20. NUMBER OF RESTRICTED-ACTIVITY OAYS ASSCICIATEO wITH ACUTE CONO1TIONS PER lCO PERSONS P6R YEAR, BY GEOGRAPHIC RkGIONw PLACE
OF RESIOENCE, ANO TYPE OF CONOITION: UNITED STATES, 198T
(OATA ARE 8ASE0 ON HOUSEHULD INTER ViE14S OF THE CIVILIAN NON INSTITUTIONALIZEO POPULATION. THE SURVEY DESIGN+ GENERAL QUALIFICATIONS*





TYPE OF ACUTE CONOITION NOF.THEAST
NOT
MIoiIEST SOUTH ldEST t4SA CITY CITY MA
NUMBER Of RESTRICTEO~ACTIVITY OAVS PER 100 PERSONS PER YEAR
ALL ACUTE CONOITIOkS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC DISEASES . . . . . .
COt4MON CHILOHOOO DISEASES . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INTESTINAL VIRUS, UNSPECIFIED . . . . . . . . .
VIRAL INFECTIONS, UNSPECIFIED . . . . . . . . .
OTHER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
RESPIRATORY COED IT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COMMON COLD . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER ACUTE UPPER RESPIRATORY
INFECTIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
IN FLU ENZA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE BRONCHI TIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PNEuMoNIA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
oTHER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . .
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . .
OENTAL CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INDIGESTION, hAUSEA, ANO VOMITING . . . . .
OTHER DIGESTIVE CONDIT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . .
INJURI ES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FRACTURES ANO DISLOCA TIONS . . . . . . . . . . . .
SPRAINS ANO STRAIN S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OPEN MOUNOS ANO LACERATIONS. . . . . . . . . . .
CONTUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL INJURIES...
OTHER CURRENT INJURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
sELECTEO OTHER ACUTE CONDITIONS . . . . . . .
EYE CONDITION S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE EAR INFECT IO NS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER EAR CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE URINARY CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OISOROERS OF MENSTRUATION . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER OISOROERS OF
FEMALE GENITAL TRAcT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
DELIVERY ANO OTHER CONDITIONS OF
PREGNANCY ANO PUERPERIUM . . . . . . . . . . . . .
sKIN CONOITIOti S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE MLASCULOSKELETAL CONDITIONS . . . . . .
HEADACHE, EXCLUOING MI GRAIN E . . . . . . . . . .
FEVER, UNSPECIFIED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

































































































































































































































































































NOTES: THE STANOARO ERRORS ANO RELATIVE STANOARO ERRORS (RSE” S) CAN BE COMPUTEO 6Y USING PARAMETER SETS 11 AND X OF TA8LE 11, TtlE
FREQUENCIES OF TABLES 25 AND 78 ANO THE FORMULA PRESENTEO IN RULE 4 OF APPENOIX 1. ESTIMATES FOR uHICH THE NUMERATOR HAS Ati RSE OF
MORE THAN 30 PERCENT ARE INOICATEO 141TH AN ASTERISK.
38
TAtlLli 21. NUM8ER CIF RESTR1CTE12-ACT IVITY DAYS ASSGCIAT6D klTH ACUTE CGNOITIGNS, BY AGE AND TYPE OF CON LITION: uNITi O STATES, 19d7
(DATA ARE BASEO ON HOUSE IIULO Interviews OF THE CIVILIAN NON INS TITUTiOtiALIZtO PaPLJLATICN. THE SURVEY OESIGN. &EN&RAL VJALIFICATIONS,
ANO INFORt4ATIUti ON THE RkLIAblLITY OF TH6 ES TIt4ATtS ARk GIVtN Ih APPChOIX I. OEFINITIGhS OF TERMS ARE GIVtN IN APPENCIX 11)
+5 YEARS ANO CIVER
ALL uNOER 5-17 la-24 25-W+
TYPE OF ALUTE CONOITXGN
45-.54 65 YEARb
AGES 5 YEARs YEARS YEARS YEARS TUTAL YEAhS ANO OVtP
ALL ACUTk COED IT ION S........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC OISEAStS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COMMON ChILOtiOOO IJISEASES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Intestinal VIRUS, UNSP&CIFIEO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
VIRAL INFECTIONS, UNSPECIFI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
RESPIRATORY CCNOITIONS............................
COMMON CO LA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CT HER ACUTk UP P&R RESPIRATORY INFECT IONS . . . . . . . . . .
IN FL UENZA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE 9RONCH1TIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PNEUMONI A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHEk RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OI&ESTIVE SYSTEM CONDITI OHS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OENTAL CONLIITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INDIGESTION, NAUSEA, ANO vOMITING . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER OIGESTIVE CO ND IT IO NS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INJURIE S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FRACTURES AND DISLOCATIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SPRAINS ANO STRAINS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OPEN UOUNOS ANO LACE RAT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CONTUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL INJURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER CURRENT IN JURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SELECTkO OTHER ACUTE CONDITI OHS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
EYE CONOITIOt4S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE EAR INFECT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UT HER EAR CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE URINARY CONDIT IO NO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
01. WROERS OF MEN ST RUATION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER OISOROERS OF FEMALE GENITAL TRACT . . . . . . . . . . .
OELIVERY ANO OTHER CONDITIONS OF PREGNANCY ANO
PUERPERIU14 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SKIN CUNOITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE MUSCULOSKELETAL Conditions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEAOACHE, EXCLUOING MI GRAIN E . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

























































































































































































































































































ho7Es: rHE STANOARO ERRORS ANO RELATIvE sTANoARO ERRORS (RsE*s) CAN SE COMPbTEO nY USIN6 pARAt45TEh SET II OF TABLE II AhO THE
FORMULA PRESENTEO IN RULE 1 OF APPENOIX I. AN ESTIMATE OF 49.3 HILLION HAS A 1O-PERCENT RSE; GF 12 MILLION, A 20-Pk RCENT RSE; ANO
OF 5.3 MILL IOtt, A 30-PERCENT RSE.
39
TAdLE 22. NUMBER OF RESTRICTtO-AC TIVITY CAYS ASSLJCIATkO mlTH ACbTt CGtnDITIONS, FsV SEX, AGE, ANO TYPE OF CONDITION:
UNITEO STATES, 1987
(OATA ARE BASED ON HOUS2HOL0 INTER vItuS OF THE CIVILIAh 1’iGt41NST ITUT10NALIZIi0 Population. THk SURVEY DESIGh, GENERAL LlUALIF1CA7’IOhSS
ANO INFORMATION ON THE RELIABILITY OF THE kSTIMATES ARE GIVEN IN APPENDIX I. OtFINITIONS OF TERMS ARE GIvEN IN APPENLIX 11)
MALE FEMALE
ALL uNDER 5-IT 18-44 45 YEARS ALL UNOER 5-17 18-+4 +5 VEAP.S
TYPE OF ACIJTE CONOITION AGti S 5 YEARS YEARS YEARS AW OVER AGES 5 YEARS YEARS YEARS ANO OVER
NLW3ER OF RESTRICTED-ACTIViTY OAYS IN THOUSANOS
ALL ACUTE COED IT ION S . . . . . . . . . . .
INFEcTIvE ANO PARASITIC
DISEASES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COMMON CHILOHOOO DISEASE S......
INTESTINAL VIRUS, UNSPECIFIED..
VIRAL INFECTIONS, UNSPECIFIED. .
OTHER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
RESPIRATORY CGNOITIONS . . . . . . . . .
COMMON COLA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
oTHEii ACUTE UPPER RESPIRATORY
INFECT IO NO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INFLUENZA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE BRONCHI TIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Pneumonia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS . . .
OIGESTIVE .SYSTEM CONDITIONS . . . .
OENTAL CONOXTI OHS . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INO1GESTION, NAUSEA, ANO
VOMIT ING . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER OIGESTIVE CONDITIONS . . . . .
INJURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FRACTURES ANO CIISLOCATIONS . . . . .
SPRAINS ANO ST RAIN S. . . . . . . . . . . .
OPEN lJOUNOS ANO LACERATIONS . . . .
Contusions ANO SUPERFICIAL
INJURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER CURRENT IN JURIES . . . . . . . . .
SELECTED OTHER ACUTE
CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
EYE CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE EAR INFECT IO NO. . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER EAR CONOPT IONS . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE URINARY COED IT ION S.......
DISORDERS OF MENSTRUATION . . . . . .
OTHER OISOROERS (SF FEMALE
GENITAL TRACT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OELIVERY AND OTHER
CONOITIONS OF PREi=NANCY
ANo PUERPEUI UP . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SKIN CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACbTE MUSCULOSKELETAL
CGNOITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEAOACHE, EXCLUOING MIGRAINE.. .




























































































































































































































































































































































NOTES: THE STANOARO ERRORS ANO RELATIVE STANOARO ERRORS (R SE.S) CAN BE cOMPuTEG ljY USIhtiPARAMETZR SET 11 OF IA6LE II ANO THE
FORMULA PRESENTEO IN RULE 1 OF APPENOIX 1. AN ESTIMATE OF 49.3 t41LLIOtI HAS A 1O-PERCISNT RSE; GF 12 MILLION, A 20-PERCENT RSE; AND
LIF 5.3 MILLION, A 30-PERCENT RSE.
40
TAtiLE ,?3. NUM8ER OF REsTRICTED-ACTIVITY DAYS ASSOCIATtD #ITti ACUTE CGhDITIONS, BY RACE, AGC, Ahb TYPE OF LCNGITIOk:
UNITEO STATES, 1987
(OATA Ai(S bASE9 GN HLJJSEHULO INTERVIEWS OF THE CIVILIAN NdNINSTITUTI ONALi LECI PuPULATi Ch. THE SURVEY CMSI”h, GENERAL QUALIFICAT1!JNS,
AND I,4FORMATION ON THE RELIABILITY OF THE tSTIHATES ARE GIVEN IN APPENDIX I. DEFINITIONS GF TERMS ARE GIVEN IN APPkNiJIX 11)
UHITS 8LACK
ALL UNDER 18-44 45 YEAK> ALL UNUkR id-44 45 YEARS
TYPE OF ACUTE CONOITION AGES 18 YEARS YEARS ANO OVEh AGES 18 YEARS YEARS ANO OVE;


















































































































































































































































INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC DISEASES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 157,472
CO14MLIN CHILUHOOO DISEASE S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INTESTINAL VIRUS, UNSPECIFI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
VIRAL INFECTIONS, UNSPECI FIED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .





RESPIRATORY COtiOITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 551,321
COMMON CGLO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER ACUTE UPPER 17ASPIRATORY INFECT ION S . . . . . . . . . .
INFLuENZA. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
AcuTE BRONCHI TIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PNEUMONIA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .







01&5 STIVE SYSTEM CONOITIIJNS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 51,078
OENTAL CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INDIGESTION, NAUSEA, ANO VOMIT ING . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .




INJURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 342,601
FRACTURES ANO DISLOCATIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SPRAINS ANO ST RAINS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OPtN WOUNOS ANo LACERATIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CONTUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL INJURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .






SELECTEO OTHER ACUTE CONOITIGNS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 216,116
EVE CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE EAR INFECT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER EAR CONli IT IO NO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE URINARY COND IT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .






OTHER OISOROERS OF FEMALE GENITAL TRACT . . . . . . . . . . .
OELIVERY ANO OTHER CONOITIOAS OF PREGNANCY ANO







SKIN CUtdITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTk MUSCULOSKELETAL CONOITIUt4S..................
HEAOACHE, EXCLUOIh6 tlIGRAINE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FEVER, UNSPECIFIED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ALL OTH&R ACUTE CONDITIONS........................ 85,367 5*9*7
1TOTALS FlrR dHITE ANO BLACK OG NOT SUM TO TOTAL RESTRICTED-ACTIVITY DAYS BECAUSE OTHER RACES ARE NGT INCLUOEO.
NGTES: THE STANOARO ERRORS ANO RELATIVE STANOARO ERRORS (uSE*S) CAN 8E CIJMPUTEO BY USING PARAHtTER SET II OF TAu LE 11 ANO THE
FORt4ULA PRESENTEO IN RULE 1 OF APPENOIX I. AN ESTIMATE CIF 49.3 HILL ION HAS A 1O-PERCEMT RSE; OF 12 NILLION, A 2C-PERCENT ASE;
ANLI OF 5.3 MI LLIOM, A 30-PERCENT RSE.
41
TAbLk 24. NUt4tlER W REST RI CTEIZ-ACTIVITY oAYS ASSOCIATED UITH ACUTE COtiDITIONS, BY FAMILY INCGMt, Abk, ANO TYPE OF CONOITIO+i:
UNITEO STATES, 1987
(OATA ARE tlASECZ ON HOUSEHOLO IJ’JT5RVIEUS OF THE CIVILIAN NON INS TITUTIONAL1LEO Population. THE SURVtY GESLGN, ticNERAL QUALIFICATIONS*
A&l) INFORHATION ON TH5 RELIASILITY OF TII& ES T114ATk S ARk GIVEN IN APP2N01X 1. OEF1NITIONS GF TERMS ARE G:VHV IN APPENLZ1% 11)
FAMILY lACOME
LESS THAN slO, OOO SIG* OOO-S19,999
ALL UNOER lb-+t 45 YEARS ALL UNOER 18-44
TYPE LIF ACUTk CONOITION AGES
45 YEARS
18 YEARS YEARS ANO OVEi( AGSS 18 YEARS YEARS “ ANO OVEL
ALL ACUTE CONOITI GUS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC DISEASE S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COMMON CHILOHOOO DISEASES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INTESTINAL VIRUS, UNSPECIFI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
VIRAL INFECTIONS, UNSPECIFI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
R&SPIRATORV CCNOITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COMMON COLA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER ACUTE UPPER RESPIRATORY lNFECTIOttS . . . . . . . . . . .
INFLUENZA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE Bronchi tis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PNEUMONIA. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS.......................
oIGESTIVk SYSTEM CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
DENTAL CGNOITI OHS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INOIGESTION, NAUSEA, ANO VOMIT ING . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER OIGESTIVE CONOIT ICES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INJURI ES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FRACTURES ANO DISLOCATIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SPRAINS ANO STRAIN S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OPEN wOUNOS ANO LACERATIGt4S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CONTUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL INJURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER CURRENT IN JURI ES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SELECTEO OTHER ACUTE C(JNOITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
tYE CONOIT IO NO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTt EAR INFECT IO NO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER EAR CONOPT IO NO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE URINARY CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OISOROERS OF I! ENS TRUATION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER OXSOROERS OF FEMALE GENITAL TRACT . . . . . . . . . . . .
OELIVERY ANO GTHER CGNOITIONS OF PREGNANCY ANO
PUERPERIUM . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SKIN CON DITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE MUSCULOSKELETAL COEDIT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEAOACHE, EXCLUOING MI GRA114E . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FEvER, UNSPECIFI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
























































































































































































































































































SEE FOOTNOTE A140 NOTES AT ENO OF TABLE.
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TAdLc 2+. NUHdc R CF RESTRi CTc O-AC TiVi TY LAYS ASS.OCIATCD WITH ACUTE CCtiOITIONS, dY FAuILV lNCIIME. AGE. ANC TYPE L6 CJIYDITIW:
uixlrku STATES, 19a7--cok.
(CAT4 ARE i3ASE0 W Ii GIJSLhGLD IN TEKVItkJS LTF Trl E CIVILiAN NLNINSTITUTILIkALI LtLJ PUwJLATICh. THE SUP.VEY UC SIGN. bkNc RAL uIJALIFILATIONS.
ANO INFURHATION O& Ttlk RELIABILITY GF TriE tSTI)4ATES ARc GIVEN IN APPtFiOIX i. UkF’ii,l TIChS CF TERMS ARE GIVEtq Ih AP?EhOIX 11)
FAMILY LNCGIIE
s2L,000-ss4,999 . s35, Gi,0 OK MORE
ALL u&o Ek 18-44 45 YEAKL ALL Uwku
TYPE OF ACUTk COPJOITIGN
id-44
AGcS 18 Y&ARS YiARS AhC GVEh
45 YkAP..
,kts id YEARS YcARS ANL OVkr
ALL ACUTE CON OITIOW.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INFt CTIVE AND PAhASLTIC DISEASES...................
CWWN CHILOt100L1 DISEASES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INTESTINAL VIRUS, UNSPtCIFI EO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
VIILAL INFECTIONS, UNSPECIFI SO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OCHER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
RESPIRATCRY CGNOITICJNS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COMHON COLA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CT HER ACUTE UPPER RkSPIRATORY IN FECTIUti S . . . . . . . . . . .
INFLUENZA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE BRONCHI TIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PNEU14LTNIA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER RESPIkATURY CONDITION S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OIIMESTIVC SYSTEM CCNOITIUNS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OENTAL CGNOITIOh S........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INDIGESTION, NAUSEA, ANO VOMITING . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER OIGESTIVE CCNOITICNS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INJuRIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FRACTURES ANO DISLOCATIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SPRAIM ANU STRAINS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OPEN UCAJNOS ANO LACE RAT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CONTUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL INJURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER CURRENT INJURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SELECTEO OTHER ACUTE CONOITIOh S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
EYE CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTC EAR INFECT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER EAR CONOIT IO NO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE URINARY CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OISOXDERS OF MENSTRUATE ON. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER OISOROt R.3 OF FEMALE GE N17AL TRACT . . . . . . . . . . . .
OELIVCRY ANO OTHER CONDITIONS OF PREGNANCY AND
PbERPERIu H. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SKIN CON OITIJhS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. ACUTE HUSCULOSKELEIAL CClhOIT Iotas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEADACHE, EXCLUOINb F116RA1NE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FEVER, UNSPECIFI ELI. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .





















































































































































































































































































lTOTALS FOR IhCo~E Categories CO NCT SUM TCI 70TAL RESTF.ICIEO-ACT IVITY CAYS dECAUSc PEhSONS IwITH UNKhOh’h FAMILy IhCOME ARE No7
INCLUOEO.
WTES: THE STAtWARO ERRORS ANO RELATXVC STANOARO ERRORS (RSE. S) CAN bE CLMPUTEO BY usIhG PARAMETER SET II IJF TABLE II ANO THe
FOR!NJLA PRESENTEO IN RULE 1 GF APPEhOIX 1. AN EST I(4ATE 13F 49.3 MILLION HAS A 1O-PERCEFJT RSE; OF 12 llILLIOh, A 20-PERCEt4T RSE;
ANCJ OF 5.3 MILLION, A 30-PERCEiwT RSE.
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TABLE 25. NtiMti ‘R OF RESTRICTED-ACTIVITY DAYS ASSOCIATE HITH ACIJTE CGNOITIONS, BY GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON, PLACE OF RESIDENCE, AND TYPE
%OF CONOITION: U lTED STATES, 1987
(OATA ARE dASEO ON HOUSEHOLO INTERVIEWS OF THE CIVILIAN NONINSTITUTIONALILEO POPULATION. THE SURVEY QESIGN, GENERAL QUALIFICAT’1ONS,









t4101AEST SOUTH uEST HSA CITY CITY WA
ALL ACUTE CONGITIOkS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC DISEASES . . . . . .
CCA!UON CHILOHOOO 01 S6ASES . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INTESTINAL VIRUS, UNSPECIFI ED . . . . . . . . .
VIRAL SNFECTIOkS. UNSPECIFI ED . . . . . . . . .
OTHER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
RESPIRATORY CC NOIT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CO14MON COLA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER ACUTE UPPER RESPIRATORY
INFECTIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Influenza . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE BRONCHI TIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PNEuMoNIA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONDITION S . . . . . . . . . .
OIG&STIVE SYSTEM CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . .
OENTAL CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1ND1GESTION, NAUSkA, ANO VOMIT ING . . . . .
OTHER OIGESTIVE CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . .
INJURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FRACTURES ANO OISLOCATIONS . . . . . . . . . . . .
SPRAINS ANO STRAINS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OPEN HOUNOS ANO LACE RATIONS . . . . . . . . . . .
CONTUSIONS AND SUPERFICIAL INJuRIES...
OTHER CURRENT INJURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SEL15CTE0 OTHER ACUTE CONDITION S.......
EYE CGNOITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE EAR INFECT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER EAR CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE URINARY CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OISOROERS OF MEN ST RUATION . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER OISOROERS OF
FtMALE GENITAL TRACT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OELIVERY ANO OTHER CONDITIONS OF
PREGNANCY ANO PUERPERSUM . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SKIN CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE MUSCULOSKELETAL CCNOITIOtiS . . . . . .
HEAOACHE, EXCLUDING MI GRAIN E . . . . . . . . . .
FEVER, UNSPECIFI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .


































































































































































































































































































h07ES: THE sTANOARO ERRoRs ANO RELATIVE SThNOARO ERRORS (R.3E*s) CAN 8E COMPU7E0 8Y USl NG pARArnE7ER SET II OF TA8LE II ANO THE
FORMULA PRESEtiTEO IN RULE 1 OF APPENOIX 1. AN ESTIMATE OF 49.3 HILLIOh HAS A 1O-PERCENT RSE; OF i2 MILLION, A 20-PERCENT RSE;
ANO OF 5.3 I4LLL1ON, A 30-PERCENT RSE.
44
TABLE 26. NUM8k R OF LTED DAYS ASSOCIATE UITH ACUTE CONDITIONS PER 100 PERSONS PER YEAR. BY AGE ANO TYW GF CONOITIGN: u?IITED
sTATES, 1987
(OATA ARE BASEO ON HOUSEHOLO INTERVIEWS OF THE CIVILIAN tAONIhSTITUTICNALIZEO PoPULATION. THE SURVEY OESIGNV GENERAL UUALIF1CATIONS9
ANEI INFUXHATION UN ‘lHE RELIABILITY OF THE ESTIHATES ARE GIVEN IN APPEhOIX I. OEFINITIGNS OF TER/lS ARE GIVEh IN APPENOIX 11)
45 YEARS ANO OVER
ALL UNOER 5-lT 18-24 25-44
TYPE OF ACUTE CONOITION
45-64 65 YEARS
AGES 5 YEARS YEARS YEARS YEARS TOTAL YEARS ANO OVER
NbA4BER OF BEO OAYS PER 100 PERSONS PER YEAR
ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC DISEASES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COMMON CHILOHOOO DISEASES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INTESTINAL VIRUS, UNSPECIFI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
VIRAL INFECTIONS, UNSPECIFIED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
RESPIRATORY CGNOITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COMMON COLA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER ACUTE UPPER RESPIRATORY IN FECTIONS . . . . . . . . . . .
INFLUENZA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE BRONCHI TIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PhEUHONIA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OIGESTIVE SYSTEH CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OENTAL CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
iNDIGESTION, NAUSEA, ANO VOMIT ING . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER OIGESTIVE CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INJURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FRACTURES ANO DISLOCATIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SPRAINS ANO ST RAIN S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OPEN liouNOS ANO LACE RAT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CONTUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL INJURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER CURRENT IN JuRIEs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SELECTEO OTHER ACUTE CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
EYE CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE EAR INFECT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER EAR CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE URINARY CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OISOROERS OF MEN ST RIATION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER OISOROERS OF FE14ALE GENITAL TRACT . . . . . . . . . . . .
OELIVERY ANO OTHER CONDITIONS OF PREGNANCY ANO
PUERPER I UN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SKIN CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
AcuTE 14USCULOSKELETAL CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEAOACHE. EXCLUOiNG MIGRAINE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FEwER, UNSPECIFI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

































































































































































































































































































tIi3TES: THE STANOARO ERRORS ANO RELATIVE STANOARO ERRORS (RSE@S) CAN 8E COllPUT&O BY USIhG PARAHETER SET II OF TABLE I I , THE
FREQUENCIES OF TABLE 31 ANO THE FORMJLA PRESENTED IN RULE 2 GF APPENOIX I. ESTIMATES FOR HHICH THE NUNERATOR HAS AN RSE OF MORE
THAN 30 PERCENT ARE INOICATEO WTH AN AST ERIsK.
45
TABLE 27. NUMLIER tlF BED GAYS ASSOCiatiOn WITH ACUTE CONDITIONS PtR 100 PERSONS PER YEAR. 13v SEX, AGk. ANG TYPk OF CONOITION: UNITEO
S7ATES. 19$7
(OATA ARE BASEU ON HGuSEHOLO lNTERV1k MS OF THE CIVIL IAi% NON INSTITIJTIONALIZED PGPuLATIG&. THE SURVEY OESIGNS G5NERAL QUALIFICATIONS. ‘
ANO iNFORf4AT10N UN THE RELIABILITY OF THti ESTIMATES ARE GIVEN IN APPENOIX L. OEFI)iITIGNS OF TERMS ARE GIVEN IN APPENDIX 11)
HALE FEMALE
ALL uNOER 5-17 18-44 45 YEARS ALL
TYPE OF ACUTE CONOITIOti
UNOER 5-17 18-44 45 YliARS
AGES 5 YEARs YEARS ‘fEARS AhO OVEk AGES 5 YEARS. YtARS YkARS iaNO OVER
NUMBER OF 860 OAYS PER 100 PERSONS PER YEAR
ALL AC!JTE CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . .
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC
OISEASES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COtN40N CHILilHOOO DISEASES . . . . . .
INTESTINAL vIRUS. uNSPECIFIED..
VIRAL INFECTIONS, UNSPECIFIED..
OTHER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
RESPIRATORY CON01710NS . . . . . . . . .
COMMON COLA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER AC IJTE UPPER RESPIRATORY
INFECTIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INFLUENZA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE BRONCHI TIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PNEuMONIA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONDITION S.. .
OIGESTIVE SYS7EM CONDITIONS . . . .
OENTAL CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INDIGESTION, NAUSEA, ANO
VOMITING . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER OIGESTIVE CONDITIONS . . . . .
INJURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FRACTURES ANO DISLOCATIONS.. . . .
SPRAINS ANO STRAIN S . . . . . . . . . . . .
OPEN UOUNOS ANO LACERATIONS . . . .
CONTUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL
INJURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER CURRENT IN JuRES . . . . . . . . .
SELECTEO oTHER ACUTE
CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
EVE CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE EAR INFECT IONS . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER EAR CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE. URINARY CONOITIONS... . . . .
OISOROERS OF MENSTRUATION . . . . . .
OTHER OISOROERS OF FEHALE
GENITAL TRACT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OELIVERY ANO OTHER CONDITIONS
OF PREGNANCY AND PUERPERIUH...
SKIN CONOI~IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE WSCULOSKELETAL
CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEAOACHE, EXCLUOING MIGRAINE . . .
FEVER, UNSPECIFI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . .









































































































































































































































































































































































NOTES: THE STANOARO ERRORS ,\NO RELATIvE STANOARO ERRORS (RSE*S) CAN BE COMPUTEO BY USING PARAMETER sE7 11 OF TABLE 11, THE
FREQUENCIES OF TABLE 32 ANO THE FORMULA paESENTEo IN RULE z OF APPENOIX I. ESTIMATES FOR hHICH THE NUMERATOR HAS AN RSE OF MORIE
THAN 30 PERCENT ARE lNOICATEO UITH AN ASTERISK.
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TABLE 28. NUMBER OF LSED IJAYS Associated liITH ACUTE CONDITIONS PER 100 PEKSONS PtR YkAR. bY RACE, AGE, ANIJ TYPE GF Ca5101T10N:
uNITEO STATES, 1987
(0ATA AAE OAskO ON HOUsEHOLO INTERVIE14S m= TIiE clvl LIAN NONINSTITUTIONALIZ fiD p0PuLA71cN. Thk SURVEY OESltiN. GENERAL QUALlflcATIONS.
ANO INFLRtiATION ON THE RELIABILITY OF THE EST If4ATES ARE GIvEN IN APPENOIX 1. 0EFINITI12NS GF TERMS ARE GIVSN IN APPENOIX II)
uHITE BLACK
—
ALL LINOER 18-+4 +5 YEAR$ ALL
TYPE OF ACUTE CONOITION
uNo E17 18-44
AGEs 18 YEARS YEARS ANO OVER
+5 YEARS
ALES 18 YEARS YEARS ANO OVER
ALL ACUTE CON01710NS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INFkCTIVti ANO PARASITIC DISEASES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CWHON CHILOHOOO OISEASk S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INTESTINAL VIRUS, UNSPECIFI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
VIRAL INFECTIONS, UNSPECIFI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ETHER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
RESPIRATORY CONOITION3 .............................
COMMON COLA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER ACUTE UPPER RESPIRATORY INFECT IONS . . . . . . . . . . .
IN FL UENZA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE BRONCHI TIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PNEUMONIA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONDITION S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONOZTIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
DENTAL CONDITIONS.........8. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
iNOIGk ST ION, NAUSEA, ANO VOMIT ING . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER OIGESTIVE CGNOITIONS.........................
INJURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FRACTURES ANO OISLOCATIGNS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SPRAINS ANO STRAIN S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OPEN HOUNOS ANO LACE RAT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CONTUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL INJURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER CURRENT IN JuRIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SELECTEO OTHER ACUTE CONDITIONS ....................
tYE CGNOITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE EAR INFECT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER EAR CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE URINARY CONDITIONS...........................
OISORO=RS OF MENSTRUATION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER OISOROERS OF FEMALE GENITAL TRACE . . . . . . . . . . . .
OELIVERY ANO GTHER CONDITIONS OF PREGNANCY ANO
PuERPERIuM . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SKIN CON OITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE 14USCULOSKELETAL CGNOITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEAOACHE, EXCLUOING MIGRAINE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FEVER, UNSPtCIFI EO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
































































































































































































































































































NOTES: THE STANOARO ERRORS ANO RELATIVE STANOARO ERRORS CRSEOS) CAN BE COMPUTED 8Y USIMS PARAMETER SET 11 OF TABLE II, THE
FRE’JUENCIES OF TABLE 33 ANO THE FORMULA PRESENTEO IN RULE 2 OF APPENOIX I. ES TIHATbS FOR HHICH THE NUMERATOR HAS AN RSE OF MORE
THAN 30 PERCENT ARE INOICATEO tlITH AN ASTERISK.
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TABLL 29. NU14UkR IJF tlEO DAYS AS SCICIATED b61Ttl ACUTE CONLIITIONS PER 100 PERSONS PER YEAR, BY FAMILY INCOME, AGE, ANO TYPE W
CONOITION: Uti ITEO STATES, 1987
(OATA ARE BASED IIN HOuSEhULO INTERvIEwS OF THE CIVILIAN NGNINSTITUTIGNAL IZEO POPULATION. THE SURVEY OESIGN. GENERAL QUALIFICATIONS.
AMI INFORMATION GN THE RELIABILITY OF THE ESTIMATES ARE GIVEN IN APPENOIX I. OEFINITIONS OF TERMS ARE GIVEN IN APPENOIX 11)
FAMILY INCOME
TYPE OF ACUTt CONOITION
LESS THAN SIO,OOO SiO.000-S19,999
#
ALL UNOER 1a-w 45 YEAiLS ALL UNOER 18-W
AGES 18 YEARS
45 YkARS
YEARS ANO OVER AbES 18 YEARS YEARS Ati13 0V2k
ALL ACUTE COED IT IO NO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC oISEASES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
COMMON CHILOHOOO DISEASES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INTESTINAL VIRUS, UNSPECIFI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
VIRAL INFECTIONS, lJNSPEC IF LEO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
RESPIRATORY COED IT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COMMON COLA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER AC IJTE UPPER RESPIRATORY IN FECTIONS . . . . . . . . . . .
INFLUENZA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE BRONCHI TIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PNEUMONI A. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER Respiratory CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OENTAL CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INDIGESTION, NAUSEA, ANO VOMIT ING . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER OIGESTIVE CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INJURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FRACTURES ANO DISLOCATIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SPRAINS ANO ST RAIFi S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OPEN 140UNLlS ANO LA AERATIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CONTUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL INJURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER CURRENT INJURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SELECTEO OTHER ACUTE CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
EYE CONDITION S........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE EAR IN FACTIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER EAR CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE URINARY CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OISUROERS OF MENSTRUATE ON....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER OISOROERS OF FEMALE GENITAL TRACT . . . . . . . . . . . .
OELIVERY ANO OTHER CONDITIONS OF PREGNANCY ANO
PUERPE~IUt4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SKIN CON DITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE t4USCULOSKELETAL COhOITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEAOACHE, EXCLUOING MI GRAIN E. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FEVER, UN SPECIFIED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .


































































































































































































































































































SEE NOTES AT ENO OF TASLE.
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TABLE 29. IWMBER OF BED DAYS ASSOCIATED !JJITH ACUTE CONOITILINS PER 100 PERSIANS PER YEAR, BY FAMILY INCOME, AGE, AND TYPE GF
CONDITION: UNITED STATES, 1987--CON.
(OATA ARE iiASEO ON HOUSEhOLO ItwTERv IEhS OF THE CIVILIAN NOh INSTITUTIONALIZEO PGPULATIOh. THE SURVEY GESIGN, GENERAL QUALIFICATIONS,
ANO INFCRMATIGN CN lhE RELIABILITY OF THE ESTIMATES ARE GIVEN IN APPENCIX 1. OEFINITIGhS OF TER!LS ARE GIVEN IN APPtiNOIX 11)
FAMILY lNCOHE
$20,000-$34,999 S35,GO0 OR HORE
ALL UNOER 18-44 45 YEARS ALL UNO&R




YEARS ANO OVER AGES 18 YEARS YEARS ANO OVER
ALL ACUTE Conditions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC DISEASES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COMMON CHILOHOOO OISEASkS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INTESTINAL VIRUS, UNSPECIFIED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
VIRAL INFECTIONS, UNSPECIF I ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CO14HL3N COLA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER ACUTE UPPER RESPIRATORY IN FE CT IO NO. . . . . . . . . . .
INFLUENZA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE BRONCHI TIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PNEUMONIA. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM CON DITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OENTAL CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INDIGESTION, NAUSEA, ANO VOMIT ING . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER OIGESTIVE CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INJURI ES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FRACTURES ANO DISLOCAT IO NO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SPRAINS ANO ST RAIN S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
oPEN uOUNOS ANO LACE RATIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CONTUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL INJURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0THE17 CURRENT IN JURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SELECTEO OTHER ACUTE CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
EYE CONDITION S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE EAR IN FE CT IO NO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER EAR CONDITIONS ...............................
ACUTE URINARY COND IT IO NO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OISOROERS OF MENSTRUATION..........................
OTHER OISORDERS OF FEMALE GENITAL TRACT . . . . . . . . . . . .
OELIVERY AND OTHER CONOITIONS OF PREGNANCY ANO
PUERPERIUH . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SKIN CIJNOITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACLITE HUSCULOSKELETAL CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEAOACHE, EXCLUOING MIGRAINE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FEVER, UNSPECIFI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

































































































































































































































































































NOTk S: THE STANOARO ERRORS ANO RELATIVE STANOARO ERRORS (RSECS) CAN 8E COHPUTEO 8V USIhG PARAMETER SETS II AND X OF TABLE 11, THE
Frequencies GF TABLiS 34 ANG 7a ANO THE FORMULA PREs EN7Eo IN RULE 4 oF APPENOIX I. EST IHATES i=OR iiHICH THE NLN4ERATOR HA5 AN RsE OF
HORE THAN 30 PtRCENT ARE INOICATED WITH AN ASTERISK.
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TABLE 30. NUFIBER GF btD OAYS ASSOCIATED hITH AC(JTE CONDITIONS PER lao PERSGNS PER YEAR, BY GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON, PLACE OF RESIL)tiUCE,
ANO TYPE OF CONOITION: UNITEO STATES, 198T
(0ATA ARE 15ASE0 ON HOUSEHOLO lkTERVIkMS OF THE CIvx LiAN NONxNs TiTUT1ONALIiEO ptipuLATich. THE SURVk Y DESIGN. tiENt8AL auAL3FlcATioNs,













HEST MSA CITY CITY WA
NLJH6ER OF BEO OAYS PER 10CJ PERSONS PER YEAR
ALL ACUTE COED IT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC OISEASES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COMMON CHILOHOOO DISEASES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INTESTINAL VIRUS, UNSPECIFI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
VIRAL 1NFECTIONS, UNSPECIFI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CGHHON COLA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER ACUTE UPPER RESPIRATORY IN FACTIONS . . . . . . . . . . .
INFLUENZA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE BRONCHI TIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PNEUMONIA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OIGESTIVE SYSTEH CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OENTAL CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
lNOIGESTION, hAUSEA, ANO VOMIT IN G. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
GTHER OIGESTIVE CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
IN JURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FRACTURES ANO OISLOCATIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SPRAINS ANO STRAIN S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OPEN 160UNOS AND LACE RAT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CONTUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL In juries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER CURRENT IN JURI ES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SELECTEO OTHER ACUTE CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
EYE CONDITI OHS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE EAR INFECT IO NO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER EAR CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE URINARY CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OISOROERS OF MENSTRUATION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER OISQROERS OF FEMALE GENITAL TRACT . . . . . . . . . . . .
OELIVERY ANO OTHER CGNOITIC+IS OF PREGNANCY ANO
PUERPERIUH . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SKIN CONOITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE FNJSCULOSKELETAL CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEAOACHE, EXCLUOING MI GRAIN E. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FEVER, UNSPECIFI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
































































































































































































































































































NoTEs: THE STANOARO ERRORS ANO RELATIVE STANOARO ERRORS (RSE-S) CAN BE COMPUTEO BY USING PARAMETER SETS 11 ANO X OF TABLE 11, THE
FREQUENCIES OF TABLES 35 ANO 78 ANO THE FORMULA PRESENTEO IN RULE 4 OF APPENOIX 1. ESTIMATES FOR MHICH THE NUHERATOR HAS AN RSE CF
MORE THAN 30 PERCENT ARE INOICATEO UITH AN ASTERISK.
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TABLE 31. tWt4BkR UF BED DAYS ASSOCIATED HITH ACUTli CONOITIONS, BY Abk ANU TYPk OF CONO1TION: UNITEG STATES, 1987
(DATA ARE tiASELI ON HOUSCHOLD IhTERVi EHS CJF Thk CIVILIAN NON INSTITUTIONALIZEO POPULATION. THE SURVEY CESIGNS GENkRAL QUALIFICATIOhS,
ANO lNFCRMATILIN ON THE RELIABILITY GF THE ESTIMATES ARE GIVEN IN APPENDIX Z. DEFINITIONS OF TERM ARE GIMEN Ih APPENOIX 11)
45 YkARS ANO OVER
TYPE OF ACUTE CONOITIUN
ALL UNDER 5-17 18-24 25-44 +5-64
AGES 5 YEARS YEAKS YEARS
65 YkARL
YEARS TOTAL YEARS ANO GVkfi
ALL ACUTk CGNOITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INFECTIVE AND PARASITIC DISEASES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COMMON ChILOHOOO DISEASES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INTESTINAL VIRUS, UNSPECIFI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
VIRAL INFECTIONS, UNSPECIFIED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COMMON COLA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER ACUTH UPPER RESPIRATORY INFECT IONS . . . . . . . . . . .
INFLUENZA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE BRONCHZTXS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PNEW41N1A. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER RESPIRATORY CIJNOITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OIGESTIVE SYSTEH CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OENTAL CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INDIGESTION, NAUSEA, ANO VOMIT ING . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER OIGESTIVE COEDITIONS.........................
INJuRIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FRACTURES ANO DISLOCATIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SPRAINS ANO ST RAIN S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OPEN LiOUNOS ANO LA AERATIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CONTUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL INJURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER CURRENT INJURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SELECTEO OTHER ACUTE CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
EYE CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE EAR INFECT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER EAR CONOZTIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE URINARY CONOITZONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OISOROERS OF 14ENS TRUATION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER DISOROERS OF FEMALE GENITAL TRACT . . . . . . . . . . . .
OELIVERY ANO OTHER CONDITIONS OF PREGNANCY ANO
PuERPERIWI . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SKIN CONDITION S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTk WSCULOSKELETAL CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEAOACHE, EXCLUOING MI GRAIN E . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FEvER, UW3PECIFI Em. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .



















































































































































































































































































NOTES: THE STANOARO ERRORS ANO RELATIVE STANOARO ERRORS (RSE*S) CAN 8E COHPUTED BY USZhG PARAMETER SET 11 OF TABLE I I ANO THE
FORHULA PRESENTEO IN RULE 1 OF APPENOIX I. AN EST INATE OF 49.3 HILLION HAS A 10-PERCEhT RSE ; OF 12 HILL1ON, A 20-PERCENT RSE: ANO
OF 5.3 MZLLION, A 30-PERCENT RSE.
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TABLE 3.2. NUMBER OF LIED OAYS ASS GCIATELI MITH ACUTE CGNGITIONS, OY SEX, AGE, AND TYPE OF LONOITION: UNITED STATES, 1987
tDATA ARE BASED ON tIOUSEHOLO lNTERVIEHS OF THE clvl LIAN NON INSTITUTIONALi ZEO POPULATION. THE SURVEY OESIGN, GLNERAL auALx FrcATxoNs,
ANO INFORMATION ON THE RELIABILITY OF THE ESTIMATES ARE GIVEN IN APPENITIX I. OEF1NITIONS OF TERMS ARE GIVEN IN APPENOIX II)
MALE FE14ALE
ALL UNOER
TYPE OF ACUTE CONOITION
5-IT 18-44 45 YEARA ALL UNOER
AGES
5-17 10-44
5 YEARS YEARS YEARS ANO OVER AGES
45 YEARS
5 YEARS YEARS YEARS AIVO OVER
ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . .
INFECTIVk ANO PARASITIC
DISEASES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COMMON CHILOHOOO OISkASES . . . . . .
INTESTINAL VIRUS, IJNSPECIFIEO..
VIRAL IN FACTIONS, UNSPECIFIED..
OTHER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
RESPIRATORY CGNOITIONS . . . . . . . . .
COMMON COLA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER ACUTE UPPER RESPIRATORY
INFECTIONS . . . . . . . . . m. . . . . . . . .
INFLUENZA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE BRONCHI TIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PNEuMONIA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS.. .
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONDITIONS . . . .
OENTAL CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INOIGESTION, NAUSEA, ANO
VOMIT ING . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER OIGESTIVE CON01710NS . . . . .
INJURE S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FRACTURES ANO OISLOCATIONS. . . . .
SPRAINS ANO ST RAINS . . . . . . . . . . . .
GPEN IAOUNOS ANO LACE RAT IONS....
CONTUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL
INJURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER CURRENT IN JURIES . . . . . . . . .
SELECTEO oTHER ACUTE
CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
EYE CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE EAR INFECT IONS . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER EAR CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE URINARY CONDITIONS . . . . . . .
OISOROERS OF MENSTRUATION . . . . . .
OTHER OISOROERS OF FEMALE
GENITAL TRACT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OELIVERY ANO OTHER CONOITIONS
OF PREGNANCY ANO PUERP&RIUM...
SRIN CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE MUSCULOSKELETAL
CGNOITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEAOACHE, EXCLUOING MI GRAINE...
FEVER, UNSPECI FI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . .

























































































































































































































































































































































NOTES: THE STANOARO ERRORS ANO RELATIVE STANOARO ERRORS <RSE*S) CAN 8E COMPUTEO BY USING PARAMETER SET 11 OF TAL3LE 11 ANO THE
FORMULA PRESENTEO IN RULE 1 OF APPENOIX 1. AN ESTIMATE OF 49.3 HILLIOh HAS A 10-I= ERCENT RSE; GF 12 HILLION, A 20-PERCENT IWE; ANO
OF 5.3 IIXLLION, A 30-PERCENT RSE.
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TABLE 33. NU14BER OF EsEO DAYS ASSOCIATED HITH ACUTE CONOITIOkS, BY RACE, AGE, ANO TYPE OF CONOITIGtI: UNITED STATES, 1987
(OATA ARE BASED Oh HOUSEHOLO INTERVIEW OF THE CIVILIAN NONINSTITUT IONALIZEO POPULATION. 7HE SURVEY DESIGN, GENERAL QUALIFICATIOhS,
ANO INFORMATION ON THE RELIABILITY OF THE ESTIMATES ARE GIVEN IN APPENOIX I. DEFINITIONS OF TERMS ARE GIVEN IN APPENOIX II)
IAHITE BLACK
ALI. UNOER 18-44 45 YEARS ALL UNOER i 8-4+
TYPE OF ACUTE CGNOITION AGkS 18 YEARS YEARS
45 YEARS
ANO OVER AGES 18 YEARS YEARS ANO OVER
ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC DISEASES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COUHOiN CHILOHOOO DISEASES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INTESTINAL VIRUS, UNSPECIFIED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
VIRAL INFECTIONS, UNSPECIFIED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
RESPIRATORY CGNOITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COMMON CGLO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER ACUTE UPPER RESPIRATORY INFECT IONS . . . . . . . . . . .
It4FLUENZA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE BRONCHI TIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PNEUMONIA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OIGkSTIVE SYSTEM CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OENTAL CGNOITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INDIGESTION, NAUSEA, ANO VOMIT IN G. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER OIGESTIVE CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INJuRIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FRACTURES AND DISLOCATIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SPRAINS ANO ST RAINS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OPEN HOUNOS ANO LACERATIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CONTUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL INJURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER CURRENT IN JURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SELECTED OTHER ACUTE CONDITION S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
EYE CONDIT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE EAR INFECT IO NO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER EAR CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE URINARY CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OISOROERS OF MENSTRUATION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER 121SOROERS OF FEMALE GENITAL TRACT . . . . . . . . . . . .
OELIVERY ANO OTHER CQNOITIONS OF PREGNANCY ANO
PUERPERIUH . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SKIN CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE IVJSCULOSKELETAL CONDITIONS...................
HEAOACHE, EXCLUOING MI GRAIN E. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FEvER, UNSPECIFIEII . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

















































































































































































































































































‘TOTALS FOR IAH17E ANO 8LACK 00 NOT SUH TO TOTAL 8E0 OAYS BECAUSE OTHER RACES ARE NOT INCLUOEO.
NOTES: THE STANOARO ERRORS AND RELATIvE STANOARO ERRORS (RSE*S) CAh BE COMPUTEO BY USINC PARAHETER sET IX OF TA8LE 11 ANO THE
FORMULA PR&SEFATEO IN RULE 1 OF APPENOIX 1. AN ESTIMATE OF 49.3 HILLION HAS A 1O-PERCENT RSES OF 12 NILLIONS A 20-PtRCENT RSE; ANO
OF 5.3 MILLION, A 30-PERCENT RSE.
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TABLE 34. NUHL3ER OF bED DAYS ASSOCIATE IAITH ACIJTE CONDITIONS, BY FAMILY IhCOHE, AGE, ANO TYPE GF CONOITION: LINITEO STATES, 1,987
(0ATA ARE ms~o dN nousEhoLo ltiTERv IE16s OF THE CIVILIAN NON INsTITuTIONALx ZEO population. THE SURVEY IYESIGN, GENERAL QUALIFICATIONS,
ANO INFORMATION ON THE RELIABILITY OF THE ESTIMATES ARE GIVEN IN APPENOIX X. DEFINITIONS OF TERMS ARE GIVEN IN APPENOIX 11)
FAMILY INCOME
LESS THAN slO, OOO $10* OOO-S19,999
ALL UNOER la-44 45 YEARS




18 YEARS YEARS ANO OVER AGES 18 YEARS YEARS ANO OVEP
NUH8ER OF BEO OAYS lN THOUSANOS1
ALL ACUTE COED IT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC DISEASES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COMMON CHILOHOOO DISEASES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
It4TESTINAL VIRUS, UNSPECIFI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
VIRAL INFECTIONS, UNSPECIFIED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
RESPIRATORY CGNOITIONS.............................
COMMON COLA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER ACUTE UPPER RESPIRATORY INFECT IONS . . . . . . . . . . .
INFLUENZA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE BRONCHI TIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PNEUMONI A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS.......................
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
DENTAL CON DITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INOIGESTION, NAUSEA, ANO VOMITING . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER OIGESTIVE CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INJURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FRACTURES ANO DISLOCAT IONS . . . ..e.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SPRAINS ANO STRAIN S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OPEN HOUNOS ANO LACERATIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CONTUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL INJURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
LTTHER CURRENT IN JURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SELECTEO OTHER ACUTE CONOITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
EYE COED IT ION S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE EAR INFECT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER EAR CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE URINARY CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OISOROERS OF HENS TRUATIO& . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER OISOROERS OF FEMALE GENITAL TRAc T . . . . . . . . . . . .
OELIVERY ANO OTHER CONDITIONS OF PREGNANCY ANO
PUERPERIUM . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SKIN CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE MUSCULOSKELETAL CONDITIONS...................
HEAOACHE, EXCLUOING MI GRAIN E . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FEVER, UNSPECIFI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ALL OTHER ACUTE CO)601TIONS.........................









































































































































































































































































TA8LE 34. NU14EICR OF BEO OAYS ASSOCIATED kITH ACUTE CONDITIONS* BY FAMILY lACCHE* AGE* AND TYPE OF CONCIITION: UN ITELI STA7ES*
1987--CON.
(OATA ARE &WEO IJN HGLISEHOLLI INTERVIEWS OF THE CIVILIAN NGN1hSTITUTIONAL IZEO PCJPULATICh. THE SURVEY OESIGN* GfMERAL UUALIFICATIONS,
ANO INFORMATION ON THE RELIABILITY OF THE ESTIMATES ARE GIVEN IN APPENOIX I. OtFINITIONS OF TERMS ARE GIVEN IN APPkNOIX 11)
FAMILY INCOME
s20,000-S3+,999 s35,600 OR PI(JRE
ALL uNOER 18-44 45 YEARS ALL UNO&R la-w 45 YkAd L
TYPE OF ACUTE CONOITION AGES 18 YEARS YEARS ANO OVER AGES 18 YEARS YEARS ANC OVEP
ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC DISEASES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CGMMON CHILOHOOO DISEASES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INTESTINAL VI RUSS UNSPECIFIED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
VIRAL INFECTIONS, UNSPECIFI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COMMON COLA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER ACUTE UPPER RESPIRATORY INFECT ION S . . . . . . . . . . .
INFLUENZA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE bronchi tis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PNEuMONI A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
oTHm Respiratory CONOIT10N5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OENTAL COED IT ION S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INDIGESTION, NAUSEA, ANO VOMIT ING . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER OIGESTIVE COt401T10ti S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INJURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FRACTURES ANO DISLOCATIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SPRAINS ANO ST RAINS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OPEN HOUNOS ANO LACE RAT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CONTUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL in juries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER CURRENT IN JURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SELECTEO OTHER ACUTE CONDITION S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
EYE CONDITION S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE EAR IN FE CT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER EAR CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE URINARY CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OISOROERS OF 14EN ST RUATION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER OISOROERS OF FEMALE. GENITAL TRACT . . . . . . . . . . . .
OELIVERY ANO OTHER CONOITIONS OF PREGNANCY ANO
PLIERPERIU14 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SKIN CON DITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE INJSCULOSKELETAL CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEAOACHE, EXCLUOING MI GRAIN E. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FEVER, UNSPECIFIED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
















































































































































































































































































lTOTALS FoR INcoHE CATEGORIES DO NOT SUH TO TOTAL 8E0 OAYS BECAUSE PERSONS HITH UNKNOHN FAMILY lNconE ARE NoT INcLuQEQ-
NoTEs: THE sTANOARO ERRORs ANO RELATIVE STANOARO ERRORS CRSE*s) CAN BE COHPUTEO BY USING pAf4AnkTEit SET II OF TA8LE 11 ANO THE
FORMULA PRESENTEO IN RULE 1 OF APPENDIX 1. AN ES7MATE OF 49.3 MILLION HAS A 1O-PERCENT RSE; 12 HILLION, A 20-PERCENT RSE; ANO
OF 5.3 MILLION, A 30-PERCENT RSE.
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TAf3LE 35. NUf4tiER OF dED DAYS ASSOCIATED hITH ACUTE CONO1TIONS, BY 6EOGRAP161C REGION, PLACE OF RkSIOk NCE, ANO TYPE OF CONDITION:
utiITEo STATES, L987
(OATA ARE 8ASkL) ON HOUSEHOLO lNTERv IEi6S OF THE CIVILIAN NON INS TITUTIONALILEO POPULATION. THE SURVEY cESIbN, GENERAL QUALIFICATIONS.






TYPE OF ACUTE CONOITION
CENTRAL NOT
,NORTHEAST MI OHES~ SOUTH UEST l!SA CITY CITY 14SA
ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INFECTIVE ANo PARASITIC OIs EAsEs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CONWON CHILOHOOO DISEASES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
lNTESt INAL VIRUS, UNSPECTFI EO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
vIRAL INFECTIONS, uNsp EcIFx Eo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CO14i10N CO LA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER AcuTE UppER RESPIRATORY xNFEc710hs . . . . . . . . . . .
INFLUENZA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE BRONCHI TIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PNEU140NIA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
aTHER RESPIRATORY conditions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
DIGESTIVE SYSTEPI CONDITIONS . . . . .. O. O.. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CMNTAL CONDITIONS..................................
lN016EsT10N. NAUSEA. ANO Vomit ing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER DIGESTIVE CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INJURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FRACTURES ANO DISLOCATIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SPRAINS ANO ST RAINS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OPEN HOUNOS ANO LACERATI OHS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
,CONTUS1ONS ANO SUPERFICIAL IN JURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER CURRENT IN JURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SELECTEO OTHER ACUTE CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
EVii CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
~CUTE EAR INFECT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER EAR CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE URINARY CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
blsOROERs OF mENSTRUATION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0T19ER OISdROERS OF FEMALE GENITAL TRACT . . . . . . . . . . . .
DELIVERY ANO OTHER CONDITIONS OF PREGNANCV ANO
PUERPERIUN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SKIN CONOITIO&S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE 14USCULUSKELETAL CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEADACHE, EXCLUOIhG MIGRAIN E . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FEvER, UNSPECIFIED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
































































































































































































































































































NOtES: THE STANOARO ERRORS ANO RELATIVE STANOARO ERRORS (RSE{S) CAN 8E COMPUTEO 8Y USING PARAMETER SET 11 OF TAt3LE 11 ANO THE
FORHULA PRESENTkO IN RULE 1 Of APPENOIX 1. AN ESTIMATE OF 49.3 MI LL1ON HAS A 1O-PERCENT WE; 12 NIL LION, A 20-PERCENT RSE; ANO
OF 5.3 UILL1ON, A 30-PERCENT RSE.
56
TABLE 3a. NUti BER OF w3RK-LOSS OAYS ASSOCIATE NITH ACUTk CONDITIONS PER 10C CURRENTLY E14PLCYE0 PERSONS 18 YEARS OF AGE ANG OVER,
BY AG6 ANO TYPE OF CONDITION: UNITED STATES, L98T
(QATA ARE tiASEO ON HOUSEHOLD lNTERVIEUS OF THE CIVILIAN NIJNINSTITUTIONAL IZkO POPULATION. THE SURVEY OESIGN, 6ENERAL QuALIFICATIONS,
ANO INFORMATION ON THE RELIABILITY OF THE ESTIMATES ARE GIVEN IN APPENOIX 1. OEFINITICNS OF TERMS ARE GIVEN IN APPENOIX 11)
18-44 YEARS 45 YEARS ANO OVtk
ALL AGES
18 YEARS 18-24 25-44
TYPE OF ACUTE CONOITION
45-64
AND OVER TOTAL YEARS YEARS TOTAL YEARS
NUMBER OF kORK-LOSS OAYS PER 100










































































INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC DISEASES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COMMON CHILOHOOO DISEASE S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INTESTINAL VIRUS, UNSPECIFI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
VIRAL INFECTIONS, UNSPECIFI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .














RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COW40N COLA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER ACUTE UPPER RESPIRATORY INFECT IO NO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INFLUENZA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE BRONCHI TIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PNEUMONI A. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .



















OIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OENTAL COED IT ION S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..o..












INJuRIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FRACTURES ANO DISLOCATIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SPRAINS ANO STRAINS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OPEN HOUNOS ANO LACE RAT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CONTUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL INJURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

















































SELECTEO OTHER ACUTE CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
EVE CONDITION S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE EAR INFECT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER EAR CONDITIONS ..................................................
ACUTE URINARY CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OISOROERS OF MENSTRUATION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER OISOROERS OF FEMALE GENITAL TRACT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OELIVERY ANO OTHER CGNOITIOtIS OF PREGNANCY ANO PUERPERIUH . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SKIN CONDITION S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE HUSCULOSKELETAL CONDITIONS ......................................
hEAOACHE, EXCLUOING MIGRAIN E . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .


































ALL OTHER ACUTE CONDIT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13.5 1+.7 20.7 20.4
hOTES: THE STANOARO ERRORS ANO RELATIVE STANOARO ERRORS (RSES S) CAN BE COHPUTEO BY USIhG PARAHETER SETS 111 ANO x OF TAaLE II, 7HE
FREQUENCIES OF TABLES 41 ANO 78 ANO THE FORHULA PRESENTEO IN RULE 4 OF APPENOIX 1. ESTIMATES FOR iiHICH THE NUMERATOR HAS AN RSE OF
MORE THAN 30 PERCENT AR& INOICATEO WITH AN ASTERISK.
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TABLE 37. NU1413ER OF WORK-LOSS OAYS ASSOCIATED HITH ACUTE CON OITIONS PER 100 CURRENTLV EIIPLOYEO PERSONS 18 VEARS OF AGE ANC OVER, BY
SEX, AGE, AND TYPE OF CGNOITI~N: UNLTEO STATkS, 1987
(OATA ARE tiA5ED oN H0u5EH0L0 INTERVIEWS OF THE CIVILIAN NON INsTxTUTIONALIZEO POPULATION. THE SURVEY oEsl GN, GENERAL uuALIFIcATIONs,
ANO INFORMATION ON THE RELIABILITY OF THE ESTIMATES ARE GIVEN IN APPENDIX I. OEFINITIOhS OF TERHS ARE GIVEN IN APPENOI% 11)
HALE FEMALE
ALL AGES ALL AGES
18 YEARS 18-44 +5 YEARS 18 VEARS
TVPE OF ACUTE CONOITION
18-44 45 YEARS
ANO OVER YEARS AND OVER ANO OVER VEARS ANO OVER
ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INFECTIVk ANO PARASITIC DISEASES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COMMON CHILOHOOO OISEASES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INTESTINAL VIRUS, UNSPECIFIED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
VIRAL INFECTIONS, UNSPECI FIED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
RESPIRATORY CGNOITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CCt4f40N COLO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER ACUTE UPPER RESPIRATORY IN FACT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INFLUENZA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE BRONCHI TIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PNEUMONIA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER RESPIRATORY COEDIT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONOITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OENTAL CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INDIGESTION, NAUSEA, ANO VOMITING.....................................
OTHER OIGESTIVE CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INJURIES...• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FRACTURES ANO DISLOCATIOtuS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SPRAINS ANO STRAIN S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OPEN HOUNDS AND LACE RAT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CONTUS1ONS ANO SUPERFICIAL INJURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER CURRENT IN JURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SELECTEO OTHER ACUTE CONDITION S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
EVE CONDITION S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE EAR INFECT IO NO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER EAR CON DITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE URINARY CONOITI CNS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OISOROEP. S OF MEN ST RUATION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER OISOROERS OF FEMALE GENITAL TRACT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OELIVERY ANO OTHER CONDITIONS OF PREGNANCY ANO PUERPERIUM . . . . . .. O.... .
SKIN, CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. OF . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE MUSCULOSKELETAL CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEAOACHE, EXCLUOING MI GRAINE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FEvER, UNSPECIFI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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NOTES: THE STANOARO ERRORS AND RELATIVE STANOARO ERRORS (RSE*S) CAN BE COMPUTEO OV USING PARAMETER SETS 111 ANO X OF TABLE 11, THE
FREQUENCIES OF TABLES 42 ANO 78 ANO THE FORMULA PRESENTED lN RULE 4 OF APPENOXX 1. EST IHATES FOR HHICH THE NUMERATOR HAS AN RSE CF
MORE THAN 30 PERCENT ARE lNo ICATEO UITH AN ASTERISK.
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TABLE 38. NUf4LI&li OF HOflK-LOSS DAYS ASSOCIATEO HITH ACUTE CONOITIONS PER 100 CURRENTLY EMPLOYED PERSONS 18 YEARS OF AGE ANO OVER, BY
RACE, AGE, ANO TYPE OF CONOITION: UNITED STATES, 1987
(OA7A ARE BAs EO ON HOuSEHOLO InterVieWS OF THE CIVILIAN NONINS71TUT IONALIZE0 POPULATION. THE SURVEY OESIGN, GENERAL QuALxFIcAT10N5.
ANO INFORf4ATION ON THE RELIABILITY OF THE ESTIMATES ARE GIVEN IN APPENOIX 1. DEFINITIONS OF TERHS ARE GIVEN IN APPENOIX IX)
HHITE BLACK
TYPE OF ACUTE CONOITION
ALL AGES ALL AGES
18 YEARS 18+4 +5 YEARS 1 S YEARS 18-+4 +5 YEARS
ANO OVER YEARS ANO OVER ANO OVER YEARS ANO OVER
#
NUMBER OF UORK-LOSS OAYS PER 100
CURRENTLY EHPLOYEO PERSONS PER YEAR
ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC DISEASES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COMMON CHILOHOOO DISEASE S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INTESTINAL VIRUS? UNSPECIFI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
VIRAL INFECTIONS* UNSPECIFIED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CGNHON COLA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER ACUT6 UPPER RESPIRATORY INFECT IO NO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INFLUENZA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE BRONCHI TIS.: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PNEUMONI A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS........ ..................................
DIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
DENTAL CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INDIGESTION, NAUSEA, ANo vOMITING . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER OIGESTIVE CONDITIONS............................................
INJURI ES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FRACTURES ANO DISLOCATIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SPRAINS ANO STRAINS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OPEN HOUNOS ANO LACERATIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
cONTUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL INJURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER CURRENT IN JURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SE LECTEO OTHER ACUTE CON DITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
EYE CGNOITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE EAR INFECT IO NO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER EAR CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE URINARY CONOITIOtt S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OISOROERS OF MENSTRUATION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER OISOROERS OF FEMALE GENITAL TRACT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OELIVERY ANO OTHER CO NOIT IONS OF PREGNANCY ANO PUERPERIWI. . . . . . . . . . . . .
SKIN CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE MUSCULOSKELETAL CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
hEAOACHE, EXCLUOING MI GRAIN E . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FEVER, UNSPECIFI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

























































































































































































































NOTES: THE STANOARO ERRORS ANO RELATIVE STANOARO ERRORS (RSE” S) CAN 8E COHPUTEO 8Y USING PARAHETER SETS 111 ANO X OF TA8LE 11, THE
FREQUENCIES OF TA8LES 43 ANO 78 ANO THE FORMULA PRESENTEO IN RULE 4 OF APPENOIX 1. ESTXtlATES FOR HHICH THE NUMERATOR HAS AN RSE OF
MORE THAN 30 PERCENT ARE IN OICATEO IAITH AN ASTERISK.
59
,
TABLE 39. NUMBER OF wORK-LOSS OAYS ASSGCIATEO klTH ACUTk CONOITIONS PER 100 CURRENTLY EMPLOYED PERSONS 18 YEARS OF AGE ANO OVkR, TN
FAMILY INCOME, AGE, ANO TYPE OF COhOITION: UNITEO STATES, 1987
iOATA ARE tIASED ON HOUsEtiOLO INTERVIEIAS OF THE CIVILIAN NCNINsTITUT1ONAL 12E0 popu LAT1oh. THE suRvEY UESIGN, 6ENERAL UUALif ICATIGNS,
ANO IrlFORt4ATION ON THE RELIABILITY GF THE ESTIMATES ARE GIVtN IN APPENGIX I. DEFINITIONS OF TERMS ARE GIVEN IN APPENOIX II)
FAHILY INCOHE
LESS THAN s1O,OOO slO, OOO-S2+,999 $25, Go!T O.R HORS
tiLL AGES ALL AGES
18 YEARS
ALL AGES
18-44 +5 YEARS 18 YEARS 18-44 45 YEARS




ANO OVER ANO OVER YkARS ANo OVEIT ANO OVER YEAITS ANO OVER
ALL ACUTE CONOIT XONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC DISEASES . . . . . . . . .
COMMON CHILOHOOO DISEASES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INTESTINAL VIRUS, UNSPECIFI ED . . . . . . . . . . . .
VIRAL 1NFECTIONS, UNSPECIFI ED . . . . . . . . . . . .
GATHER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
RESPIRATORY CGNOITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COMMON COLA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER ACUTE UPPER RESPIRATORY
INFECTION S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INFLUENZA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE BRONCHI TIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PNEUMONIA. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONOITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OENTAL CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
lNOIGESTION, NAUSEA, ANO VOMIT ING . . . . . . . .
CTHER 01 GES71VE CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INJURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FRACTURES ANO DISLOCATIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SPRAINS ANO STRAINS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OPEN II OUNOS ANO LACE RAT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CONTUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL INJURIES . . . . . .
OTHER CURRENT IN JURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SELECTEO OTHER ACUTE CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . .
EYE CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE EAR INFECT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER EAR CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE URINARY CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OISOROERS OF MEN ST RIATION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER OISOROERS OF FEMALE
GENITAL TRACT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OELIVERY ANO OTHER CONDITIONS OF
PREGNANCY ANO PUERPERIWI. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SKIN CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE 14USCULOSXELETAL CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . .
HEAOACHE, EXCLUOING MI GRAIN E . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FEVER, UNSPECIFIED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .






































































































































































































































































































































NOTES: THE STANOARO ERRORS ANO RELATIvE sTANOARO ERRORS (RSE. s) cAN aE COHPUTEO 13y USING PARAMETER sETs 111 ANO x oF TAOLE II, THE
FREQUENCIES OF TA.I?LES 44 ANO 7B ANO THE FORMULA PRESENTEO IN RULE 4 OF APPENOIX 1. ESTIMATES FOR UHICH THE NUMERATOR HAS AN uSE CF
MORE THAN 30 PERCENT ARE INDICATED UITH AN ASTERISK.
60
TAdLE 40. MJHtIiR GF HORK-LOSS OAYS ASSOCIATED hITH ACUTE CONOITIOhS PER 100 CURRENTLY EHPLOYEO PERSGNS 18 YkARS GF AGE ANG OVER? 9y
Geographic REGi GN, PLACE IJF RMIOkhCE, AND TYPE Gf CONDITION: iJNITEO STATES* 1987
(OATA ARE BASEO GN HOUSEHOLO INTERVIEWS OF THE CIVILIAN NONINSTITUTIONALIZED POPULATICh. THE SURVEY OESIGfUt GENERAL CIUALIFICATIONS,





ALL CENTRAL CGNTRAL hoT
TYPE OF ACUTE CONOITION NORTHEAST &!IOkEST SGUTH kkST flSA CITY C1 TY KSA
NUMBER GF kGRK-LOSS DAYS PER 100 CURRtNTLY EFIPLLiYEO PERSONS PER YEAR
ALL ACUTE Conditions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INFECTIVE AND PARASITIC DISEASES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COMMON CHILCJHCOO DISEASE S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INTESTINAL ViRUS, UMPECIFIEO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
VIRAL 1NFECTIONS, UNSPECIFI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COMMON COLA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER AC IJTE UPPER RESPIRATORY INFECTIONS . . . . . . . . . . .
LhFLUENZA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE BRONCHI TIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PNEUMONIA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER RESPIRATORY CON DITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OENTAL CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INDIGESTION, NAUSEA, ANO VOMIT IN G. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER OIGESTIVE CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INJuRIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FRACTURES ANO DISLOCATIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SPRAINS ANO ST RAIN S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
GPEN iiOUNOS ANO LACERATIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CONTUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL INJURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER CURRENT IN JURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SELECTEO OTHER ACUTE COND IT ION S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
EYE CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE EAR INFECT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER EAR CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE URINARY COED IT ION S........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OISORDERS OF MENSTRUATION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER OISORDERS OF FEMALE GENITAL TRACT . . . . . . . . . . . .
OELIVERY AtiO OTHER CONDITIONS OF PREGNANCY ANO
PUERPERIUM . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SKIN CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE UUSCULOSKELETAL CChOITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEAOACHE, EXCLUDING MI GRAIN E . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FEvER, UMPt CIFIEO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
































































































































































































































































































NOTES: THE STANDARO etiRORS ANO RELATIVE STANOARO tiRRURS (RSEOS) CAN BE COHPUTEO BY USING PARAHE7ER SETS III ANO x OF TA8LE II, THE
FREQUENCIES OF TA8LES 45 ANO 7B ANO THE FORHULA PRESENTEO IN RULE 4 OF APPENDIx I. EST IHATES FOR UHICH THE NUMERATOR HAS AN RSE OF
MORE THAN 30 PERCENT ARE INOICATEO MITH AN ASTERISK.
TABLE +1. NUMBER OF UORK-LOSS. OAYS ASS GCIATEO uITH ACUTt CONOITIONS FLU CURRENTLY tMPLOYED PkRSONS 18 YeARS OF AGt ANO OVER, BY AGk
ANO TYPE OF CCINOITION: UNITECI STATES, 198?
(OATA ARE BASEO ON HOUSEHOLD INTERV1b US (IF THE CIVILIAN NONi NSTITUTIONALIZELl POPULATICh. THE SURVEV DESIGNS GENERAL LNJALIFICA’l IONS.
ANO INFORMATION ON THE RELIABILITY OF THE EST IflATES ARE GIVEN IN APPEtiDIX 1. DEFINITIONS OF TERMS ARE GIVEN IN APPtNOIX 11)
1.3-44 YEARS +5 YEARS ANO OVER
ALL AGES
ld YEARS 18-;4 25-44
TYPti OF ACUTE CONOITION
45-64
ANO OVER TOTAL YEARS YEARS TOTAL YEARS
ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC DISEASES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COMMON CHi LOHOOO OLSEASES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INTESTINAL VIRUS, UNSPECIFI ED.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
VIRAL INFECTIONS, UNSPI?CIFI EO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COMMON COLD . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER ACUTE UPPER RESPIRATORY INFECTION S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INFLuENz A. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE BRONCHI TIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PNEUMONIA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER RESPIRATOR CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OENTAL CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INDIGESTION, NAUSEA, At40 VOMITING . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER OIGESTIVE CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INJURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FRACTURES ANO DISLOCATIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SPRAINS ANO ST RAINS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OPEN HOUNOS ANO LACERATIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CONTUS1ONS ANO SUPERFICIAL INJURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER CURRENT IN JURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SELECTEO OTHER ACUTE CONDITI OHS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
EYE CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE EAR INFECT IO NO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER EAR CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE URINARY CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OISOROERS OF MENSTRUATION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER OISOROERS OF FEMALE GENITAL TRACT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OELIVERY ANO OTHER CONDITIONS OF PREGNANCY ANO PUERPERIUM . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SKIN CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE 14USC ULOSKELETAL CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEAOACHE, EXCLUOING MIGRAINE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FEvER, UNSPECIFI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .























































































































































































































N07ES: THE STANOARO EilRORS ANO RELATIVE STANOARO ERRORS CRSE” S) CAN 8E COMPUTEO BY USIhG PARAMETER SET 111 OF TABLE 11 ANO THE
FORMULA PRESENTEC lN RULE 1 OF AppENOIX I. AN ESTIMATE OF 36.3 HILL ION HAS A IO-PERCENT RSE; 8.9 MILLIGN. A 20-p ERcENT RSE; AhIO
OF 4 MILLION, A 30-PERCENT RSE.
62
TAdLE +2. MIMER OF wORK-LOSS DAYS ASSOCIATE HITH ACUTk CONDITIONS FOR CURRENTLY kHPLOYEO PERSONS 18 YEARS OF AGE AND OVER, MY
StX, AGE, ANC TYPt OF CONOITION: uNITEO STATES, 1987
(DATA ARE bAStiO ON HOUSkHOLO INTERVItiMS dF THE CIVIL14N NONINSTITUT IONALIZEO POPULATION. THt SURVEY OkSIGN, GENERAL CWALIFICATIONS,
ANO INFGRtlATION GN TtlE RELIABILITY OF iHE ES T1#lATkS ARE GIVEN IN APPENOIX 1. DEFINITIONS OF TERMS ARE GIVEN IN APPkNfil X II)
HALt FEHALi
ALL AGES ALL AGES
18 YEARS I 8-44 4!3 YEARS Ld YEARS 18-44
TYPE OF ACUTt CONDITION
45 YEAR;
ANO OVER YEARS ANO GVER AhO OVER YEARS ANO GVER
ALL ACUTk CCNOITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC 01 ST ACES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COMMON CHILOHOOD DISEASE S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INTESTINAL VIRUS, UNSPECIFI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
VIRAL INFECTIONS, UNSPECIFI ED. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
RESPIRATORY CGNOITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COHMON COLO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
GTHER ACUTE UPPER RESPIRATORY INFECTIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INFLUENZA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE bronchi tis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PNEuMONI A. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONOITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OENTAL CONDITION S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INDIGESTION, NAUSEA, AND VOHITJNG . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER OIGESTIVE COED IT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INJURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FRACTURES ANO DISLOCAT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SPRAINS AND S7RAINS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OPEN HOUNOS ANG LACE RAT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CONTUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL INJURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER CURRENT IN JURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SE LECTEO OTHER ACUTE CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
EYE COhOITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE EAR INFECT IO NO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER EAR CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE URINARY COED IT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OISOROERS OF MENSTRUATION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER OISOROERS OF FE14ALE GENITAL TRACT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OELi VERY ANO OTHER CO NOIT IOt4S OF PREGNANCY ANO PUERPERIUH . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SXIN CONDITI OHS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE INJSCULOSKELETAL CONDIT IO NS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEAOACHE, ExCLUOING MI GRAIN E . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FEVER, UNSPECIFI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
















































































































































































































NOTES: THE STANOARO ERRGRS ANO RELATIVE sTANOARO ERRORS (RSE*s) CAN BE COMPUTEO av Ml NC PARA14ETER SET I x I OF TA8LE II ANo THE
FORMULA PRESENTEO IN RULE 1 OF APPENOIX I. AN ESTIMATE OF 36.3 MILLION HAS A IO-PERCENT RSE; 8.9 MILLION, A 2G-PERCENT RSE; ANO
OF 4 HILLION, A 30-PERCENT RSE.
TABLE +3. NUMBER fiF HORK-LGSS DAYS ASS GCIATEO wITH ACUTE COND1TIONS FOR CURRENTLY EMPLOYED PERSGNS lb YEARS OF AGE ANO OVER, BY
RACE, AGE, ANO TYPE OF CONOITION: UNITEO STATES, L987
(OATA ARE BASED ON HOUSEHOLO INTERVIEW OF THE CIVILIAN N0t4iNsT1TuTIoNALI zHI Population. THE SURVEY DESIGN, GENERAL UIJALIFICATIOM,
ANO IhFOR14ATION GN THE RELIABILITY OF THE ESTIMATES ARE GIVEN IN APPENOIX 1. DEFINITIONS OF TERMS ARE GIVEN IN APPENOIX 11)
UHITE BLACK
ALL AGES ALL AGES
L8 YEARS 18-44
TYPE OF ACUTE CaNOITION
45 YEARS 18 YEARS 18-4+
ANO OVER
+5 YEARS
YEARS ANO OVER ANO OVER YEAI7S ANa aVkk
ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC DISEASES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COMMON CHILDHOOO OISEASES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INTESTINAL VIRUS, UNSPECIFI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
VIRAL INFECTIONS, UNSPECIFIC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
RESPIRATORY CONDITION S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COHMON COLO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER ACUTE UPPER RESPIRATORY INFECT IO NO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INFLUENZA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE BRONCHI TIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. O...
PNEUMONI A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONDITIONS ...........................................
OENTAL CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INDIGESTION, NAUSEA, ANO VOMIT ING . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER OIGESTIVE COED IT IO NO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
IN JURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FRACTURES ANO DISLOCATIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SPRAINS ANO STRAIN S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OPEN HOUNOS ANO LACE RAT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CONTUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL IN JURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER CURRENT IN JURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SELECTEO OTHER ACUTE CONDITION S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
EYE CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE EAR INFECT IO NO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER EAR CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE URINARY CONDIT ION S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
DISOROERS OF MENSTRUATION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER OISORDERS OF FEMALE GENITAL TRACT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OELIVERY ANO oTHER CONDITIONS OF PREGNANCY AND PUERPERIUM . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SKIN CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE MUSCULOSKELETAL CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HE AOACHE, EXCLUOING MIGRAINE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FEVER, UNSPECI FIED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .










































































































































































































TOTALS FOR HHITE ANO BLACK 00 NoT sun TO TOTAL iiORK-LOSS OAYS BECAusE oTHER RACES ARE NOT INCLUOEO.
NoTEs: THE sTANoARo ERRoRs ANo RELATx VE sTANOARD ERRORS (RSE, S) cAN aE coHpuTEo By usIAG pARAHETER sET III oF TAaLE 11 ANo TI.IE
F0Rf4uLA PRESENTED IN RULE 1 OF APPENOIX x. AN ESTIMATE aF 36.3 HILL ION HAS A LO-PERCENT RSE; a.9 MI LLIaN, A 20-PERCENT RSE; ANO
OF 4 MILLION, A 30-PERCENT RSE.
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TABLE +4. NUMBER OF 140RK-LOSS DAYS ASSOCIATED klTH ACUTE CONDITIONS FGR CURRkNTLY EllPLOYEO PERSONS 18 YEARS OF A6E ANO OVER, 6Y
FAMILY INCOME, AbE, ANO TYPE OF CONOXTION: UNITED STATES, 1987
(OATA ARE aAs Eo ON H0u5eH0L0 INTERv1E14s OF THE CIVILIAN N0NIN5T1TuT10NAL 12E0 POPULATION. THE SURVEY D251GN. GENERAL 4UALIF1CATIONS9
ANCI INFORMATION ON THE RELIABILITY OF THE ESTIMATES ARE GIVEN IN APPEhOIX 1. DEFINITIONS OF TERMS ARE GIVtN IN APPENOIX 11)
FAMILY INCO146
LESS THAN slO, OOO s1O,OOO-S2+,999 s25,00C OR MORE
ALL AGES ALL AGES ALL AGES
18 YEARS la-++ 45 YEARS 18 YEARS 18-44 45 YEARS 18 YEARS 18-44
TYPE LF ACUTE CONOITION ANO OVER YEARS
+5 YEARS
ANO OVkii ANO OVER YEARS ANO OV6ti ANO OVER YEARS ANCJ OVEFI
NW18ER OF kORK-LOSS OAYS IN THOUSANOS1
ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC DISEASES . . . . . . . . .
COWON CHILOHOOO OLSEASES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INTESTINAL VIRUS, UNSPECIFI ED . . . . . . . . . . . .
VIRAL INFECTIONS, UNSPECIFIED . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
RESPIRATORY CCNOITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COMMON COLA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER ACUTE UPPER RESPIRATORY
INFECT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INFLUENZA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE BRONCHI TIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PNEu MONIA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER RESPIRATORY CON DITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OENTAL CONDIT ION S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INDIGESTION, NAUSEAS ANO VOMIT ING . . . . . . . .
OTHER DIGESTIVE CONDITION S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INJURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FRACTURES ANO DISLOCATIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SPRAINS ANO ST RAIN S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OPEN UOUNOS ANO LACE RAT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CONTUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL IN JURIES . . . . . .
OTHER CURRENT INJuRIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SE LECTEO OTHER ACUTE CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . .
EYE CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE EAR INFECT IO NS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER EAR CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE URINARY CONOIT I014S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OISOROERS OF MENSTRUATION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER OISOROERS OF FEHALE
GENITAL TRACT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OELIVERY ANO OTHER CONDITIONS OF
PREGNANCY ANO PUERPERIUH . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SKIN CONOITIOhS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE WSCULOSKELETAL CONDITIONS ..,......
HEAOACHE, EXCLUOING MI GRAINE . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FEVER, UNSPECIFI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .




































































































































































































































































































1 TOTALS FOR INCOHE CATEGORIES 00 NOT SUM TO TOTAL HORK-LOSS OAYS BECAUSE PERSONS h’ITH UNKNOhN FAMZLY INCOME ARE NOT INCLUOEO.
NOTES: THE STANOARO ERRORS ANO RELATIVE STANOARO ERRORS (RSE*S) CAN 8E COHPUTEO BY USING PARAHETER SET 111 OF TA8LE 11 ANO THE
FORMULA PRESENTEO IN RULE 1 OF APPENOIX I. AN ESTIMATE OF 36.3 UILLZON HAS A 1O-PERCENT RSE; OF 8.9 141LLIOh, A 20-PERCENT RSE: ANO




TAdLE 45. NUMBER OF UORK-LOSS OAYS ASSLICIATED wITH ACUTE CONOITIOhS FOR CURRENTLY EMPLOYEO PERSONS 18 YEARS OF AGE A(4O OVER, BY
GEOGRAPHIC REGION, PLACE Of RESIOENCE, ANO TYPE OF CONOITION: uNITEO STATES, 1987
(OATA AF.E OASEO ON HOUSEHOLO Interviews OF THE CIVILIAN NONINSTITUTIONAL IZEO POPULATIOti. THE SURVEY OESIGfi, GENERAL QUALIFICATIONS,






TYPE OF ACUTE CONOITION
CENTRAL CENTRAL NOT
,aRTHEAST M1OWEST SOUTH uEST t!SA CITY CITY USA
NUMBER OF HORK-LOSS OAYS IN THOUSANOS
ALL ACUTE CGNOITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC OISEASES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COMMON CHILOHOOO OLSEASES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INTESTINAL VIRUS, UNSPECIFI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
VIRAL INFECTIONS, UNSPECIFIED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COMMON COLA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
GTHER ACUTE UPPER R&SPIRATORY INFECTIONS . . . . . . . . . . .
INFLUENZA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE BRONCHITIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PNEUMONIA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER RESPIRATORY CO NO IT ION S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
EENTAL CONDITION S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
lNOIGESTION, NAUSEA, ANO VOMIT ING . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER OIGESTIVE COEDIT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INJURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FRACTURES ANO DISLOCATIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SPRAINS ANO ST RAIN S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OPEN HOUNDS ANO LACERAT113NS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CONTUS1ONS ANO SUPERFICIAL IN JURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER CURRENT INJURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SELECTEO OTHER ACUTE CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
EYE CONDITIONS.....................................
ACUTE EAR INFECT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.OTHER EAR Contort ions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE URINARY CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OISOROERS OF MENSTRUATION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER OISOROERS OF FEMALE GENITAL TRACT . . . . . . . . . . . .
OELIVERY ANO GTHER CONOITIONS OF PREGNANCY ANO
PUERPERIUM . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SKIN CGNOITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE MUSCULOSKELETAL CONDITIONS . . ..% . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEAOACHE, EXCLUOING MI GRAIN E . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FEVER, UNSPECIFIED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .









































































































































































































































































KITES: THE STANOARO ERRORS ANO RELATIVE S7ANOAR0 ERRORS (RSE*S) CAN Bk CO14PUTE0 BY US1hG PARA14ETER SET III OF TABLE 11 ANO THE
FORMULA PRESENTEO IN RULE 1 OF APPENOIX 1. AN ESTIMATE OF 36.3 MILLION HAS A 1O-PERCENT RSE; 8.9 HILLION, A 20-PERCENT RSE; ANO
OF 4 MILLION, A 30-PERCENT RSE.
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TABLE 46. NU14dER OF SCHOOL-LOSS DAYS ASSOCIATED HITH ACUTE CONDITIONS PER lW YOUTHS 5-lT YEARS OF AGE. BY SEX. RACE. FAMILY
INCOME, AND TYPE OF CONOITION: UNITEU STATES, 1987
(0ATA ARE IIASEO ON HOUSEHOLO Interviews OF THE CIVILIAN NONIIiST17UTIONAL IZE0 PGpuLATIcN. THE SURVEY DESIGN* GENERAL OLIALIFICATXOM,
AhO XNFGRMATION ON THE RELIABILITY OF THE tSTIHATES ARE GIVEN IN APPENOIX 1. DEFINITIONS GF TERMS ARE GIVEtI IN APPENOIX 11)
FAMILY INCOME
ALL AGES SEX RACE
5-17
TYPE OF ACUTE CONOITION
LESS THAN slo, ooo- s20*ooo- S35*OUC
YEARS HALE FEt4ALt i-lHITti bLACK S1O*OOO s19*999 S34,999 OR HORt
Nu14BER OF SCHOGL-L0S5 OAyS pEk 100 YOUTHS PER YEAR
ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ItAFECTIVE ANO PARASLTIC DISEASES . . . . . . . . .
COMMON CHILOHOOO DISEASE S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INTESTINAL VIRUS, UNSPECIFIED . . . . . . . . . . . .
ViRAL INFECTIONS. UNSPECIFI ED . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
RESPIRATORY CGNOITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COMMON COLA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER ACUTE UPPER RESPIRATORY
INFECT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Influenza . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE bronchi tis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PNEuMONIA. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS.............
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONDITIONS..............
OENTAL CONOITI OHS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INDIGESTION, NAUSEA, ANO VOMIT ING . . . . . . . .
OTHER OIGESTIVE CONDITIONS . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .
INJURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FRACTURES AND DISLOCATIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SPRAINS ANO ST RAIN S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OPt N IWJNOS ANO LA AERATIONS . . . . . . . :......
CONTUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL INJURIES, . . . . . .
OTHER CURRENT IN JURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SELECTEO OTHER ACUTE CONDITIONS..........
EYE CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE EAR INFECT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER EAR CON DITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE URINARY COND IT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OISOROERS OF MEN ST RUATION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER OISORLIERS OF FEHALE
GENITAL TRACT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OELIVERY ANO GTHER CONDITIONS OF
PREGNANCY ANO PUERPERIUH . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SKIN CONDITION S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
AcuTE UUSCULOSKELETAL COhOITIONS . . . . . . . . .
HEAOACHE, EXCLUOING MIGRAINE. . . . . . . . . . . . .
FEvER, UNSPECIFI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .





































































































































































































































































































































NOTES: THE STANOARO ERRORS (SE-S) ANO RELATIVE STANOARO ERRORS (i7SEt S) FOR COLUMLS 1-5 CAh BE COHPUTEO BY USING PARAMkTER SET 111
OF TAklLE 11. THE FREQUENCIES GF TAfJLE 48 ANO THE FORHULA PRESENTEO IN RULE 2 GF APPEMOIX I. THE SE. S ANO RSE. S FOR COLUMNS b-q
CAN BE COHPUTED 6Y USING PARAMETER SETS 111 AND x OF TABLE 11, THE FREQUENCIES OF TABLES 48 ANO 78 ANO THE FORHULA PREsENTEo
IN RULt 4 OF APPENOIX 1. ESTIMATES FOR HHICH THE NuMERATOR HAS AN ME OF 140RE THAN 30 PERCENT ARE INOXCATEO IAITH AN ASTERISK.
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.
TABLE .47. MN4EER. OF sCH@3L-LO~S OAYS ASSOCIATED liITH ACUTE CGNCJITIONS PER 100 YOUTHS 5-17 YEARS CiF AGE, BY GEOGRAPHIC REGION,
PLACE OF RESIDENCE, ANO TYPE OF UJND1TION: UNITED STATES, 1987
(OATA ARE BASED ON HOuSEHOLO INTERVIEWS OF THE clvILIAN NoNINsTITuTIoNALx 2E0 POPULATION. Tt3E SURVEY OEsfGN, GENERAL QUALIFICATIONS,










UEST HSA CITY CITY’ HSA
NUMBER OF SCHOOL-LOSS DAYS PER 100 YOUTHS PER YEAR
ALL ACUTE CON DITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...4.....
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC DISEASES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COMHON CHILOHOOO DISEASES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INTESTINAL VIRUS, UN SPECIFIED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
VIRAL INFECTIONS, UNSPECIFI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
RESPIRATORY CGNOITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CCMPION CO LA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER ACUTE UPPEi7 RESPIRATORY INFECTIONS . . . . . . . . . . .
INFLUENZA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE BRONCHITIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PNEUMONIA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONDITION S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OIGESTIVE SYSTEH CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OENTAL CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
IilOIGESTION, NAUSEA, ANO VOt41T1NG . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER OIGESTIVE CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INJURIES . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FRACTURES ANO OISLOC,ATIONS . . . . . . . . . . ..q . . . . . . . . . . . .
SPRAINS ANO STRAINS................................
OPEN HOUNOS ANO LACERATIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CONTUS1ONS ANO SUPERFICIAL INJURIES. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER CURRENT INJURI ES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SELECTEO OTHER ACUTE CONOITIdNS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
EYE.CONO1’710NS.....................................
ACUTE EAR INFECT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER EAR CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE URINARY COtiOITIOhS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
01 SOR03RS OF MENSTRUATION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER OISOROERS OF FEMALE GENITAL TRACT . . . . . . . . . . . .
OELIVERY ANO OTHER CONOITIONS OF PREGNANCY ANO
PUERPERIUM . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SKIN CONOITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE WSCULOSKELETAL COtJOITIONS...................
HEAOACHE, EXCLUOING MI GRAIN E . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FEvER, UNSPECIFIED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

































































































































































































































































































NOTES: THE sTAhoARo ERRORS ANO RELATIVE sTAhoARo ERRORS (RSE*S) CAN BE COMWTEO BY USING PARAFIETER SETS III ANO x OF 7ABLE II. THE
FREQUENCIES OF TABLES 49 ANO 78 AhO THE FORMULA PRESENTEO IN IUJLE 4 OF APPENOIX I. ESTIAIA7ES FOR IAHICH THE NUMERATOR HAS AN RSE OF
HORE THAN 30 PERCENT ARE INOICA7E0 131TH AN ASTERISK.
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TAi3LE +8. NuMBER OF SCHOOL-LOSS OAYS ASSOCIATE wITH ACUTE CONDITIONS FOR YOUTHS 5-17 YEARS OF AGE? BY SEX, RACES FAMILY INCOHE $
ANO TYPE OF CONOI TION: UNITEO STATES. 1987
(OATA ARE BASEO ON HOUSEHGLD INTERVI=US OF THE CIVILIAN NONINSTITUTIONALIZEO POPULATION. THE SURVEY CkSIGh, GENERAL i2UAL1FICATIONS,




5-17 LESS THAN $lIJ, OOO-
TYPE OF ACUTE CONOITION
s20*ooo- $35,060
YEARS PIALE FEliALb HHITE i?LACK S1O*OOO 519,999 534,999 ON MORt
ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC DISEASES . . . . . . . . .
COHHON CHILOHOOO DISEASES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INTESTINAL VIRUS, UNSPECIFIED . . . . . . . . . . . .
vIRAL INFECTIONS, UNSPECI FIED . . . . . . . . . . . .
C,THER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
RESPIRATORY CO ND IT IO NS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COMMON COLA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER ACUTE UPPER RESPIRATORY
INFECT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INFLUENZA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE BRONCHI TIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PNEUMONI A. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OENTAL CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INDIGESTION, hAUSEA, ANO VOMIT IN G........
OTHER OIGESTIVE CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INJURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FRACTURES ANO DISLOCATIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SPRAINS ANO ST RAIN S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OPEN HOUN03 ANO LACERATIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CONTUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL INJURIES . . . . . .
OTHER CURRENT INJURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SE LECTEO OTHER ACUTE CONDITION S. . . . . . . . . .
EYE CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE EAR INFECT IO NO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER EAR CON DITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE URINARY COND IT IO NO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OISOROERS OF HEN SThUATION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER 01 SOROERS OF FENALE
GENITAL TRACT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OELIVERY ANO OTHER CONOITIONS OF
PREGNANCY ANO PuERPERIUH . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SKIN CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE MJSCULOSKELETAL COEDIT IONS . . . . . . . . .
HEAOACHE, EXCLUOING MI GRAINE . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FEVER, IMSPECIF LEO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .








































































































































































































































































































lINCLUOES OTHER RACES ANC UNKNOHN FAMILY INCOME
NOTES: THE STANOARO ERRORS ANII RELATIVE STANOARO ERRORS (RSEWS) CAN 8E COHPUTEO BY USING PARAMETER SET 111 OF TA8LE 11 ANO THE
FORI’NJLA PRESEhTEO IN RULE 1 GF APPENOIX 1. AN ESTIMATE OF 36.3 MILL1ON HAS A 1O-PERCENT RSE; OF 8.9 MILLION, A 20-PERCENT USE; ANO
OF 4 141LLION, A 30-PERCENT RSE.
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TA8LE 49. NUMBER OF SCHOOL-LOSS OAYS ASSOCIATED WITH ACUTE CONOITIONS FOR YOUIHS 5-17 YEARS OF AGE, 6% GEoGliAPHIC REGION, PLAILE OF
RESIO&NCE, ANO TYPE OF CONOITION: UNITEO STAIESV 1987
(OATA ARE aASEO ON HOUSEHOLO Interviews OF THE CIVILIAN NON INS TITUTIONALIZEO POPULATION. THE SURVEY OESIGN, 6EiiERAL QuALIFICATIONS,





ALL CENTRAL CENTRAL NOT
TYPE OF ACUTE CONOITION NORTHEAST MI OHEST SOUTH MEST NSA CITY CITY Msk
NUMBER OF SCHOOL-LOSS OAYS IN THOUSANOS
ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INFECTIVE ANO PARAS171C DISEASES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COMMON CHII.OHOOO GISEASES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INTESTINAL VIRUS, UNSPECIFIED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UIRAL INFECTIONS, UNSPECIFI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COMMON COLA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER ACUTE UPPER RESPIRATORY IN FECTIONS . . . . . . . . . . .
INFLUENZA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE BRONCHI TIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PNEUMONIA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER RESP.TRATORV CONOITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OENTAL CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INDIGESTION, NAUSEA, ANO VOMITING . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER OIGESTIVE COED ITIONS. .,....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
IN JURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FRACTURES ANO DISLOCATIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SPRAINS ANO STRAINS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OPEN MOUNOS ANO LACERATIONS, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CONTUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL INJURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER CURRENT IN JURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SELECTEO OTHER ACUTE CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
EYE CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE EAR INFECT IO NO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER EAR CONDIT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE URINARY COED IT IO NO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OISOROERS OF MEN ST RUATION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER OISOROERS OF FEMALE GENITAL TRACT . . . . . . . . . . . .
OELIUERY AND OTHER CONDITIONS OF PREGNANCY ANO
PUERPEF(IUM . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SKIN CONDITIONS....................................
ACUTE MUSCULOSKELETAL CONDIT IO NO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HE AOACHE, EXCLUOING MI GRAIN E . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FEVER, UNSPECIFIED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .





































































































































































































































































NOTES: THE STANOARO ERRORS ANO RELA71V2 STANOARO ERRORS (RSEo S) CAN BE COMPUTEO BY USING PARA14E7ER SET 111 OF TABLE 11 ANO THE
FORMULA PRESEN7E0 IN RULE I OF APPENOIX x. AN ESTIMATE OF 36.3 MILLION HAS A 1O-PERCENT RSE; a.9 MILLIoN, A ZO-PERCEN7 RSE; ANO
OF 4 MILLION, A 30-PERCENT RSE.
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TABLk 50. NUMdk R OF ACUTt CONDITIONS PER 100 PERSONS PER YEAR ANO NUM3ER OF ACUTE COhGITIONS, BY CUARTER ANO TYPE OF CGt&lITIGN:
uNITEO STATES. 19a7
(OATA ARE tiASEO CN HilUSEHOLO INTERVIEWS OF THE CIVILIAN NONINSTITUT IONALIZEO Population. THE SURVEY OESIGh, GENERAL qUALIFICATIONS,
ANO INFORMATION ON THk RELIABILITY OF THE ESTIMATES ARE GIvEN IN APPENOIX I. OEF1N1TIONS GF TERMS ARE GIVEN IN APPiNOIX 11)
CNJARTck
TYPE Of ACUTE CONOITION JAN.-MARCH APRIL-JUNE JULY-SEPT. OCT. -O EC. JAh. -HARCH APRIL-JUNE JULY-SE PT. GCT.-OEL.
NUf4ESER PER 100 PERSONS PER YEAR NuHBER IN TtiOLiSANOS
ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . .
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC
DISEASES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COt4MONCHILOHOOO UISEASES.. . . . .
INTESTINAL VIRUS, UNSPECIFIED..
VIRAL INFECTIONS, UNSPECIFIED..
OTHER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
RESPIRATORY CGtiDITIONS . . . . . . . . .
COt41413N COLA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER ACUTE UPPER RESPIRATORY
INFECT IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
IN FLU ENZA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE BRONCHI TIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PNEUMONIA. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS.;.
OIGESTIVE SYS1.EH CONDITIONS . . . .
OENTAL CONDITIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INDIGESTION, NAUSEA, ANO
VOMITING . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER OIGESTIVE CONDITIONS.....
INJuRIES.......................
FRACTURES ANO DISLOCATIONS . . . . .
SPRAINS ANO ST RAIN S . . . . . . . . . . . .
OP&N UOUNOS ANO LACERATIONS . . . .
CONTUS1ONS ANO SUPERFICIAL
INJURIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER CURRENT INJURIES . . . . . . . . .
SELECTEO OTHER ACUTE
CONDITION S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
EYE COED IT ION S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE EAR INFECT IONS . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER EAR CONDITI OHS . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTE URINARY CONDITIONS . . . . . . .
OISOROERS OF MENSTRUATION . . . . . .
OTHER DISUROERS OF FEHALE
GEt41TAL TRACT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OELIVERY ANO OTHER CONDITIONS
OF PREGNANCY A5A0
PU&RPERIU#l....................
SKIN CONDITION S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACUTk 14(JSCULOSKELETAL
CONOITIUNS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEAOACHE, EXCLUOING
MIGRAIN E . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FEV&R, unspecified . . . . . . . . . . . . .

































































































































































































































































































NOTES: EXCLUOEO FROM THESE ESTIMATES ARE CONDITIONS INvOLVING NEITHER IIEOICALATTENTIOh NOR ACTIVITY RESTRICTION.
THE STAN EJARO ERRORS (SE*S) ANO RELATIVE STANOARO ERRORS (RSE*S) FOR COLU14NS i-4 CAN BE COMPUTEO BY USING PARAA4E7ER SET I OF
TAdLE 11, THE FREQUENCIES OF TABLE 50 ANO THE FoRMULA PRESENTEO IN RULE 2 OF APPEkOIX I. THE sE-$ ANO RSE*S FGR COLUFINS 5-8
CAN BE COUPUTED 8Y USING PARAMETER SET I OF TAaLE II ANO THE FORMULA PRESENTEO Ih RULk i OF APPENOIX I. Ah EST?HATE OF
6.9 HILLION HAS A iO-PE17CENT RSE; OF i.7 MI LLIOtI, A 20-PERcENT RSE; ANO OF 755,000, A 30-PERCENT RSE. RATES FOR kHICr4
THE NUHERATOR HAS AN RSE OF 30 PERC&NT OR MORE ARE INOICATEO BY AN ASTERISK.
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TAL+L,+ 51. NUMBER OF EPISODES OF PiRS12NS INJUREO PER 100 PERSONS PER YEAR, BY UHETHeR IN MOVINb MOTOR VEHICLE, wHETHER AT kORtC,
PLACE OF ACCIOENT, ANO SOCIGOEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS: uNITED STATES, 198T
(CATA ARE bASEO ON HOUSEHGLD lNTERVIEHS OF THE CIVILIAN NON INSTITUTIONALIZED POPULATION. THE SURVEY OESIGN, GENERAL QuALIFICATIONS,
ANO INFORMATION ON THE RELIAdlLITY OF THE EsTIMATEs ARE GIVEN IN APPENOIX I. DEFINITIONS OF TERMS ARE GIVEN IN APPENOIX 11)
MOVING MOTOR VEHICLE? PLACE OF ACCIOENT.—








TOTAL TRAFFIL YES NO HOME HIGHWAY PLACE oTHER
NUMBER OF EPISOOES OF PERSONS INJUREO Pc17 10G PERSONS PER YEAR
3ALL PERSONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
AGE
uNDER 5 YEA AS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5-17 YEA Rs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-Z4 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-+4 YE ADS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YE AR S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . .
SEX ANO AGE
f4ALe
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 18 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YE ADS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
+5 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . .
FEMALE
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER lb YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-+4 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45 YEARS AND OVER . . . . . . . . . . . .
RACE ANO AGE
WHITE
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 18 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45 YtiAds ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . .
BLACK
ALL AGES. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOEa 18 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
L8-44 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .




















































































































15.2 8.8 3.2 3.1 6.b
. . . 14.2 *0.5 *O .3 *3.6
. . . 10.5 3.7 *0.4 12.7
20.6 7.6 4.9 6.5 8.7
15.7 7.5 3.7 5.6 6.7
11.3 6.7 2.2 2.5 3.5

























































SEE FUUTNOTES ANO r40TES AT ENO OF TABLE.
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TAdLE 51. NUMd ER OF EPISGDES OF PERSONS INJURED PER 160 PERSONS PER YcARt BY WHt THER IN MOVING MOTOR vEHICLE, AHETHER AT kGRl(,
PLACk OF ACCIOENT, ANO SOCIOOEHOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS: UNITEO STATES, 1987--CON.
10ATA ARE BASEO ON HUUSEHOLO INTERVIEW OF THE CIVILIAN NONINSTITUTIONALIZEO PCPULATIOk. THE SURVEY OESIGh, Gf3NERAL QUALIF1CATIONS,
ANO INFORMATION ON THE RELIABILITY OF THE ESTIMATES ARE GIV.EN IN APPENOIX I. OEFINITICNS OF TERMS ARE GIVW IN AP?ENOIX 11)
flGv ING MOTOR VEHICLE? PLACC OF ACCIOENT





TOTAL TRAFFIL YES NO HOME HIGHMAY PLACE GTHER
FAMILY 1NCOt4E ANO AGE
UNOER $10,000
ALL AGE S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER la YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . .
SIO, OOO-S19*999
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNISER 18 YEA AS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-+4 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . .
S20,000-S34,999
ALL Acts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER la YEA AS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-4+ YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45 YEAM ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . .
S35,000 OR MORE
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 18 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45 YEARS ANO COVE R. . . . . . . . . . .
GEOGRAPHIC REGION
NORTH EAST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MIDwEST. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SOUTH . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEAT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PLACE OF RESIOENCE
WA. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CENTRAL CITY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
NoT CENTRAL CITY . . . . . . . . . . .


















































































































































































































































?jINcLuOES uNKNo14Ns FOR EACH Characteristic.
FOR CURRENTLY EMPLOYEO PERSONS 18 YEARS OF AGE ANO OVER ONLY.
31 NCLUOES OTHER RACES AND UNKNOIIN FAMILY INCOME.
NOTES: INJURIES COOEO 800-999 IN THE 9TH REVISION, INTERNATIONAL CLASSIFICATION OF OISEASES, ANO IMPAIRMENTS RESULTING FROM Ah
ACCIOENT ARE INCLUOEO. INJURIES INVOLVIN6 NEITHER MEOICAL ATTENTION NOR ACTIVITY RESTRICTION ARE E%CLUOEO.
THE STANOARU ERRORS (SE*S) ANO RELATIVE STANOARO ERRURS (RSE*S) FGR AGE, SEX ANO AGE, ANO RACE ANO AGE CAN 8E COMPUTEO 8Y USING
PARAMETER SET IV OF TALILE 11, THE FREQUENCIES OF TA8LE 52 ANO THE FORMULA PRESENTEO IN RULE 2 OF APPEAOIX I. THE SE*S ANO RSG*S
FOR FAMILY INCi3Hti ANO AGE, GEOGRAPHIC REGION, ANO PLACE OF RESIOENC& CAN 8E CO14PUTE0 8Y USING PARAMETER SETS IV ANO X OF TABLE II,
THk FREQUENCIES IJF TAdLES 52 ANO 78 ANO THE FORMULA PRESENTEO Iti RULE 4 OF APPENOIX I. ESTIMATES FOR wHICH THE NUMERATOR HAS AN
RSE OF !iORE THAN 30 PERCENT ARE INOICATEO HITH AN ASTtRISK.
TABLE 52. NUMBER OF EPISODES OF PERSONS INJURED, dY UHETHER IN MOVING 140TOR VEHICLE, HHtiTliER AT hIiRK, PLACE OF ACCIOENT, ANO
SOCICIOEMOGRAPHIC CHARACT~ISTICS: UN ITEO STATES, 1987
(OATA ARE 8AsE0 ON HOUSEHOLO INTERVIEI.IS OF THE CIVILIAN NONINSTITdTIONAL 12E0 pOfIuLAT1cN. THE SURVEY OESIGN, GENERAL QUALIFICATIONS,
ANO INFORt4ATION ON TVE RELIABILITY OF THE ESTIMATES ARE GIVEN IN APPENOIX I. OEFINITIOtiS OF TERMS ARE GIVEN IN APPENOIX II)
MOVING MOTOR VEHICLE? PLACE OF ACUL7ENT





TOTAL TRAFFIC YES NO “ HOME HIGH16AY PLACE OTHER
NUMBER OF EPISOOES OF PERSONS INJURED IN THOUSANOS
3ALL PERSONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
AGE
UNOER 5 YE ADS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5-17 YE ADS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-24 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-44 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YE ADS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . .
SEX ANO AGE
MALE
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 18 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . .
FEMALE
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 18 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YE ADS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . .
RACE ANO AGE
HHITE
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 18 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YE ADS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . .
BLACK
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 3.8 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YE ADS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .






































































































































































































































SEE FOOTNOTES ANO NOTES AT ENO OF TABLE.
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TA8Lt 52. NUMBER OF EPXSOIIES OF PERSONS IN.JUKEO, BY MHETHER IN MOVINL.MOTOR VEHICLE. IiHETHtR AT hORK. PLACE OF ACCIUthT, ANG
SOCIL10EMC16RAPIi1C CHARACTERISTICS: UNITEO STATES, 1987--CO)+.
COATA ARE bASED ON HOUSEHOLO INTERVIEWS w 7He clvILIAN NONINSTITU710NAL IZEG popuLAT1ch. THE SURVEy DCSIGk, GkNk RAL QUALIFICATIONS.
ANO INFORMATION ON THE R5LIA131LITYOF THE FSTIMATES AR. GIVEN IN APPENOIX 1. OEFINITIGNS OF TERMS ARE GIvEN IN APPENOIX 11)
MOVING !NITGR VEHICLE? PLACE CIF ACCSOENT






cPISGOES TOTAL TRAFFIC Yes NO HOHE HIGHIAAY PLACE ilTHER
FAMILY INCOME AND AGE
UNOER $10,000
ALL Abbes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
uNOER 18 YEA AS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18+4 YEAR S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . .
$10,000-$19,999
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 18 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . .
i20,000-$34,999
ALL AG&S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 18 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . .
$35,000 OR HORE
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
uNOER 18 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-+4 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . .
GEOGRAPHIC REGION
NORTHEAST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FIIDMEST......................
SOUTH. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
IAEST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PLACE OF RESIOENCE
WA. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CENTRAL CITY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
NoT CENTRAL CITY . . . . . . . . . . .
















































































































































































































































lINCLUOES UNKNGHNS FOR EAcH Characteristic.
~FOR Currently EHPLOYEO pERsONs la YEARS OF AGE ANO OvER ONLY.
SNCLUOES OTHER RACES ANC UNKNO16N FAMILY INCOME.
NOTES: INJUKIES COOEO 800-999 IN THE 9TH REVISION, INTERNATIONAL CLASSIFICATION OF OISEASES, ANO IMPAIRMENTS RESULTING FROM A!i
ACCIOENT ARk INCLUOEO. IhJURZES INVOLVING NEITHER 14EOICAL ATTENTION NOR ACTIVITY RESTRICTION ARE EXCLUGEO.
THE STANOARO ERRORS ANO RELATIVE S7ANDAR0 ERRORS (RSE*S) CAN 8E COHPUTEO BY USING pARAFIETER SET IV GF TABLE II ANO THE fORMULA
PRESENTEO IN RULE 1 OF APPENOIX I. AN ESTIMATE OF 6.7 MILLION HAS A 1O-P2RCENT RSE; OF 1.6 MILLIGN, A 20-PERCENT RSE; ANO OF
696,000, A 30-PERCENT RSE.
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TABLE 53. NUMBER OF RESTRICTED-ACTIVITY OAYS ASSOCIATE UITH EPISODES OF PERSONS lNJUREO PER 100 PERSONS PER YEAR, dY uHETIiER IN
MOVING MOTOR vEHICLE, !4HETHER AT 160RK, PLACE OF ACCIOENT, AiW SOCIOOEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS: UNITEO STATES, 1987
(OATA ARE BASEO ON HOUSEHOLO INTERVIEW OF THE CIVILIAN NONINSTITUTIONAL IZED POPULATION. THE SURVEY OESIGN. GENERAL WALIFIGATIONS,
ANO INFORMATION ON “(HE RELIABILITY OF THE ESTIMATES ARE GIvEN IN APPENDIX I. DEFINITIONS OF TERMS ARE GIVEN IN APPENDIX 11)
MOVING t40TOR VEHICLE? PLACE OF ACCIOENT






TOTAL TRAFFIC vES NO iioME HIGHkAY PLACE OTHER
ALL PE17SONS3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
AGE
UNOER 5 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5-l T YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-24 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-44 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . .
SEX ANO AGE
MALE
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
uNo ER la yEARs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YEAR S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
+5 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . .
FEMALE
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 18 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45 YEARS, ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . .
RACE ANO AGE
UHITE
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 18 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YEAR S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .,
45 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . .
BLACK
ALL AGEs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 18 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .








































































































































































































































SEE FOOTNOTES ANO NOTES AT ENO OF TABLE.
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,.
TABLE 53. NuW3eR OF RESTRICTED-ACTIVITY GAYS ASSOCIATED MITh EPISGOES Of PERSONS INJURED PER 100 PERSONS PER YEARs BY WHETHER IN
HOVING MOTOR vEHICLE, HHETHER AT !JIORK. PLACE OF ACCIOENT, ANO SOCIIIOEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS: uNITEO STATES, 1987—CON.
(OATA ARE BASEO QN HOUSEHOLO INTERVIEWS OF THE CIVILIAN NONINSTITUTIONAL IZEO POPULATION. THE SURVEY OESIGh, GENERAL QUALIFICATIONS,
ANO INFGW4ATION ON THE RELIABILITY OF THE &5 TIMATES ARE GIVEN IN APPENOIX 1. DEFINITIONS i3F TERM ARE GIVEN IN APPENOIX 11)
MovING MOTOR VEHICLE? PLACE 13F ACCIOtiNT








TOTAL TRAFFIC YES NO HOME HIGHWAY PLACE oTHER
FAMILY INCOME ANCI AGE
UNOER SIO, OQO
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UtiOER L8 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
+5 YEARS ANO AVER . . . . . . . . . . . .
slo, aoa-s199999
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
uNOER 18 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45 YEARS ANO COVE R. . . . . . . . . . .
s20, aoo-s34.999
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNDER 18 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-+4 YEAR S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . .
S35,000 QR MORE
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 18 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YE AR S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . .
GEOGRAPHIC REGION
NORTHEIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HIOMEST. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SOUTH. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
NEST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PLACE OF RESIOENCE
HA. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CENTRAL CITY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
NOT CENTRAL CITY . . . . . . . . . . .


















































































































































































































































;INCLUOES UNKNOHNS FOR EACH CHARACTERISTIC.
~FoR CURRENTLY EIIPLOYEO PERSONS 18 YFARS OF AGE ANO OVER OtmLY.
INCLUOES OTHER RACES ANO UNKNQIAN FA141LY INCOME.
NOTES: THE STANOARO ER14GRS (SE*S) ANO RELATIVE STANOARO ERRORS (RSE*S) FOR AGE, SEX ANO ACE, ANO RACE ANO AGE CA)i BE COMPUTEQ BY
u51NG pARAf4ETER SET xx OF TABLE II. 7HE FREQUENCIES aF TABLE 54 ANO THE FaRHuLA PRE5ENTt0 IN RULE 2 GF APPENOIX x. THE SE*S
ANO RSE*S FOR FAtll LV lNCOHE ANO AGE, GEOGRAPHIC REGION, ANO PLACE OF RESIDENCE CAN BE COAIPUTEO 8Y USING PARAHETER SETS 11 ANO X OF
TA8LE 11, THE FREQuENCIES QF TA8LES 54 ANO 78 ANO THE FORI’NJLA PRESENTEG IN RULE 4 OF APPENOIX 1. ESTIMATES FOR UHICH THE
NuHERATIJR liAS AN RSE OF MORE THAN 30 PERCENT ARE INOICATEO UITH AN ASTERISK.
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TABLE 54. NUMBER CF RESTRICTED-ACTIVITY CAYS ASSOCIATED kITH EPISODES OF P.5RSIJNS INJURED, BY wHETHER IN 80VING f4?iTOR VEHICLE,
IIHETHER AT HORK, PLACE OF ACCIl)ENT, AND SOCIODE140GRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS: UNITEO STATES, 1987
(OATA ARE BASED ON HOUSEHOLD INTERVIEWS OF THE CIVILIAN NONINSTITVT IONAL1ZEO PDPULATION. THE SURVEY DESIGN, GENERAL CIUALIFICA”rlONS,
ANO INFL7RMATION ON THE RELIAtilLITY OF THE ES TIMATSS ARE GIVEN IN APPENDIX 1. OEFINITIONS OF TERMS ARE GIVEN IN APPENOIX 11)
MovING MOTOR VEHICLE? PLACE OF ACC1OENT





TOTAL TRAFFIC YES NO HOME HIGHUAY PLACE OTHER
ALL PERSONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
AGt
UNOER 5 Y&ADS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5-17 YEA RS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
L8-24 Years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-+4 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . .
SEX ANil AGE
MALE
ALL Asks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNDER 18 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . .
FEMAL~
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNLIER i8 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
l&-44 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . .
RACE ANO AGE
wHITE
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 18 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45 YEARS ANO GIVE R. . . . . . . . . . .
BLACK
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
IJNo ER 18 YEA AS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .





































































































































































































































SEE FGOTNOTES ANO NOTES AT ENO OF 7A8LE.
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TABLE 54. NUMBER OF RESTRICTED-ACTIVITY OAYS ASSOCIATtO HITH EPISODES OF PERSONS INJURECJS cIY UHETHER IN HOVIN6 HOTOR VEHICLE*
kHETHER AT WRK, PLACE OF ACCIOENT, Atd SOCIOLIEflOGkAPMIC CHARACTERISTICS: uNITED STATES, 19 ST—CON.
COATA ARE aAs Eo ON HOuSEHGLn INTERv IE145 OF THE CIVILIAN NONINSTITUTIONAL IZED pOpuLATIctJ. THE 5URVEY nEs16h, GENERAL QUALIFICATIONS,
ANO INFORt’lATIGN ON THE RELIABILITY OF THE ESTIMATES AkE GIVEN iN APPENOIX 1. OEFINITIGNS OF TERHS ARE GIVEN IN APPENOIX II)
MOVING MOTOR VEHICLE? PLACE OF ACCIOENT
YES NO AT 140RK?2 STREET
ALL AT OR INDUSTRIAL
cHARACTERISTIC EPISOOES1 TUTAL TRAFFIC Yts NO HOHE HIGHwAY PLACE GTHER
FAMILY INCOME ANO AGE
UNOER slO, OOO
ALL AGES. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 18 YfiARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . .
$10,000-$19.999
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 1S YEA AS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . .
S20,000-S34,999
ALL AGE S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNDER 18 YEAR S . . . . . . . . ...>...
18-44 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . .
$35s000 OR MORE
ALL AGES. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
uNOER 18 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . .
GEOGRAPHIC REGION
NORTHEAST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MI 0!4CST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SCJJTH. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BEST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PLACE OF RESiOENCE
MA. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CENTRAL CITY...............
NOT CENTRAL CITY . . . . . . . . . . .















































































































































































































































;INCLUOES UNKNOHNS FOR EACH CHARACTERISTIC.
~FOR CURRENTLY E14PLOYE0 PERSONS 18 YEARS OF AGE ANO OVER ONLY.
INCLUOES OTHER RACES ANO UNKNOWN FAMILY INCOME.
NOTES: THE STANOARO ERRORS ANO RELATIVE STANOARO ERRORS (RSE*S) CAN 8E COIVPUTEO BY USING PARAHETER SET 11 OF TABLE I I ANO THE
FGR14uLA PRESENTED IN RULt 1 OF APPENOIX I. AN ESTIMATE OF 49.3 MILLION HAS A 1O-PERCENT RSE; OF 12 HILLION, A 20-PERCCNT hSE; AhO
OF 5.3 141LLION, A 30-PERCENT RSE.
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TABLE 55. NUMBER OF FltO DAYS Associated MITH EPISODES OF PERSONS INJUREO PER LOO PERSONS PER YEAR, BY HHEThER IN MOVING MGTOR
VEHICLE, WHETHER AT uORK, PLACE OF ACCIOENT, ANO SOCIOOkllOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS: UhlTEO STATES, 1987
(0A7A ARE aAs Eo ON HOUs EHOLO INTERv1Eii5 OF THE CIVILIAN Noninstitutional IZEO population. THE SURVEY CESIGN$ GENERAL auALIF1cATIoNs,
ANO INFORt4ATIOti ON TH& RELIABILITY OF THt ESTIMATES ARE GIVEN IN APPENOIX 1. OEFINITIONS OF TERHS ARE GIVEN IN APPENDIX 11)
MOVING HOTOR VEHICLE? PLACE OF ACCIOENT




EPI%bEs1 TOTAL TRAFFIC YkS NO tiOME HIGH!4AY PLACE OTHER
ALL PERSONS3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
AGE
UNOER 5 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5-l T YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-24 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-44 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . .
SEX ANO AGE
HALE
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 18 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . .
FEHALE
ALL AGES. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
LJNOER 18 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-WI YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . .
RACE ANO AGE
UHITE
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER M YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
L8-44 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45 YEARS AND OVER . . . . . . . . . . . .
BLACK
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 18 YEA AS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YEARs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .








































































































































































































































sEE FOOTNOTES ANO NOTES AT ENO OF TABLE.
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TABLE 55. NUMBER OF BED DAYS ASSOCIATE MITH EPISODES OF PERSGNS INJURED PER lGO P&RSONS PER YEAR, BY HHETHEA IN MOVING MOTOR
VkHICLE, uHETHER AT HORK, PLACE OF ACCIOENT, ANO SOCIUOEHOLRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS: UNITEO STATES, 1987-CON.
(OATA ARE dASEO ON HOUSEHOLD INTERVIEIAS OF THE CIVILIAN NONINSTITUTI ONALIZEO PuPULATICN. THE SUITVEY OESIGN, GENERAL CIUALIf ICATIONS,
ANO INFORMATION ON THE RELIABILITY OF THE ES TIHATES ARE GIVEN IN APPENOIX I. OEFIN1710NS OF TERMS ARE GIVEN IN APPENDIx II)
MOVING MOTOR VEHICLE? PLACE OF ACCIDENT






TRAFFIC YES NO HOHE HIGHWAY PLACE GTHER
FAMILY INCOHE ANO AGE
UNOER slO, OOO
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 18 YEA AS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45 YEARS ANO GIVE R. . . . . . . . . . .
SIO, OOG-S19*999
ALL AGE S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
uNOER 18 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45 YEARS ANO GIVE R. . . . . . . . . . .
S20,000-S34,999
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
uNo ER 18 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YE AR S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . .
$35,000 OR MORE
ALL AC ES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 18 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
L8-44 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . .
GEOGRAPHIC REGION
NORTHEAS T . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MIOHEST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SOUTH . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
NEST. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PLACE OF RESIOENCE
HA. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CENTRAL CITY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
NOT CENTRAL CITY...........



















































































































































































































































INCLUOES UNKNOUhS FOR EACH CHARACTERISTIC.
~FOR CURRENTLY EHpLoYEO pERSON5 18 YEARS OF AGE ANO OVER ONLY.
INCLUUES OTHER RACES AhO UNKNOHN FAMILY INCOME.
NOTES: THE STANOARO ERRORS (sE-S) ANO RELA71VE STANOARO ERRORS (RsE*s) FOR AGE, stx ANO AGE. AND RAc E ANO AGE FOR COLUMNS 1-4 ANO
7-10 CAN BE COMPUTEO LIY USING PARAHETER SET 11 OF TABLE 11, THE FREQUENCIES OF TABLE 56 ANO THE FORHULA PRESENTEO IN RULE 2 OF
APPENOIX 1. THE SE*S ANO RSE*S FOR COLUMNS 5 ANO 6 CAN BE COHPUTEO BY USING PARAMETER SETS II ANL7x OF TAbLk 11, THE FREQUENCIES OF
TABLES 56 ANO 78 ANO THE FoRHULA PRESENTEO IN RULE 4 OF APPEhOIX I. THE SECS ANO RSE9S FOR FAMILY INCOHE ANO AGE, GEOGRAPHIC REGIOh,
AhO PLAcE OF RESIOENCE CAtA BE CO14PUTE0 BY USING PARAMETER sETS IX ANO X OF TABLE 11, THE FREQuENCIES OF TA8LES 56 ANO 78 ANO THE
FORHULA PRESkNTEO IN RULE 4 OF APPENOIX 1. ESTIMATES FOR WHICH THE NUMtRATOR liAS AN RSE OF MORE THAN 30 PERCEhT ARE INOICATEO hlTH
AN ASTERISK.
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TA8LE 56. NUMEIER OF BEO OAV.3 ASSOCIATE hlTH EPIWOES OF PERSONS INJURED, bY UHETHtiR IN HOVING MOTOR VEHICLE, UhETHEFt AT uORK,
PLACE OF AC CIOENT, ANO $OCIOOEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS: UNITEO STATES, 198T
(OATA ARE BASEO ON HOUSEHOLO INTERvIEw OF TtiE CIVILIAN NONINSTITUTIONAL IZEO POPULATION. Tilt SURVEY OESIGN, GENERAL QUALIFICATIONS,
ANO INFORMATION ON THE RELIABILITY OF THE ESTIMATES AKE GIVEN IN APPENOIX 1. OEF1NITIONS OF TERMS ARE GI bEN IN APPENOIX 11)
MOVING HOTOR VEHICi-k? PLACE OF ACCIOENT








TOTAL TRAFFIc YES NO HO14E HIGH MAY PLACE ,OTHE%
ALL PERSONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
AGE
UNOER 5 YEAR S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5-17 YEA RS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-24 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-44 YEADS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . .
SEX ANO AGE
MALE
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 18 YEA AS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
L8-44 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . .
FEMALE
ALL AG&S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER la years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
la-44 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . .
RACE ANO AGE
HHITE
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
uNOER la YEARs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
la-44 YEAR S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . .
aLACK
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER ’18 YEAR S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
la-44 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .




































































































































































































































SEE FOOTNOTES ANO NOTES AT ENO OF TAaLE.
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TAtiLE 56. NUMBk R OF BED DAYS ASSOCIATED UITH EPISOOES OF PERSONS lNJuREOS BY biHETHER IN NOVING HOTCR VEHICLES IihETHER AT WORK*
PLACE OF ACCIOENT, ANO SOCIOOENOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS: UNITEO STATES* 19137-CON.
(OATA AKE BASEO ON HOUSEHOLO INTERVIMS UF THE CIVILIAN NONINSTITUTIONAL 1Z20 Population. THE SURVEY OESIGN, GENERAL QUALIFICATIONS,
ANO ItiFOR14ATION CN THE RELIABILITY OF THE ESTIMATES ARE GIVEN IN APPENOIX 1. DEFINITIONS OF TERMS AAE GIVEN IN APPENOIX IIJ
MOVING HOTOR VEHICLE? PLACE OF ACC1OENT






CHARACTERISTIC TOTAL TRAFFIC YES NO HOME HIGHidAY PLACE OTHER
FAtilLY INCOME ANO AGE
UNOER slO, OOO
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UiIOER 18 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YEAR S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . .
$10* OOO-$19,999
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 18 YEA AS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
i8-44 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45 YEARS AND GIVE R. . . . . . . . . . .
$20,000 -S34,999
ALL AGE S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 18 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45 YiARS ANO O’ER. . . . . . . . . . . .
$35,000 OR MORE
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 18 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45 YEARS ANO COVER . . . . . . . . . . .
GEOGRAPHIC REGION
NORTHEAST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HIGHEST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SOUTH . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEAT. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PLACE OF RESIOENCE
HA. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CENTRAL CITY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
NOT CENTRAL CITY . . . . . . . . . . .
















































































































































































































































;INCLUOES UNKhGiANS FOR EACH CHARACTERISTIC.
~FOR CURRENTLY EHPLOYEO PERSONS 18 YkARS OF AGE ANO OVER ONLY.
INCLUOES OTHER RACES ANO UNKNOUN FAMILY INCOME.
NOTES: THE STANOARO ERRORS ANO RELATIVE S7ANOAR0 ERRORS CRSEWS) CAN BE COHPU7E0 ay USING PARANETER SET II OF TAaLE II ANO THE
FORMULA PRESENTEO IN RULE 1 OF APPENOIX I. AN ESTIMATE OF 49.3 HILLIOk HAS A 10-P ERCENT RSE; OF 12 HILLION, A 20-PERCENT RSE; ANO
OF 5.3 MILLION, A 30-P E17CENT RSE.
TABLE 57. NUM8ER OF SELECTEO REPORTkO CHRQNIC CON(JITIOttS PEF 1,000 PERSCINS~ 6Y AGE: UNITEO STATtS? 1987
(OATA ARE BASED ON HOUSEHOLD lNTERv IE!4S OF THE CIV ~lAN t40N1UST~TUTIONAC IZE0 POPULATION. THt SURVEY OESIGN, GENERAL QUALXFICAlr IOtVS,
!ANO INFORMATION ON Ti-lE RELIABILITY OF THE EsTIM4~ S ‘ARE GIvEN IN APPENOIX I. OEFINITIONS OF TERMS Ahk GIVEN IN APPENOIX 11)
UNDER 45 YEARS 65 YEARS ANO OVER
AU UNOER 18-44 45-64 65-74 75 VEARS
TYPE OF CHRONIC CONDITION AGES TOT4L 18 YEARS YE4RS YEARS TOTAL YEARS ANO OVER
SELECTEO SKIN ANO HUSCULOSKELETAL
CONDITIONS
ARTHRITI S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
GOUT, lNCLUOING GOIJTY ART HRITIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INTERVERTEBRAL OISC DISORDERS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BONE SPUR OR TENOINITSS,
UNSPECIFIED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OISOROERS OF BONE OR CART ILAGE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TROUBLE klITH BUN IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BURSITIS, uNCLASSIFI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SEBACEOUS SKIN CYST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TROUBLE WITH ACNE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PSORIASI S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
DERMATITIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TROUBLE idl TH ORY (ITCHING) SKIN,
UNCLASSIFI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,
TROUBLE IAITH INGROHN NAILS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TROUBLE HITH CORNS ANQ CALLUSES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
IMPAIRMENTS
VISUAL 114PAIRMENT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COLOR dLINONESS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CATARACTS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
GLAUCOMA. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEARING IMPAIR MENT. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TX NNITUS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SPEECH IMPAIRIIENT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ABSENCE OF ExTREMITIES (EXCLUOES
TIPs OF FINGERS OR TOES ONLY) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PARALYSIS OF EXTREHITIES, COMPLETE
OR PART IAL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OEFORMITY OR ORTHOPEDIC
IHPAIR14ENT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BACK . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UPPER EXTREMITIE S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
LOliER. EXTREMITIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SELECTEO DIGESTIVE CONDITIONS
ULCER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HERN14 OF ABOGMINAL CA VI TY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
GASTRITIS OR OUOOENITIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..i...
FREQUENT INDIGESTION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ENTERITIS OR COLITIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...*.....
SPASTIC COLON . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
O1v ERTICUL4 OF ItJTESTINES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .























































































































































































































































































SEE NOTES AT ENO ❑ F TABLE.
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TAbLt 57. NUMBER OF SELECTED REPORTED CHRONIC CONDITIONS PER 1 s000 PERSONS, BY AGE: lAt91TE0 STATES, 1987—CON.
(OATA ARE L!ASEO ON HOUSEHOLO INTERVIEW OF THE CIVILIAN NONINSTITUTIONALI ZEb POPULAk Ch. THE SURVEY OESIGN, GEt9ERALQUALIFICATIONS
AhO INFORMATION ON THC RELIABILITY OF THE ESTIMATES ARE GIVEN IN APPEt90EX 1. OkFIMit IaNS aF TERHS ARE GIVEN IN APPENOIX 11)
UNOER +5 YEAIM 65 YEARS ANO GVER
ALL UNGE17 L a-w! +5-64 65-74 75 YEARS
TYP. af CHRGNIC CaNOIT171ti AGES TGTAL 18 YEARS YEARS YEARS TOTAL YEARS ANO CVER
SELECTEO CUNOITIONS OF THE
GENITaURINARY, NERVOUS, ENOOCRINE ?
HETABOLIC, ANO BLOOO ANO
bLOOO-FORHIt4G SYSTEMS
bOITER OR OTHER OISOROERS OF THE
THYROID . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
DIABETES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ANEMIAS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
EPILEPSY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MIGRAINE HEADACHE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
NEURALGIA OR NEURITIS, Unspecified . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
KIaNEY TROUBLE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8LAOOE17 OISOROERS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OISEASES OF PROS TATE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OISEASE OF FEUALE GENITAL ORGAN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SELECTEO CIRCULATORY CONOXTIONS
RHEUMATIC FEVER UITH OR 191THOUT
HEART DISEASE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEART OISEASE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
IS CHE191C HEART DISEASE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEART RHYTHM OISOROERS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TACHYCAROIA OR RAPIO HEART . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEART HURWJRS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER AND UNSPECIFIEO HEART
RHYTHM OISOROERS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER SELECTEO OISEASES aF HEART*
EXCLUOING HYPERTENSION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HIGH BLOOO PRESSURE
(HYPERTENSI ON) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CEREtiROVASCULAR DISEASE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HAROENING OF THE ART ERIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
VARICOSE VEINS OF LOHER
Extremities . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEMORRHOIDS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SELECTEO RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS
CHRONIC 13RONCHITIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
AS THEA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HAY FEVER OR ALLERGIC RHINITIS
uITHOUT ASTHMA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CHRONIC SINUS IT I S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OEVIATEO NASAL SE PTUM . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CHRONIC OISEASE OF TONSILS OR
AOENOIOS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .


















































































































































































































































NOTES: THE STANDARO ERRORS ANO RELATIVE STANOARO ERRORS (RSE’S) CAN BE COHPiITEO BY USING PARAMETER SET V OF TAfELE 11, THE
Frequencies OF TABLE 62 ANO THE FORHULA PRESENTEO IN RULE 2 OF ApPENOIX 14 EstImtES Fdk HiiIcH THE NUMERA70R HAs AN RSE OF
PIORE THAN 30 PERCENT ARE INOICATEO IAITH AN ASTERISK.
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TAdLc 58. WMLIER IIF SC LECTED KEPaRTED CHRONIC CGNDITIGNS PER 1,000 PERSONS, BY SEX ANO AGE: lJNITELl S1AT5SV 19a7
(DATA ARk tiASEO uti HOUSchOLO ItjTERVIEWS OF Trl E CIVILIAN iw3NIkST1TUTIG tiALILE0 POPIJLATICIY. THE SURVEY OESXGN, GENERAL WALIFICATIONS.
ANO lNFCRMATION Gii THE RELIABILITY GF THE cSTINATES ARE GIVEN IN APPENDIX 1. DEFINITIONS GF TERMS ARE GIVEN Ztx APPENOIX 11)
MALE FEMALE
65 YEARS AND OVER 65 YEARS ANO OVER
UNOER 45-64 65-74 75 YEARS UNOER +5-6+ 65-74 T5 YEARS
TYPk OF CHRONIC CONOITION +5 YEARS YEARS TOTAL YEAAS ANO GVER 45 YEARS YEARS TOTAL YEARS ANO OVER
SkLcCTkO SKIN AND MuSCULOSKELETAL
CONOITIGNS
ARTHRITIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
GOUT, INCLUD1&G GGUTY AR THR IBI S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INTER v& RT6BRAL OiSC OISOROERS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BONE SPUR OR TENDINITIS,
UNSPiCIFI EO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
DISOROERS OF BONE OR CARTILAGE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TROUHLE HITH BUN IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
L3URSITIS, uNCLASSIFIE D. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SEBACEOUS SKIN CYST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TROU6L& 141TklACNE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PSORIASI S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
DERMATI TIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TROIMLE IIITH CRY (ITCHING) SKIN.
UNCLASSIFI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TROUBLE liITH INGF$G+iN NAILS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TROUBLE iiITii CORNS ANO CALL US ES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
IMPAIRMENTS
VISUAL IMPAIR MENT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COLOR BLINDNESS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CATARACT S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
GLAUCOMA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEARING IMPAI RMENT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TINNITUS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SPEECH IMPAIRMENT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ABSENCE OF EXTREt4x TlEs (E XCLUOES
TIPS OF FINGERS GR TOES ONLY) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PARALYSIS OF EXTREt41TIES. COMPLETE
OR PART I AL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OEFORMITY OR CRTHOPEOIC
IMPAIR MENT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BACK . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UPPli R EXTREMITY ES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
LOWER EXTREMITY ES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SELECTED OIGESTIVE CONDITIONS
uLCER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HERNIA OF ABOOMINAL CAVITY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
GASTRITIS OR OUOOENITIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FREQUENT INOIGESTI ON. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ENTERITIS OR COLITIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SPASTIC COLON . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
DIv ERTICLILA OF IN TEST ICES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
































































































































































































































































































































































SEE tdOTES AT ENO OF TABLE.
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TA6LE 58. NUMBER IIF SELECTED REPORTED CHRONIC CGNDITIONS PER 1,000 PERSONS, BY SEX ANC AGE: UN ITEO STATES* 1987--CON.
(OATA Akk tiASEO ON HOUStHOLO INTERVIEWS OF THE CIVILiAN NONINSTITUTIONALIZEO POPULATICh. THE SURVEY OESIGN, GENERAL QUALIFICATIONS,
ANU INFORHATION ON THE REL1At31LITY GF THE ESTIMATES ARE GIVEN IN APPENOIX I. oEFINITIONS OF TERMS ARE GIVEN IN APPENOIX 11)
MALE FEMALE
65 YEARS ANO OVER 65 YEARS ANO OVER
UNDER 45-64 65-74 T5 YEARS UNOER 45-64
TYPE OF CHRONIC CONOITION 45 YEARs YEARS
65-74 75 YEARS
TOTAL YEARS ANO IiVER 45 YEARS YEARS TOTAL YEARS ANO OVER
StLECTEO CONDITIONS OF THE
GENITCURINARY, NERVOUSV EFiOOCRINES
METAbOLIC, ANO BLOOO ANa































GOITER OR LITIi ER OISOROERS OF THE
TN Y&OILI . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OIABETti S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ANEMITS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
EPILEPSY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
t41GRAINE HE ADACHE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
NEuRALGIA OR NEURITIS, UNSPEC.TFI EG . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
KIONEY TROUBLE..................................
BLAOOER OISORCERS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OISEASCS IJF PROSTATE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .































































































































































































St LECTtO CIRCULATORY CONDITIONS
RHEUHATIC FtVER HITH OR HITHOUT
HEART OISEHSE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEART 131SE AC E. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
iSCHEMi C HEART DISEASE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...*..
HEART RHYTHN OISOROERS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TACHYCAROIA OR RAPIO HE ART . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HtART MuRMURS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED HEART
RHYTHM 91 SOROERS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER SE LECTEO OISEASES OF HEARTt
EXCLI.JOING HYPERTENSION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HIGH BLOIIO PRESSURE
(HYPERTENS ION) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CEREBACVASCULAR DISEASE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HAROZNING OF THE AR TERIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
VARICCSE VEINS OF LOtlER
EXTREMITY ES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .



















































CHRONIC oROhCHIT I S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
AS THE A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HAY Ftv ER OR ALLERGIC RIiINITiS
UITHOLIT AS THMA. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .












*9.7OEVi ATtO NASAL SE PTUM . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .









AOENGLJS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
EFIPHYS EMA. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
NuTkS: THt STANOAKO ERRORS ANO RELATIVE STANDARD ERRORS (RSECS) CAN 8E COMPUT60 8Y USING PARAMETER SET V OF TA8LE II* THE
FREQUE14CIES OF TABLC .53 AND THE FORHULA PRESENTEO IN RULE 2 OF APPENOIX 1. ESTIMATES FOR UHICH THE NUMERATOR HAS AN RSE OF
14CRE TtiAN 3G PERCENT ARE INOICATECI UITH AN ASTERISK.
87
TABLE 59. NUMBER OF SELECTEO REPORTED ChRONIC CONDITIONS PER l,OCO PERSONS. BY RACE ANO AGE: Ufi ITEO STATES* 1987
(OATA ARE BASED ON HOUSEHOLD INTER VIE14S OF THE CIVILIAN NON INSTITUTIOhALIZEO POPULATICh. THE SURVEY OESIGN, GENERAL QUALIFICAT:[ONS,
ANO INFORMATION ON THE RELIABILITY GF THE ESTIMATES ARE GIVEN IN APPENOIX 1. DEFINITIONS OF TERMS ARE GIVEN IN APPENOIX 11)
wHITE &LACK
65 YEARS ANO OVER 65 VEARS ANG OVER
UNOER 45-64 65-74 75 YEARS UNOER 45-64 65-7+ 75 YEARS
TYPE OF CHRONIC CONOITION +5 YEARS YEARS TOTAL YEARS ANO OVER +5 YEARS YEiRS TGTA1. YEARS AND OVER
SELECTEO SKIN ANO MUSCULOSKELETAL
CONOITIONS
AR THRITIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
GOUT, INCLUOING GOUTY ARTHRITIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INTERVERTEBRAL OISC oISOROERS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BONE SPUR OR TENDINITIS,
UNSPECI FI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OISORDERS OF BONE OR CART IMAGE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TROUBLE WITH BUN IO NO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BURSITIS, UNCLASSIFI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SEBACEOUS SKIN CYST S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TROUBLE LIITH ACNE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PSORIASIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
DERMATITIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TROUBLE UITH ORY (ITCHING) SKIN,
UNCLASS IF I ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TROUBLE IAITH INGROHN NAILS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TROUBLE IAITH CORNS ANO CALLUSES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
IMPAIRMENTS
VISUAL IMPAIR14ENT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COLOR BLINDNESS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CATARACTS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
GLAUCOMA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEARING If4PAIR14E NT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TINNITUS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SPEECH IMPAIRMENT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ABSENCE OF EXTREMITIES (EXCLUOES
TIPS OF FINGERS OR TOES ONLY) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PARALYSIS OF EXTREMITIES* COMPLETE
OR PART I AL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OEFORMITY OR ORTHOPEDIC
IMPAIRMENT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BACK... O. . .. O. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UPPER EXTREMITY ES . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
LOHER EXTREMITY ES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SELECTEO OIGESTIVE CONDITIONS
ULCER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HERNIA OF ABOOMINAL CA VI TY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
GASTRITIS OR OUOOENITIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FREQuENT INDIGESTION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ENTERITIS OR COLITIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SPASTIC COLON. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OIVERTICULA OF IN TEST ICE S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .































































































































































































































































































































































SEE NOTES AT Et+O OF TABLE.
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TAEILE 59. NuMBER OF SELECTED REPORTEO CHRONIC COtiOITIONS PER 1,00a PtRSONS, bY RACE ANO AGE: Ut’IITEO STA7ESS 1967--CON.
(OATA ARE BASEO ON HOUSEhOLO 1tmTERV15WS OF THE CIVILIAN NONINSTITUTIONALIZkO POFULATIGN. THE SURVEY CESIGh, GENERAL QUALIFICATIONS,
ANO iNFORHATIa& flN THE RELIABILITY OF THE ES Tit4ATES ARE GIVEN IN APPENOIX I. OEFINITIGNS OF TER14S ARE GIVEN IN APPEt401X 11)
WHITE i!LACK
65 Y5ARS ANO OVER 65 YEARS ANO OVER
UNOER 45-64 b5-T4 75 YEARS uNOER 45-64 65-74 75 YEARS
TYPE OF CHRONIC CONOITION 45 YEARS YEARS TOTAL YEARS ANO OVER +5 YEARS YEARS ~OTAL YEARS ANO GVER
SELECTEO CONDITIONS OF THE
GENITOURINARY, NERVOUS* ENOCICRINET
META80LIC, ANO aLOOO ANO
BLOOO-FORHING SYSTEMS NLJ14BEh GF CHRCNIC CONDITIONS PER 1,000 PERSONS
GOITER OR OTHER OISOROERS OF THE
THY RAID . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .




































































































































































































EPILEPSY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MIGRAINE HE ADACHE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
NEURALGIA OR NEURITIS, UNSPECIFIED . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
KIONEY TROUBLE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BLAOOER OISOROERS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OISEASES OF PROSTATE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .







RHEUMATIC FEVER WITH OR kJITHCMJT
HEART DISEASE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEART DISEASE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ISCHEHIC HEART DISEASE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEART RHYTHH OISOROERS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .












































*33. OHEART MURMURS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER ANO uNSPECIFIEO HEART
RHYTHH OISOROERS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . *7.2 *4-O *12. T
OTHER SELECTEO OISEASES OF HEART,
EXCLUOING HYPERTENSION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HIGH BLOOO PRESSURE
(HYPERTENS ION) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CERE8ROVASCULAR DISEASE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HAROENING OF THE ART ERIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
VARICOSE VEINS OF LO HER
EXTRt141 TIE S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .





































*56.6ASTHMA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HAY FEVER OR ALLERGIC RHINITIS
HITHOUT AS THMA. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CHRONIC SINUS IBI S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OEVIATEO NASAL SE PTUM . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .










*-AOENOIOS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
EMPHYS EMA........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . *8.1 *11.6
NOTES: THE STANOARO ERRORS ANO RELATIVE STANOARO ERRORS (RSE9S) CAN BE COIIPUTEO BY USING PARAf4tTER SET V OF TAi5LE II, THE
FREQUENCIES OF TAdLfi 64 ANO THE FORMULA PRESEhTEO IN RULE 2 OF APPENOIX I. ESTIMATES FOR MHICH THE NUMERATOR HAS AN RSE OF
HORE THAN 30 PERCENT ARE lNOICATEO UITH AN ASTERISK.
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TABLE 60. NUHkIER OF SELECTEO RtPORTED CHRONIC COhOITIONS PER 1,000 PERSONS, 8Y FAMILY INCOME AND AGE: UNITED STATES, 1987
(OATA ARE BASEO ON HO~SEHOLO INTERVIEHS OF THE CIVILIAN NON INS TITUTIONALIZEO POPULATION. THt SURVEY DESIGN, GENEflAL WALIFICATICINS,
ANO INFORMATION ON THE RELIABILITY OF THE ESTIMATES ARE GIVEN IN APPENOIX 1. OEFItiITIGNS OF TERMS Allk GIvEN I& APPENOIX 11)
FAil ILY INCOME
LESS THAN slO, OOO S1O*OOO-S19*999
65 YEARS ANO OVER 65 YEARS ANO OVER
UNOER 45-64 65-74 75 WARS UNOER 45-64
TYPE OF CHRONIC CONOITION
65-74 75 YEARS
45 YEARS YEARS TOTAL YEARS AND OvEk 45 YEARS YEARS TllfAL YEARS ANO OVER
SELECTEO SKIN ANO 14USCULOSKELETAL
CONDITIONS
ARTHRITIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
GOUT, INCLUOING GOUTY AR THRITIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INTERVERTEBRAL OISC OISOROERS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
80NE SPUR OR TENDINITIS,
UNSPECIFIED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OISOROERS OF BONE OR CAR TILAGE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TROUBLE 141TH BUN IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BURSITIS, UNCLASSIFIED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SEBACEOUS SICII$ CYST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TROUBLE kITH ACNE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PSORIASIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
DERMATITIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TROUBLE MITH ORY (ITCHING) SKIN,
UNCLASS IF I ED....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TROUBLE ilITH IN GROHN NAILS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TRoUL3LE HITH CORNS ANO CALLUSES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
IMPAIRMENTS
VISUAL IMPAIRHEF4T . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COLOR BLINDNESS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CATARACT S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
GLAUCOMA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEARING IMP AI LMENT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TINNITUS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SPEECti IHPAIRHEN7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ABSENCE OF EXTREt41TIES (EXCLUOES
TIPS OF FINGERS OR TOES ONLY) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PARALYSIS OF EXTRE141TIESS COMPLETE
OR PART ILL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0EFOR141TY OR ORTHOPEDIC
IMPAIRMENT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BACK . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UPPER EXTREMIT I ES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
LOUER EXTREMIT I ES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SELECTEO OIGESTIVE CONDITIONS
ULCER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HERNIA OF AbOG141NAL CA VI NY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
GASTRITIS Ol? OUOOENITIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FREQUENT INDIGESTION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ENTERITIS OR COLITIS............................
SPASTIC COLON . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OIVERTICULA OF INTESTINES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
































































































































































































































































































































































SEE NOTES AT ENO OF TA8LE.
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TAMLE 6G. NUMBER OF SELkCTkD REP ORTEO CHRCJNIC COtiDITIONS PER 1,000 PERSONS, bY FAHILY INCOHE ANO AGE: UNITED STATESV 1987--CON.
(DATA ARt HASEO ON HOUSEhULD INTERVIEIAS OF THE CIVILIAN Noninstitutional IZEO POPULATION. THE SURVEY CIESIGN, GkNERAL QUALIFICATIONS,
ANU INFORMATION ON THE RELIABILITY OF THE ES TIMATt S ARE GIVEti IN APPENOIX 1. OEFINITIGNS OF TERMS ARE GIVEN lN APPENOIX 11)
——
FAMILY INCOME
LtSS THAN s10,000 S1O,OOC-S19,999
65 YEARS ANCI OVER 65 YEARS ANO OVER
UNOER 45-64 65-74 75 YEARS uNOER 45-64 65-74 75 YEARS
TYPE OF CHRONIC CUNOITION +5 YEARS YEARS TOTAL YEARS ANO OVER 45 YEARS YEAllS ToT AL YEARS ANCI OVEh
SELECTEO CONDITIONS OF THE
GENITOURINARY, NERVOUS, ENOOCRINEV
t4ETABOL1C, ANO BLOOO ANO
BLOOC!-FORHING SYSTEMS NUnBER OF cHRaNIc cONOITIONs PER 1.000 PERSOhS
GOITER OR OTHER OISOROERS OF THE
THYROID . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
DIABETES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ANEMIAS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
EPILEPSY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MIGRAINE HE ADACHE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
NEURALGIA OR NEURITIS, UNSPECIFIED . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
KIONEY TROUBLE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BLAOOER OISOROERS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OISEASES OF Prostate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .










































































































































































































RHEUMATIC FEVER wITH OR IAITHOUT
HEART OISEASE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEART OISEASE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ISCHEMIC HEART OISEASE . . . . . . ..k . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEART RHYTHM OISOROERS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TACHYCAROIA OR RAPIO H&ART . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEART MURMURS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .










































*16.6 33.8 30.7RHYTHM OISOROERS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
oTHER SELECTEO OISEASES OF HEART,
EXCLUOING HYPERTENSION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HItiH BLOOO PRESSURE











CEREBROVASCULAR DISEASE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HAROENING OF THE ART ERIEs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .







EXTREN171ES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEMORRdO IDS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SELECTEO RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS




















ASTHMA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .










IAITHOIJT AS THMA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CHRONIC SINUS IT I S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OEVIATED NASAL SE PTUM . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CHRONIC OISEASE OF TONSILS OR
AOENOIOS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .







SEE NOTES AT ENO OF TABLE.
TAL+LE 60. NUMBER CF SELECTEO REPORTEO CHRONIC CGNOITIONS PER 1,000 PERSONS, 8Y FAMILY INCOME ANO A(JE: UNITEO STATES, 1987--CfiN.
(OATA ARE BASEO ON HOUSEHOLD INTERvIEW OF TME CIVILIAN NOFiIhSTITUTIONALILED POPULATION. THE SURVEY OESIGN? GENERAL QUALIFICATIONS,
ANO INFORMATION ON THE RELIABILITY OF THE ESTIMATES ARE GIVEN IN APPENOIX I. OEFINITIONS OF TERMS ARE GIVEN IN APPENOIX 11)
FAMILY INCOME
$20,000 -S34,999 s35 ,000 OR MORE
65 YEARS ANO OVER 65 YEARS ANO OVER
UNOER 45-64 65-74 75 YEARS LINOEk 45-64
TYPE OF CHRONIC CONOITION
65-74 75 YEARS
45 YEARS YEARS TOTAL YEARS ANO OVER +5 YEARS YEARS TOTAL YEARS ANII OVER
SELECTEO SKIN AND MUSCULOSKELETAL
CONDITIONS
ARTHRITI S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
GOUT, INCLUOING GOUTY ARTHRITIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INTERVERTEBRAL OISC 131SORGERS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BONE SPUR OR TENDINITIS,
UNSPECIFIED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OISOROkRS OF BONE OR CART ILAGE.- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TROUBLE i41TH BUN IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
aURSITIS, UNCLASSIFI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SEBACEOUS SKIN CYST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TROUBLE HITH ACNE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PSORIASI S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
DERMATITIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TROUaLE IAITH ORY (ITCHING) SXIN,
UNCLASSIFI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TROUBLE hITH INGROtiN NAIL S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TROUBLE lAITH CORNS ANO CALL USE S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
IMPAIRMENTS
VISUAL 1f4PAIRt4ENT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COLOR BI. INONESS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CATARACT S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
GLAUCOMA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEARING If4PAIRHENT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TINNITuS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SPEECH IMPAIRMENT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ABSENCE OF EXTREMITIES (EXCLUOES
TIPS OF FINGERS OR TOES ONLY) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PARALYSIS OF EXTREMITIES, COMPLETE
OR. PART IAL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OEFORMITY OR ORTHOPEDIC
IMPAIRMENT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BACK . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UPPER EXTREMITY ES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
LO16ER EXTREMITIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SELECTEO OIGESTIVE CONDITIONS
ULCER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HERNIA OF ABOO#lINAL CA VITY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
GASTRITIS OR OUOOENITIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FREQUENT INDIGESTION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ENTERITIS OR COLITIS............................
SPASTIC COLON . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OIVERIICULA OF INTESTINES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .





























































































































































































































































































































































sEE NOTES AT ENO OF TABLE.
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TABLE 60. NUMBER OF SELECTED REPORTEO CHRONIC CONDITIONS PtR 1,000 PERSONS, BY FAMILY INCOME ANo AGE: UNITEO STATES, 1987--CON.
(OATA ARE bASEO ON HOUSEHOLO INTERVIEWS OF THE CIVILIAN NONINSTITUTIONAL IZED POPULATION. THE SURVEY OESIGN, GENERAL LIUALIFICATIONS,
ANO INFORI4ATION ON THE RELIABILITY GF THE ES TIMATtS ARE GIvEN IN APPENOIX 1. OEFINITIONS OF TERM ARE GIV&N IN APPENOIX 11)
FAMILY INCOME
$20, G00-S34,999 s35,000 OR MORE
65 YEARS ANO OVER 65 YEARS ANO OVER
UNOER 45-64 65-74 T5 YEARS UNOER 45-64 65-T+ 75 YEARS
TYPE OF CHRONIC CONOITION 45 YEARS YEARS TOTAL YEARS ANO OVER 45 VEARS YEARS TCTAL YEARS ANG OVER
SELECTEO CONDITIONS OF THE
GENITOURINARY, NERVOUS, ENOOCRINE,
HETABOLIC, ANO BLOOO ANO
ELOOO-FOR141NG SYSTEMS NUMBER OF CHRCNIC CUNOITIONS PER 1,000 PERSONS
GGITER OR OTHER OISOROERS OF THE
THYROIO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
DIABETES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ANEMIAS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
EPILEPSY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HIGRAINE HEADACHE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
NEURALGIA OR NEURITIS. UNSPECIFIED . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
KIONEY TROUBLE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BLAOOER OISOROERS . . . . . . . ..A. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OISEASES OF PROS TATE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .










































































































































































































RHEUMATIC FEVER iiITH OR UITHOUT
HEART DISEASE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEART DISEASE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ISCHEMIC HEART OISEASE . . . ..q . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEART RHYTHM OISOROERS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TACHYCAROIA OR RAPIO HE ART . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEART MURMURS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED HEART
RHYTHM OISOROERS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER SELECTEO OISEASES OF HEART.
EXCLUOING HYPERTENSION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HIGH BLOOO PRESSURE
(HYPERTEh510N) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CEREBROVASCULAR DISEASE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HAROENING OF THE ARTERIES . . . . . . . . . . . ..--. . . . . . . .
VARICOSE VSXNS OF LOHER
EXTREMI TIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .






































*2.2 *11.1 *1O.1 *13.3






















CHRONIC bronchi tis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ASTHMA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HAY FEVER OR ALLERGIC RHINXTIS
HITHOUT ASTHMA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .



























*24.1OEVIATEO NASAL SEPTUM. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .







AOENOIOS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
EHPHYSEHA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
NOTES: THE STANOARO ERRORS ANO RELATIVE STANOARO ERRORS (RSE*S) CAN BE COHPUTEO BY USIhG PARAHETER SET V OF TA8LE 11, THE
FREQUENCIES OF TABLES 65 ANO T8 ANO THE FORIINJLA PRESENTEO IN RULE 4 OF APPENOIX 1. ESTIHATES FOR WHICH 7HE NUMERATOR HAS AN
RSE OF MORE THAN 30 PERCEtAT ARE INOICATEO HIT14 AN ASTERISK.
.
TA13LE 61. NuM@ER GF SELECTED RtPORTEO CHRONIC CONDITIGkS PER 1,000 PERSONS, E!Y GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON ANO PLACE OF RES10EhC5:
UNITED STATES, 1987
COATA ARE bAs Eo ON H0uskH0Lf2 I& TERVIEHS OF Ti-IE clvl LIAN NOtiiNsTITu Ti0NAL12E0 population. THE suRv5y oEsl GN. GENERAL UUALIFICATIONSV






TYPE OF CHRONIC CGNOITION
CENTRAL NOT
NORTHEAST MIohksT SGUTH HEST MSA CITY CITY MSA
SELEC.TEO SKIN ANO tiUSCULOSKEL2TAL
CONDITIONS
ARTHRITIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
GouT, INCLUOING GOUTY ARTHRITIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INTERVERTEBRAL OISC DISORDERS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
EIONE SPUR OR TENDINITIS,
UNSPECIFI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OISOROERS OF BONE OR CARTILAGE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TROUBLE IAITH BUN IO NO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BURSITIS, UNCLASSI FIED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SEBACEOUS SKIN CYST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TROUBLE WITH ACNE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PSORIASIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
DERMATITIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TROUBLE IIITH ORY (ITCHING) SKIN.
UNCLASSIFIED...................................
TROU8LE HITH INGROHN NAIL S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TROUBLE LIITH CORNS ANO CALLUS ES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
IHPAIRHENTs
VZSUAL IMP AI LMENT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COLOR BLINDNESS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CATARACT S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
GLAUCOMA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEARING IMP AI RMENT. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TINNITUS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SPEECH IMPAIRMENT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ABSENCE OF EXTREMITIES (ExCLUOES
TIPS OF FINGERS OR TOES ONLY) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PARALYSIS OF EXTREMITIES, COMPLETE
OR PART IAL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OEFORMITY OR ORTHOPEDIC
IMPAIRMENT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BACK . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UPPER EXTREMITY ES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
LOWER EXTREMITY ES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SELECTEO DIGESTIVE CONOITIONS
ULCER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HERNIA OF ABOOHINAL CA VITY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
GASTRITIS OR OUOOENITIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FREQUENT IN DIGEST I ON. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ENTERITIS OR COLITIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SPASTIC COLON . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OIVERTICULA OF INTESTINES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .











































































































































































































































26.0 17.4 16.1 18.3 17.9 23*I
24.1 15.8 18.0 lr3.3 19.2 24.0
10.6 14.4 12.5 13.3 12.0 10.T
30.5 21.5 22.6 21.7 23.3 3$.2
7.7 7.6 7.9 8.0 T.9 9.9
6.3 5.7 5.9 6.2 5.8 4.4
9.4 8.0 7.6 6.6 8.3 10.0
22.1 16.9 18.7 22.9 15.8 23.3
SEE NOTES AT ENO OF TABLE.
94
TABLE 61. NUHkik K OF SELECTED REPORTED CHRONIC CONOITIONS PER 1,000 PERSOtAS, i3Y GEOGRAPHIC REGIGid ANO PLACE OF RESIOCNCE:
UN!TtO STATES, 1987--CON.
(0ATA ARE bAsEo CN HousEhoLo INTERVXEHS oF THE CIVILIAti NONt NSTITuTIGNAL12Ec popuLA7xch. THE SURVEY DEsltiN. GENERAL WJAL1F1CA710NS,






TYPt OF CHRONIC CON GITION
NGT
NORTHEAST i41014ESl sGuTli H6ST HSA Cl TY CITY HSA
SELECTEO CIINOITIGNS OF THE
GENITOURINARY. NERVOUS, ENOOCRINE,
METABOLIC, ANO BLOOO ANO
dLOOO-FORMING SYSTEMS
GOITER OR OTHER OISOROERS OF THE
THY RAID . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
01 A13ETES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ANEMITS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
EPILEPSY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MIGRAINE HEADACHE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
NEURALGIA OR NEURITIS, UNSPECIFIED . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
KIONEY TROUBLE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8LAOOER OISOROERS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OISEASES OF PRO STAT E . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OISEASE OF FEMALE GENITAL ORGANS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SELECTEO CIRCULATORY CONDITIONS
RHEUMATIC’ FEVER IIITH OR UITHOUT
HEART OISkASE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEART i21SEASE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
IS CHEHIC HEART DISEASE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEART RHYTHM OISOROERS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TACHYCAROt A OR RAPXO HE ART . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEART WRHURS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED HEART
RHYTHM OISOROERS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
oTHER SELECTEO OISEASES OF HEART,
EXCLUOING HYPERTENSION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HIGH BLOOO PRESSURE
(HYPERTENS ION) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CEREBROVASCULAR 01. WASE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HAROENING OF THE ART ERIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
VARICOSE VEINS OF LO!JIER
EXTREMI TIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEHORRHOIOS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SELECTEO RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS
CHRONIC BRONCHI TIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ASTHMA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HAY FEVER OR ALLERGIC RHINITIS
hITHOUT AS THMA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CHRONIC SINUS IT I S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OEVIATEO NASAL SE PTUM . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CHRONIC OISEASE OF TONSILS OR
AOENOXDS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .






























































































































































































































tALTTES: ThE STANOARO ERRORS ANO RELATIVE STANOARO ERRORS (RSE*S) CAN 8E COHPUTEO BY USING PAW4ETER SET v OF TAaLt II. THE
FREQUENCIES OF TABLES b6 ANO T8 ANO THE FORHULA PRESENTEO IN RULE 4 OF APPENOIX 1. ESTIMATES FOR uHICH THE NIJHERATOR HAS AN
RSE OF MORE THAN 30 PERCENT ARE INOICA7E0 IAITH AN ASTERISK.
95
TABLE 62. NLlt4BkR OF SELECTEO REPORTED CHRONIC CONDITIONS, BY AGE: UNITED STATES, i987
(OATA ARE BASED ON HOUS6iiOL0 INTERVIEWS OF THE cIVILIAN NoNINSTITUT IONALIZEO PGPuLATICN. THE SURVEY OESIGN, GENERAL QUALIFICATIONS?
ANO INFORMATION UN THE RELIABILITY OF THE ESTIMATES ARE GIVEN IN APPENOIX I. OEFINITICNS GF TERMS ARE GIvEN IN APPENOIX II)
UNOER 45 YEARS 65 YEARS ANO OVER
ALL UNOER 18-44 45-64 65-74 75 YtARS
TYPE OF CHRONIC CONOITION AGES TOTAL 18 YEARS YEARS YE4RS TOTAL YEARS ANO OVER
SELECTEO SKIN ANo MUSCULdSKELETAL
CONDITIONS
ARTHRITI S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
GOUT, INCLUDING GOUTY ARTHRITIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INTERvERTEBRAL OISC OISOROERS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BONE SPUR OR TENDINITIS,
UNSPECI FIED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OISOROERS OF BONE OR CA RTILAGE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TROUBLE liITH BUN IO NO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BuRSITIS, UNCLASSIFI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SEBACEOUS SKIN CYST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TROUBLE 141TH ACNE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PSORIASIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
DERMATIT I S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TROUBLE HiTH ORy (ITcHING) SKIN$
UNCLASSIFI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TROUBLE IAITH INGROWN NAILS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TROUBLE HITH CORNS ANO CALL USES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
IMPAIRMENTS
VISUAL IMPAIRMENT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COLOR BLINDNESS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CATARACTS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
GLAUCOMA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEARING IMPAIRMENT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TIN NITUS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
sPEECH IMPAIRMENT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ABSENCE OF EXTREMITIES (EXCLUOES
TIPS OF FINGERS OR TOES ONLY) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PARALYSIS OF EXTREMITIES, CGHPLETE
OR PART I AL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OEFORMITY OR ORTHOPEDIC
IMPAIRMENT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BACK . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UPPER EXTREMITIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
LOUER EXTREMITIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SELECTEO OIGESTIVE CONOITIONS
ULCER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
HERNIA OF A800t41NAL CAVITY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
GASTRITIS OR OUOOENITIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FREQUENT INDIGESTION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ENTERITIS OR COLITIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SPASTIC COLON . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OIVERTICULA OF INTESTINES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .






















































































































































































































































































SEE NOTES AT ENO OF TABLE.
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1
TA8LE 62. NUMBER OF SELECTEO REPORTEO CHRONIC CONDITIONS dY AGE: UhITEO STATES, 1987 --CoN-
(OATA ARE BASEO Ott HGUSEhOLO INTERVIEiIS OF THE CIVILIAN NGNINSTITUT IONALIZEO POPULATION. THE SURVEY DESIGN, GENERAL QuALIFICATIONS,
ANO INFORMATION ON THE RELIABILITY OF THE ESTIHATES ARE GIVEN IN APPENOIX 1. OEFINITICNS OF TERMS ARE GIVEN IN APPENOIX 11)
UNOER 45 YEARS 65 YEARS ANO OVER
ALL UNOER 18-44 +5-64 65-74 T5 YEARS
TYPE OF CHRONIC CONOITION AGES TOTAL 18 YEARS YEARS YEARS TOTAL YEARS ANO OVER
SELECTEO CONOITIOhS OF THE
GENITOURINARY, NERVOUS, ENOOCRINE,
METABOLIC, ANO BLOOD ANO
BLOOO-FORt41NG SYSTEMS
GOITER OR OTHER OISOROERS OF THE
THYROID . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
DIABETES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ANEMIT S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
EPILEPSY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HIGRAINE HEADACHE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
NEURALGIA OR NEURITIS, UNSPECIFIC D. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
KIONEY TROUBLE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BLAOOER DISORDER S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OISEASES OF PROS TAKE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OISEASE OF FEHALE GEN17AL ORGANS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SELECTEO CIRCULATORY CONDITIONS
RHEUMATIC FtVER IIITH OR wITHOUT
HEART DISEASE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEART DISEASE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ISCHEt41C HEART DISEASE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEART RHYTHM OISOROERS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TACHYCAROIA OR RAPIO HE ART . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEART MURMURS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED HEART
RHYTHM OISOROERS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER SELECTEO OISEASES OF HEART*
EXCLUOING HYPERTENSION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HIGH BLOOO PRESSURE
(Hypertension) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CEREBROVASCLILAR DISEASE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HAROENIN6 OF THE ART ERIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
VARICOSE VEINS OF LO!4ER
EXTREMITIE S........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEMORRHOIDS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SELECTEO RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS
CHRONIC Bronchitis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ASTHEA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HAY FEVER OR ALLERGIC RHINITIS
UITHOUT AS THMA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CHRONIC SINUS IBIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0EVIA7E0 NASAL SE PTUM . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CHRONIC OISEASE OF TONSILS OR
AOENOIOS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .










































































































































































































































NOTES: THE STANOARO ERRORs ANO RELATIVE 2.TAtiOARO ERRORS (RSE” S) CAti 8E CO14PUTE0 BY uSING pARAnETER sET v GF TABLE II ANO THE FORMULA
PRESkNTEO IN RULE 1 OF APPENOIX 1. AN EST IHATE OF 1.2 HILLIOh HAS A 10-PERCENT RSE; OF 306*OOOV A 20-PERCENT RSEZ ANO OF 136,000? A
30-PERCENT RSE.
TABLE 63. NUMBER OF SELECTED REPORTED CHRONIC CONDITIONS, BY SEX ANO AGE: btiITEDSTATES, 19a7
(DATA ARE bAs Eo ON HOUSEHOLD INTERVIEW OF THE CIVILIAN NON IN ST ITUT10NAL12ti0 popuLAtxch. THE SURVEY oESIGN, GGNERAL aUALIFICAlr XONSV
AND INFORMATION ON THE RELIAJILITY OF THE ESTIMATES ARE GIvEN IN APPENOIX I. OEFINITIONS OF TERMS ARE GIVEN IN APPtiNL’IIX II)
HALE FkMALE
65 YEARS ANO OVER 6S YEARS AliO OifER
UNOER 45-64 65-74 75 YEARS &lNOER +5-64 65-7+ 15 YEARS
TYPE OF CHRONIC CONOITION 45 YEARS YEARS TOTAL YEARS AMO OVER 45 YEARS YkARS TOTAL YEARS ANO OVER
SELECTEO SKIN ANO HUSCULOSKELETAL
C!JNOITIONS
ARTHRITIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
GOUT. INCLUOIhG GOUTY ARTHRITIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INTERVERTEBRAL OISC OISOROERS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
dONE SPUR OR TENDINITIS,
UNSPECIFI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OISOROERS OF BONE OR CA RTILAGE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TROUBLE IAITH BuNIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BURSITIS, UNCLASSIFI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SEBACEOUS SKIN CYST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TROUBLE HITH ACNE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PSORIASIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
DERMATITIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TROUBLE 141TH DRY (ITCHING) SKIN,
UNCLASS IF I ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TROUBLE IIITH INGROMN NAILS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TROUBLE UITH CORNS AND CALLUSES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
IMPAIRMENTS
VISUAL IMPAIRMENT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COLOR BLINDNESS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CATARACTS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
GLAUCOMA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEARING IMPAIRMENT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TINNITUS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SPEECH IMPAIRIIENT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ABSENCE OF EXTREMITIES (ExCLUOES
TIPS OF FINGERS OR TOES ONLY) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PARALYSIS OF EXTREMITIES. COHPLETE
OR PART I AL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0EF0RM1T% OR ORTHOPEDIC
IMPAIRMENT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BACK . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UPPER EXTREMITIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$ . . .
LOHER Extremities . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SELECTEO OIGESTIVE CONOXTIONS
ULCER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HERNIA OF ABOOMINAL CAVITY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
GASTRITIS OR OUOOENITIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FREQUENT INDIGESTION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ENTERITIS OR COLITIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SPASTIC COLON . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OIVERTICULA OF INTESTI NES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .




























































































































































































































































































































































SEE NOTES AT ENO OF TA8LE.
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&
TAdLE 63. NUMdER OF SE LECTEO REPORT50 CHRONIC CONDITIONS, BY SEX ANO AGE: UN ITEO STATES, 1987--CON.
(CATA 4Rt bASEO @i HOUSEHOLO INTERVIEW OF THE CIVILIAN NON INSTITUTIONALIZEO POPULATION. THE SURVEY OESIGN, GENERAL ilUALIFICATIONS,
ANO INFORMATION ON THE RELIABILITY OF THE ESTIHATES ARE GIVEN IN APPENOIX 1. OEFINITIOfiS OF TERM ARE GIVEN IN APPENCJIX II)
MALE FEHALE
65 YEARS ANO OVER 65 YEARS ANO OVER
UNOER +5-64 65-74 75 YEARS UNOER 45-64
TYPk OF CHROhIC CONOITION
65-74 T5 YEARS
45 YkARS YEARS TOTAL YEARs ANO OVER 4!3 YEARS YEARS TOTAL YEARS ANO OVER
SELECTEO CONDITIONS OF THE
GENITOURINARY, NERVOUS, ENOOCRINE,
METABOLIC , ANO BLOOO ANO
BLOOO-FORPIING SYSTEMS W18ER OF CHRONIC CONDITIONS IN THOUSANOS
GOITER OR OTHER OISOROCRS OF THE

































































































































































































































ANMEIAS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
EPILEPSY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MIGRAINE HEADACH E. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
NEURALGIA OR NEuRITIS, UNSPECIFIED . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
IsIONEY TROUBLE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.BLAOOER OISOROERS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OISEASES OF PROS TATE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .








RHEUMATIC FEVER 141Ti+ OR MI THOUT
HEART OISEASE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEART DISEASE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ISCHEkl IC HEART DISEASE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEART RHYTHM OISOROERS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TACHYCAROIA OR RAPIO HEART . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEART MURtNJkS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
lJTHER ANO uNSPECIFIEO HEART
RHYTHM OISOROERS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER SELECTkCJ OISEASES OF HEART,


































(HYPERTENS IO N) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CEREBROVASCULAR DISEASE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HAROENING OF THE ART ERIE S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
VARICOSE vEINS OF LCl16ER
EXTREMIT I E S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .












CHRONIC BRONCHI TIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ASTHE A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .





HITrl OUT AS7HHA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CHROtiIC SINUS IT I S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OEVIATtSO NASAL SE PTUM . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CHRONIC OISEASE OF ToNSILS OR
AOENOIOS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .











NoTEs: THE STANOARO ERRtJRS ANO RELATIVE s7AN0AR0 ERRORS tRsE*s) cAN BE CO#iPUTEO BY USING pARAf4E7ER SET v OF 7AEILE II ANO THE FORMULA
PIIESENTEO IN RULE 1 OF APPENOIX J,. AN ESTIMATE OF 1.2 MILLION HAS A lC-PERCENT RSE; OF 306,000, A 20-PERCENT ME; ANO OF 136,000, A
30-PERCENT RSE.
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TABLE 64. NUMBER OF SELECTED AkPORTEO CHRONIC CONDITIONS, BY RACE ANO AGE: UNITEO STATES. 1987
(OATA ARE BASEG ON HOUSEHOLO INTEUVIEHS OF THE CIVILIAN NONINSTITUTIONAL IZEO POPIJLATIGN. T8t SURVEY OESIGN, GENERAL WALIFICATIOhS,
ANO INFORMATION ON THE RELIABILITY OF THE EST I14AT5S ARE GIVEh IN APPENOIX 1. DEFINITIONS GF TERMS ARE GIVEt! IN APPENOIX 111
14H1TE BLACK
65 YEARS ANO OVER 65 YEARS ANO OVER
UNDER 45-6+ 65-74 75 YEARS UNOER 45-64
TYPE OF CHRONIC CONOITION
65-74 73 YEARS
45 Y$ARS YEARS TOTAL YEARS ANO OVER +5 YEARS YEARS TOTAL YEARS ANO OVER
SELECTED SKIN ANO MUSCULOSKELETAL
CONO1TIONS
ARTHRITIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
GOUT, INCLUOING GOUTY ARTHRITIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INTERVERTEBRAL OISC OISOROERS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BONE SPUR OR TENDINITIS,
UNSPECIFIED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OISOROERS OF BONE OR CART IL AGE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TROUBLE IAITH BUNIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8URSITIS, UNCLASSIFI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SEBACEOUS SKIN CYST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TROU8LE HITH ACNE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PSORIASIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0ER14ATITI S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TROUBLE IAITH ORY ( ITCHING) SKIN,
UNCLASSIFIED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TROUBLE i+ITH INGRGIJN NAILS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TROUdLE i+ITH CORNS ANO CALL US ES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
IMPAIRMENTS
VISUAL IMPAIR MENT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COLOR dLINONESS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CATAR ACTO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
GLAUCOMA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEARING IMPAIRMENT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TINNITUS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SPEECH IMPAIRMENT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ABSEtACE OF ExTREMITIES (EXCLUOES
TIPS OF FINGERS OR TOES ONLY) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PARALYSIS OF EXTREMITIES, COMPLETE
OR PART IAL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OEFORHITY OR ORTHOPEDIC
IMPAIRME NT. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BACK . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UPPER EXTREMITIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
LO HER EXTREMITIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SELECTEO OIGESTIVE CONDITIONS
ULCER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HERNIA OF ABOOHINAL CAVITY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
GASTRITIS OR OUOOENITIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FREQUENT INDIGESTION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ENTERITIS OR COLITIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SPASTIC COLON . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OIVERTICULA OF INTESTINES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .





































































































































































































































































































































SEE FOOT)40TE ANO NOTES AT ENO OF TAtlLE.
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h
IAiiLE b4. NUMliEK OF SELECTED 17EP9RTEtI CHRONIC CONDITIONS, 6Y RACE AND AGt: U&I TED STATES, 1987—CON.
(CATA ARE L4ASZ0 O* HOUSCHOLO INTERVIEWS OF Tti= CIVILIAN NONINSTITUTIONAL IZEO POPULATICh. ThE SURVEY OtSIGk, GENERAL 4JALIFICATIGNSS
ANO IXFORMATICN ON THE RELIABILITY GF THE ESTIMATES ARE bIvEN IN APPENOIX 1. DEFINITIONS OF TERHS ARE GIVEN IN APPENOIX 111
UHIT.3 BLACK
65 YEARS ANO OVER 65 YEARS AkO OVER
UNOER 45-6+ 65-T4 75 YEARS UN02R 45-6+ 65-74 75 YEARS
TYPE GF CHRGNIC CGNOITION *5 YEARS YEARS ToTAL YEARS ANO OVER 45 YEARS YEARS TGTAL YEARS ANO OVER
S6LECTE0 COhOITIONS OF THC
LENiTOURIhARY. NERVOUS. ENOOCRINE.
METABOLIC, ANU BLOOO ANO
6LOO0-FOR!IING SYSTEMS
GOITkR OR OTHkR I) ISOROERS OF THE
Thyroid . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OIAd EKES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
EPILEPSY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
NIGRAINE HEADACHE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
NtbRALGIA OR hEURITIS, uNSPECIFI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
KIONEY TROUBLE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
dLAOOER LTISOROERS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OISEASES OF PROS TAKE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OiSEASE OF FEMALk GENITAL ORGANS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SELECTED CIRCULATORY CONDITIONS
RHfiUMATIC FEVER !JIITH OR IAITHLMJT
HEART OISkASE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEART DISEASE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
IS CHt NIC HEAtiT OISEASE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEART RHYTHM CIISOROERS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TACHYCAROIA OR RAPID HE ART . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEART NURNURS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER ANO uNSPECIFIED HEART
RHYTH14 OISOROERS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
oTHER SE LECTEO OISEASES OF HEART.
EXCLUOIW5 HYPERTENSI ON. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HIGH bLOOO PRESSURC
(HYPERTENSION) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CEREBROVASCULAR DISEASE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HPROENINti OF Tdt ART ERIE S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
VARICOSE VEINS OF L.Jl!c R
EXTREMITIE S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEM3RKHQIo~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SELECTkO RESPIRATORY CONOITI12NS
CHRONIC BKGNCHIT I S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
AS THMA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HAY FEVER OR ALLERGIC RHINITIS
wITHOUT AS THMA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CHROh IC SINUS IBIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OEVi ATW NASAL Septum . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ChRCINIC OISEASE OF TONSILS OR
AOENOIOS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .




























































































































































































































































































lTOTALS FOR h’HIT& ANO BLACK 00 NOT SUM TO TOTAL CHRONIC CONDITIONS LIECAUSE OTHER RACES ARE AAOT INCLUOEO.
NOTCS: THE STANOAtiO ERROfiS At4G RELATIVE STANOARO ERRORS (RSECS) CAN 8E CONPUTEO 8Y uSING PARAMETER SET v OF TABLE 11 ANO THE FORMULA
PREScNltll IN RULE 1 OF APPENOIX I. Ah ESTIHATi GF 1.2 HILL ION HAS A 10-P ERCEhT RSE; OF 306*000, A 2C-PERCEhT RSE: ANO OF 136v OOO* A
3C-PERCEhr RSE.
101
TABLE 65. NUMBER OF SELECTED REPORTEO CHRONIC CONDITIONS, BY FAMILY IhCOH& ANO AGE: UhITEO STATES, 1987
(OATA ARE BASEO ON HOUSEHOLO XNTERVIEMS OF THE CIVILIAN NONINSTITUTI ONALI.?EO POPULATION. THE SURVEY OESIGtd, GENERAL CNJALIFICATIONS*
ANO INFORHATION ON THE RELIABILITY OF THE ESTi MATES ARE GIVEN IN APPENDIX 1. OEFINXTIONS OF lERFIs ARE GIVEN IN APPENOIX 11)
FAMILY INCOME
LESS THAN S10,000 $10, OOO-$19*999
65 YEARS ANO OVER 65 YEARS ANO OVER
UNOER 45-6+ 65-T+ 75 YEARS “ uNOER 45-64 65-74 75 YEARS
TYPE OF CHRONIC CONOITION 45 YEARS YEARS TOTAL YEARS ANO OVER 45 YEARS YEARS TOTAL YEARS ANO OVER
SELECTEO SKIN ANO MUSCULOSKELETAL
CONOITIONS
ARTHRITI S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
GOUT. INCLUOING GOUTY AR THRITIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INTERVERTEBRAL OISC OISOROERS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BONE SPUR OR TENOINITIS,
UNSPECI FIED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OISOROERS OF BONE OR CA RTILAGE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TROU@LE HITH BUN IONS..., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
eURSITIS, UNCLASSIFI ECU. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SEBACEOUS SKIN CYST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TRouBLE UITH ACNE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PSORIASIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OERFIAT IBIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TROUBLE UITH ORY (ITCHING) SKIN,
UNCLASS IFIED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TROUBLE WITH INGROIIN NAILS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TROUBLE HITH CORNS ANO CALL US ES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
IMPAIRMENTS
VISUAL IMPAIR MENT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COLOR BLINDNESS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CATARACTS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
GLAUCOMA. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEARING IMPAIRMENT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TINNITUS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SPEECH IMPAIRMENT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ABSENCE OF EXTREMITIES [EXCLUOES
TIPS OF FINGERS OR TOES ONLY) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PARALYSIS OF EXTREMITIES, COMPLETE
OR PART IAL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OEFORMITY OR ORTHOPEDIC
IMPAIRMENT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BACK . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UPPER EXTREFIITI ES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..o. . . .
l.oiiER EXTREMITIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SELECTEO DIGESTIVE CONDITIONS
ULCER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HERNIA OF ABOOMINAL CA VI TY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
GASTRITIS QR OUOOENITIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FREQUENT lNOIGES TION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ENTERITIS OR COLITIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SPASTIC COLON . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OIVERTICULA OF INTESTINES.......................
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TABLE 65. NUMBER OF SELECTED REPORTED CHRONIC CGNOITIONS, 8Y FAMILY INCOHE AND AGE: UNITEO STATES, 1987--CON.
(OATA ARE BASEO ON HOUSEHOLC INTERVIEWS OF THE CIVILIAN NONXhSTITUTIOhALIZEO POPULATION. THE SURVEY OESIGN, GENERAL QUALIFICATIONS,
ANO INFORI4ATION ON THt RELIABILITY OF THE ESTIMATES ARE GIVEN IN APPENOIX I. OEFINITIOl!S OF TERMS ARE GIVEN IN APPENOIX 11)
FAMILY INCOME
LESS THAN SIO, OOO $10* OOO-S19*999
65 YEARS ANO OVkR 65 YEARS ANO OVER
UNOER 45-64 65-74 75 YEARS UNOER 45-64
TYPE OF CHRONIC CONOITION
65-74 75 YEARS
45 WEARS YEARS TOTAL YEARS ANO OVER +5 YEARS YEARS TOTAL YEARS ANO OVER
SELECTEO CONOITIONS OF THE
GENITOURINARY* NERVOUS, ENOOCRINE,
METABOLIC, ANO BLOOO ANO
BLOOO-FOR141NG SYSTEMS
GOITER OR OTHER OISOROERS OF THE
THYROID . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
DIABETES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ANEMI AS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
EPILEPSY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MIGRAINE HEADACHE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
NEURALGIA OR NEURITIS, UNSPECIFIED . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
KIONEY TROUBLE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BLAOOER OISOROERS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OISEASES OF PROS TATE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OISEASE OF FEMALE GENITAL ORGANS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SELECTEO CIRCULATORY CONDITIONS
RHEUMATIC FEVER !41TH OR 141THOliT
HEART OISEASE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEART DISEASE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ISCHEMIC HEART DISEASE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEART RHYTHH OISOROERS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TACHYCAROIA OR RAPIO HEART . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEART MURMURS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED HEART
RHYTHM OISOROERS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER SELECTEO OISEASES OF HEART,
EXCLIJOING HYPERTENSI ON. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HIGH BLOOO PRESSURE
(Hypertension) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CEREtJRGVASCULAR DISEASE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HAROENING OF THE ART ERIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
VARICOSE VEINS OF LOilER
EXTR@lITIE S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEHORRHOIOS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SELECTEO RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS
CHRONIC BRONCHI TIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ASTHMA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HAY FEVER OR ALLERGIC RHINITIS
HITHOUT AS THMA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CHRONIC SINUS ITIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OEVIATEO NASAL SEPTUM . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CHRONIC OISEASE OF TONSILS OR
AoENOIOS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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TAf3LE 65. NUMBER OF SELECTED REPORTEO CHRONIC CONOITIONS, BY FAMILY INCOME ANO AGE: UhITED STATES, 1987--CON.
(OATA ARE BASED ON HOUSEHOLO INTERv1E14S OF THE CIVILIAN NONINSTITUTIONAL IZEO POPULATICh. THE SURVEY OESIGN, GENERAL UU.4LIFICATIONS,
ANO INFORMATION GN THE RELIABILITY OF THE ES Tit4ATES ARE GIVEN IN APPENDIX I. OEFINITIGNS GF TERMS ARE GIVEN IN APPENOIX 11)
FAMILY INCOME
s20,000-S34,999 S35 ,000 OR MORE
$5 YEARs ANO OVER 65 YEARS ANO OVER
UNOER 45-b4 65-74 75 YEARS UNDER
TYPE OF CHRONIC CONOITION
45-64 65-74 T5 YEARS
+5 YEARS YEARS TOTAL YEARS ANO OVER 45 YEARS YEARS TOTAL YEARS ANll OVER
SELECTEO SKIN ANO NUSCULOSKELETAL
CON3ITIONS
ARTHRITIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
GOUT, INCLUOIhG GOUTY AR THRITIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INTERVERTEBRAL oIsc oIsoRoERs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BONE SPUR OR TENOINITIS,
UNSPECIFIC D. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CISOROERS OF BONE OR CART ILAGE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TROUBLE lfITH BUN IONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8URSITIS, UNCLASSI FIED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SEBACEOUS SKIN CYST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TROUBLE WITH ACNE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PSORIASI S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
DERMATITIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TRouBLE 141TH ORy (ITcHING) sKIN,
UNCLASS IF I ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TROUBLE hITH INGROHN NAIL S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TROUBLE WITH CORNS ANO CALL US ES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
IMPAIRMENTS
VISUAL IMPAIRMENT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COLOR BLINDNESS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CATARACT S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
GLAUC014A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEARING IMPAIRMENT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TINNITUS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SPEECH. IMPAIRMENT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ABSENCE OF EXTREMITIES (EXCLUOES
TIPS OF FZNGERS OR TOES ONLY) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PARALYSIS OF EXTREMITIES, COMPLETE
OR PART I AL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OEFORMITY OR ORTHOPEDIC
IMPAI LMENT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BACK . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .
UPPER EXTREMITIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
LOWER EXTREMITIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SELECTEO OIGESTIVE CONDITIONS
ULCER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HERNIA OF A,BOOMINAL CAVI TY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
GASTRITIS OR OUOOENIT I S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FREQUENT INDIGESTION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ENTERITIS OR COLITIS............................
SPASTIC COLON . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OIVERTICULA OF INTESTINES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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TAbLE 65. NUM8ER OF SELECTED REPORTED CHRONIC CONDITIONS, !3Y FA81LY ItiCOHti ANO AGE: UNITED STATES, 1987--CON.
(0ATA ARE BASEO ON HOUsEHOLO INTERVIEH5 OF TIiE cIv IL IAN NoNINsTITuT1ONAL 12t0 popuLATIch. THE SURVEY 0ESILN9 GEtiERAL UUALIFICATIONSq
AND INFORMATION ON THE RELIABILITY OF THE ESTIMATES ARE GIVEN IN APPENOIX I. DEFINITIONS OF TERMS ARE GIVEN IN APPEhOIX II)
FAMILY INCO14E
S20,000-S34,999 S35,000 OR HORE
65 YtARS AhO OVER 65 YEARS ANO OVER
UNUiiR 45-64 65-74 75 YEARS UNOER 45-64 65-74 75 YEARS
TYPE GF CHiLGNIC CONDITION 45 YEARS YEARS TOTAL YEARS ANO OVER 45 YEARS YEARS TOTAL YEARS ANO OVEh
SELECTEO CONDITIONS OF THE
GENITOURINARY, NERVOUS, ENOOCRINE,
METABOLIC, ANO BLOOO ANO
ELOOO-FORMING SYSTEMS
GOITER OR OTHbR OISOROERS OF THE
THYROID . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
DIABETES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
EPILEPSY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MIGRAINE HEADACHE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
NEURALGIA OR NEURITIS, UNSPECI FIED . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
KIONEY TROUBLE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BLAOOER OISOROEkS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OISEASES OF PRoSTATE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
01SE&3E OF FEMALE GENITAL ORGANS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SELECTEO CIRCULATORY CONDITIONS
RHEUMATIC FEVER !iITH OR IAITHWT
HEART DISEASE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEART DISEASE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ISCHCMIC HEART DISEASE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEART RHYTHM OISOROERS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TACti YCAROIA OR RAPIO HE AR T . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEART 14URt4URS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED HEART
RHYTHM OISOROERS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER SELECTEO OISEASES OF HEART,
ExCLUDING HYPE RTENSION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HIGH tiLOOO PRESSURt
(HYPE RTENSION) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CEREBROVASCULAR DISEASE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
tiAROENING OF THE Arteries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
VARICOSE VEINS OF LOUER
EXTREMIT I ES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Hemorrhoid s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SELECTtO RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS
ChRONIC BRONCHITIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
AS THMA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HAY FEVEa OR ALLERGIC RHINITIS
IAITHOUT AS THEA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CHRL3NIC SINUS IT I S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OEVIATCO NASAL S5PTUH. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CHRONIC DISEASE OF TONSILS OR
ADENOIDS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .






























































































































































































































































1TOTALS FOR IfiCOHE CATEGORIES 00 NOT SUM TO TOTAL CHRONIC CONO171ONS 8ECAUSE PERSONS biITH uNKNOUN FAHXLY INCOME ARE NOT lhCLUOEO.
twJTES: THE STANOARD ERRORS ANO RELATIVE STANOARO ERRORS (RSE*S) CAN 8E COMPUTEO 8Y USING PARAMETER SET V OF TABLE 11 ANO THE FORPNJLA
PRESENTED IN RULE 1 OF APPENOI% 1. AN ESTIMATE OF 1.,?MILLION HAS A 1O-PERCENT RSE; OF 306,000, A 20-PERCENT RSE; ANO OF 136,000, A
30-Pi? RCti NT RSE.
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TA6LE 66. NUHbER OF SELECTED REPORTED CHRONIC CONDITIONS. aY GEOGRAPHIC REGION AND PLACE OF RESIDENC6: UNITEO srATks, 1987
(OATA ARE BA5E0 ON nousEho LD INTERVIEW OF THE CIVILIAN NON INSTITUTIONALIZEO POPULATZOk. THE SURVEY OESIGN, GENERAL auAL1f IcAr IoNs,





TYPE OF CHRONIC CONO1TION
ALL CENTRAL CENTRAL NOT
NORTHEAST HIOUEST SOUTH u EsT HSA CITY CITY !LSA
SELECTEO SKIN ANO MUSCULOSKELETAL
CONOITIONS
ARTHRITI S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
GouT, INCLUOING GOUTY ARTHRITIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INTERVERTEBRAL OISC OISOROERS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BONE SPUR OR TENDINITIS,
UNSPECIFIED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OISOROERS OF BONE OR CART IMAGE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TROUBLE !JJITH BUNIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BURSITIS, UNCLASSIFI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SEBACEOUS SKIN CYST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TROLNLLE HITH ACNE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PSORIASIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
DERMATITIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TROUBLE HITH ORY (ITCHING) SKIN,
UNCLASSIFI ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TROUBLE klTH INGROWN NAILS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TROUBLE MITH CORNS ANO CALL US ES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
IMPAIRMENTS
VISUAL IMPAIRMENT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COLOR BLIND NESO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CATARACTS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
GLAUCOMA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEARING lHPAIRMENT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TINNITus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SPEECH IMPAIRMENT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ABSENCE OF EXTREMITIES (EXCLUOES
TIPS OF FINGERS OR TOES ONLY) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PARALYSIS OF EXTREMITIES, CONPLETE
OR PART I AL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OEFORMITY OR ORTHOPEDIC
If4PAIRHENT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...*.. .
BACK . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UPPER EXTREMITY ES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
LO HER EXTRE141TI ES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SELECTEO OIGESTIVE CGNOITIONS
ULCER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HERNIA OF ABOOMINAL CA VI TY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
GASTRITIS OR OUOOENITIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FREQUENT INOIGE,STION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ENTERITIS OR COLITIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SPASTIC COLON . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OIVERTICULA OF INTESTINES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLt 66.. NUMBER OF SELECTED REPORTED CHRONIC CONDITIONS, BY GEOGRAPHIC REGION ANO PLACE OF RL?SIOENCE: UNIT&il STATES, 1987 —CCN.
(CIATA ARE tlASEO ON HOUSEHOLO IhTERVIEMS OF THE CIVILIAN ?40NINSTITUTIONALIZE0 Population. THE SURVEY DESIGN, GENERAL QUALIFICATIONS,





TYPE OF CHRONIC CONOITION
ALL CENTRAL CENTRAL NOT
NORTHEAST $IIOMEST SOUTH UEST HSA CITY cITY HSA
SELECTEO CONDITIONS OF THE
GENITOURLNARY, NERvOUS, ENOOCRINE,
METABOLIC, ANO BLOOO ANO
BLOOO-FORllING SYSTEMS NU14BER OF CHRONIC CONOITIONS IN THOUSANOS
GOITER OR OTHER OISOROERS OF THE
THYROID . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
DIABETES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ANEMIAS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
EPILEPSY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
NIG&AINE HEAD ACHE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
NEuRALGIA OR NEURITIS, unspecified . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
KXONEY TROUBLE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .































































































OISEASES OF PROS TATE . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .






RHEUMATIC FEVER HITH OR HITHOUT
HEART DISEASE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEART DISEASE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
IS CHEHIC HEART DISEASE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEART RHYTHM OISOROERS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .










































1,473HEART MURMURS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED HEART
RHYTHN OISOROERS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTHER SELECTEO oISEASES OF HEART,
EXCLUOING HYPERTENSION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HIGH BLOOO PRESSURE
(HYPERTENSION ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CEREaROVASCULAR DISEASE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HAROENING OF THE ART ERIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UARICOSE VEINS OF LOWER
EXTREMITY ES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEMORRHOIDS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
311
946
418 57a 1,111 497 614


















































4,352AS7HHA . . . . . . . . . . . ...*... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HAY FEVER OR ALLERGIC RHINITIS
HITHOUT AS THMA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CHRONIC SINUS IT I S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OEVIATEO NASAL SEPTUM . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .



































AOENOXOS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
EHPHYSE14A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
N07Es: THE STANOARO ERRORS AND RELATIVE STANOARO ERRORS (RSE” S) CAN bE COHPUTEO BY uSING PARAMETER SET v OF TAaLE I I ANO THE FORMULA
PRESENTEO IN RULE 1 OF APPENOIX 1. AN ES TIHATE OF 1.2 HILLION hAS A 1O-PERCENT RSii; OF 30b,000, A 20-PERCENT RSE; ANO OF 136,000, A
30-PERCENT RSE.
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TAbL; .67. PEUCENT DISTRIBUTION OF PERSONS BY DEGREE OF ACTIVITY LI141TATIOIV 171JE TO CHRCNIC CONDITIONS ACCORDING TO
SOCICIDEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS: UNi TEO STATES. i987
(oATA ARE BASEO ON HOUSEHOLD INTERVIEWS OF THE CIVILIAN NONINSTITUTIONAL IZEO PilPbLATi CN. THE SURVEY CESIGN* GENERAL QuALIFIcAT1oNs*
ANO INFORMATION ON THE RELIABILITY OF THE ESTIMATES ARE GIvEN IN APPENO1,X 1. OEFINITIGNS GF TERMs ARE GIVEN lN APPENDIX II)
OEGREE OF ACTIVITY LIMITATION
LIMXTED
kITli UNABLE IN AMOUNT LI141TE0,
UiTH NO HITH LIMITATION TO CARRY
ALL ACTIVITY
OR KINO Z!UT NOT
ACTIVITY IN MAJOR Oti MAJOR OF MAJOR IN MAJOR
CHARACTERISTIC PERSONS LIMITATION LIt41TATIGN ACTIVITY ACTIVITY ACTIVITY ACTIVITY
ALL PERSONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
AGE
UNDGR 18 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65-69 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
70 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SEX ANO AGE
MALE
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 18 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65-69 YE ADS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
70 YEARS ANO GIVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FEMALE
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER M Years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65-69 YE ADS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
70 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
RACE ANO AGE
WHITE
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 18 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-6+ YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65-69 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TO YEARS AND OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BLACK
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 18 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YEAR S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65-69 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
70 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .





























































































































































































































TA6LE 67. PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF PERSONS BY OEGREE OF ACTIVITY LIMITATION DUE TO CHRCNIC CONDITIONS ACCORDINfs TO
SOCIGDEKIGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS: UNITED STATES, 1987—CON.
(OATA ARE BASED ON HOUSEHOLD INTERVIEWS OF THF CIVILIAN NoNINSTITUT IONALIZEO POPULATION. THE SURVEY OESIGN, GENERAL QUALIFICATIONS*
ANO INFORMATION ON THE RELIABILITY OF THE ESTIHATES ARE GIVEN IN APPENOIX I. DEFINITIONS OF TERFLS ARE GIV.5N IN APPENOIX 11)
CHARACTERISTIC
OEGRtE OF ACTIVITY LIMITATION
LINITEo
liITH UNABLE IN AMOUNT LIMITEO,
tiITH NO HITH LIMITATION TO CARRY OR KINO
ALL ACTi VITY
BUT NOT
ACTIVITY IN MAJOR ON MAJOR OF HA.IOR IN NAJOR
PERSONS LIMITATION LIMITATIOh ACTIVITY ACTIVITY ACTIVITY ACTIVITY
FAHILY INCOME ANO AGE
UNDER SIO, OOO
ALL AGE S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 18 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-4+ YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-6+ YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65-69 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
70 YEARs ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SIO, OOO-$19S999
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNDER 18 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
M-4+ YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65-69 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
70 YEARS AN!) GIVE R. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
s20,000-s34,999
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 18 YE ARS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65-69 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
70 YEARs ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
s35?000 OR MORE
ALL AGE S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 18 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65-69 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TO YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Geographic REGIoN
NORTHEAST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MIouEST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SOUTH . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
lest . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PLACE OF RESIOENCE
HA. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CENTRAL CITY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
NOT CENTRAL CITY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .


































































































































































































































llNCLUOES OTHER RACES AhO uNKNOHN FAMILY INcoHE.
NOTES: THE STANOARO ERRORS (SE OS) ANO RELATIVE STAt4DAR0 ERRORS (RSE*S) FOR AGE, SEX ANO AGE, ANO RACE AND AGE CAh BE COMPUTEO BY
uSING PARAMETER SET X OF TAEILE 11, THE FREQUENCIES OF TABLE 68 ANO THE FORHULA PRESENTED IN RULE 2 OF APPENGIX I. THE SE-S ANO
RSE*S FOR FAMILY INCOME ANO AGE. GEOGRAPHIC REGION* ANO PLACE OF RESIOEhCE CAN BE COMPIJTED BY USING PARAHETER SET X OF TABLE 11~
THE FREQUENCIES OF TABLE 68 ANO THE FORNULA PRESEN7E0 IN RULE 3 OF APPENOIX I. ESTINATES FOR liHICh THE NLJNERATOR HAS AN RSE
OF NORE THAN 30 PERCENT ARE INOICATEO HITH AN ASTERISK.
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TAbLE 68. NUMBER OF PERSONS BY QEGREE OF ACTIVITY LIMITATION CUE TO CHRONIC CONOITIONS ANO SOCIOOEHOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS:
UNITED STATES, 1987
(OATA ARE BASEO ON MOU$EHOLO INTER VIEIdS OF THE CIVILIAN NONINSTITUTIONAL IZEO POPULATION. ThE SURVEY DESIGN, GENERAL QUAL1FICATIONS,
ANO INFORMATION ON THE RELIABILITY OF THE ESTIMATES ARE GIVEN IN APPENOIX I. DEFINITIONS GF TERMS ARE GIVEN IN APPENOIX 11)
OEGREE OF ACTIVITY LIMITATION
LIM1T60
MITH UNABLE IN AMOUNT LINITEO,
HITH NO MITH LIHITATION TO CARRY OR KIND
ALL ACTIVITY
EUJ NGT
ACTIVITY IN HAJOR ON MAJOR OF MAJOR
CHARACTERISTIC PERSONS LIMITATION
IN MAJGR
LIM1TATION ACTIVITY ACTZVITY ACTIVITY ACr IVITV
ALL PERSONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
AGE
UNDER 18 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YEAR S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65-69 YE ADS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TO YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SEX ANO AGE
MALE
ALL AGE S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 18 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65-69 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
70 YEARS AND OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FEMALE
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNDER 18 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65-69 YE ADS....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TO YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
RACE AND AGE
HHITE
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 18 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65-69 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
70 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BLACK
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNDER 18 YEAQ-3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65-69 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
70 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .




























































































































































































































TA$LE 68. NLN46ER OF PERsONS BY DEGREE OF ACTIVITY LIMITATION CNIE TO CtiRf3h1C CmDITmtAS ANO SOC1aDEH9GRAPh1C CHARACTERISTICS:
WAITED STATES, 1987—CON.
(DATA ARE tiASEf3 ON WUSEHOLO INTERvIEw OF THE CIVILIAN NGNINSTITLITIONAL1 ZED POPULATION. THE SURVEY DESIGN, GkhERAL QUALIFICATIONS,
AND INFORI4ATION CIN THZ RELIABILITY OF THE ES71HA7kS ARE GIvEN IN APPENDIx 1. DEFINITIONS OF TERMS ARE GIvEN IN APPENDIx 11)
OEGREE OF ACTIVIW l. IMITATIIiN
LIMITEO
UITH UNABLE IN AMOUNT LIAkITEo,
HITH NO uITH LIMITATION TO CARRY
ALL ACTIVITY
OR KINO BUT NOT
ACTIVITY IN HAJOR
CHARACTERISTIC
ON HAJOR OF MAJOR IN MAJOR
PERSONS LIHITATION LIMITATION ACTIVITY ACTIVITY ACTIVITY ACTIVITY
FAMILY INCOME ANO AGE
UNOER 510,000
ALL AGE S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 18 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-6II YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65-69 YE ADS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TO YEARS ANO GIVE R. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
S1O*OOO-S19*999
ALL AG~S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 18 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65-69 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
70 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
s20,000-S3+,999
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 3.8 VEALS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65-69 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
70 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$35,000 GR MORE
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 18 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YEAR S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65-69 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
70 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON
NORTHEAST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
tlIoHEs T . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SOUTH . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEAT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PLACE OF RESIOENCE
HA. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CENTRAL CITY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
NOT CENTRAL CITY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

































































































































































































































lINCLUOES OTHER RACES ANO UNKNOWN FAHILY INCOME.
NOTES: THE s7AN0AR0 ERRoRs ANO RELATIVE STANOARO ERRORS (RSE*s) CAN BE COMPU7E0 ay uSING PARAHETER SET x OF TABLE 11 ANO THE
FORNULA PRESEtiTEO IN RULE 1 OF APPENOIX I. AN ES71MATE OF 366,000 HAS A 1O-PERCENT RSE; OF 91,000, A 20-PERCENT RSE; ANO OF
41.000, A 30-PERCENT RSE.
111
TABLE 69. NUM8ER OF OAYS PER PERSON PER YSAR ANO NU143ER OF OAYS OF ACTIVITY RESTRICTION 0U6 TO ACUTE ANO ChRONIC CONOITIGNS, %Y
TYPE OF RESTRICTIGN ANO SOCIOOEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS: UNITEO STATES, 1987
(OATA ARE BASEO oh HOusEHOLD lNTERv IEus OF THE clvILIAN N0NlNs71TuT10NAL I$E0 PowLATxoh. THE SURVEY OWGN, GENERAL b3uALIFlcATlohs,
ANO INFORMATION ON THE RELIAd ILITY OF THE ESTIMATES ARE GIVEti IN APPENOIX 1. DEFINITIONS OF TERMS ARE GIVEN IN APPENOIX II)
TYPE OF RESTRICTION
ALL BEO 140RK OR ALL BED
CHARACTERISTIC
kORK OR
TYPES OISABILITY SCHOOL LOSS1 TYPES DISABILITY SCHOOL LOSS1




























































































































l,4T4,290 800,955ALL PERSONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
AGE
UNOER 5 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5-17 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-24 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-44 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SEX ANO AGE
MALE
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
IJNOER 5 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5-L7 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-24 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-44 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 ,YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FEMALE
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 5 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .’ . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5-17 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
lB YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-24 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-44 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YEARS . . . . . . . . . ..? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
RACE ANO AGE
HHITE
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 5 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5-17 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-24 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-44 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BLACK
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
uNOER 5 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5-17 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
i8 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-24 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-44 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .












































































































TABLE b9. NU14ti&R GF DAYS PER PERSON PER WAR AWI NUMBER OF DAYS OF ACTIVITY RESTRICTION OUE TO ACUTE AtiO CHROhIC CONDITIONS. BY
TYPE OF RESTRICTION ANO SOCIOE)EHOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS: UNIT.EO STATES, 1987--CON.
(OATA ARE i3ASE0 ON HOUSEHOLO INTERVIEW OF THE CIVILIAN NONINSTITUTIONALIZEO POPULATION. THE SURVEY OESIGNV GENERAL QUALIFICATIONS,
ANO INFORMATION ON THE RELIABILITY OF THE ESTIMATES ARE GIVEN IN APPENOIX I. DEFINITIONS OF TERMS ARE GIVEN IN APPENOIX 11)
TYPE OF REST R1CTION
ALL BEO HORK OR ALL BEO
CHARACTERISTIC
hGRK OR
TYPES OISAOILITY SCHOOL LOSS TYPES DISABILITY SCHOOL LOSS
FAPIILY lNCOHE ANO AGE
LESS THAN s1O,OOO
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 5 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5-17 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-2+ YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-44 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$10* OOO-S19,999
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 5 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5-17 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-.24 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-44 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$20,000-$34,999
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 5 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5-17 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1S YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-24 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25+4 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
S35,000 OR MORE
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 5 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5-l T YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-24 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-44 YEAR$ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
GEOGRAPHIC REGION
NORTHEAST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HIOHEST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SOUTH . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PLACE OF RESIOENCE
HSA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CENTRAL CITY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
NOT CENTRAL CITY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
NOT MA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .




























































































































































































































lsu~ of scHooL-Loss oAys FOR C“l LOREN 5-17 yEARs oF AGE hNo HoRK-Loss oAys FoR CURRENTLY EHpLoyEo pERSONs 18 YEARS OF AGE ANO OVER.
SCHOOL-LOSS OAYS ARE SHOldN FOR THE AGE GROUP 5-L7 YEARSi HORK-LOSS OAYS ARE SiiObIN FOR THE AGE GROUP la YEARS ANo OVER ANO EACH OLOER
~GE GROUP.
INCLUOES OTHER RACES ANO UNKNOIAN FAHILY INCOMk.
No7Es: THE STANOARO ERRORS (SE*S ) ANO RELATIvE STANOARO ERR0R5 (RSEO.3) FOR AGE, AGE ANO SEX. ANO RACE ANO AGE FOR COLUMNS I ANO 2
CAN BE COMPUTEO ay uSING PA RAt4ETER SET 11 OF TAaLE II* THE Frequencies oF TAaLE 69 ANO THE fORHULA PRE5ENTE0 IN RULE 2 OF
APPENOIX I. THE SE*S ANO RSE*S FOR FAMILY INCOME ANO AGE, GEOGRAPHIC REGION, ANO PLACE OF RESIOENCE FOR COLUMNS 1 ANO .? CAN aE
CONPUTEO ay U2.INGPARAn5TER SETS II ANO x oF TAaLk II, THE FREQUENCIES of TAaLEs 69 ANO 7a ANO THE fGRiIULA pRESENTEO IN RULE 4 OF
APPENDIX I. THE SEmS ANO RSE*S FOR CLTLUNN 3 (!dORK-LOSS) CAN BE COMPUTEO aY USING PARAMETER SETS 111 ANO X OF TAa LE 11, THE
FREiN3ENCIES OF TABLES 69 ANO 7a ANO THE FORMULA PRESENTEO IN RULE 4 OF APPENOIX I. THE SE*S ANO RSE*S FOR AGk, AGE ANO SEX, ANO
RACE ANO AGE FOR COLUMN 3 (SCHOOL-LOSS) CAN Bt COMPUTEO BY USING PARAHETER SET 111 OF 7AaL6 11. THE FREQUENCIES CF TAaLE 69 ANO THE
FORHULA PRESENT&O IN RULE 2 OF APPENOIX 1. THE SE*S ANO RSE” S FOR FAMILY INCOME ANO AGE, GEOGRAPHIC REGION, ANO PLACE OF
REs IOENc E FOR c0Lu14N 3 (SCHOOL-LOSS) CAN 8E COHPUTEO by USING pARANETER SETS III ANO x GF TABLE II, THE Frequencies OF TAaLEs 69 ANO
78 AN(J THE FORMULA PRESENTEO IN RULE 4 OF APPENOIX I. THE SE*S ANO RSEr S FOR COLUMNS 4 ANO 5 CAN BE COMpUTEO 8y USING pARAMETEk
SET 11 OF TAaLE 11 ANO THE FORMULA PRESENTEO IN RULE 1 OF APPENOIX I. THE S6-S ANO RSE*S FOR COLUMN b CAN BE COMPUTEO 8Y USING
PARAHETER SET 111 OF TABLE 11 ANO ThE FORHULA PRESENTEO IN RULb 1 OF APPEhOIX I. FOR RESTRICTED-ACTIVITY ANO BkO-OAYS, AN ESTINATE
OF 49.3 MILLION HAS AN flSE OF 10 PERCENT; 12 MILLION, OF 20 PERCENT; ANO 5.3 HILLION, GF 30 PERCENT. fOR UORK- OR SCHOOL-LGSS
OAYS, AN ESTIMATE OF 36.3 HILL ION HAS AN RSE OF 10 PERCENT; 8.9 MILLION, OF 20 PERCEtIT; ANO 4 IVILLION, OF 30 PERCENT. RATES FOR
wHICH THE NUMERATOR HAS AN RSE OF 140RE THAN 30 PERCENT ARE INOICATEO HITH Ah ASTERISK.
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TA3.LE 70. NUMBER W PERSONS ANO PtRCENT D1STRIBUTION klY RESPGNLICNT-ASS ESSEO HEALTH STATUS, ACCOROING TO SOCIOLlt MGGRAPHIC
CHARACTERISTICS: UNITEO sTATES, 1967
(DATA ARE OASkD ON liOUSEHiILO INTERVIEWS OF THE CIVILIAN NON INSTITUTIONALIZEO POPULATIOti. THE SURVEY OESIGtu,GENERAL WALIFICATIOM,


























































































































































































UNOER 5 YE ADS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5-17 YEA AS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-24 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-44 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YE ADS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .















ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 115*451 100.0
UNOER 5 YEA AS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5-17 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-24 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-44 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .













ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 123,099 100.0
UNOER 5 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5-17 YEA RS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-24 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-44 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .















ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 201,858 100.0
UNOEU 5 YEAR S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5-17 YEA RS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-24 YEAR S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..O
25-44 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .














ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26,947 100.0
UNOER 5 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5-17 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-24 YE ARS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-44 YE ADS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .













SEE FOOTNOTES ANO NOTES AT ENO OF TA8LE.
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TABLE 70. NU118k R OF PERSONS AhD PERCEhT DISTRIEUTION BY RESPONDENT-ASSESSED HEALTH S7ATUS, ACCOROING TO SOC1OOEHOGP.APH1C
CHARACTERISTICS: UNITED STATES, 1987—CON.
(OATA ARE BASED ON HOUSEHOLO INTERVIEWS OF THE CILfILIAN Noninstitutional IZEO POPULATION. THE SURVEY OESIGN, GENERAL QUALIFICATIONS,




CHARACTERISTIC PERSONS 1 STATUSES2 EXCELLENT VERY GOOO GOOO FAIR POOR
FAMILY INCOHE ANO AGE
NuMBER IN












































ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
uNOER 5 YEA AS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5-17 YEA RS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
16-24 WA RS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-44 Years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .







































UNOER 5 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5-17 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-24 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-44 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .










































UNOER 5 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5-17 YEA RS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-24 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-44 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
































28.7 16.1 3.2ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 69,169 100.0
UNOER 5 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5-2.7 YEA RS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-24 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-44 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YE ADS- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .





























NORTHEAST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
tlIOHEST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
sOUTH . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

























HA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CENTRAL CITY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .


























.INCLUOES UNKNOMN HEALTH STATUS.
;EXCLUDES UNKtIOklN HEALTH STATUS.
INCLUOES OTHER RACES AND UNKNOtiN FAMILY INCOME.
NOTES: THt sTANoARO ERRORS [SE*S) ANO RELATIVE STANOARO ERRORS (RSE*s) FOR FAHILY INC.OHE ANO AbE, 6EOGRAPHIC REGION, ANO PLACE OF
RES1OENCE FOR COLUMN L CAN BE CLIMPUTEO BY USING PARAMETER SET X GF TABLE 11 ANO THE FORHULA PRESENTEO IN RULE 1 OF APPENOIX 1.
THE SE*S ANO RSESS FOR AGE, SEX ANO AGE, ANO RACE ANO AGE FOR CGLUNNS 3-T CAh BE COMPUTEO 8Y uSING PARAHETER SET X OF TABLE 11, THE
FREQUENCIES OF TABLE 70 ANO THE FOR14JLA PRESENTEO IN RULE 2 OF APPENOIX I. THE SE*S ANO RSE*S FOR FAMILY INCOME ANO AGE,
GEOGRAPHIC REGION, ANO PLACE OF RESIOENCE FOR COLUNNS 3-7 CAN BE CONPUTEO BY USING PARAMETER SET X OF TABLE 11, 7HE FREOUENCIES OF
TABLE 70 ANO THE FORHULA pRESENTEO IN RULE 3 OF ApPENOlx I. AN EST IHATE OF 366,00a HAS A 10-PERCENT RSE: OF 91, GO0, A 20-PERCENT
RSE; ANO OF 41,000, A 30-PERCENT RSE. ESTIMATES FOR WHICH THE NuMERATOR HAS AN RSE OF MIIRE THAN 30 PERCEhT ARE INOICATEO HITH AN
ASTERISK.
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TAbLE 71. NUKd ER PER PERSUN PER YEAR AND NUMBER OF PHYSICIAN CCNTACTS. BY PLACE OF COhTACT ANO SOCIOOE140GRAPH1C CHARACTERISTICS:
UNITEO STATES, 1907
(EArA ARE BASED ON tiOUSEHGLO lNTERVi E14S OF THE CIVILIAN NONINSTITUTION4LI ZE0 Population. THE SURVEY DESIGN, GENERAL LNIALIFICATIONS,
ANO INFORHATION GN THE RELIABILITY OF THE ESTI14AT&S ARE GIVEN ItiAPPENOIX I. OEFIN1TIONS OF TERMS ARE GIVEN IN APPEI!OIX 11)
PLACE OF CGNTACT
ALL ALL
CHARACTERISTIC PLACES1 TELEPHONE OFFICE HOSPITAL OTHER , PLACES1 TELEPHONE OFFICE HOSPITAL GTHSR
NUM8ER PER PER.’WN PER YEAR2
ALL PERSONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
AGE
UNOER 5 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5-17 YEA AS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-24 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-44 YE ADS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-b+ YE ADS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65-7+ YE ADS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
75 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . .
SEX ANO AGE
MALE
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 18 YE ADS. . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YE ADS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . .
FEMALE
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 18 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YE ADS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . .
RACE ANO AGE
HHITE
ALL A66S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER L8 YEA AS . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YE ADS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YE ADS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65 YEAUS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . .
BLACK
ALL AGE S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER, lJ YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YE ADS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YE ADS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . .
FAMILY INCOME ANO AGE
UNOER SIO, OOO
ALL AGE S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 18 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YE ADS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YE ADS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .




































































































































































































































































































































































































SEE FOIJTNOTES ANO NOT5S AT ENO OF TABLE.
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TABLE 71. NUMBER PER PERSON PER YCAR ANO NUHS.ER OF PHYSICIAN CCNTACTS, E* PLACE OF CCNTACT ANO SOCIOOEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS:
UNITZO STATES* 198 T--cON.
(DATA ARE BASEO ON HOUSEHOLD INTERVIEWS GF THE CIVILIAN NONINSTITUTIONAL iZEC POPULATICh. THE SURVEY OESIGN, GENERAL uUALIFICATIONS,




PL::S1 TELEPHONE OFFICEPLACES1 TELEPHONE OFFICE HOSPITAL OTEAER HGSPITAL OTHER
FAHILY INCOHE
ANO AGE--CON.



















39,781 41*084ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.1 0.7 3.0 0.6 0.7
uNo ER 18 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . .
L8-411 YE ADS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65 YEARS ANO GIVE R. . . . . . . .
+.3 0.8 2.5 0.5 0.5
4.6 0.6 2.7 G.6 0.7
6.1 0.7 3.6 1.0 0.s










ALL AGE S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.1 0.7 3.2 0.6 0.7 354,497 47,320 40*123 +5,216
UNOER 18 Years . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-+4 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YE ADS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65 YtARS ANC OVER . . . . . . . . .
5.0 0,.8 3.1 0.5 O*5
4-6 0.6 2.9 0.5 0.6
5.7 0.7 3.4 0.8 0.7










NORTH EAST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HIOUEST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SOUTH . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
lest . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5.3 0.6 3.0 0.8 0.9
5.T 0.3 3.0 0.9 l.ti
5.2 0.6 3.1 0.6 0.8


















CENTRAL CITY . . . . . . . . . . . .
NOT CENTRAL CITY ........
NI.TT HA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5.7 0.7 2.8 1.0 1.1
5.4 0.7 3.2 0.7 0.8
5.0 0.6 3.1 0.6 0.7
lINcLuoES uNKNCHN PLACE OF CONTACT.
~ooEs NOT INcLuoE PHYSICIAN cONTAcTS UHILE AN OVERNIGHT PATIENT IN A HosPttAL.
INCLUOCS OTHER RACES ANO UNKNOi+N FA141LY INCOME.
NOTES: 7HE STANOARO ERRORS (SEWS) ANO RELATIVE STANOARO ERRORS {RSESS) FOR AGE, SEX ANO AGE, ANO RACE ANO AGE FOR COLUMNS 1-5 CAN @E
COHPUTtO BY USING PARAMETER SET VI OF TABLE II, THE FREQUENCIES OF TABLE 71 ANO ThE FORMULA PRESENTEO IN RULE 2 OF APPENOIX 1. THE
SEg S AhO RSJS*S FOR FAf41LY INCOME ANO AGE, GEOGRAPHIC REGION, ANG PLACEi OF RES1OENCE FOR COLUIINS 1-5 CAN BE COHPUTEO BY USING
PARAMETER StTS VI ANO X OF TABLC 11, THE FREQUENCIES OF TABLES 71 ANO 78 ANO THE FORMJLA PRESEUTEO IN RULE 4 OF APPENOIX 1. 7HE
sE*S ANO RSE. S FOR coLuHNs b-lo CAN BE co~puTEo 8y u.51N& pARA~ETER SET v~ CF TABLE 11 AND THE FoR”u~ pREsENTEo lM R“L& ~ OF
APPENOIX 1. Ah ESTIMATE OF 16.6 M1LL1ON HAS A 1O-PERCENT RSE; OF 4.1 IIILL1O*, A 20-PERCENT RSE; ANO OF 1.8 HILL ION, A 30-PERCEN7
RSE. RATES FOR UHICH THE NUNER4TOR HAS AN RSE OF MORE THAN 30 PERCEhT ARE INOXCATEO IAITH AN ASTERZSK.
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TA8LE 72. PERCENT DISTRIBUTIOtI AND NUMBER OF PERSONS BY INTERvAL SINCE LAST PHYSICIAN CONTACT, ACCOROING TO SOCIOOEMOGRAPhIC
CHARACTER ISTi CS: UN ITEO STATES. L98T
(0ATA ARE BASEO ON HOUSEHOLO InterVieWS OF THE CIVILIAN NONINST17UT10NAL IZE0 POPULATION. THE SURVEY OESxGN, GENERAL bNJALIFICATiONS.
ANO INFORMATION ON THE RELIABILITY OF THE ESTIMATES ARE GIVEN IN APPENOIX I. DEFINITIONS OF TERMS ARE GIVEN IN APPENOIX 11)
INTERVAL SINCE LAST CONTACT
1 YEAR TO 2 YEARS TO 1 YEAR TO 2 YEARS TG
ALL LESS THAN LESS THAN LESS THAN 5 YEARS ALL LESS THAN LESS THAN LESS THAN 5 YEARS
CHARACTERISTIC INTER VALS1 1 YEAR 2 YEARS 5 YEARS OR 140RE IN TERVALS2 1 YEAR 2 VEARS 5 YEARS OR MORE
ALL PERSONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
AGE
UNOER 5 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5-17 YEA RS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-24 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-44 YEAR S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YE AR S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65-74 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
75 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . .
SEX ANO AGE
MALE
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 18 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
L8-44 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . .
FEMALE
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 18 YEAR S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
lB-44 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65 Y,EARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . .
RACE ANO AGE
HHITE
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 16 YEA AS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . .
BLACK
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER la YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .




ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 18 YEA AS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . .
SIO, OOO-$19,999
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 18 YE ADS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .































































































































































































































































































































































































SEE FOOTNOTES ANO NOTES AT ENO OF TA8LE.
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TA8LE 7.?. PERCENT L)ISTRIBUTION ANO NUMBER OF P2RSONS BY INTERVAL sINCE LAST PHYSICIAN CONTACT, ACCGROIh6 TO SOCIOOEMOGRAPtilC
CHARACTERISTICS : Ut41TE0 STATES, L987--CCIN.
{OATA ARE BASEO ON HouS&HOLO lNTERv IEIAS OF THE CIVILIAN NONINSTITUTIONALIZEO POPULATION. THE SURVEY OESIGN, GENERAL WJALIFICATIOM.
ANO INFORMATION ON THE RELIABILITY OF THE ESTIMATES ARC GIvEN IN APPENOIX I. DEFINITIONS OF TERNS ARE GIVEN IN APPENOIX II)
INTERvAL SINCE LAST CONTACT
1 YEAR TO 2 YEARS TO 1 YEAR TO 2 YEARS TO
LESS THAN LESS THAN LESS THAN 5 YEARS
lNT%ALSl L YEAR
ALL
CHARACTERISTIC 2 YEARS 5 YEARS
LESs THAN LESS THAN LESS THAN s YEARS




ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 18 YEARS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-b4 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65 YEARS ANO COVE R. . . . . . . . . . .
s35,000 OR MORE
ALL AGE S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 18 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 *YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . .
GEDGRAPHIC REGION
NORTHEAST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
NIGH ES T . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SOUTH . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
NEST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PLACE OF RESIDENCE
HA. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CENTRAL CITY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
NOT CENTRAL CITY...........
NOT HA. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PERCENT OISTRIBUTION3
100.0 75.9 10.6 10.1 3.4
100.0 80.5 10.9 7.2 1.3
100.0 71.8 11.7 12.5 4.0
100*O 73.9 9.9 11.0 5.2
100.0 86.7 5.+ 5.2 2.7
100.0 78.0 10.3 9.1 2.7
100.0 84.3 9.9 5.2 O.T
100.0 74.1 11.4 11.2 3.3
100.0 77.1 9.1 10.0 3.8
100.0 86.2 6.1 5.1 2.6
100.D T7.6 10.7 6.5 3.2
100.0 77.5 9.7 9.5 3.3
100.0 74.8 11.2 LO. Z 3.9
lDO.O -?5.4 10.3 10.3 4.0
100.0 76.7 10.4 9.4
100.0
3.5
76.6 10.2 9.4 3.9
100.0 76.8 10.5 9.5 3.2






























































































31NCLUOES fW’sICIAN CONTACTS WHILE AN OVERNIGHT PATIENT IN A HospITAL.
41 NCLUDES OTHER RACES ANO UNKNOWN FA141LY INCoW*
NOT Es: THE STANOARO ERRORS (sE*s) ANO RELATIVE STANOARO ERRORS (RSESS) FOR ACE, SEX ANO AGE. ANO RACE ANO ACE FOR COLUUNS 2-5
CAN BE CONPUTEO 8Y USING PARAMETER sE7 X OF TA8LE 11, THE FREQUENCIES OF TALILE 72 ANO THE FORPNJLA PRESENTEO Ih RULE 2
OF APPENOIX 1. THE SE*S AND RSE*S FOR FAMILY INCOME ANO ACE, GEOCRAPHXC REGION, ANO PLACE OF RESXOENCE FOR COLUHhS 2-5 CAN BE
CO14PUTE0 8Y USING PARAMETER SET X OF TA8LE 11, THE FREQUENCIES OF TA8LE 72 ANO THE FOR!NJLA PRESENTEO IN RUE 3 OF
APPENDIX I. THE SE*S ANO RSEmS FOR COLUNNS 6-10 CAN 8E COHPUTEO 8Y USING PARAMETER SET X OF TABLE 11 ANO THE FORMULA
PRESENTEO IN RULE 1 OF APPENOIX I. AN ESTItlATE OF 366s000 HAS A 1O-PERCENT RSE: OF 919000, A 20-PERCENT RSE; ANO OF 41*000
A 30-PERCENT RSE. ESTIMATES FOR IAHICH THE NUMERATOR HAS AN RSE OF MORE THAN 30 PERCENT ARE INOICATEO HITH AN ASTERISK.
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TABLE 73. PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF LIVING PERSONS BY NUMb ER OF SHGRT-STAY HOSPITAL EPISOOES OURING THE YEAR PRECEOING INTERVIEk
FOR ALL CAUSES ANO EXCLUOING LU+LIVERIES, ACCOROING TO SOCIOGEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS: UNITEO STATES, 198T
(OATA ARE BASEO ON HOUSEHOLO INTERVIEW OF THE CIVILIAN NON INSTITUTIONALIZEO POPULATION. THE SURVEY OESIGN, GENERAL UUALIFICATIONSV
ANO INFORMATION ON Trl E RELIABILITY OF THE ESTIMATES ARE GIVEN IN APPENOIX I. DEFINITIONS OF TERMS ARE GIVEN IN APPENDIX II)
ALL CAUSES ExCLUOING OELIVERIES1




STATUSES NONE 1 2 OR MORE STATUSES NONE 1 2 OR MORE
ALL PERSONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
AGE
IJNOER 5 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5-17 YEA RS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-24 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-44 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 WA RS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65-74 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
75 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SEX ANO AGE
MALE
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ut40ER 18 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
10-44 YE AR S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FEMALE
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 18 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
RACE ANO AGE
WITE
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...’... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 18 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YEA& S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YEA RS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BLACK
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 18 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FAHILY INCOME At40 AGE
UNOER $10,000
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER IS YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .; . . . . . . . . . .
%1O* OOO-S19,999
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 18 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65 Yfi ARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 73. PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF LIVING PERSONS BY NUMBER OF SHORT-STAY HOSPITAL EPISODES DURING THE YEAR PRECEOING INTERVIEiI
FOR ALL CAIJSkS ANO EXCLUOING DELIVERIES, ACCOROING TO SOC1OOEI4GGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS: UNITEO STATES* 1987--CON.
(OATA ARE BASED ON HOUSEHOLD INTERVIEWS OF THE CIVILIAN NONINSTITUT IONALIZtO POPULATION. THE SURVEY DESIGN, GENERAL QUALIFICATIONS,
AND INFORMATION ON THE RELIABILITY CF THE ESTIMATES ARE GIVEN IN APPENOIX 1. DEFINITIONS GF TERHS ARE GIVEN IN APPENDIX 11)
ALL CAUSES EXCLUOING OELIVERIES1
NUMBER OF EPISODES NUMBER OF EPISOOES
ALL 3 ALL 3
CHARACTERISTIC STATUSES NONk 1 .? OR HORE STATUSES NONE 1 2 OR FIORE
FAMILY INCOME ANO AGE--CON.
s20,000-s34,999
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 18 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.55 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$35,000 OR HORE
ALL AGE S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNDER 18 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
GEOGRAPHIC REGION
NORTHEAST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MI OUEST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SOUTH . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .























































































































































%3ASE0 ON REASON FOR AOHISSION OR OTHER INDICATION OF OELIVERY.
21 NCLUOES OTHER RACES ANO UNKNOHN FAMILY INcoME-
NOTES: THE STANDARD ERRORS (SE OS) ANO RELATIVE STANDARD ERRORS (RSE*S) FOR AGE, SEX ANO AGE, ANO RACE ANO AGE CAN BE COHPUTEO BY
USING PARAMETER SET X OF TABLE 11, THE FREQUENCIES OF TABLE 7+ ANO THE FORHULA PRESENTED IN RULE 2 OF APPENOIX I. THE SE*S ANO
RSE*S FOR FAMILY INCOME ANO AGE, GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON, ANO PLACE OF RESIDENCE CAh BE COHPUTEO BY USING PARAHETER SET X OF TABLE 11~
THE FREQUENCIES OF TABLE 78 ANO THE FORHULA PRESENTED IN RULE 3 OF APPENDIX 1. ESTINATES FOR IAHICH THE NUMERATOR HAS AN RSE OF
MORE THAN 30 PERCENT ARE INOICATEO HITH AN ASTERISK.
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TABLE 7+. NUN8ER OF LIvING PERSONS, BY NUt4titiR OF SHORT-STAY HOSPITAL EPISOOES OURING THE YEAR PRECEOING INTERVIEW FOR ALL CAUSES
ANO ExCLUOING DELIVERIES ANO dV SOCIODEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS: UNITEO STATES, 1907
.
(OATA ARE BASEO ON HOUsk HOLO INTERVIEW OF THE CIVILIAN NON fNSTXTUTIONALIZED pOiWLATION. THE SURVEY OESIGN, GENERAL QUALXFlCATIONSV
ANO INFORMATION ON THE RELIA3. ILITY OF THE ES TIHATES ARE GIVEN IN APPENOIX 1. DEFINITIONS OF TERMS ARE GIVEN IN APPENOIX II)
ALL CAUSES EXCLUOING OELIVERIES1




ST AT USiiS NONE 1 2 OR MORE STATUSES NONE 1 2 01% MORE
NuMBER OF PERSONS IN THOUSANOS
ALL PERSONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
AGE
UNOER 5 YEARS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5-17 YEA RS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-24 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-44 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65-T4 YE ADS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
T5 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SEX ANO AGE
HALE
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 18 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FEHALE
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 18 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
la-44 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
RACE AND AGE
HHITE
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 18 YEAR S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
la-4+ YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65 YEARS ANO OVER...............
BLACK
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 16 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-+4 YEARS . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FAMILY INCOME ANO AGE
UNOER SIO, OOO
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER la year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
la-44 YEA RS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
S1O*OOO-S19*999
ALL AGE S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER la YEAR.3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-+4 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .



























































































































































































































































































































































































SEE FOOTNOTES ANO NOTES AT ENO OF TABLE.
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TABLE 74. NUHBER OF LIV1tiG PERSGNS. BY NUMBER OF SHORT-STAY hOSPITAL EPISOOES CURING THE Y&AR PRECEOING IN TERVIEH FOR ALL CAUSES
AtAD kXCLUDING DELIVERIES AND BY SOC1OOEMOGRAPH1C CHARACTERISTICS: UNITEO STATES, 1987 --CGN.
(OATA ARE dASEO oh HGUSEHOLO INTERVIEW OF THE cIv IL IAN NONINsTITuT1ONAL 12E0 wwLATxoh. THE SURVEY oEsIGN. GENERAL OUALIfIcATIONs,
AND iNFORflATION ON THE RELIABILITY OF THE ESTIMATES ARE GIVEN IN APPENDIX 1. DEFINITIONS OF TERMS ARE GIVEN IN APPENOIX 11)
ALL CAUSES tXCLUOING OELIVERIES1
NUHBER OF EPISOOES NuH13ER OF EPISOOES
ALL 3 ALL 3
CHARACTERISTIC STATUSES NONE 1 2 OR 140RE STATUSES NONE i .? OR MORE
FAMILY INCOPIE AND AGE--CON.
s20,000-s34,999
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER L8 YEAR S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YE AR S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-6+ YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$35,000 OR NORE
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER IB YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YE AR S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
GEOGRAPHIC REGION
NORTHEAST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MI OUEST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SOUTH . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
n&3 T . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PLACE OF RESIDENCE
USA. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CENTRAL CITY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
NoT CENTRAL CITY . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
NOT HE A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
NUMBER OF PERSONS IN THOUSANOS








































































































































































laASEO ON REASON FOR ADMISSION OR OTHER INOICATION OF OELIVERY.
2 INcLuoEs OTHER RACES ANO uNKNOHN FAMILY INCot4E.
NOTES: THE STANLTARO ERRORS ANO RELATIVE STANOARD ERRORS (RSE*S) CAN BE COMPUTEO BY USING PARAHETER SET X OF TABLE 11 ANO THE
FORMULA PRESEhTEO IN RULE 1 OF APPENOIX I. AN EST IHATE OF 366,000 HAS A 1O-PERCENT RSE; OF 91,000, A 20-PERCENT RSE; ANO OF
41,0001 A 30-PERCENT RSE.
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TABLE 75. NUMBER W SHIIRf-STAV HOSPITAL OAYS DURING THE YEAR PRECEDING ltiTERVlkUPkR LIVING PEZSON HfJSP17AL1Zk0 FOR ALL CAUSES AND
EXCLL!OING OELIVERIES, BY NUMBER OF EPISIJQES ANO SOCICIOEMQGRAPHIC C.HARACTERIS71C.S: tJN17Eil STATES, 1987
{WITA ARE L+ASiD ON iiOUSEHDLD INTERVIEWS Of THE CIVILIAN NON Institutionalized PUPULATICh. THE SURVEY OESIGN, GENERAL QUALIFICA710hS*
ANO 1NFDRMATION ON THE RELIABILITY OF THE ESTIMATES ARE GIvEN IN APPENOIX I. OEFINITIGNS OF TERMS ARE GIVEN IN APPENDIX 11)
ALL CAUSES EXCLUOING OELIVERIES1
NUI%3ER OF EPISOOES NuHdER OF EPISOOES
ALL 3 ALL 3
CHARACTERISTIC STATUSES tl 2 OR MOR6 STATUSES 1 2 OR MORk
OAYS PER PERSON HOSPITALIZE
ALL PERSONS2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
AGE
uNOER 5 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5-l T YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-24 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-44 YEA S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 WEARS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65-7+ YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
75 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SEX ANO AGE
HALE
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 18 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65 YEARS ANO OVER ........................................
FEMALE
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 18 YEAR S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-4+ YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-.64 YE AR S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
RACE ANO AGE
16HITE
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 18 YEAR S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YE ARSO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BLACK
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 18 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FAMILY lNCOHE ANO AGE
WJOER SIO, OOO
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
uNOER A8 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
slo,ooo-si9,999
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 18 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
i8-44 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

















































































































































































































































































































sEk FOOTNOTES ANO NOTES AT i+NO OF TALiLE.
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TABLE 75. MJMBER SF SHGRT-STAY HOSPITAL OAYS IIURING THti Y.AR PRECEOING INTERVIEW PER LIVING PERSON HOSPITALIZE FtiR ALL CAUSES AND
EXCLIJOItK OELIVtk IES, BY NUt4d ER OF EPISOOES ANO SOCIOOEHGGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS: UNITED STATES% 1587—CoN.
(iJATA ARE iIASEO Oh HGUSEHOLO INTERVIEWS OF THE CIVILIAN Noninstitutional 1ZEC PO14JLATIGh. THE SURVEY cESIGN, GEtitRAL QUALIFICATIOM,




CHARACTERISTIC STATUSES 1 2 CR t40Rt
FAHILY INCOME ANO AGE-CON.
S2C,000-S34,999
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNUCR id Stars . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YE ADS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YZARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65 YEA8S ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
s35,000 OR HORE
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNDER 18 YE ADS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
16-44 Y5ARS . . . . .. W. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65 Y!SARS ANO COVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON
NOR THEIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
141GMES T . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SOUTH . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
heat . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PLACE OF RESIOENCE
WA. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CENTRAL CITY...........................................
NOT CtNTRAL CITY.......................................

























OAY.S PER PERSON HOSPITALIZE
22.7 8.C 5.7 15.6
*16.2 6.4 4.6 24.5
19.7 6.5 5.0 13.1
27.3 8.2 5.7 12.3
24.3 11.3 8.2 19.6
26.1 7.2 5.1 13.1
3T.2 7.0 5.3 14.7
24.6 5.8 4.3 11.8
25.4 8.0 5.5 12.2
24.1 9.9 7.0 18.6
25.6 9.6 7.3 16.3
29.* 9.0 6.1 14.1
31.7 9.4 6.2 15.1
20.9 8.1 5.8 14.9
.?7.9 9.3 6.5 16.1
30.1 10.1 6.9 17.7
26.1 8.6 6.2 14.9



















1 s,Eo ON REASON FGR AOMISSION OR OTHER INOICAT IfiNoF oELIvERy*26A
INCLUDES GTHER RACES ANO UNKNfJHN FAMILY INCOME.
NoT.S: THk STANOARG kRRORS ANO RELATIVE STANOARO ERRORS (RSk” S) CAN BE COnPUTEO BY USING PARMETER SETS VII AHO X OF TA8LE II? THE
FREUUENLIES UF TABLES 74 ANC 76 ANO THE FGRHULA PRESENTEO IN RULE + OF APPENOIX 1. ESTIMATES FOR UHICH THE NUHERATOR HAS AN RSE
GF FIORE TlkAN 30 PkRCENT ARE INOICATEO HITH AN ASTERISK.
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TABLE 76. NUMBER GF SHORT-STAY HOSPITAL CAYS DURING ThE YEAR PRECED1N6 lNTERvIEH FOR LIVING PERSONS hospitalize O FOR ALL CAUSES AND
EXCLUOING DELIVERIES, BY NUU13ER OF EPi SOOES ANO SOCICOEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS: UN ITEO STATES, 1987
(OATA ARE BASk O ON HOUSEhOLO lNTERV1=MS OF THE CIVILIAN NON IN ST ITUTIONALIZEO POPULATION. THE SURVEY DESIGN, G6NERAL WALIFICATIONS*
ANO INFORMATION ON THE RELIALTILITV OF THE ESTIMbTtiS ARE GIVEN IN APPENOIX I. DEFINITIONS OF TERHS ARE GIVEN IN APPENOIX 11)
ALL CAUSE$J EXCLUOING Deliveries




STATUSES 1 2 OR M08E STATUSES 1 2 OR MORE
ALL PERSON S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
AGE
uNDER 5 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5-L7 YEARS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-24 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-44 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-Q+ YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65-T4 YE ARS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
T5 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SEX AND AGE
HALE
ALL AGE S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 18 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65 YEARS AIW OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FEHALE
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 18 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YE AR S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-6+ YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65 YEARS AND OVER.’ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
RACE ANO AGE
HHITE
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER la YEAR S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BLACK
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 18 YEAR S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FAMILY INCOME ANO AGE
UNOER $10,000
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 18 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$10,000 -s19s999
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
uNo ER la years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .




















































































































































































































































































































TABLt 76. NUMMER LF SHORT-STAY HOSPITAL llAVS OURING TH& YtAR PRtCEOING lNTERVIEU FOR LiVINb PERSGhS HOSPITALIZED FOR ALL CAUSkS ANO
EXCLUOItW OELIVERIkS, BY NUtiBcR OF EPISOOES ANO SOCIOOkMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS: UNITEO STATES, 1987--CON.
(DATA ARE BASEO Oh HOUSEHOLO INTERVIEWS OF THE CIVILIAN NON INSTITUTIONALIZEO POPULATIGh. THE SURVEY DESIGN, GENERAL qUALIFICATIONS,
ANO INFORI4ATION ON TH& RELIABILITY OF TH5 kSTIHAT5S ARt GIVEN IN APPENOIX 1. OEFINITIOhS OF TERMS ARk GIVEN IN APPENOIX 11)
—
ALL CAUSES EXCLUOING OELIVERIES1




STATUSES 1 2 OR HORt STATUS.ES 1 2 OR HOR6
FAMILY INCOME ANO AGE--CON.
s20,000-S34,999
ALL AGE S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOE~ 18 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-vI YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65 YEARS AND OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$35,000 OR MORE
ALL A+ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 18 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
GEOGRAPHIC REGION
NORTH EAST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
t41Dkl ES T . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SOUTH . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ICI ES T . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PLACE OF RESIOENCE
HA. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CENTRAL CITY..................................
NOT CENTRAL CITY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
































































































































18ASE0 ON REA.soN FOR AoHISSION OR OTHER INDICATION OF OELIWRY.
‘INCLUDES OTHER RACES ANO UNKNOWN FAHILY INCOHE .
NOTES: THE STANOARO ERRORS ANO RELATIVE STANOARO ERRORS (RSE*S) CAN BE CO14PUTE0 BY USIh6 PARAMETER SET VI 1 OF TABLk I I ANC THE
FORHULA PRESENTEO IN RULE 1 OF APPENOIX 1. AN ESTIMATE OF 5.6 MILLION HAS A 1O-PERCENT RSE; OF 1.4 FIILLXGh, A 20-PERCENT RSE;
ANO OF 606,000, A 30-PERCENT RSE.
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TAfiLE 77. NUtid ER PER 100 PERSONS PER YEAR ANO ANNUAL hUt4BER OF SHORT-STAY HOSPITAL DISCHARGES, AVERAGE LENGTH OF STAY ANE
ANNUAL NUMBER 0$ HOSPITAL DAYS FOR LIVING PERSGNS HOSPITALIZE FOR ALL CAUSES ANO EXCLUOING DELIVERIES BY SOCIOOEMOGRAPHIC
CHARACTERISTICS: UN ITEO STATES, 1987
(OATA ARE BASEO ON HOUSEHOLD IN? ERVIEUS OF THE CIVILIAN NONINSTITUTIONAL IZEO PuPULATICN. THE SURVEY OESIGN, GENERAL QUALIFICATIONS,
ANO INFORt4AT1GN ON THE RELIAaiLITY OF THE ES7114ATES ARE bIVEN IN APPENOIX 1. OEFINITIONS GF TERMS ARE GIVEN IN PPPENOIX 11)
ALL CAUSES 1 EXCLUCINS 0ELIVER1ES2








NUMBER IN LENGTH NUMBER IN
THOUSANOS OF STAY THOUSANOS
NuMBER IN LENGTH NU14EER IN
THOU SANOS OF STAY THOUSANOS
ALL PiRSONS3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
AGE
UNOER > YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5-17 YEAR S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-24 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-44 YEADS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-6+ Years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65-74 YE ADS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
75 YEARS ANO GIVE R. . . . . . . .
SEX AtiO AGE
t4ALk
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
LINOER 18 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YEA AS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YE ADS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . .
FEMALE
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 18 YEAR S . . . . . . . . . . . .
lb-44 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YEA AS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . .
RACE ANO AGE
tiHITE
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 18 YEARS. . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YEA AS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . .
BLACK
ALL AGE S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER lb YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YEAR S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YE ADS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65 Y;ARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . .
FAMILY INCOME ANO AGE
UhUER SIO, OOO
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
llNOER A8 YE ADS . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-4+ YEA AS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-6% YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65 YEARS ANO GIVE R. . . . . . . .




























































































































































ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 16 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . .
1S+44 YEAR S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 Years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65 YEARS AN(J COVER . . . . . . . .
S&t FOOTNOTES ANO NuTES AT



























TABLt 77. NUMBER PER 10G PERSUNS PER YEA,R AND AtiNUAL NUU8ER OF SHORT-STAY HOSPITAL OISCHARGES, AVERAGE LEtiGTH OF STAY AND
ANNuAL NUMBER OF HOSPITAL 0AY5 FOR LIVING PERSONS HiJSPITALIZEO FOR ALL CAUSES ANO EXCLUDING DELIVERIES BY SOCIOOEMOGRAPrl IC
CHARACTERISTICS: UNITEO STATES* 1987 --CoN.
(oATfi ARE BA2.EO GN H0u5EH0L0 INTERVWS OF THE civILIAN NOtiINSTITtiTxONALxZtiO POPULATION. THE SURVEY OESIGN, GEMRAL QUALIFICATl ONS,
AtiO INFORMATION ON THE RELIABILITY OF THE ESTIMATES ARE GIvEN IN APPENDIx I. DEFINITIONS OF TERHS ARE GIVEN IN APPENDIX 11)
ALL CAUSES 1 EXCLUDING OELIVERI ES2
























ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 18 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . .
L8-44 YE ADS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YE ADS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . .
s35,000 OR f40RE
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 18 YEAR S . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YE ADS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YE ADS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . .
GEOGRAPHIC REGION
NORTHEAST. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1410u ES T . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SOUTH . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
WEST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PLACE OF RESIOENCE
WA. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CENTRAL CITY . . . . . . . . . . . .
NOT CENTRAL CITY........



































































































































lINCLUOES UtAKNO!JN CAUSE; BASEO ON 6-MONTH REFERENCE PERIOO.
2BASE0 oN REAsoN FOR AOHISSION OR OTHER INDICATION OF OELIVERY.
31 NCLUOES OTHER RACES ANO UNKNOIAN FAHILY INcoME .
NOTES: THE STANOARO ERRORS (SE*S) ANO RELATIVE STANOARO ERRORS (RSESS) FOR AGE, SEX ANO AGE, ANO RACE ANO AGE FOR COLUMNS 1 ANO 5
CAN 8E COHPUTEO BY USING PARAMETER SET VIII OF TABLE 11. THE FREQUENCIES OF TA8LE 77 ANO THE FORMULA PRESENTEO IN RULE 2 OF
APPENOIX I. ThE SE*S ANO RSE” S FOR FAMILY lNCOHE ANO AGE, GEOGRAPHIC REGION, ANO PLACE OF RESIOENCE FOR COLWINS 1 ANO 5 CAN BE
COMPUTEO 8Y USING PARAMETER SETS VIII ANO X OF TABLE 11, THE FREWJENCIES OF TABLES 77 ANO 7.9 ANO THE FORIWLA PRESENTEO IN
RULE 4 OF APPENOIX I. THE SE*S ANO RSE*S FOR COLUMNS 2 ANO 6 CAN BE COHPUTEO 8Y USING PARAHETER SET VIII OF TA8LE 11 ANO THE
FORHULA PRESENTEO IN RuLE 1 OF APPENOIX 1. THE SE-S ANO RSECS FOR COLUMNS 4 ANO 8 CAN 8E COHPUTEO BY USING PARAHETER SET IX
OF TABLE 11 AND THE FORHULA PRESENTEO IN RULE 1 OF APPENOIX I. THE SE*S ANO RsE*S FOR COLUMNS 3 ANO 7 CAN 8E COHPUTEO BY USING
PARAAIETER StTS VIII ANO IX OF TA8LE II, THE FREQUENCIES OF TABLE 77 ANO THE FORMULA PRESENTEO IN RULE 4 OF APPENOIX I. AN ES TIHATE
OF 633,000 DISCHARGES HAS A lG-PERCENT RSE; OF 156s000, A 20-PERCENT RSE; ANO OF 69,000, A 30-PERCENT RSE. AN ES TIHATE OF 10.2
HILL ION OAYS HAS A 1O-PERCENT RSE; OF 2.2 HILL1ON, A 20-P EITCENT RSE; ANO OF 935s000, A 30-PERCENT RSE. ESTIHATES FOR WHICH
THE NUHERATOR HAS AN RSE OF HORE THAN 30 PERCENT ARE INOICATEO HITH AN ASTERISK.
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TABLE 78. NUMLER Of PERSONS AND NuMBER OF CURRENTLY tf4PLOYk0 PERSONS 18 YEARS Gi= AGE AND OVER, f3Y SOCIODEMOGRAPhlC CHARACTERISTICS:
UNITEO STATES. 1987
(OATA ARE BASED ON HOUSEHOLG INTERVIEWS OF THE CIVLLIAN NGNINSTi TUT IGNALIZEO POPULATION. THE SURVEY DtSIGN. bENERAL 4UAL1FICATIO$S.
AtiD INFORHATION ON THE RELIABILITY OF THE ESTIMATES ARE GIvEN IN APPENOIX 1. DEFINITIONS OF TERMS ARE GIVEN IN APPENOIX 11)
CURRENTLY
ALL EMPL,OYEO

































































































































ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER ld YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
IJNOER 5 YEA AS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5-17 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YEA RS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-24 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . k . . . . . . . . .
45 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65-69 YE ADS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
70-74 YE ADS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .




uNOER ld YEAR S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
uNOER 5 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5-17 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-24 YE ADS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-44 YEA AS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65-69 YE ADS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
70-74 YE AD S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

























ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 18 YEAR S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
uNoER 5 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5-17 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YEA AS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-24 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65-69 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
70-74 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
75 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MALE
44,488 18,016










UNOER 18 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 5 YEA RS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5-17 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-24 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YE ADS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65-69 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
70-74 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .















ALL AGES. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 18 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
IJNOER 5 YEA AS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5-17 YE ARS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .
18-44 YEA RS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-24 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YE AR S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65-69 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
70-74 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
75 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ALL AGE S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21,609 10,620
UNOER 18 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 5 YEA RS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5-17 YEA AS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-24 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65-69 YEA AS., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
70-74 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Y.. . . . . . . . .


























ALL AGE S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 18 YEAR S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
uNoER 5 YE ADS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5-17 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-24 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45 YEARS ANO, OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YEA RS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65-69 YE ADS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
70-74 YEA RS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
75 YEARS AND OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
40*060 Z1,148










UNOER 18 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNDER 5 YEA AS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5-17 YEA AS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-24 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45 YEARS AND OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65-69 YE ADS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
70-74 YE AD S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .














BLACK $35,000 OR MORE
ALL AGE S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 18 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 5 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5-17 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-24 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65-69 YE ADS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
70-74 YEA AS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
75 YEARS ANO OVER. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
69,169 40,229ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER ld YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
uNOER 5 YEA AS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5-17 YEA AS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
L8-44 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-24 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45 YkARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 YE ADS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65-69 YE ADS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7G-74 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .























SEE FOOTNOTE ANO NOTE AT ENO OF TA8LE.
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TABLE 78. NUHBER OF PERSONS AND NUMBER OF CURRENTLY =MPLOYEO PERSONS 18 YEARS OF AGE ANO OVER, BY SOCIOOEHIJGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS:
UNITEO STATES, 1987--CON.
(OATA ARE BASEO ON HOUS$=HOLO INTERVIEWS af THE CIVILIAN NONINSTITUTIONALIZEC POPULATION. THE SURVEY OESIGh, GENERAL WAL1FICATIONSS




GEOGRAPHIC REGION ANO AGE
NORTHEAST
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 5 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5-l T YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1410HEST
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 5 YEA RS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5-17 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
16 YEARS AND OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SOUTH
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 5 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5-17 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..*......
18 YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEST
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 5 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5-17 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .






































PLACk CF RES1OENCE ANO AGE
t4SA
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 5 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5-IT YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
la YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CENTRAL CITY
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 5 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5-17 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
la YEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
NOT CENTRAL CITY
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 5 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5-17 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
la YEARS AhO OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
NOT WA
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNOER 5 VEALS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5-17 YE ARS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .


































NoTEs: THE STAMOARO ERRORS ANO RELATXVE s7ANoAR0 ERRORS (RsE*s) FOR cuRRENTLy Et4pLoYE0 PERSONS, FAHILY INcOME ANO AGE, Geographic
REGION ANO ACE, ANO PLACE OF RESIOENCE ANO AGE CAN BE COHPUTEO BY USING PARAMETER SET X OF TABLE II ANO THE FORHULA PRESENTEO Ih
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Appendix I
Technical notes on methods
Background
This report is one of a series of statistical reports published
by the staff of the National Center for Health Statistics
(NCHS). It is based on information collected in a continuing
nationwide sample of households included in the National
Health Interview Survey (NHIS). Data are obtained on the
personalj sociodemographic, and health characteristics of the
family members and unrelated individuals living in these hous~
holds.
Field operations for the survey are conducted by the U.S.
Bureau of the Census under specificationsestablished by NCHS.
The U.S. Bureau of the Census participates in the survey plan-
ning selects the sample, and conducts the interviews. The data
are then transmitted to NCHS for preparation processing and
analysis.
Summary reports and reports on special topics for each
year’s data are prepared by the staff of the Division of Health
Interview Statistics for publication in Series 10 publications of
NCHS. Data are also tabulated for other reports published by
NCHS staff and for use by other organizations and by research-
ers within and outside the Government. Since 1969, public use
tapes have been prepared for each year of data collection.
It should be noted that the health characteristics described
by NHIS estimates pertain only to the resident civilian nonin-
stitutionrdized population of the United States living at the time
of the interview. The sample does not include persons residing
in nursing homes, members of the armed forces, institutionalized
persons, or U.S. nationals living abroad.
Statisticaldesign of NHIS
General design
Data from NHIS have been collected continuously since
1957. The sample design of the survey has undergone changes
following each decennial census. This periodic redesign of the
NHIS sample allows the incorporation of the latest population
information and statistical methodology into the survey design
The data presented in thk report are from an NHIS sample
design first used in 1985. It is anticipated that this design will
be used until 1995.
The sample design plan of the NHIS follows a multistage
probability design that permits a continuous sampling of the
civilian noninstitutionalized population residing in the United
States. The survey is designed in such a way that the sample
scheduled for each week is representative of the target popula
tio~ and the weekly samples are additive overtime. This design
permits estimates for high-frequency measures or for large popu-
lation groups to be produced from a short period of data colle~
tion. Estimates for low-frequency measures or for smaller popu-
lation subgroups can be obtained from a longer period of data
collection. The annual sample is designed so that tabulations
can be provided for each of the four major geographic regions.
Because interviewing is done throughout the year, there is no
seasonal bias for annual estimates.
The continuous data collection also has administrative
and operational advantages because fieldwork can be handled
on a continuing basis with an experienced stable staff.
Sample selection
The target population for NHIS is the civilian noninstitu-
tionalized population residing in the United States. For the
first stage of the sample desiq the United States is considered
to be a universe com~sed of approximately 1,900 geograph-
ically defined primary sampling units (PSU’S). A PSU consists
of a county, a small group of contiguous counties, or a metr-
opolitanstatistical area. The PSU’s collectively cover the 50
States and the District of Columbia. The 52 largest PSI-J’Sare
selected into the sample with certainty and are referred to as
self-representing PSU’S. The other PSU’S in the universe are
referred to as non-self-representing PSU’S. These PSU’s are
clustered into 73 straa and 2 sample PSU’S are chosen from
each stratum with probability proportional to population size.
This gives a total of 198 PSU’S selected in the f~st stage.
Wh.hin a PSU, two types of second stage units are used
area segments and permit area segments. Area segments are
defined geographically and contain an expected eight house-
holds. Permit area segments cover geographical areas contaim
ing housing units built after the 1980 census. The permit area
segments are defined using updated lists of building permits
issued in the PSU since 1980 and contain an expected four
households.
Within each segment all occupied households are targeted
for interview. On occasio~ a sample segment may contain a
large number of households. In this situation the households
are subsampled to provide a manageable interviewer workload.
The sample was designed so that a typical NHIS sample
for the data collection years 1985 to 1995 will consist of ap
proximately 7,500 segments contsinin~ about 59,000 assigned
households. Of these households, an expected 10,000 will be
vacanz demolished or occupied by persons not in the target
population of the survey. The expected sample of 49,000 occu-
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pied households will yield a probability sample of about
127,000 persons.
Features of the NH IS sample redesign
Starting in 1985, the NHIS design incorporated several






The use of an all-area frame. The NHIS sample is now
designed so that it can serve as a sample frame for other
NCHS population-based surveys. In previous NHIS de-
signs about two-thirds of the sample was obtained from
lists of addresses compiled at the time of the decennial
census that is, a list frame. Due to U.S. Bureau of the
Census cotildentiality restrictions, these sample addresses
could be used for only those surveys being conducted by
the U.S. Bureau of the Census. The methodology used to
obtain addresses in the 1985 NHIS area frame does not
use the census address lists. The sample addresses thus
obtained can be used as a sampling frame for other NCHS
surveys.
The NHIS as four panels. Four national subdesigns, or
panels, constitute the fill NHIS. Each panel contains a
representative sample of the U. S. civilian noninstitutional-
ized population. Each of the four panels has the same
sampling properties, and any combination of panels defines
a national design. Panels were constructed to facilitate the
linkage of NHIS to other surveys, and also to efficiently
make large reductions in the size of the sample by elimi-
nating panels from the survey.
In 1987 the sample consisted of 8,282 segments con-
taining 61,009 assigned households. Of the 49,569 house
holds eligiblefor interview,47,240 households were actually
interviewed, resulting in a sample of 122,859 persons.
The oversampling of black persons. One of the goals in
designing the current NHIS was to improve the precision
of estimates for black persons. This was accomplished by
the use of differential sampling rates in PSU’S with between
about 5 and 50 percent black population. Sampling rates
for selection of segments were increased in areas known to
have the highest concentrations of black persons. Segment
sampling rates were decreased in other areas wit.hh the
PSU to ensure that the total sample in each PSU was the
same size as it would have been without oversampling black
persons.
l%e reduction of the number of sampled PSUS. Interviewer
travel to sample PSU’s constitutes a large component of
the total field costs for the NHIS. The previous NHIS de-
sign included 376 PSU’S. Research showed that reducing
the number of sample PSU’S while increasing the sample
size within PSI-J’Swould reduce travel costs and also main-
tain the reliabWy of health estimates (U.S. Bureau of the
Census, 1985)., The design now contains 198 PSU’S.
The selection of two PSVsper non-se~-representing stra-
tum. In the previous design, one PSU was selected from
each non-self-representing stratum. This feature necessi-
NOTE: A list of referencesfollowsthe text
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tated the use of less efficient variance estimation proce-
dures; the selection of two PSU’S allows more efllcient
variance estimation methodology (U. S. Bureau of the
Census, 1985).
Collection and processing of data
The NHIS questionnaire contains two major parts The
first consists of topics that remain relatively the same from
year to year. Among these topics are the incidence of acute
conditions, the prevalence of chronic conditions, persons limited
in activity due to chronic conditions, restriction in activity due
to impairment or health problems, and utilization of health care
services involvingphysician care and short-stay hospitalization.
The second part consists of special topics added as supplements
to each year’s questionnaire.
Carefid procedures are followed to assure the quality of
data collected in the interview. Most households in the sample
are contacted by mail before the interviewers arrive. Potential
respondents are informed of the importance of the survey and
assured that all information obtained in the interview will be
held in strict conlldence. Interviewers make repeated trips to a
household when a respondent is not immediately found. The
success of these procedures is indicated by the response rate
for the survey, which has been between 96 and 98 percent over
the years.
When contact is made, the interviewer attempts to have all
family members of the household 19 years of age and over
present during the interview. When this is not possible, proxy
responses for absent adult family members are accepted. In
most situations, proxy respondents are used for persons under
19 years of age. Persons 17 and 18 years of age may respond
for themselves, however.
Interviewers. undergo extensive training and retraining.
The quality of their work is checked by means of periodic ob
servation and by reintewiew. Their work is also evaluated by
statistical studies of the data they obtain in their interviews. A
field edit is performed on all completed interviews so that if
there are any problems with the information on the question-
naire, respondents may be recontacted to solve the problem.
Completed questionnaires are sent from the U.S. Bureau
of the Census field oflices to NCHS for coding and editing. To
ensure the accuracy of coding, a 5-percent sample of all ques-
tiomaires is recoded and keyed by other coders. A 100-percent
verillcation procedure is used if certain error tolerances are
exceeded. Staff of the Division of Health Interview Statistics
then edit the tiles to remove impossible and inconsistent codes.
The interview, fieldwork and data processing procedures
summarized above are described in detail in Series 1, No. 18
(NCHS, 1985b).
Estimation procedures
Because the design of NHIS is a complex multistage prob-
ability sample, it is necessa~ to reflect these complex proce-
dures in the derivation of estimates. The estimates presented in
this report are based upon 1987 sampls person counts weighted
to produce national estimates. The weight for each sample per-





Probabili~ of selection. The basic weight for each person
is obtained by multiplyingthe reciprocals of the probabfities
of selection at each step in the desigm PSU, segmeng and
household.
Household nonresponse adjustment within segment In
NHIS, interviews are completed in about 96 percent of all
eligible households. Because of household nonresponse, a
weighting adjustment is required. The nonresponse adjust-
ment weight is a ratio with the number of households in a
sample segment as the numerator and the number of house
holds actually interviewed in that segment as the denom-
inator. This adjustment reduces bias in an estimate to the
extent that persons in the noninterviewed households have
the same characteristics as the persons in the interviewed
households in the same segment
First-stage ratio adjustment. The weight for persons in
the non-self-representing PSI-J’S is ratio adjusted to the
1980 population within four race-residence classes of the
non-self-representing strata within each geographic region.
Poststratrfication by age-sex-race. Within each of 60 ag~
sex-race cells (table I), a weight is constructed each quarter
to ratio adjust the first-stage population estimate based on
the NHIS to an independent estimate of the population of
each cell. These independent estimates are prepared by
the U.S. Bureau of the Census and are updated quarterly.
The main effect of the ratio-estimating process is to make
the sample more closely representative of the target population
by age, sex, race, and residence. The poststratification adjust-
ment helps to reduce the component of bias resulting from
sampling frame undercoveragw, furthermore, this adjustment
frequently reduces sampling variance.
Types of estimates
As noted, NHIS data were collected on a weekly basis,
with each week’s sample representing the residen~ civilian
noninstitutionalized population of the United States living dur-
Table 1. The 60 poststratification age-sex-race cells in the
National Health Intarview Survey
Black All other
Age Male Female Male Female
Under l year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . X x
l-4 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . X x
5-9 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . X x
10-14 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . x x
15-17 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . x x
18-19 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . x x
20-24 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . X x
25-29 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . X x
30-34 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . X, x
35-44 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . X x
45-49 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . X x
50-54 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . X x
55-64 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . X x
65-74 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . X x































ing that week. The weekly samples are consolidated to produce
quarterly files (each consisting of data for 13 weeks). Weights
to adjust the data to represent the U.S. population are assigned
to each of the four quarterly fdes. These quarterly fdes are later
consolidated to produce the annual fde, which is the basis of
most tabulations of NHIS data
NHIS uses various reference periods to reduce the amount
of bias associated with respondent memory loss. A 2-week ref-
erence period is used in collecting data on the incidence of
acute conditions, restriction inactivity due to a health problem,
and physician contacts. Each of these measures health events
that may be forgotten soon atler they occur. Examples of such
events are telephoning a physician almut a minor illness, missing
a day from work because of a routine health problem, or having
a cold. Either a 12- or 6-month (depending on the type of sta-
tistic) reference period is used for hospitalization data because
hospitalization ordinarily involves a major event in a person’s
life and is not quickly forgotten. Chronic condition prevalence
estimates are based on a 12-month reference period.
Because most NHIS estimates based on a 2-week reference
period are designed to represent the number of health events
for a 12-month peric@ these data must be adjusted to an annual
basis. Data based on a 2-week reference period are mukiplied
by 6.5 to produce the 13-week estimate for the quarter. These
reference pericd adjustments are made at the time that the quar-
terly files are produced. Therefore, the data can be used to
produce estimates for each quarter and are used that way to
study seasonal variation, The data from the four quarterly files
(representing the number of events in each quarter) are summed
to produce the annual estimate. Aittough these data are col-
lected for only 2 weeks for each person included in the survey,
any unusual event that may have occurred during a particular
2-week period does not bias the estimate because the quarterly
estimate is a sum of the estimates produced for each week’s
sample during the entire quarter and the annual estimate is the
sum of the four quarters.
For prevalence statistics, such as the number of persons
limikd in activi~ due to chronic conditions, the annual estimate
resu[ts from sununing the weighted quarterly files and dividing
by 4. This division is necessary because, as noted above, each
quarterly file has been weighted to produce an estimate of the
number of persons in the U.S. population with a given char-
acteristic. Summing the four quarters and dividingby 4 in effect
averages these quarterly results for the year. Thus, the type of
prevalence estimate ordinarily derived fmm NHIS data is an
annual average prevalence estimate.
For data related to shoti-stay hospital discharges that are
based on a 6-month reference peri~ cases identified during
any quarter of data collection are multiplied by 2 to produce a
quarterly estimate of the annual number of characteristics as-
sociated with short-stay hospital discharges. The NHIS average
annual estimate of hospital discharges is derived by summing
the four quarterly estimates and dividing by 4, just as the prev-
alence estimates are.
Reliability of the estimates
Because NHIS estimates are based on a sample, they may
differ somewhat from the figures that would have been obtained
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if a complete census had been taken using the same survey and
processing procedures. There are two types of errors possible
in an estimate based on a sarhple survey: Sampling and non-
ssmpling errors. To the extent possible, these types of errors
are kept to a minimum by methods built into the survey pro
cedures described earlier (NCHS, 1973). Although it is very
difllcult to measure the extent of bias in NHIS, several studies
have been conducted to examine this problem. The results have
been published in several reports (NCHS, 1965% 1965b, 1967,
1968).
Nonsampling errors
Interviewing process. Information, such as the number of
days of restricted activity caused by the condition, can be ob
tained more accurately from household members than from
any other source because only the persons concerned are in a
position to report this information. However, there are limita-
tions to the accuracy of diagnostic and other information col-
lected in household interviews. For example, for diagnostic
informatio~ the household respondent can usually pass on to
the interviewer only the information the physician has given to
the family. For conditions not medically attended diagnostic
information is often no more than a description of symptoms.
Further, a respondent may not answer a question in the intended
manner because he or she has not properly understood the ques-
tion, has forgotten the event does not know, or does not wish
to divulge the answer. Regardless of the type of measure, all
NHIS data are estimates of known reported morbidity, disabil-
ity, and so forth.
Reference period bias. NHIS estimates do not represent a
complete measure of any given topic during the spec~led cal-
endar period because data are not collected in the interview for
persons who died or became institutionalized during the refer-
ence period For many types of statistics collected in the survey,
the reference period is the 2 weeks prior to the interview week.
For such a short period, the contribution by decedents to a
total inventory of conditions or services should be very small.
However, the contribution by decedents during a long reference
period (such as 1 year) might be si@lcan$ especially for older
persons.
Underreporting associated with a long reference period is
most germane to data on hospitalization. Analysis has shown
that there is an increase in underreporting of hospitalizations
with an increase in the time interval between the discharge and
the interview. Exclusive of the hospital experience of decedents,
the net underreporting using a 12-month recall period is in the
neighborhood of 10 percent (NCHS, 1965 c). The underreporting
of discharges within 6 months of the week of interview is esti-
mated to be about 5 percent (NCHS, 1965c). For this reason,
hospital discharge data are based on hospital discharges reported
to have occurred within 6 months of the week of interview.
Because hospitalization is common in the period imme-
diately preceding death or institutionalization and older persons
are much more likely to die than younger ones, the data should
not be used to estimate the volume of hospitalization of the
elderly although the data can be used to measure characteristics
of elderly people.
NOTE: A list of references follows the text.
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It should further be noted that although the reported fre-
quencies and rates related to hospital episodes are presented
by the year in which the data were collecte~ the estimates are,
in most cases, based on hospitalizations that occurred during
the year of data collection and the prior year. Overal~ approx-
imately one-half of the reported hospitalizations for the 12-
month reference period occurred in the year prior to the year of
data collection.
Population estimates. Some of the published tables include
population figures for specified categories. Except for overall
totals for the 60 age, sex, and race groups, which are adjusted
to independent estimates, these figures are based on the sample
of households in NHIS. They are given primarily to provide
denominators for rate computation, and for this purpose they
are more appropriate for use with the accompanying measures
of health characteristics than other population data that maybe
available. Wltb the exception of the overall totals by age, sex,
and race mentioned above, the population figures may differ
from figures (which are derived from dflerent sources) pub-
lished in reports of the U.S. Bureau of the Census. OtTicial
population estimates are presented in U.S. Bureau of the Census
reports @ Series P–20, P-25, and P–60.
Rounding of numbers. In published tables, the figures are
rounded to the nearest thousand, although they are not neces-
sarily accurate to that’ detail. Derived statistics, such ~asrates
and percent distributions, are compute”d after the estimates on
which these are based have been rounded to the nearest thousand
Combining data years. To reduce sampling error, data for
number of years maybe combined. However, in so doing, the
questionnaire for each of the years should be checked, because
even a small change in the questionnaire design may lead to
large changes in the derived estimates. This caution also applies
to using NHIS data on health measures where changes in other
events, such as legislative changes, have occurred over time.
Sampling errors
The standard error is primarily a measure of sampling emor,
that is, the variations that might occur by chance because only
a sample of the population is surveyed. The chances are about
68 in 100 that an estimate from the sample would differ from a
complete census by less than the standard error. The chances
are about 95 in 100 that the difference would be less than twice
the standard error and about 99 in 100 that it would be less
than 2% times as large.
Individual standard errors were not computed for each esti-
mate in this report. Instea~ standard errors, were computed for
a broad spectrum of estimates. Regression techniques were then
applied to produce equations from which a standard error for
any estimate can be approximated. The regression equations,
represented by parameters a and b, are presented in table II.
Rules explaining their use are presented in the section below.
The reader is cautioned that this procedure will give an
approximate standard error of an estimate rather than the precise
standard error. The reader is further cautioned that particular
care should be exercised when the denominator is small.
General rules for determining standard errors
To produce approximate standard errors for NHIS esti-
mates, the reader must first determine the type of characteristic
Table Il. Estimated standard arror paramatera for the National Health Interviaw Survey, 1987
Estimated parameters
Parameter












Number ofacute conditions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Days ofrestricted activity or bed days. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Days lost from work orschool . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Number ofepisodes of persons injured. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Prevalence of chronic conditions. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Number of physician contacts based on a 2-week reference period. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Hospital days based ona 12-month reference period . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Hospital discharges based ona 6-month reference period . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Hoapital discharge days basadon a6-month reference period . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Population eatimatea for demographic, socioeconomic, and health characteristics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .























NOTE The 1987 NHISwas based onafull sample. Therefore, 47,240 households were interviewed, resulting inasample of122,859 persons.
to be estimated that is, the parameter set in table II to be used.
The reader must then determine the type of estimate for which
the standard error is needed. The type of estimate corresponds
to one of five general rules for determining standard errors.
Rule 2.
Rule 1. Estimated number of people or events—For the esti-
mated number of people or events published in this
repo~ there are two cases to consider. For the fwst
case, if the estimated number is any combination of
the poststratification agesex-race cells in table I, then
its value has been adjusted to official U.S. Bureau of
the Census figures and its standard error is assumed
to be 0.0. This corresponds to parameter set XI in
table II. As an example, this would be the case for the
number of persons in the U.S. target population or the
number of black persons in the 18–44 year age group.
Although the race class “white” is not spectilcally
adjusted to U.S. Bureau of the Census figures, it
dominates the poststratification “all other” race class
consequently, age-sex-” all other” race combinations
of table I can be treated as ag~sex-white combinations
for the purpose of approximating standard errors.
For the second case, the standard errors for all
other estimates of numbers of people or events, such
as the number of people limited in activity or the num-
ber of acute conditions, are approximated by using the
parameters provided in table II and formula 1 below.
If the aggregate x for a characteristic has asso-
ciated parameters a and b, then the approximate stand-
ard error for x SE(x), can be computed by the formula
SE(X) = /ax (1)
Example of rule 1. As shown in table 7, the esti-
mated number of acute condhions for males is
180,730,000. From table II, parameter set 1, the a and
b parameters for the numbers of acute conditions are
0.000225 and 67,800, respectively. Using formula 1,
the estimated standard error is
~0.000225)(180,730,000)2 + (67,800)(180,730,000)= 4,427,498
An approximate 95-percent contldence interval for
the number of acute conditions for males is from
172,052,102 to 189,407,898 (180,730,000+
1.96(4,427,499)).
For rates, proportions, andpercents when the denom-
inator is generated by the poststratz~can”on agesex-
race classes (table 1)-In this case, the denominator
has no sampling error. For example, rule 2 would apply
to the estimated number of bed days per person for
black persons age 65 years and over because the
denominator is a combination of the poststratilcation
cells. Approximate standard errors for such estimates
can be computed using table II a and b parameters as-
sociated with the numerator characteristics along with
formula 2 below.
If the estimate of rate, proportion, or percent p is
the ratio of two estimated numbers, p = x/Y (where p
may be inflated by 100 for percents or 1,000 for rates
per 1,000 persons), with Y having no sampling error,
then the approximate standard error forp is given by
the formula
d bSE@)= a+-; (2)
In this repor$ the value of the denominator Y is always
provid@ but in a few cases the numerator value x is
not published. For these cases the value of x may be
computed by the formula
x=p Y ifp is a proportion or rate per unit or
pY
‘“m ifp is a percent or rate per 100 units or
pY
‘= 1,000 ifp is a rate per 1,000 units
Example of rule 2. From table 18, the rate of
restricte&activity days associated with acute conditions
for black persons in the 18-44 year age group is esti-





Here, p = 678.1 and can be expressed as (100)x/Y
From table 23, x = 83,552,000 restricted-activity
days, and from table 78, Y= 12,321,000 persons.
From table II, parameter set II, the parameters a and
b for restricted activity days are 0.000363 and 475,000,
respectively. Using formula 2, the estimated standard
error for the rate is
678.1
475,000
0“000363 + 83,552,000= 52”7 ‘ays
An approximate 95-percent cofidence interval for the
number of restricted-activity days associated with acute
conditions per 100 persons per year for black persons
aged 18–44 years is from 574.8 to 781.4 days. If the
value of x had not been publishe~ it could have been
obtained by the computation
12,321,00(3
X= 678.1 lM = 83,548,701
The small difference between this computed value of x
and the actual estimate can be attributed to rounding
and would not si@lcantly affect the computation of
the standard error.
Proportions and percents when the denominator is
not generated by the poststratification age-sex-race
classes—Ifp represents an estimated percen~ b is the
parameter from table II associated with the numerator
characteristics, and y is the number of persons in the
denominator upon whichp is base~ ‘then the standard






(If p is a proportion, then the above formula can be
used but with 100 replaced by 1.0.)
Example of rule 3. In table 70, it is estimated that
38.6 percent of persons in the Northeast have excellent
health status. This percent is based upon the denom-
inator estimate of 50,111,000 persons living in the
Northeast. From table II, parameter set X, parameter
b associated with health status is 3,640. Using formula
3, the standard error for the estimated percent is
3,640 (38.6)( 100.0 – 38.6)
50,111,000 = 0.4 percent
An approximate 95-percent conlldence interval for the
percent of persons in the Northeast having excellent
health status as perceived by the respondent is from
37.8 to 39.4 percent
Rates when the denominator is not generated by the
poststratzpcation age-sex-race classes—If the esti-
mated ratep is expressed as the ratio of two estimates,
p = x/y (inflated by 100 or 1,000 when appropriate),
Rule 5.
then tie estimated standard error for p is given by the
formula
SE(p) ‘p V% +%2%% (A)
where SE(X) and SE(y) are computed using rnle 1 and
x and y are obtained from the tables. No estimates of ~
the correlation between the numerator and denomina-
tor, are presented in this repofi therefore, only the
first two terms are available. The reader must assume
that r = 0.0. Assuming r = 0.0 will yield an cweresti-
mate of the standard error if r is actually positive and
an underestimate if r is negative.
Example of rule 4. Table 75 shows an estimate of
9.4 hospital days per male person hospitalized. From
tables 76 and 74 it can be seen that this estimated rate
is the ratio of 76,206,000 hospital days for males to
8,088,000 males having one or more hospital episodes.
From table II, parameter set VII, the numerator a and
b parameters are 0.000320 and 54,300, respectively.
From parameter set X, the denominator a and b values
are 0.0000307 and 3,640, respectively. Using rule 1,
the standard error for the numerator is approximately
2,034,661 days and the standard error for the clenomi-
nator is approximately 177,337 persons. Using formula
4 with r = 0.0, the standard error of the rate is esti-
mated by
v’2,034,6612 177,33729.4 76,206,0002+ s,ogs,ooo2= 0.3W perperson
An approximate 95-percent cord?dence interval for the
number of hospital days per hospitalized male is from
8.8 to 10.0 days.
Dz~erence between two statistics (meaq rate, total
andproportion)—If xl and X2 are two estimates, then
the standard error of the difference (xl – x-J can be
computed as follows:
SE(X1 – X2)= /SE(x1)2 + SE(X2)2– zrsE(x1)sE(x2)
(5)
where SE(XJ and SE(X2) are computed using rules
1–4 as appropriate and r is the correlation coefficient
between xl and Xz.
Assuming r= 0.0 will result in an accurate stand-
ard error if the two estimates are actually uncorrelated
and will result in an overestimate of the standard error
if the correlation is positive or an underestimate if the
correlation is negative.
Example of rule 5. Table 70 shows estimates of
38.6 percent of persons in the Northeast and 40.5 per-
cent of persons in the Midwest having excellent health
status. In the example of rule 3, it was shown that the
standard error of the Northeast percent is approxi-
mately 0.4 percent. The standard error for the Mid-
west percent computed similarly, is also 0.4 percent.
From formula 5, with r = 0.0, the standard error esti-
mated for the difference (40.5 – 38.6) = 1.9 is
<0.4)2 + (0.4)2= 0.6 percent
An approximate 95-percent conlldence interval for this
difference is from 0.7 to 3.1 percent.
Relative standard errors
Prior to 1985, relative standard error (RSE) curves were
presented in Current estimates for approximating relative
standard errors. For readers who wish to continue using them,
the following provides guidance. The RSE of an estimate is
obtained by dividing the standard error (SE) of the estimate by
the estimate x itself. This quantity is expressed as a percent of
the estimate
RSE= 100sq x
Example of a relative standard error. In the example
from rule 2, itwas shown that the estimated rate of 678.1 re-
sticted-activity days associated with acute conditions per 100
oersons per year for black persons aged 18–44 years had an
estimated standard emor of 52.7 days. The relative standard
error for the rate is
52.7




terms used in this report
Terms relating to conditions
Condition—Condition is a general term that includes
any specific illness, injury, or impairment. Condition data are
derived from the survey in two ways. First, respondents are
asked to identi~ any conditions that caused certain types of
impact associated with health, such as a visit to a doctor or a
day spent in bed. Second, respondenta are read lists of selected
chronic conditions and asked whether they or any family mem-
bers have any of these conditions,
At a later point in the survey, a series of questions is asked
about each of the conditions identified in either of the two ways
just described. The information obtained on each condition
helps to clarify the nature of the condition and whether medical
services have been involved in its diagnosis or treatment. It
also aids in the coding of the condition. All conditions except
impairments are coded according to the ninth revision of the
International Classification of Diseases (World Health Organi-
zatio~ 1977), with certain modifications adopted to make the
codes more suitable for information derived from a household
survey. A special set of codes devised by NHIS is used to code
impairments.
Chronic condition—A condition is considered chronic if
(1) the respondent indicates it was first noticed more than 3
months before the reference date of the interview, or (2) it is a
type of condition that ordinarily has a duration of more than 3
months. Examples of conditions that are considered chronic
regardless of their time of onset are diabetes, heart conditions,
emphysema, and arthritis. A complete list of these conditions
may be obtained by contacting the Division of Health Interview
Statistics, National Center for Health Statistics.
Impairment-An impairment is a chronic or permanent
defect usually static in nature, that results from disease, injury,
or congenital malformation. It represents a decrease in or loss
of ability to perform various functions, particularly those of the
musculoskeletal system and the sense organs. Impairments are
grouped according to type of functional impairment and etiology
in the special NHIS impairment codes.
Acute condition—A condhion is considered acute if ( 1) it
was fwst noticed no longer than 3 months before the reference
date of the interview and (2) it is not one of the conditions
considered chronic regardless of the time of onset. (See defin-
ition of chronic condition.) However, any acute condition not
associated with either at least one doctor visit or at least one
NOTE A list of references follows the text.
day of restricted activity during the reference period is consid-
ered to be of minor consequence and is excluded from the final
data produce~by the survey.
Onset of condition—A condition is considered to have
had its onset when it was first noticed. This could be the time
the person first felt sick or became injured, or it could be the
time the person or family was first told by a physician that the
person had a condition of which he or she had been previously
unaware.
Incidence of conditions—The incidence of a condition is
the number of cases that had their onset during a specfled
period of time. A person may have more than one acute condi-
tion during a period of time or may have the same condition,
such as a headache, more than once. Ordkwily, however, a
chronic condition can begin only one time during a given refer-
ence period.
Prevalence of conditions—The prevalence of a condition
is the number of persons who have the condition at a given
point in time. Although the prevalence of acute conditions is a
meaningful concept, it is seldom used in health statistics, which
generally focus on the incidence of acute conditions. If the
prevalence of a chronic condition is measured during a period
of time (say, each week during a year), then the resulting esti-
mate of prevalence is an average of 52 weekly prevalence esti-
mates. This is called an average annual point prevalence
estimate.
Terms relating to disability
Disabili&—Disability is a general term that refers to any
long- or short-term reduction of a person’s, activity as a result
of an acute or chronic condition. Limitation of activity refers
to a long-term reduction in a person’s capacity to perform the
average kind or amount of activities associated with his or her
age group. Restn”ction of activi~ refers to particular kinds of
behavior usually associated with a reduction in activity due to
either long- or short-term conditions. Thus limitation of activity
refers to what a person is generally capable of doing, ‘but re-
striction of activity ordinarily refers to a relatively short-term
reduction in a person’s activities below his or her normal
capacity.
Limitation of activi~ because of chronic conditions—
Persons are classified in terms of the major activity usually
associated with their particular age group. The major activities
for the age groups are (1) ordinary play for children under 5
years of age, (2) attending school for those 5– 17 years of age,
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(3) working or keeping house for persons 18-69 years of age,
and (4) capacity for independent living (e.g,, the ability to bathe,
shop, dress, eat, and so forth, without needing the help of another
person) for those 70 years of age and over. People aged 18–69
years who are classified as keeping house are also classified by
their ability to work at a job or business. (In this reporG the
major activity of persons 65-69 years is assumed to be working
or keeping house; however, questions were also asked about
the capacity for independent living in this age group, which
would permit an alternative definition of limitation.)
In regard to these activities, each person is classified into
one of four categone~ (1) unable to perform the major activity,
(2) able to perform the major activity but liited in the kind or
amount of thk activity, (3) not limited in the major activity but
limited in the kind or amount of other activities, and (4) not
limited in any way. In regard to these four categories, NHIS
publications often classi~ persons only by whether they are
limited (groups 1–3) or not limited (group 4). Persons are not
classified as liiited in activity unless one or more chronic con-
ditions are reported as the cause of the activity limitation. If
more than one condition is reported, the”respondent is asked to
identify the condition that is the major cause of the limitation.
Restriction of activi~—Four types of restricted activity
are measured in NHIS: bed days, work-loss days for currently
employed persons 18 years of age and over, school-loss days
for children 5–1 7 years of age, and cut-down days.
A bed day is one during which a person stayed in bed
more than half a day because of illness or injury. All hospital
days for inpatients are considered bed days even if the patient
was not in bed more than half a day.
A work-loss day is one on which a currently employed
person 18 years of age and over missed more than half a day
ffom a job or business.
A school-loss day is one on which a student 5-17 years of
age missed more than half a day from the school in which he or
she was currently enrolled.
A cut-down day is a day on which a person cuts down for
more than half a day on the things he or she usually does.
Work-loss, school-loss, and cut-down days refer to the
short-term effects of illness or injury. However, bed days are a
measure of both long- and short-term disability, because a
chronically ill bedridden person and a person with a cold could
both report having spent more than half a day in bed due to an
illness.
The number of restricted-activity days is the number of
days a person experienced at least one of the four types of
activity restriction just described. It is the most inclusive
measure of disability days and the least descriptive 4 days of
resticted activity may mean 4 bed days associated with serious
illness or 4 days during which a person merely cut down on his
or her usual activities due to a mild illness.
A single restricted-activity day may involve both a bed
day and a work-loss or school-loss day. However, a cut-down
day cannot overlap with any of these three types of disability
days. In calculating the sum of restricted-activity days, each
day is counted only once even if more than one type of activity
restriction was involved.
Restricted-activity days may be associated with either
persons or conditions. Person days are the number of days
during which a person restricted his or her activity. Condition
days are the number of days during which a condition caused a
person to restrict his or her activity. A person day of restricted
activity can be caused by more than one condition. In such a
case, each condition causing restriction is associated with that
day of restricted activity. Therefore, the number of condition
days of restricted activity may exceed the number of person
days of restricted activity. This relationship holds for each type
of restricted-activity day.
When two or more conditions cause a day of restricted
activity, the condkions may be (1) both (all) acute, (2) one
(some) acute and the other (some) chronic, or (3) both (all)
chronic. The number of restricted-activity days associated with
acute conditions includes groups (1) and (2); the number of
such days associated with chronic conditions includes groups
(2) and (3). The phrase “associated with” rather than “caused
by” is used to indicate that some days associated with acute or
chronic conditions are not necessarily caused solely by that
type of condition.
Assessed health status-The categories related to this
concept result fkom asking the responden~ “Would you say
‘s health is excellent, very good, good, fair, or poor?”
As such it is based on a respondent’s optilon and not directly
on any clinical evidence.
Terms relating to persons injured
In.jzq condition—An iqjury condition, or simply an in-
jury, is a condition of the type that is classfied according to the
nature-of-injury code numbers (800-999) in the ninth revision
of the International Classification of Diseases (World Health
Organization 1977). In addition to fractures, lacerations, con-
tusions, burns, and so for@ which are commonly thought of as
injuries, this group of codes includes poisonings and impair-
ments caused by accidents or nonaccidental violence. Unless
otherwise specifle~ the term injury is used to cover all of these.
A person may sustain more than one injury in a single
accident (for instance, a broken leg and laceration of the scalp),
so the number of irjury conditions may exceed the number of
persons injured.
Statistics of acute injury conditions include only injuries
that involved medical attendance or at least a half day of re-
stricted activity.
Episodes of persons i~”ured—Each time a person is in-
volved in an accident or nonaccidental violence causing injury
that results in medical attention or at least a half day of re-
stricted activity, it is counted as a separate episode of a person
injured. Therefore, one person may account for more than one
episode of a person injured.
The number of episodes of persons kjured is not equivalent
to the number of accidents for several reasons: (1) the term
“accident” as commonly used may not involve injury at al~ (2)
more than one injured person may be involved in a single acci-
dent so the number of accidents resulting in injury would be
less than the number of persons injured in accidents; and (3)
the term “accident” ordinarily implies an accidental origin,
NOTE:A listofreferencesfollowsthetext.
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whereas “persons iqjured” as used in the NHIS includes persons
whose injuries resulted from certain nonaccidental violence.
The number of episodes of persons injured in a specified
time interval is equal to or less than the incidence of injury
conditions because a person may incur-more than one injury in
a single accident.
Terms relating to accidents
Motor vehicle—A motor vehicle is any mechanically or
electrically powered device, not operated on rails, on which or
by which a person or property can be transported or drawn on a
land highway. Any object being towed by a motor vehicle (such
as a trailer, coaster, sled, or wagon) is considered a part of the
motor vehicle. Devices used solely for moving persons or
materials within the confines of a building and its premises are
not counted as motor vehicles.
Moving motor vehicle accident—An accident is classified
as “moving motor vehicle” if at least one of the motor vehicles
involved in the accident was moving at the time of the accident.
This category is divided into “traffic” and “nontraflic” accidents.
Tra@ moving motor vehicle accident—An accident is in
the “tmfllc” category if it occurred on a public street or highway.
It is considered to have occumed on the highway if it occurred
wholly on the highway, originated on the highway, terminated
on the highway, or involved a vehicle partially on the highway.
(See “street or highway.”)
Nontrafic moving motor vehicle accident—The accident
is in the “nontrafflc” category if it occurred entirely in any
place other than a public street or highway. ,
Street or highway—” Street or highway” means the entire
width between property lines of a way or place, any part of
which is open for use of the public as a matter of right or
custom. This includes more than just the traveled part of the
road. “Street or highway” includes the whole right-of-way.
Public sidewalks are part of the street, but private driveways,
private lanes, private alleys, and private sidewalks are not con-
sidered part of the street.
Nonmoving motor vehicle accident—If the motor vehicle
was not moving at the time of the accident, the accident is
considered a “nonmoving motor vehicle” accident and is classi-
fied in the “other accident” category. (See “other accident.”)
Accident whileat work—An accident is classified as “while
at work” if the injured person was 18 years of age or over
and was at work at a job or business at the time the accident
happened.
Home accident—An accident is classified as “home acci-
dent” if the injury occurred either inside or outside the house.
“Outside the house” refers to the yard, building, and sidewalks
on the property. “Home” includes not only the person’s own
home but also any other home in which the person may have
been injured.
Industn”alplace—~s category includes factory buildings,
railway yards, warehouses, workshops, loading platiorms of
factories or stores, construction projects (houses, buildings,
bridges, new roads, and the like), as well as buildings under-
going remodeling. However, accidents in private homes under-
going remodeling are classified as home accidents.
Other accident—This category includes injuries in public
places (such as tripping and falling in a store or on a public
sidewalk) and also nonaccidental injuries such as homicidal
and suicidal attempts. The survey does not cover the military
population, but current disability of various types resulting
from prior injury that occurred while the person was in the
armed forces is covered and is included in this class.
Terms relating to physician contacts
Physician contact—A physician contact is defined as con-
sultation with a physician, in person or by telephone, for ex-
amination, diagnosis, treatment, or advice. (Physician contacts
with hospital inpatients are not included.) The contact is con-
sidered to be a physician contact if the service is provided di-
rectly by the physician or by a nurse or other person acting
under a physician’s supervision. For the purpose of this defin-
ition, “physician” includes doctors of medicine and osteopathic
physicians. The term “doctor” is used in the interview rather
than “physician” because of popular usage. However, the con-
cept toward which all instructions are directed is that which is
described here.
Physician contacts for services provided on a mass basis
are not included in the tabulations. A service received on a
mass basis is defined as any service iqvolving only a single test
(such as a test for diabetes) or a single procedure (such as a
measles inoculation) when this single service is administered
identically to all persons who are at the place for this purpose.
Hence obtaining a chest x ray in a tuberculosis chest x ray
trailer is not included as a physician contact. However, a /special
chest x ray given in a physician’s ofllce or in an outpatient
clinic is considered a physician contact.
If a physici~ is called to a house to see more than one
person, the call is considered a separate physician contact for
each person about whom the physician is consulted.
A physician contact is associated with the person about
whom the advice is sough~ even if that person does not actually
see or consult the physician. For example, if a mother consults
a physician about one of her children, the physician contact is
ascribed to the child.
Place of contact—The place of contact is a classification
of the type of place at which a physician contact took place.
The definitions of the various categories are as follows:
Telephone. Refers to medically related matters discussed
in a telephone call with a physician or physician’s assistant.
Calls for nonmedically related matters (such as for an ap
pointment) are not included.
Ofice. Refers to physician ofilces that are not located in a
hospital.
Hospital. Involves three types of places in a hospitak “
emergent y room, clinic, and doctor’s oftice.
Other. Any place not classified into one of the three cate-
gories specified above, including clinics and HMO’s not
located in hospitals.
Interval since last physician contact—The interval since
the last physician contact is the length of time prior to the week
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of interview since a physician was last consulted in person or
by telephone for treatment or advice of any type whatever. A
physician contact with a hospital inpatient can be counted as
the last time a physician was seen even though it is not included
in the “physician contact” category.
Terms relating to hospitalization
Hospital—For this survey, a hospital is defined as any
institution either (1) named in the listing of hospitals in the
current Amen”can Hospital Association Guide to the Health
Care Field or (2) found on the Master Facility Inventory List
maintained by the National Center for Health Statistics.
Short-stay hospital—A short-stay hospital is one in which
the type of service provided is generat materni~, eye, ear,
nose, and throat children’s; or osteopathic; or it may be the
hospital department of an institution.
Hospital day—A hospital day is a day on which a person
is confiied to a hospital. It is counted as a hospital day only if
the patient stays overnight. Thus a patient who enters the hos-
pital on Monday afternoon and leaves Wednesday noon is con-
sidered to have had two hospital days.
Hospital days during the year—The number of hospital
days during the year is the total number for all hospital episodes
in the 12-month period prior to the interview week. For the
purposes of this estimate, episodes overlapping the beginning
or end of the 12-month period are subdivided so that only those
days falling within the period are included.
Hospital episode—A hospital episode is any continuous
period of stay of 1 night or more in a hospital as an inpatient
except the period of stay of a well newborn infant. A hospital
episode is recorded for a family member whenever any part of
his hospital stay is included in the 12-month period prior to the
interview week.
Hospital discharge-A hospital discharge is the comple-
tion of any continuous period of stay of 1 night or more in a
hospital as an inpatient except the period of stay of a well new-
born infant. A hospital discharge is recorded whenever a present
member of the household is reported to have been discharged
from a hospital in the 12-month period prior to the interview
week. (Estimates were based on discharges that occurred during
the 6-month period prior to the interview.)
Length of hospital stay—The length of hospital stay is the
duration in days, exclusive of the day of discharge, of a hospital
discharge. (See “hospital discharge.”)
Average length of stay—The average length of stay per
discharged patient is computed by dividing the total number of
hospital days for a specified group by the total number of dis-
charges for that group.
Demographic terms
Age—The age recorded for each person is the age at last
birthday. Age is recorded in single years and grouped in a variety
of distributions depending on the purpose of the table.
Geographic region—For the purpose of classifying the
population by geographic area, the States are grouped into four
regions. These regions, which correspond to those used by the
U.S. Bureau of the Census, areas follow~
Region States included
Northeast . . . Maine, Vermont, New Hampshire, Massa-
chusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island, New
York, New Jersey, and R?nnsyhank.
Midwest . . . . Ohio, Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Wisconsin,
Minnesota, lowa, Missouri, North Dakota,
South Dakota, Kansas, and Nebraska.
South . . . . . . . Delaware, Maryland, District of Columbia,
West Virginia, Virginia, Kantucky, Ten-
nessee, North Carolina, South Carolina,
Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Mississippi,
Louisiana, Oklahoma, Arkansas, and Texas.
West . . . . . . . Washington, Oregon, California, Nevada,
New Mexico, Arizona, Idaho, Utah, Colo-
rado, Montana, Wyoming, Alaska, and
Hawaii.
Place of residence—The place of residence of a member of
the civilian noninstitutionalized population is classified as inside
a metropolitan statisticrd area (MSA) or outside an MSA. Place
of residence inside an MSA is further classtiled as either central
city or not central city.
Metropolitan statistical area—The definition and titles
of MSA’S are established by the U.S. Office of Management
and Budget with the advice of the Federal Committee on Metro-
politan Statistical Areas. Generally speaking an MSA consists
of a county or group of counties containing at least one city (or
twin cities) having a population of 50,000 or more plus adjacent
counties that are metropolitan in character and are economically
and socially integrated with the central city. In New England,
towns and cities rather than counties are the units used in de-
fining MSA’S. There is no limit to the number of adjacent
counties included in the MSA as long as they are integrated
with the central city, nor is an MSA lided to a single State;
boundaries may cross State lines. The metropolitan population
in this report is based on MSA’S as defined in the 1980 census
and does not include any subsequent additions or changes.
Central city of an MSA—The largest city in an MSA is
always a central city. One or two additional cities may be
secondary central cities in the MSA on the basis of either of
the following criteria:
1. The additional city or cities must have a population one-
third or more of that of the hugest city and a minimum
population of 25,000.
2. The additional city or cities must have at least 250,000
inhabitants.
Not central city of an MSA—This includes all of the
MSA that is not part of the central city itself.
Not in MSA—This includes all other places in the country.
Race—The population is divided into three racial groups
“white,”” black” and “all other.”” All othef’ in$ludes Aleu4
Eskimo or American Indiaq Asian, or Pacific Islander, and
any other races. Race characterization is based on the respond-
ent’s description of his or her racial background.
Income of family or of unrelated individuals—Each
member of a family is classiiled according to the total income
of the family of which he or she is a member. Within the house-
hold, all persons related to each other by blood, marriage, or
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adoption constitute a family. Unrelated individuals are classi-
fied according to their own”incomes.
The income recorded is the total of all income received by
members of the family (or by an unrelated individual) in the
12-month period preceding the week of interview. Income from
all sources—for example, wages, srdaries, rents from property,
pensions, government payments, and help from relatives—is
included.
Currently employed—Persons 18 years of age and over
who reported that at anytime during the 2-week period covered
by the interview they either worked at or had a job or business
are currently employed. Current employment includes paid
work as an employee of someone else; self-employment in bus-
iness, farming, or professional practice; and unpaid work in a
family business or farm. Persons who were temporarily absent
from a job or business because of a temporary illness, vacation,
strike, or bad weather are considered as currently employed if
they expected to work as soon as the particular event causing
the absence no longer existed.
Freelance workers are considered currently employed if
they had a definite arrangement with one employer or more to
work for pay according to a weekly or monthly schedule, either
fill time or part time.
Excluded from the currently employed population are per-
sons who have no definite employment schedule but work only
when their services are needed. Also excluded from the cur-
rentiy employed population are (1) persons receiving revenue
from an enterprise but not participating in its operation, (2)
persons doing housework or charity work for which they re-
ceived no pay, (3) seasonal workers during the portion of the
year they were not working; and (4) persons who were not
working, even though having a job or business, but were on
layoff or looking for work.
The number of currently employed persons estimated from
the NHIS will differ from the estimates prepared from the Cur:
rent Population Survey (CPS) of the U.S. Bureau of the Census
for several reasons. In addition to sampling variability they




NHIS estimates are for persons 18 years of age and ove~
CPS estimates are for persons 16 years of age and over.
NHIS uses a 2-week reference period, while CPS uses a
l-week reference period
NHIS is a continuing survey with separate samples taken
weekly CPS is a monthly sample taken for the survey
week which includes the 12th of the month.
The most detailed operational definitions of these terms
are found in the NHIS Interviewer’s Manual (U.S. Bureau of
the Census, d987c). Instructions are given in the manual on
how problem cases associated with each concept are to be
handled.
Marital status—Marital status is classified by the follow-
ing four categories:
Currently married—includes all persons not separated
from their spouses for reasons of marital discord. Persons
living apart due to circumstances of their employment are
considered married. Persons living together as husband
and wife are considered married, regardless of legal
status.
Separated and divorced—includes persons who are legally
separated or divorced or who are living apart for reasons
of marital discord.
Widowed—includes persons who have lost their spouse
due to death.
Never married—includes persons who were never married
and persons whose only marriage was annulled.
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A. HOUSEHOLD COMPOSITION PAGE I 1 I 
lo.What .,,e the names of .II persons lwng 01 rtayong here! Start w,rh the nome of the perron o, one 0, 
the perronr rho owns or rents thal home. Enter nome nn REFERENCE PERSON ~o,u,,,n. 
b. What ore the nomcs of ali other pe,ronr liwng or stoytng here” Enter names ,n ~o,,,mns. 
C. I hare listed (read names,. Nave I mtsrcd: 
- my b.b,er or small children?. 
- my lodgers, boarder., o, perrons lou employ rho live here? 
- anyone who USUALLY live. here but 0s now orny horn hme trweliog o, ,n D horp,M,? 
- anyone else ~t.,~,n~ here?. 
d. Do all of the persons you hove named u.u.,,~ live here? 
Probe !f “ece*SOiy 
Doer -- uwlly live somewhere else’ 
Ask for Oil persons beginning W!Ih co,umn 2. 
2. What II -- rel.tionrh,p ,o ,refeieoce person)? 
c: yes 121 
C No (APPLY HOUSEHOLD NEhnBERSHiP 
RULES. Deiete oonhausehold members C2 
by 0” ‘X” ,iom I-C2 an* e”ter reason., :A In DY m1 CL ,/I/ “I CON0 
3. What II --dote of btrth? (Enier date and age and mark sex., 
REFERENCE PERIODS 
?-WEEK PERIOD 
Al -----~--. -. --~ --- .. -- 
-. _--------- 
12.MONTH DATE 
--. -. _... --. --- _.--- ~.~..- 
I I I- I 
13.MONTH HOSPITAL DATE 
A2 LI PA D” ,,N, iLLl.~*i- cz ASK CONDITION LIST-. 
A3 
A3 
Reler co ages o, .I, re,oied HH members. 
.- All wrronr 65 and o”er 15, 
Orher ,‘l,
40. Are my of the ,,erronr ,n th,r ,omily nor on full-time active 
duty with the armed forcer? 
..‘Yes i: NoI.9 _____-______________-----------------------------------------------------~--~------------------------- 
b. Who II &or? 
Ask for each ixrson 10 armed forces: 
d. Where doe. -- usually live .nd sleep, here or romewhere else? 
Nori box 1” person’s col”mn. 
II doted persons I, and over ore ,,sled ,n odd,r,oo ro ihe resjmodenl sod ore ml j,reseor. soy’ 
5. We would like to hove .II adult family memberr rho OIF ot home take por, ,n the mntervaer. 
Are ,“omes of~ersons 17 and overj ot home now. > I, “Yes.” ask: Could they ,oan us? /Allow t,me) I I 
Reod fo respondentis,: 
Th,r rurvey II be,ng conducted to c.,,,~c, ,nform.tion on the n.tion’s health. I will ark about 
hospit.lizoti.n., disability, v,.its ,.a doctors, illness 10 the family, and other health related vtemr. I I 
HOSPITAL PROBE 60 1 Yes 
60. Since , 13.monih hos~,ral daie, D year ago, was -- a potien, ,n o hosp,tol OVERNIGHT? 
b. How many different tomes did -- stay ,n .,ny horp,t.l overn,gh, o, longer s,nce 
(13-monrh hospliai *are, 0 year .p? 
Ask far each &lid under one: 
7.. Was -- born on o horp,t.l? 
Ask for molher and chlid 
b. Hove ,vu ,ncluded th,r hospitolizotion ,n the number you gave me for --? 
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B. LIMITATION OF ACTIVITIES PAGE 
Bl 1 Refer to age. Bl 
I n 18-69 (1, 
2 n Other ,NP, 
1. Who+ -01 -- dmg MOST OF THE PAST 12 MONTHS; xwktng a? II ,ob or busmess, 
kcopmg hou.c. go,“9 to schcml, or romethmg else? 
Prmry ,, 2 o, more OC~,Y,I,~S reported: (,, Spent the most ume domg: (2, Cons,ders the most ,mporroot. 
1. 
! I 
1 n Worklnz 12, 
2 0 Keeplnp hour= ,3, 
3 n Calng 10 IChDDl (5, 
4 n Somrh,ng else (5, 
2.. Does any mp.,wmen+ or health problem NOW keep -- from xorkmg (I+ D ,ob or busmnc.r? 
-_---_----_--_--- ____ --_-__--- _____ -- _____ -___--- ____ --__--_---__--__---- “L -!.!cP!? ---- n!: ------ 
b. II -- limited ,n the kmd OR ornoun, of wmk -- con do becwre of any ,mp~,rmsn+ o, hmlth problem? f I b. In YieS 17, 3n NO fSi 
any mmpo,rmen+ o, health ,,roblrm NO” keep -- from do,ns any housexork o? oil? 
________________________________________------------------------------ --- 
limited ,n the kmd OR omo~n? of hov.exork -- can do bec.,u.e of my ,mpa,rmen+ or health problem? 
4.z. What (other) condition COUIOI th,.? 
Ask ,, ~n,ury or operouon: When did [the fw, occur?/--hove the operation?] 
Ark ,f operonon over 3 months ago: For what condition did -- hove the operation? 
,fpreg”oncy,deiI”ery or o-3 months tn,ury or operotmo - 
~eask quesuon 3 where i~m,tar,on reported. soy,ng: Except f.,, -- fcm1, .’ 
OR reask 4b/c. 
40. (Enter condlilo” 1” C?, THEN .a, 
I II.1 y3dEai;;4h md age- box. 
b. Besides (c-j *I there any other conditnon that causes thmr limitation? b. n yer (mask la and b, 
0 No 14) 
___----__---___----_____________________-----------~~--~~----------------~---~------------------------ 
E. I. thus limitation caused by any (other) specific conditnon? C. n Ye* (Reask .+a and b, 
q N0 ___-_-__--___-__--___________ 
Mark box of only one condimn. d. n Only I Codiuo” 
d. Wh,.h of these condition. would ,wu r.q ,I the MAIN cause of +h,r limi+.+ion? 
U_,̂  ~=I,._ 
So. Doer my mpa,rmcn+ 01 health problem keep -- from xork,ng a+ D ,ob or burmnesr? 50. I Cl yes VJ riNo 
___________-__--_---_________ 
b. Is -- limited ,n the k,nd OR amount of work -- could do bec.use .f any ,mpomen+ o, health problem? 
82 1 Refer to qwst,ons 3a ond 3b. 
b. 2 n Yes 17, 3rib 
62 1 r “Ycs”in 3a OI b ,NP, 
2 rl “the, Ifi, 
60. I. -- limited ,n ANY WAY nn my .c+ivi+ies becz,urc of on mpo,,men+ or health problem? 6.x. 1 l-2 y=r z p NO WPI __________-___-----__________ 
b. In who, way ,s -- limited? Record i~m,tolion. not condlt,on. b. 
Llmlfaflo” 
70. Whnt (other) condition causes ths? 
Ask I, in,ury or apermoo: When did [+h e I” WY) occur?/--have the operation?] ( 
Ask ,, operatrao over 3 months ago: For w ?-- ” o? cond,+,.,n did -- have the op.r.+ion? 
If pregnancy,del,very or O-3 months ,“,ury or aperotioo - 
Reosk questron 2. 5. orb where Ilmitol~on reported. soytng: Except for -- (-1, . . .? 
OR redsk ?b/c. 
70. ,.snrer cocdrt,on m c2. THEN 76, 
1 p ou&;k” “Old age” box. 
__________-_-___-_____________ 
b. Beslder (cm) II there any other condition that causes thtr limitotnon? b. I-7 Y-25 iReask ,a and 6, 
n NO , 76, 
C. 1. ,h,r limi+.tim caused by any (other) specific condition? C. fy ‘Icr (mask 7a and b, 
rlN0 
Mark box if aoly one condlrio”. 
d. Whtch of these conditions would you say 15 the MAIN cwso of the limitation? 
_.___ =: _______ -_---_-_-_-_ 
d. non,* I condllfon 
Malo came 
rmhl I45 / llP851110 184, 
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8. Wh.t was -- doing MOST OF THE PAST 12 MONTHS; working at . iob er b.sine, >, k.ep,.g h...., 8.
o.i.g t. *.h*l. .r s.m.th,n9 .1-.7
-~
Pr!or!ty /f 2 or more o.ttv, ttes repxted, (f) Spent the mosl t8me dot.~, (2] Cons,dms rhe most m?porcant,
9.. 6....,. of ..y ,mpo,,m.., ., h..l,h ~,. bl.m, d.., -- n.ed ,h. h.lp of o,h., ~.,sons with -- p.,sonol
CO,. n..d,, such ❑s .ot, ng, both, nl, d,.s,, ng, ., gew,.g around th, , h.rn.~
b. S....s. of any imp.irm..t ., h..lth pr.bl.m, doe, -- .e.d th. h.lp of oth.r p.r . . . . in h..dli.g -- r..ti.. b.
n..d,, such ,, .ve,ydoy ho.,. hold .h.,. s, d.,.g .ec,,,.,y b..,..,., ,h. PB,no. or o.tt, no around for
other ~.rpo,.,7
10.. Is -- .bl. V. *ok. par+ AT ALL in th. .,..1 kind. of ploy .cti.iti. s d... by most children -- .g.~ 10..
. ----- —-------------------- ------ ----- . . . . . . . . . . ------------------------- - ---
b. 1, -- Itm, t.d i. th. k,.d OR amount of play .ct, v,tI., -- CO. d. be...,. of any impairment or he.lth problem, b.
11.. Do.. any ,mp. irm.nt w h..lfh pr.bl.m NOW k..p -- from .??.ndlng school? I 1%
. . D..s -- . ..d t. .tt..d . .P.CI. I ..h..l w ,P..i.l .1.s.., b...... of ..Y ICIIp.,rm..$ .r health probl.m~
‘------l---
. .
------------------------------- ------- ------- .— —. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
d. 1, -- Iimit.d i. ,.h..l ott.nd. n.. b....,. of -- h..lth? d.
I
12.. 1, -- Ii,nit.d i“ ANY WAY i. any ..qiviti.s k+c..s. of . . Imp., rm.n+ .r h..lth problem? 120,
I
_-_--.---,-----,--------------------------___............................
b. 1. what way ,--- limchd~ Record llm, tattcm, nor condmon,
13.. Wh.f (oth.r) ..ndit,.. . . . . . . thi.?
Ask ,f ,. I.I’Y o, operation: Wh.. did [fh. (1~) .cc.r?/-_h.v. *h. ep+,.tion~
Ask ,f oper.t, o” over 3 months OCO: For whet . ..diti.. did -- hmv. th. .p.r.ti..?
If Pres.a.wldela very or O-3 monlhs !njury or operotmn -
Re.sk q.estnm whe,e Itm# cotton reported. SC+’IW, Exc.pt for -- (~.), . . .?
OR reosk 13b/c . . .






I 1---:-:-.- :------------------:: , ,----------------------------------..1.!h,, l,m, mt,on co.,.d by any (oth.,) sp..,f, c cc..d, t,..? . .
I
-------------------------------------------------------
Mork box I( only one cood, non.





0 Under 5 (10) 2, 18-69(NP
I ,J5-!7(f1) , L 70 md
OV.r (8)
! ~ I Wo,k,nl
, f d K.+,nt ho.,.
3 [: ] GoDnz m school
4 ~1 %m=,h, nz .,,.
I ~ Yes (73) c] NO
-------------------------
2:3 Y.* (?3) , Ci No (72)
[- Yes O[- No (73)
--------------- --------
, [- Ye* (73) 2[ N. (72)
1 ;.] Ye, (i3} c] No
. -- = -------------------
z [J Yes (73J CNO
------------------------
3[.] Yes (13) u No
------------------- ----
.U Y., (13) sUN.
t D Ye- z u No (NP)
.----------------------
L,rn,,a,,on
(Enter ccfJdltlrn 1“ C2, THEN 13b)




~ Yes (Reash 13. and b)
❑ No
-----------------------
n Only I ..ndn!..
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B. LIMITATION OF ACTIVITIES PAGE, Continued
B4 Refer to .8..
B5 I Refer m “’Old ate.”’ ,md “LA”” boxes. Mark (1,S1 ODDCOFIOIC b+x.
❑ ✎ B...... of ❑ny imp.immnt or h..lth pr.bhm, d... -- . ..d the h.lp of other person. with -- p.r..nai
cm. n..d., such a. ..ti.g, bathing, dr...g,g, or gett, mg .r.a. nd this h.m.?
..-. . . . . .-. —... ——-.. .—.
If under 18. sk,p to next person, ocher’.wse ask:
b. B.ca.se of any impairm.ni or heolth pr.abl.m, do.. -- n..d th. h.lp of .th.r p.rtc.., i. h..dl,.g -- rout,..
._dt, such ., .v@ay haus.lmld clmms, doing tw...zcq Lwsine,., dwpping, or @ing .m+nd for &h., PWPO*..?
. . What (oth.r) c.ndi? i.. c..... thit?
Ask tf qury or operotron: Wh.. did [th. (,-) c..c. r?/ -- h.v. *h. op.mti.n?]
Ask tf operatmn over 3 months ago: For what condition did -- h.v. th. .p.mti.n?
If !xegnancyldeltve~ or O-3 months ,n).ry or opcrot, o” -
Reask q.esrm” 14 where Itm! ratm. reported. SJymg: Exc.pt for -- (c_), . . .?
OR reask 15bfc.. . .
b. Be.id.s I_”] is th.r. any other condition that .-..s.s thi, Iimit.ti.m?
. .
. . . . . . . . . ------ . ----
. . 1. this I,mitati.n .a. s.d by ..y (ether) spe; ific .o.diti ..?
. .- .
Mark box :( only one condmon.
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old .X.,, w. . a,,..i ,14,
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O,he, INPI
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2 Y,. NO ,NP,
(Enter cmdmo. m C?, THEN 75b1
Old are (Mark . 0!0 a@. DOX.
THEN 15c)
Yes IReask 15. 3A bl
No (755)





D. RESTRICTED ACTIVITY PAGE PERSON 1
Hood mlendor.
(Th. .,x, ,..s,,..s ref., +. th. 2 weeks oudmcd ,. red on that .olend.ar,
k+gi.ning Monday, (g-gg and .nd,ng th, $ P.Sf S..J.Y (&e). }
Refer to ace,
D1 rl Under 5 (4J (.; 5-17(3) ( 1 18 and.ver (IJ
1.. DURING THOSE 2 WEEKS, did -- work or ..y time .1 a iob or business,
not counting work .ro. nd th. house? (Include unpaid work ,. the family
[fmJfl”,ines. ].)
-._.’_?_Y.s-(::.k.<T: Y;?-!! :; --_--2:; ;::___________
b. Eve. though -- did not work during fh.se 2 w..ks, did --
hav. . ieb .r bosi..ss?
I r I Yes (Mork “’WW’ bwTHEN 2) z u No (4)
20. O.ring th.s. 2 we.ks, did -- mis~ any ~inw from . iob
or b.sin. s, b.... s. of illn.ss or ini. ry?
[:\ Yes 00 ❑ No (4)
--------------------------------------- ---------
b. During that 2.w..k p.ti.d, how many cloy. did -- miss mom
then h.lf .f th. day from -- i.b ., busi..ss b...us. of
illnos. or iniury?
oo~] None (4) n (4)
3.. During thos. 2 w..k., did -- miss my tire. hem s<hool b.ce. s.
of Itln. ss or Iniury?
~] Yes 00 l:] No (4)
------------------------------------------------
b. During that 2.w..k p.ri.d, how many cloys did -- miss m.,.
then h.lf of th. day from school b....s. .f illn..s or iniury?
&. During those 2 w..ks, did -- swy In bcd be . . . . . of illn.ss or inl.ry?
I-J Yes 00 [:] NO (6)
---------- ,& ------ ------------------------------ .
b. Outing $hat 2.w..k p.tlod, how ninny d.y. did -- sty in b.d mot.
than h.lf .1 th. doy b.cmjs. of llln..s or Iniury?
I
D2 Refer to 2b ond 3b.
.- No days ,“ 2b o, 3b (6]
I o, more days ,. lb or 3b (5)
5. On how many .{ the (number m 2b or 3b) days m,ssed from
[work/..1].l] did -- toy ,. bed more than half of the doy
b.... ss of illoes$ or ,ni.ry?
00 t None No.of day%
Refer m 2b. 3b. ood 4b.
[
mi,, ed f,mn work
d-a. (Not counting the day(s) 1rm. sed from school ),(.nd) in bed
Wos there any (OTHER) time during thos. 2 weeks that -- ..t dew.
.“ the thing. -- .s..lly doe. because of illness or i“i. ty?
y’.. 00 : No (03)
------- ----------------------------------- -------
Imts,ed from workb. (Again, ..+ . . ..?..9 the day(.) 1missed from school ),(and) in bed. .
O.cing th.t period, how mony (OTHER) days did -- cut down for
more than half of *he doy b.... se of illnes, or i.i. ry?
00 ; None m
Refer to 2-6.
D3 ~ No days In 2-6 (Mock “’No”,. RO, THIZN NP)
o I or mare days in 2-6 (Mark “Y=” ,. RD~ THEN 7)
1
.?e(er to 2b, 3b, 4b, and 6b,
7., What (oth.r) e.anditi.n co.s.d -- to [ii!ik*+’J:
(Enter Condttton In C2. THEN 7bl--------------------------- --------------------- .




Th.s. ..xt a..stion. . .. about h..lth car. r...id.d during *h. 2 week. ..!li..d i. r.d . . $h.t ..l..d.r. II I
I I
El I
El m Under 14{lb)
Refer to age. ~ 14and wet /7,)
I
la. Duri.g th.s. 2 w..ks, how many times did -- see or ~lk to o -di..l doctor? {1.cl.d= .11 types of doctwz, 1..
such .s d.rm.t.l. gists, psychi.tri.ts, and .phthalm.logists, e. well .s gen.r.l pr.ctttien.r. and .a,te.p.ths.) .::
Car“ , r+,..
(Do .& count tim.s whil. an .av.might pati.nt i. . ho.pital.)
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
b. During thos. 2 w..k., how many tint.. did any... s.. or folk to o m.di..l doctor ob..t --? (Do not cwnt }
Q ‘“p)
timw. v&l. . . .av.rnight pali.nt in o h.spit.l.)
2.. (B.sid.. th. tire.(s) y.. W,* told m. ab..f) D.ring those 2 w..ks, did ..YC... in the family rcc.ive he.lib
ear. at hem. or g. 9.. d.cf.r’s .ffi.., clinic, hospital w sore. oth.r p!.ac.? Includ. car. from a . . . . . oc
any... working with ., for . m.dial d.. t.r. D. ..+ count times whil. cmovernight patient in . ho,piiol.
m Yes m No (30)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---
b. Who r.c.iv.d this car.? Mark “’DR Vis!t” box m person’s column.
-----------------------
2b. nDR V,*OI
.. A.yon. .1..? n Yes (Reask 2b and c) ~ No
-----------------------, -,7 ------------------------------------------------- ---
Ask foreoch person woth”’DRVm!! m2b.
-----------------------
d. Howrn.nytim.. did -- r..,ive thi. ..r. d.ring+hnri.d?.d? d. u
3.. (B..isth ttimi(.)y) lr. .lr-dytobom. .bo.t) D.ri.gth... 2kt,d,d dyd..inih i&m,lygetynyt.ny
rn.dic.al .d.ie., pt.scripti... .rl..t ..s.1+s .v.r th. PHONE from . d.. t.r, n.r.., .r..y..e working with
.r for o m.di..l doctor?
~ Yes D No (E2J
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----
b. Wh. w.sth. phw. c.11.b..t? Mark’’Phone cofl’’box mpersoscoiomnmn.
-----------------------
3b. n Phm7e C*II
------------------------------------------------------------------ -------- ---- --------------------------- -
c. W.r. th.r. my ..11. about .nyon. .1..?
n Yes (Reask 3b and c) m No
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----
Ask foreach perso”w#th -<Phone coil-’ 8.3b:
-----------------------
d. H.wm..yt.l.ph....olls w.r. mod. .b.ut --? d ~
E2 Add numbers t. 1. 2d, and3dforeachpersom Record tocal n.mberof vm,lsa”dcalls,n “2-wK.DV’’b0x on #rem Cl.
FDOTNOTES
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r. L-WEEK UULIUK vl>ll>rALlt DR VISIT 1
Refer)o Cl, “2-WK. DV.8 box. PERSON NUMBER
F1 I Refertooge. F1
c] Under 14 (fb)
E] 14 and me, (1.)
1.. ~-@_a~~o~~Q~o_m_(>)~yr~ng-@2.2mksAd--seeorrnlkma-d,col d.c-r,..rse, or&ctir’s assision+? ,.,
b. On what (.ath.r) dot.(s) during th.,e2 weeks did anyone s.eor tolk +. a medical doctor, nurse, .:; ~
or doctor’, ,s>ismnt about --?
oat.— “’j;; E;tikN:=
------------------- . . . . ------ -. —-. .—-. —.
Askafterlast DR vm!t colwnn for thts person.
. . . --- -.
I CIYez (F?eask Iaorbandc)
. . Wm&.monY oh.rvisi*s orallskr--duri. g&at vrid?hke necessoV cmect!m to2-WKDVkxtn Cl.
. .
2 [X No(Ask2-5!or each ./s/1) .
!. Wh*rc did -- r.c.iv. h..lth ..re . . (@.@_m_ll. at . doctor’s office, clinic, hospital, *.rneoth.r 2. 0, CJ TelePknne
p!..., .twms this a rnl.ph.a.. ..11? N., ,nho, p,,al Hosp,,,+
Ifdc.ctor.soff!ce: Wos ihis .ffic. in. h.spitil?
0, U Home 08~0. P. cl, ”,.
Ifhc.spuol: Was ittho outpatient clinic or tit. .m.rgoncy morn?
Oluooct.ar% off,<, 0, ~ %e,zen. y room
lfclimc. W.. iva h.spieal .utp.*i.n* clinic, o company clinic, a public h.. hh clinic, or some
o, UCO. or Ind. cl,nx !, ~ O..,., +s.s({,.,
O, @Orhe, cl,n, c ,,ti Lab
d.r kind of .I, nic?
If lab: Was thi. 10b i. a h.spi$ al?
06 cl Lab ,, ~Ov,rn, zh, Par!,”,
07m0,her fSP?c,ly) INe.xt DR “/s11)
Whotwos de... d”ringthit visil? (Footnote) ~ r.BC]Other(S@wlfy~
Ask3b,f.”der 14. 3.,
h. Qid-== .ctuallr talk * ❑ m.dicol de.ior?
1 ~Yes (3/) ~~lo~ ,fM. D, (3.,
.;: z U No (3c) 9 ~~ OK who w.,
b. Did o.yone actually talk to a m.dicol doctor about --?
S,. ” (30
------ ----------------------------------------- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ---------------------
c. What typ= of m.dicol p.,... or ossistcmt wos mlked to?
., 99 ❑ DK
-------------------------- TYW---------------- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
d. 0..s th. (entrv t. 3cJ work with or for ONE doctor or MORE than o.. doctor?
.-. ----- . . . . ------------ . . ------
d, ~ IL 0.. 13!1 , ❑ Nine(4)
v
------ ----- . . .-.2..Q.’’!_!’ . . ..-. _-.. .’..LL2s ---------
. . For this Li sIt/e.l l]~~~t-k~~d”;f-d;;fi; ;;; ~h;l~n-t~”!; “3;~ ;or~ ~ng‘w-i~h-~r ‘for-~; ~=n~r;l----’ -
2Ns*~t!2nsI ~LEILe:~o!@L?--------- ---------------------------------------- .;’
~ L7 Gp(4J z ~, spe., al,,, (3gJ 9p DK(4
f. Is that dor.to, o general practitioner or ❑ specialist? _!. - ---------------------------- _----------------------------------------- . . . .
g. What kind of sp.ciolist?
0.
Kmd of ,pe., al,,,
Ask 4b ,f under 14.
IQ. For what conditicm did -- tea or talk to +h. [do.td(e~
4.. I m Cond,t,on (item C2, THEN 4g)
m 3cfl e. (d-l)? &rk frost omroprmte bax. .:: Z •3 ‘rez...w (4e)
--------------------------------------- . . . . . . . . ..- . . . . . -----------
b. Fe., whet condition did any... . . . or tnlk i. the @tor/(emw ,. 3c~ .Lwut ---- (d-)?
3 C] Test($) or ex?.m,”a,, on (4cJ
#mrk ftrst appropr,ote box.
a D Othe, (SWC,IY)
b!
----------------------------------- ~--,-. . . . . ----------------------- . . .
c. Was o condition found .s . r.. uh of *h. [?.st(s)/examt nat, on] ?
(4g)
“n Yes (4h) --~-i: --------
------------- ~ ----------------- ,, ------- ---------------------------- - ~.,. . . . .
.,
d. ~:~~hj:~&:t<~xag~n: t,o~-&S:u:Ss!g:eKcj f!:s%--------------------------------- .-. .d’tio. -- hod? mY.sj4q~-~- .----f#gj-_,gj- .---_,
During *h. post ~w..ks was -- sick be . . . . . .af -- pre~~afl~l~--- ----- --------------- -r, _ _._U_Y_e~_ -___ --- U--U-~ ~@g)-. ----,. . -------------------------
-------
f. What was the mane,?
f. (item C2,
COnd,,, On THEN 49)
----- --- -------------- ,___
g. O“ring this L7ZI/ZITwos th. Tdocwd(entw ,n 3 CD ‘~-l~;d- ;o-o-b;it-,–n; ‘(;t~ ;rj ;:n-d~t;o-nj ‘- ‘ ‘-- -.+- ___O-Y_C~ ---------- Q-~0-~5!.---_.,----------------------------------------------------- . . . . . . . . . . . . .
h. What was the condition? h. ~ P,.*”.”., (4.)
(Item C2,
C.and,t,on THEN 49)
hfzrk box tf “Telephone-’ m 2. 5.. 00 Teleohon= In 1 (Next DB .!s!1)
m. Oid -- hov. any kind of .utgery or .peratie. during this visit, iml.di.q bone s.tti”gs I ❑ Ye,
and stitch.. ? z Q No (Next OR .,s11)
------------------------------------------- . ----------------------- -.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..- —------- ----
b, What was th. nom. .s( ih. surgwy or opwmtion? If name of operoc!un not known,
descr;be what was done.
b. (1 I
(2)
-------------------------------------------- ----------------------- --- .._. --. —-----------------------
c. Was there any oth.r wrg.ry or op.mtion during ibis visit? c. U Y., (Rerask 5b and c)
u N.
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. . DurinQ th. 2.w”k p.ri.d .utlin.d in r.d . . that c.l.. d.r, h.. ony.n. i. th. family had on i.i.ty
from . . ac.id.nt or c+h.r . . . . . fh.t you h... n.~ y.t told m. about?
~] Yes ~ I No (2)
. . . . . . . . . . .-. . . . . -- -----------------------
b. Who was this? F&k ,,lnjury ’. box m !xrsonvs column. 1b. m mu,Y
. . . . . . . ---------- . . . . . . . ---- ------- . . . ---- ----- . . .
c. What was -- injury? .
-. . . . ---------
Enter ,n,ury(t es) m person’s column. c.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . In,.,y
d. Did ..7... hov. any A.. i.i.ri.. during th.t p.ri.d?
--- -------- ---------------
E ] Yes (Reask lb. c, and d} ~!No
. . . . . ---- . . . . ..— --- ------------------------
Ask for eoch tn[.ry to Ic:
. . As a r.s.lt of th. (mjuw m Ic) did [--l. ny.n.] s.. or *alk i. . m.di..l doctor .t as. isio. t
. . [ I Ye% [Enw $“,”,” ,“ C2, THEN
(.b=.t --) or did -- cut d.wn .. --....1 a.tiviti.. for m.,. fh.n h.lf of . day?
1* for “.X, m,”,y,
[ I NO (1. 10, ,m”, ,“,”,”,
During the P..+ 12 month,, {th.t is, . . . . . (12-mo”rh date] . y.or q.) AsOUT how mm.y day. did illn.ss 2. 000 Cj Mm.
w i.i.ry k..p -- i. bed mar. tb.” half of the day? (Includ. d.ya whil. o. ov.r. ight pc+i..t i. . h..pit.l.)
—No. Of 6V.
a. During th. pest 12 month., ABDUT how many *irn.. did [--/. ny.n.] s.. .r ~lk I. . m.dical doctor
., assistant (about --)? (Do not count doctors s... while . . .v.r.ight .ti..t in . h.ipital.)
3.. 000 I-J Non. (3bJ
(In.1.d. *h. (number m 2-wK DV box) visit(s) ye. .Ic..dy told m. about. !
000 ~ 10nly when over”, the




---------------------------- . ---------------- . . --------- . . .
b. About how long h.. it b+.. sin.. [--/YoY]..] last saw . . tolk.d *. e m.dic*l d.ctar or assist..+ b.
(about --)? Incl.d. doctor. s... while o patient in a hospital.
1 ~ I Interv, ew week (R.sash 3b)
2 ~ l-e,, than I V. (Reask 3,)
s L1 1 yr.. less than 2 y,,.
4 KJ 2 yrs., !.,* *h*” 5 “,s,
s Q 5 yrs. or mom
o [ ] Never
Would you toy -- h..lth in g.n.r.l is .xc.llant, ..ry sod, 4. ~ [l E...lt..t
~..d, fair, m po.r?
.C F.,,
2 L! V=w r.~ , c1 l%.,
, l~j Gcc4
Mork box of under 18. 5n. U Under 18 (t/PJ
s. Abov* how toll is -- without shoes?
—Fern —Inches
------------------------------------------- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -------- ---
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H. CONOITION LISTS 1 ANO 2
Read to respondent(s) ond osk I,SC qxc,(,ed ,. A2
I am g., ng to read a Ii.t of medicol conditions. Tell me if anyone III the f.am,ly has any et these c.andi Ncms, even if
.ave mentioned them befote.
10. Does anyone in the family {read names} NOW have -
If .. Yes,- ask lb and c,
b. Who i, this?
c. Does .a.yone else NOW ho.. -
Enter condroon o.d I etter m oppropr! ate persons column.
4. PERMANENT stiffness or any deformity of the foot, I.g,
fingers, arm, or back? (Permonent soff.ess - i.aints will
“O* move et .11.)
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ——-.. . . . . . . . ------ ---——- -.
3. Parol..is of on, kind?
Id. OURING THE PAST 12 MONTNS, did anyone in the family
have - If “Yes.” osk Ie and f.
e. Who w.. this?
f. OURING THE PAST 12 MONTHS, d,d anyone else hove -
Enter cond, tton cmd letter ,n approprwte Perscmas column.
C-L ore cond, tio.s offectan~ the bone and muscle.
M-W ore co.d, uo”s of fect!ng the sk!n.
L Arthritis of ❑ny kind at
rhcvm.atis”?
). GmJt?
------- . . . . . . -----
E. Lumbago?
----------- . . . . . . .
F. Sciatica?
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
G. A bone cy>t o, bone
spur?
. . . . . .
H. Any other di.eo.e of th.
bone or c.artilag.?
1. A slipped or rupt. red
disc?
. . .. ---- . . . . . . . . . .
J. REP EATEO trouble wiih
seek, bock, or spine?
. . . . . . . . . . .-
K. Bursitis?
----- . . . . .




M. A tumor, cyst, or growth
. . of the skin?
----------------- -.
N. Skin cancer?
0. Eczema or psoriasis?
(ek’so-nm) or
.- (=-,y=’.h-~i.)
P. TROUBLE with dry or
itching skin?.-
Q. TROUBLE with o...?
R. A skin ulcer?
-.
1S. Any kind of skin allergy?. . . . . .-- T. Oerm.a$itis or my otherski” trouble?
1
U. TROUBLE with i“grow.
+0...,1s or fingernail%?
. . . . . . .
V. ,TROUBLE with b.nions,
corns, or e.all. ses?
W. Any diso.a,e of the hair
., SC. ID?
2
. . Ooes aye.. in the family {read names) NOW have -
If ‘, Yes... ask 2b and c.
b. Who is this?
c. 0.,, m“yone else NOW hove -
Enter cond,t ;on o“d letter ,“ LIDOrODr( ate 5,,S0” ‘s Cd”ln”.
M-AA ore ,mpO, rm.S”tS,
. Oaf..., in . . . or both
ears?
. . . . . . . . . .
Amy other trouble h..ari.g
“ ~ith 0“= ~, both ,., ,?
‘. Ti.nit.s or ringing i“
tbe ●ars?
. Bli.d”ess in one m both
eye s?






. A detoched retire or any
other condition of the
--r~fjn_.:--------_---
Any other trouble sooing
“ with one or both y.* EVEN
when wu. ring glass.s?
. . . . . . . . . .
. A cleft pol.ate or h.ar.lip?
. . . . . . . .
. Stammerirq or stuWeci.g?
. . . . . .
. Any ofhcr speech defect?
1. L-o-s, o; ;.*I. m smell
which has lofted 3
months or more?
. . . .
1. A miszing fing.r, hand,




. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
P. A missing bremst,
kid.ey, or I.”g?
----- . . . . . . .
Q. Palsy or cerebral palsy?
(~ef.-bml)
R. Pmalysis of any kind?
S. C.rvat.r. of the spine?
T. REPEATEO trouble with
neck, back, or spine?
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
U. An TROUBLE with
fal~en arches or flatfeet?
V. A clubfoot?
W. A trick knee?
X. PERMANENT stiffness
or any deformity of the
foot, 1,s, w back?
(Pe,mone”r St, ff”ess -
ioi.ts will .ot mov*
Q* .11.)
Y. PERMANENT stiffness
or my deformity of the
finger+ hand, or mm?
Z. Mental retardation?
A. Any ccmditio” c.a.scd by
a. accident or iniury
which happened more thm
3 mcmtbs ❑go? 11 “Yes,”
osk, What i, the cond,tion’
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H. COtWITIUN LISTS 3 AN 4
Read w respondent(s) and ask list spec,fmd m A2:
Now 1 am going to r-d . list of rn.dic.l conditions. T.[1 m. if .nyon. in th. fmnily he. had any ef tfms. .omditions, . . . . ,f
how rn.ntion.d th.m b. for..
10. DURING THE PAST 12 MONTHS, did anyone in the
family {read names) hove -
If ‘“Ycs.7’ ask 3b and c.
b. Who WO, Ntis?
c. OURING THE PAST 12 MONTHS, did .nyo.. .1s. have -
Enter condmm and letter m ,mproprmte personss column.
Moke no entry m ZCem C2 for cold. flu; red, sore. or strep
throa, or .%?.s-- even ,freported m rh!s Itsl.
Cond, uons affecttng the dlgesrwe system.
L Gdlston.s?
1-------------------.L Any oth.r ~ollbl.add.rtrouble?------------------- -.
















. A h.rnh or r.ptut.?

























. Any oth,t bowl treubl.?
,/
------------------ -.
‘. Any cdh.r Int..tin.al
trwbl.?
------------------ -.




‘. Ou,ing the asi 12
/months, di .anyon. (ol.t)
in the fwnity hav. any
oth.r c.ndltlen -f th.
dlg.sti,o ,Ystem?
If ‘“yes, ” ask: Who
w., thi, ? - What was
th. conditlen? Enter





m DURING THE PAST 12 MONTHS, did any... i. the family
{,eod mm} hove -
If ‘,)’, S,.. osk 4b.md C.
b. Who was thi,?
c. DURING THE PAST 12 MONTHS, did C.YC... .I>c hw. -
Enter condmon and letter m op$mp-mte Perso”vs column.
A-B ore c.andrtrons of feamc the &.londufor system
C IS o blocd cond,t,o”
O-1 ore cond,ctons .affectrn# the nervous system
J-Y are condttmns .ffectt”g the gemtc-wmory system





. An,mlo of a“y kind?
---------------- .
. Epilepsy?


















. . . . . . . . . ..- -----




P. Any dis.ese mf the
g.”ital otgmns?
--------------------- ---
Q. A mining bronst?
-----------------------
1S.*Cmc.rof th. QMshP.?-----------_------.-- ---T. * Any efh.r pr.sfat.twble?
1--1
For what condition did
-- hnvo a hys$srectemy?
--------------------- . .
W. **A tumor, cyst, or
growth of the “W”,
.- w ovari *s?
------------------ --
X. *mAny otfw dlwa,. of
.- -- ~fy-qg~u;-q ~q.~z -- --
Y. **Amy effni formals
trouble?
‘Ask only ,f malts ,n fwmly.
CAtk only ,f females m faintly.
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H. CONDITION LISTS 5 AND 6
10 respondent ..d .sk lISC sPec,fi ed I. A~-
.rn going 1. r-d a list of b.dical c.mditimts. T.1 I m. if any... i. th. fumil~ has hod any of th.s. conditions, .ven if
w. m.nti...d #h.m hfor..
m Ho. .a.yo.. in ih. family {read names) EVER hod -
If ‘YeS,.- ask 5b and c.
b. Who W.. this?
E. Has any... .1<, EVER had -
Enter condttm. and letter t. ammprtoze person’s column.
Condtttons offecr,nz the hear! and cmculotory system.
L Rh..nmtic fw.r? G, A stroke or a
------------------- --- c.r. brovosc.l.r accid*nt?
1. Rhevm.atic h.ort d is..%.? (~*,’.-bm v.. k.-l.r)
------------------ - --- --------- ----------- --
2. Hmd.ning of the .art*ri.s N. AJ;ymhage of the
or mt.rioscl.rosis?
------------------ - --- ------------------- --
>. Conp. nital hemi disaose? L Angme peck.ris?
(pek’t.a-ris)
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
E. Coronary h=art di .-a..? J. A w.cardi.al------------------ - --- inf.rcti.ln?
F. Hyp.ti.s ion, som.lim.s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ccdl.d high blood K. Angc;ter heati
pmsaur.?
d. DuRING THE PAST 12 MONTHS, did o.yon. in *h.
family ho.. -
lf Yes.-, ask Se and f.
● . Who w., this?
f. DURING THE PAST 12 MDNTNS, did anyon. else have -
Enter ccndtt,on and letter m @pmpr8ate person’s column.
Conditions offectmg the heart and C8rculato~ system.
L. Damag.d hmrt d“.,?
I
------------------ --
M. h~cardia or rapid
------------------ -.
Q. Any blood .!.3s?
I











. . DURING THE PAST 12 MONTHS, did cmy.a.. i. the ftwoily
{read nonms) hmv. -
If ‘-Yes. -. ask bb and c.
b. Who was this?
c. DURING THE PAST 12 MONTHS, did anyone else hove -
Enter ccmdttmn ond letter m ap?xoprwte perso””s column.
Muke no entry m ttem C2 for cold: flu: red. sore. or strep
throat, or ‘“v!rus’” even If reported m rh, s list.
Cond, tmns affecting the resp,
:-
A. Bronchitis?
------------------ . . .
B. Axthm.a?




E. A .,,.1 F+P?
- . _ - __ --*---------- .-.
F. A d.flec!ed or deviat.d
nnsol septum?
------------- -------
G. * T.a.sillilis or .IIlarge-





L A tumor or growth of
the thm-at, Iwy.x, or
trcchoa?
------------------ --




(. A miszi.g lung?




. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
!. P1..risy?





dust o“ ihm lung%
sili.os is, asbestos.,
or pneu-nm-co-n i-a-s i>?
------------------
2. Durimg *h. past 12 month
did tmyo.e (else) in th.
family hove any other
rcspimt.ry, lung, or
pulnm..my co.di9io.?
If “aYes. ” ask: Who wos
this?-Whet was tfm
condition? Enter in nem
C2. THEN reosk Q.
., lung? I I
‘If repwted in this list only. ask:
L Howmanytimmdid-- h... (cgz!Q@n)i. *h. past 12 months’
If 2 or more times, enter condition in item C2.
If only I time. ask:
E. How long did it last? If 1 month or longer, enter in item C2.
If less the” I monrh. do not recffd.
If tons!ls ‘.x adenoids were removed during Past /2 months.
enter che condmcm causing removal m item CL
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1 uncm-r~l DACK l“fmm7. ! <7. ” !. . L,”.. ,, ?.- . -v& . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1. Refer 10 C 1, ‘“HOSP. 8- box.
1. PERSONNUMBER
!. Ye. said ..rli.r that -- w.. m poti.nt 1. th. h..pttml sin.. ( 13-m.th ho.p, tol date) a yrnr Month Date
ago. On what d.t. did -- .nter th. h.%pitol ([tfw I..t timdth. tire. b.for. *hat )?
Y.*<
Record each entry date t. o separate HOSPI1OI Stay column. 2. 19_
1. How m..y might. was -- i. th. hospital? 3. .x&2 [ - ! None (Next HS)
—N,th=
L For what condition did -- ..t.r th. hospit. 1? 4. , ~] ?hxm.1 del,va,y
. For delwery ask: . For newborn ask: . For ,mtwl “No conditm n””ask; 2 r 1 Nmml., bmh
}
[5)
Was this . .t+rm.l d.liv.ry? Was the boby norm. I at birth? Why did -- ..t.r th. hc..pii.l? 3 rl N. c.nd, t,..
If “No.” ask: If “<No,’” osk: . For tests, ask: n Cocdlclm
Wh.t w., the m.H.r? Wb.at w~s th, mottcr? What w.rc the ,.s.lts of th. t..l,? 2
If no results, ask
Why w.r. ih. t..f. perf.rm.d?
J1 f_j At lea.< m “,&h, ,“ Z-week
J1
,. fe,enc. psr,cd (Em,, mcd,l,m
Refer m quest(ons 2, 3. and 2-week reference per,od.
i“ C2. THEN 5)
(~ No n!zhts m 2-weak reference pcr,od (5)
& Oid -- hav. any kind of ..rgwy or op.ro+i.. during this stoy i. tb. hospital,
including be.. s.Hi. g. and stitch..?
6. , ~ Y.* z ~~ N. (6)
------------------------------------------------------------------- --- -------------------------------
b. What w.. the nmm. of *h. surgery or op+tali.n?





. . W.. th.r. any .th. r surg.ry or .p.mt ion during this stay?
G m Yes mask W ●nd .J ~ No




C8W’ or CcUnty Srarc
00TNOTES
. . . . . .
157
?
CONDITION 1 I PERSON NO._
1. Nom. of conditi..
Mork “2-wk. ref. pd.,, box w,thout mk,og ,[ “DVS, o, ,HS,
(. C2 as source.
2. Wh.n did [--/..Yo..] Iazt s.* or talk to a doctor or o$>,tt.ant
about -- {can)?
o n ln, wv!ew week [Rezl.k 2) s Cl ~ w.. 1=SS,h.. 5 yrs.
, D 2.$vk, ref. Pd. 6 ~ S 7,s. ., m.,=
2 ❑ Over 2 weeks, 1,$s than 6 mos 7 U D, ,.,”, OK wheo
3 ❑ 6 m..., 1=SSthan 1 yr , ❑ DK !f 0, se.. I
4 ❑ I v.. l.= ,h.. z YrS. 9 ❑ D,, . ..., S..” ( “b’
3a. (E.rli.r y.. told m. about -- (QZWIQO)) D,d th. doctor w ..sist.n~
call the (~) by . mor. t.chnic.l or sp.ciflc nom.?
I ❑ Y., 21__JNo s=OK
------------------------------ ----------------- .
Ask 3b (f ‘Yess’ tn 30, othmwse tronscnbc cmd!tocm mm from
item 1 wthout asking:
b. What did h. or *h. ..11 i??
so,., (“
.. What w.. tb. co... of -- (cond, tton m 3b)? (Sp.x, fy)
>
---------------------------------- ----- . . . . . . . . .
Mark box ,( acctdenl or tnjwy, o m Acc,dent/mj.ry (5]
d. Did th. (condition in 3b) r.s.lt from . . o..ld.nt or ini.ry?
! lg Ye* (5) 2DN0
-------------- ------------------------------ . . . .
Ask 3e ,f the condtwm nome m 3b Includes wv of the (olfow, ng words:
AhwI, c...., DIM... Pr.bl.lm
An*ml. Condition Dlso,der Rupture
A,,hm.a cr., G,mvlh Trouble
A,,.ack Dafacf M.o’l. s Tumor
Bad Ulc.. r
. . What kid of (cond, tmn #n 3b) i. it?
--------------------------.- . -.. .:r-c!f!. .-- . . ..-.
Ask 3( only ,( allergy or stroke In 3b-e,
f. How d.., th. C.11.rgy/st,.k.] NOW dfOCt --? (Spec,(y)
2
For Stroke, /)/1 remainder of thts co”d, t,o” page (or the /!rst prese”[
effect. Enter in I tam C2 ond complele a seporote Co”d, tiw poge for
eoch add, tm”al presem effect.
ORMHIS11!985,1101.84!
Ask 3g ,f there ,s on ,mPa,rment (ref., to Cord CP2) or o“y O( the
fOllOW,”~ ,“[,,cS ,113b-f
Absc.,, D.amwq. Palsy
Aeh, (.xc.P, h<od m ..,) Grin.,h P.r.l”,,,
Blmodkg (.xcmpt m.n,,,,m!) H.m.whew Rup,um
Blocd .1., 1“1..,,.0. 5.,.(...*)
Bo,l l“1l. ”l,n.,,.” Stlff(n.’s)
C.. c., N..rolg,o Tumor
Cr,,lon, (.x.-p, m.ns,,.oll N.,,,,,,, u 1..,
%* P.,. IV.,,..,,. . . .. .
W..ak(n.ss)
~. Wh.t port .1 the body ,, .ff.cted?
Spec, fy
Show che (olh+,ng detml
Had. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .,, .,, .,. ,,. .skull, ,<olp, loc.
~..kzcpl..ftftbmbm. . . . . . ..pp.r, m,ddlo, IW.r
Sad.. .,, ,, . ., ., ...,,,.,. .,. ,., ,,. ... . . . . .. 1.$.., ,Igh,
Ear . ., . .,, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1..., or outer; Imfl, dqhf. or bolh
%. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..!. ft. rloht. erbolh
Atm . . . , shoulder, WIF.,, ●lbow, low., O, w.l. t; I. It, ,Ighl, or bo$h
Hand . . . . ●nflre bond o, flng.,n only; I.ft, rlghi, e, b.,h
L.g ., . . . . . . . . h,p, .pp.r, k..., low.,, ., ankle; I.(I, righf, o, bo,h
Foot, ,, . . . . . . . . . ..11,. foot, meh, O, !... ..1”, If,, right, ., both
------------------ ------------------------- ------
Except for eyes. ears, or !ncernal orgo”s, ask 3h rf there ore any of the
(oIIow,”E e“lrlcS in 3b-f:
l. f..$lm s.,. s.,. ”.,,
h. Wh.9 part of th. (part of body !. 3b-g) i. aff.ct.d by th. Ci”f..tien/
.oc./s. r.”. ss] - the ski., muscl., b.”., or sm. .th.r part?
Spectfy
Ask if there ore any of the following entr{cs in 3b-f:
Tunw., cy.t Growth
4. Is this [t.mor/.yst/gr.awthI malignant or b.nign?
I C] Mal, Inant 2 c] S*.,*. ,~DK
~]
., Wh.n was -- (co”d, tion m 3b/3
~
(W.. It on a sin.. [f,rst dot. of 2.week ref. pe,,od)
IWO, it 1.s. than 3 months w rn.ar. than 3 m.n$h. q.?)
(Was it 1... than 1 y.ar or IIIW* than 1 pat age?)




K1 ➤l‘*Y.,.- m ,-RD’. tax AND more than I condm.. m C2 16)n Other IK2J
1 -..
6.. D.ring *h. 2 w..ks ..di..d i. r.d . . *h.* ..l.nd.r, did -- (_.)
c.... -- t. ..t dew. on th. thinq> -- .s..117 de..?
@Y*S U No (K2J -----
b. D;;;; i%; ;~r;ed; he-w-M:n;-do;= ~;d”= ;;;d.wn 10, m.,. *h.. hsll
of III. d.y?
00 D NonrJ(K2) _ Days
7. During *h.s. 2 w..k., how m..y days did -- stay in b.d f.r ram. *h..
h.lf of the day b..a.se of thi. condition?
m ❑ Non. _ Days
Ask I( ““Wa/Wb” box marked m Cl:
8. During the.s. 2 weak., how many days did -- miss m... $han half of
th. day from -- lob or busin.ss b.... s. of this c.. diti.n?
00 u No”.! _clay,
Ask ,1 ate S-17: .
9. During MI... 2 w..ks, how many d.y. did -- miss m.r. th.” half of th.
day from .chcd b.c.us. of this ..nditio.?
00 D None _ Day,
K2
~ Co.d,wa. has ,$ Cl.LTW. ,. C2 .s source (10)
U Cond,tmn do.. ..! have ..CL LTW. m C2 as source (K4)
10. About how many days sin.. (12-month dote) o y..ar ago, ho. *hi.
condition k.pt -- i. b.d mm. than half of ih. day? (1. clud. days
“hil. an .v.rnigh* p.ti.nt in . hospital.)
11. Was -- .v.r hespit.liz.d for -- (cond!tton m 3b) ?
, r-] Y.. .~lNo
K3
n M, ,z,”c ex,re,n,ty or wt.. {K4j
u Other (12)
12.. D..s -- still h.v. hi. .e.diflon?
I O Y.S (K4J n N.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .,- .,--
b. IS this .ond,tm. compl.t.ly ..r.d or os ,+ ..d.r control?
z G C.~=d ~ c1 O*=, ~p=lfy~~
10 under control fK4)
(K41
. . ‘A–k-.-i ‘h~~’1 ;;o- d-id ‘----h”a~~ ‘%-i~ ~ ;;d~t;o-.-h-.-h-r= ;i-i.-s-.-.r.-d?
-.
0 E I N., m ..c,drn~’,. wv (NC)
K4 1mFSC.,a.c, den,, ,.,ury for th, S P,,..” (14)
8 Cl Ocher{13)
,W”!s! !I,,,rllo 1 s.]
I 3. Is this fcondrnon m 3bl the r.s.lt of the sam. .c.,d..t y.. .Ir..dy
?.ld m. ohout,
[ Y.s (fl~cod CO”!JttrO” p~, ..c?Bc< WhW.
acc#de.t .wewom fmt cmpleted.1 + — (NC:
Paz, No
1- N.
14. Wh.r. d,d th. accid.nt h.pp..?
, L At home (,n., de house)
2 [ I A, home (ad,,< ... c,,un, %e,)
3 I ; S[..et *d h,zhw.y { Include, roadway ..6 c.ubl ,. ,,de”.lk)
. LJ Farm
$ L I l.d. strs.l PI-= [mcl.d., Pr.m,,,s)
‘ ~ I School [mcl. de. venu,,s)
7 L! place or recmat,.n and sports. ,x..pt ., ,ChO. I
8 I : I other is%mly)d
Mark tox If under 18. [~ Under 18 (16)
15.. W.. -- .“der 18 wh.” th. .ccid.nt happ.n.d~
I ~“ i y=% f~cl RN.
b. W.. -- i. th. Arm.d Fe,... wh.. the accident h.pp.n.d?
z ~ Yes (16) ❑ No
c. W.. -- at work O* -- iob or b.si..s, when thm .ccid.nt happ. n.d?
3 0 y= 4~N.
16.. Was a car, tr.ck, b.s, or .?h.r m.~m v.hicle ,.vol.ad I. th. ..c,d..t
in any w.y?
, u Y,* 2UNO(J71
b. W.. m.r. than ..* v.hiet. i.v.lv.d?
, ~J Y.* Z12N.
. . W.. Cit/. iih. r . ..1 m.. ina at the time?--
, Q Yes 2nNo
17.. At the tire. of th. ..cid..t what WI! of th. bdy w.. hurt?
What kind .f ini.ry W.S it?
Anything ,[,.?
I
Port(,) of be+* I K,nd .6 ,n,. ry
I. . . . . . l____ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .._
Ask ,f to, 3. f, o, 5 marked ,“ Q.5:
b. Whet part .f the b.dy is .ff..$.d .ew?
How i. -- (pan of tcdy) .ff..t.d*
Is -- afh.i.d in any Am, way?
P-,,1,1 .{ b+ * I Pt.,.., .If.<,, **
* Enter Dan of body m same de:a, ! ● % for 3;.
. . ,f ~u[x,ple ~,ese.r .ffe=~%. ..=, m C2 each one ~.c IS not *e
same as 3b or Cl and complete a separate Condat, on page fat IL






18 and over (1)
1.s. D,d -- EVER xerve on active duty m the Armed Force> .1 the United States? 10. , Ye,
2’ No (2)
. . . .
b. When did -- s.r;e~
__{.
VIemam Era (Aug. ,64 co Apr, i ,75) ,,, VN b. ‘ ‘N s! PVN
Afork box !n descend(.g order of pr, or,ly
Korean War IJ.n.s ,50 to Jan. ’55) ,,KW 2., KW ,, 0s
Thus. II person served t. VI.morn and m Korea,
World War II (Sept. ,40 to July ,47) WWII ,;. WWl, ,: DK
mork vN.
World War I (Ap,,l ,17 to Nov. ,10) Wwl ... , W*1
Post V,emam (May ,75 to cresenc) PVN
Other Ser.,.. (all other periods) 0s. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
c. Was-- EVER m octsve member of . N.?;on.l Guard or mI-lltOry reserve unit, - - “ “
. . . . . . . . .. . . . . .
c, :. Y., 2~ NO (.7 71.10K(2)
. . . . . . . . ----- ----- ----- -- . . . . . ----
d. W.s ALL .1-- .clive d.w service related ?. N.wo.01 Guard or rn,lit.ry res.rv. tmim.g?
. ---- .-- . .
d ,,:. Yes ,L:N. 9:DK
La. Who+ is *h. highest gr.de or year .1 r.g.lar school -- has . ..I ❑tte.d.d? 2., , .0 ~ p+ever.<ten~=~.,
k,nderz.r,m (NP)
El,m: 12345678
H,3h, 9 10 II 12
ColleZc 1 2 3 4 5 6,
-------------- --------------- ------ . . ..- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ----- ----- . . . . . . -. ----
b. Oid -- fi. i sh *he (number m 20) [grodely.orl?
----------------- ------
* b. ,Q ye, ~~~o
Hand Card R. Ask first alternot!ve for f!rsc Person; ask second altertwwve for other persons.
la.~;~~~;;;~otth.gro.p otgr.ups which r.pr . . . . . . --,...?]
3.. 1234
Circle all that apply
3i
I - Aleut, Eskimo, or Amer, can Indian 4- Wh, te
2- Astan or Pac,f!c Islander 5- Another group not Ijsted - SpecIfY
3- Black
------------------------------------------------ -------- ----------- ------ . --- ------------ ----- ----.--Spec( /y
Ask !f multlple e“rrtes: b. 1234
b. Which of ?hos. groups; that is, (gntrles ,. 30) would you say BEST r.pres.n?s -- m..? 54
------------- ----------- ------------- ------- ------- ----- ------ ------- --
spac#ly
c. Mark observed race of respondent(s) only.
-. --- ------ . ..-. ----- . . . . . . . .
. . ~nw 21-J8 3Ci0
Ho”d Card O.
h. At. any of those groups -- .n*ion.l origin or ances+ry? (Where did -- . ..estors come from?)
4.. I ~]Yes ,~ No (NPJ
. . . . . . . . . . .-
b. Pi..,. giv. m. th. number of qh. group.
. . . . .
C!rcle all that apply
I - Puerto R,can 5- Chfcano
2- Cuban 6 - Other Lat, n Amer, ca”
b, !234567
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L. DEMOGRAPHIC BACKGROUND PAGE, Continued
L2 Refw to “ALW”’ md ‘“Wa/Wb’. tuxcs Z. Cl.
1
5.. E.rli.r you taid thot -- h.. a iob or bus in.., but did not work lost w..k or *h. wnk brf.r..
Was -- I.eking for work or . . layoff from a iob during th.sc 2 w..ks?
------- ------------------------------------------------- ------------- ----
b. E.di.r y.. s.id the! -- didn’t ho.. . iob or b.si . . . . lost w..k . . th. w..k bfor..
Was -- Ioaki.g for work or o. layoff from . iob duriq thos. 2 w..k.?
------------------------------- .-------------- --------------- ------- .
c. Which, looking for work or . . layoff from . lob?
6.. Earlier you .nid that -- w.rk.d lost w..k . . rh. we.k be f.r.. Ask bb.
--------- ---------- ------- . . . . . . —---- ----- . .
b, Far whom did ..- work? Enter name of company, business. organ, zot,on, or ocher em!iover
------------------------- ---- . . . ---- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . —-
. . For whom did -- work at -- lost full-tire. lob or bu. in. s, Ia. ti.g 2 . ..s...f iv. w.. k. w more? Enter name
of company, bus!ness, orgomzoc, on, or other employer or mork “’NEW’ or ““AF’” box I. person”s column.
------------------------- -------- . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..—. .. ---- . .
d. What kimd of b.sin..s or industry is this? For example. TV ond rod,o mo.ufocrurmg. reta,l shoe score,
State Lotor Deportment. form.
---------------- ------------------------------------------------ ---------
. . What kind of work wos -- doing? For example, efectncol enc#neer, stock clerk. rypmt, Iormer.
/( .,AF,’ m 6btc. mark .’AF”” to. !. person”s column wt!hout asktng.
f. Whet w.r. -- nwst impd.ant ocfiviti.. a duti.s ❑t that iob? For example, types. keeps account books,
ftles, sells am. operates pnntr”~ press, f#mshes co”cretc,
--------------------------------------- ------------------------------ ----
Complete from entries m bb-f. If 00C clear, ask:
g.was --
An .mpl. . . -f o PRIVATE C.-IV.Y, hu%ln.s’ or
r
S.lf-.mploy.d so OWN busdn.s% prc.1.sstenol
I.dl.ld.o for wq.x, s. I.e., ., c.mm!ss ion? . . . . . . . P kwa.ll c., or form?
A FEDERAL swunm.nt .n)plq..? . . . . . . . . . . . F Ask Is th. bu,m.. s ,ompo,ot.d?
A STATE gw. mm.+ .IWII.Y.. ? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S Ye,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...1
ALOCALg.V.,.m..l .mPl.Y..9 . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..L N. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..s E
W.,k,.q WITHOUT PAY III fomoly hu*t”.S’
.rf.,,n, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..WP
- NEVER WORKED . . “.,., work.d ., e l.tl-tonm




















0 under 18 INPI
, , W. ho, nurk,d (6.,
2, Wb box marked ,5a,
31- Neither box marked f5bj
1 [: JY.5(w] 2 No (60
--------- ----------- .-.
,’ Y.% 2 No (N1
---------- . -------------











----------- ----- . ---- .: [,,, of work,,
,,:, P 5 “’1
~. ,F s—=
3s 7.*P
.r- L B Z ~Ev
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L. DEMOGRAPHIC BACKGROUND PAGE, Continued
Mork box If under 14. If “<Marr! cd” refer to household compos$tmn ond mark Occord,nEly.
7. Is -- now marri.d, widow..+, di,.rc.d, s.parat.d, or has -- rev., b... m.rri.d?
h. Was th. tetol .mnbi..d FAMILY i.com. during the past 12 months - that is, your., (read names. tncludin=
Armed Forces members II vonz at home) more . . 1.ss than $20,000? Include money from i. b., social s...ri~y,
r.tir.m.nt i.com., . ..rnpl.ym.nt paym. ”ts, public .ss{ M...., and so forth. Als. in.l. d. income from
interest, divid.nd., ..t i..c.m. from b.. in.ss, farm. or ret. md ..v other mo.ev i.conm r.ceivad.
Read of necessary: Inc.m. is IGIPOII.”l i. analyzing the h..lth in f.rrn.~io. we collect. For example, +his
in fotm.at i.. h.lps v. t. I.. m whether p.rs.n. i“ . . . income gro.p .s. ..rf. in types of medical car. ~.tvic.s
or h.v. c.ti. in conditions mm. .r 1... d+.. than th.a.. in an.th. r group.
----- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..—.. . .. ---- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ---------- . . . . .
Read poren that ml phrme J( Armed Forces member !, vmg at home or ,f necesswy,
b. Of th.s. i..em. r..p., which I.tt.r best represents the +.t.l combi..d FAMILY income
3d.r,.g the post 1 month. (*hat i., yours, (read names. mcf.d,ng Armed Forces members
(8”!”8 M home))? Incl.d. Wag.,, ,.almi.s, and th. .th. r it.m. w. ,.s9 mlk.d about.
Read If necess.ry: I...m. is irnp.rt.nt in a..lyzI.g !h. h..lih informali.n w. collect. For .xampl., this
t. fomdi.. h.lps . . t. l-r. wh.th.r p.m... in . . . income group . . . ..rtoi. typ.s of medical car. sarvic.s
. . h.av. c.ttoin condition. mor. or 1.. s oft.. than thas. in mmih.r group.
❑✎ M.mk f,,StopP,opr,LW, box.
R
\ b. Enterper.o””.mbe, of?espondent.
L3 Enter person number of ftmt parent i,sted or mark ha.













0 ~, Under 14
, l_ JM.rrmd - stmu,e ,. HH




● U N.”.r m*,r@
----- . . . . -----
---------- -------- -.. .
Person number{.] of re,mnd, n,(,)
Per,.” numberof spouse
00 [– Ncne ,. h..,,ho,d
162
,
---------- ...—--- .-- —-------- ———. .-. “-s.. ”””-. . ..” “J-t” norm””,.” rJ.t”w, ““.,.,,, ”-” I RT67
L5 Referto age. Completea separate column for eachnondeletedparson agad 18 andover. lJj ~ER~oM ~“MBE*
~
Readto respondent(s) -In orda to dotormkw how hdth prmtk68 ●nd condhions ●rs
rdtid to how IcingP.OPIO Iiw=,wo would Iika to mtar to 8tatistic81
Ncwds nulntairmd by Wt. Nmtion81Cons-r for Hdth Statistics.
Date of bmlh L
L6 Enterdateof birth from question 3 on Housohold Composition page.
‘6 ~ 5-”
9. In what Stat6 or country was -- born? 9.
12-13
99 ❑ OK
Printthe fullnameof the Stateor mark the appropriate box if the
person was not born in the UnitedStates.
slat.
01❑ FwnoRi..a 05 ❑ Cub,
02 ❑ V,,C4n Island. 08 ❑ Mexl.o
03 ❑ Guam 98 ❑ All other
04 ❑ Can,da co.nlrm.
LMi &
.
L7 Print full name, including middle initial, from question 1 on Household Compos{tionpage. L7 “S’
~
Mddh kutil ~
Verify for males; ask for femaks. Fathu<. LAST mm =
O. Whti ID -- fatlmr’s LAST nmmo? 10.
verify spelling.DO NOT write “same.”




Ati. Tti Mflbrnti* --~atirnl~Mh
@lr61st0my0thugWamrMnttw ~- W-W.
11. umm-mn
Read if nucamwy - ~tiJ:lHkdth S6NIW Arx is titfo 42, Unitad Stat68 Cod% *M S8curmN“mt.u
1. What is -- Sachl S6GurltY Numh6t?
u #fm!.nbw : aMmw =
Obt- frc.n - * Q ~ti’
&
1n S.tt.p+rm+l.l








k. “=,., ””rlnr ”,” mm”m””””l. ” r-”=, ““,,.,,, ”.”
Read to Hhld, respondent: The National Cant.r for Health Statistics may wish to contact you agminto obtain addiikmal h.alth related
information. PIe8n giw ma the nama, ●ddress, ●nd telephone numb.r of ● relative w fri.nd who would know
wham you could be roach-din cam we have troublo reaching you. [P1.ase giw ma the nam. of smneona who
is not currently living in the household.) Please print items 12– 15.
m
2. ContactPersonname 26-391 L 14. Area codeltelephone number
Last HMiddle
I 1initial
40 m m-m ‘7-’0’1
1 1
3a. Address (Number and street) 41-66 I ❑ None E
2 ❑ Refused
9CIDK






-.”.s... “ Annc)mwnu II h .- --
Q. W”V., mm. -“”r . .“,. I mT ● I a-e
Ml Refer 10househokdcomposltion. d%~m S+h I* MF2J ●
“ thbu15#cdmM
M12 R.fw tOk”*#holdcomw,itlon. M2 tn--lo--f,d~
lmtapwl.numdsl l#mu4r1211bl
Hmd card M IDI*IY*. (ICI ~
}
2n121~ ,S=% ~
& Plemsalook ● this card ●td tatfme which simomwt laeormci, (1} x 12)7 1●- ●flDK
. . . ----- -------- -: --- ------ ----- .







-------- -------- -------- ------------------ _______ . ------ ---- ---
c. Wba Imthfz? Markbox Fnappropriate permn% cofwmn. e. sn-M ~,mi Lx------ ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ------ ----- ., _..-, . ----- ----- -.
d. AIZVOIISzfm? ❑ Y**fR#ssk Ictidl 0 No Wzl
U13 Refar to w, sex. end lc.
d%ornah 20. M .hh boa ~_
W3 muhdh Ie W4
Ccl* m
~4 Refer to hwsmhofdcomp.alfion. ~, mFw0nlmdu18p 49,01uf2) 1*
2nf4nmImwmd6t1BD IumIf2J
‘. I hma ● fOW zddftbrd CFWtlom S0 ●sk ●fmuf thh ●-. Woufd vw fuafac that I ●sk 2. *❑ IF20W0/ ~
ttmm of you now w would you pmfm th~ I Q-it bmk ●nd ●sk thorn of -- later? 2•1 Lm#~~m#2.4
m. How mmw chftdmn h-s -- zdoptzd? 38. Olclona (Zbl la-ld
D-M*.-,*,
----------- ----------------------------------- ----
b. IDthfs child nOW Ilvhg h this houmhofd? ‘b.
1
?Elt%l :LX:J=
2❑ *----------- ---------------------------------- ----- -. ------------- -_




~ E Enter adoptive nmth.r’spmon number MS ●ERSON NuM8Elf —
Ihwo ● fsw ●ddftlonmfquostlmm ●bout ffm ●dopt-d chffd{ran).1
AdaPlodChnd I s-a [ 7-aa
1. What Is tha rmmo of the child who -- ●doptod Hmast rwmtly~fo,s (Iwnwin 4JH? P.. - cl N.k4.Jd.-4.
Flrslnmn
i. Whsl was (n#meh 4) rolmlonsh~ to (mkyztfwnwtharj baforc ffm dopffaa? s. 1❑ s109cMd 4DN0rdmim k
20FoMwcMW sDDK
3ochhu*llw
L W-D fmnw /n 4) born fn tha Unfwd ●tatao or ● for+ ammtcy? 6. I n hhdH. sow ~
inkdwcwnwv
Ask or varlfy
~. Wh.n wsa (name h 4) born?
lmy;; _
7. M-.,l’ti”i
9-00s l-l DK 2=
1. What month ●nd Vosr dld hmmoin 4) b.gfn ffvhw with (dop tIvCtithm 8. 131 -W
-mGii!T ‘?’.7 SS92 ~DK —
1. Was tfw ●doptkm ●rrangad through ● pubflc ●W6’ICY,■ prfuata ●SZIWSY, s. IL- IPIMCW)CY
1









~, I o w,, 28 lNP)
aD 26+ {Nz)
~
I ❑ Avdhb+ (1)
NZ Mark appropriate box N2 z o Mm:; yum+llmm
3 ❑ Ncmlmmvkw(NPJ
Thmsml19Xt questions arm ●bout PCdiO. 1. &, n Yes
1. Waro VC.UEVER told bv ● doctor or othmrh8.ltb emra rcdmmdonmlIhmt MI h-d
E 1
z [ ] N“ ,M3,
polfomvallllm,u8u811Ycmllad“polfo’”. whothu or nol vmsultmdIn pbya oatdiombllltvV ,00K









hba th pzobhm cm-d by polio? I o v.,
2nNo
I I
N% Enter wr..n number ofreswndant for Polio quest)ons M3..-




II this questionnaire is for an
LISTING SHEET
E EXTRA unit, enter Control
Ifin AREA OR BLoCK SEG-
Number of original sample unit ~
MENT, also enter for FIRST Sheet number Line number
unit listed an property +
TABLE X – LIVING QUARTERS DETERMINATIONS AT LISTED ADDRESS




If already hsted, fdl sheet and hne number below and I* this ● unft in ● qmcid Do tha occupants (or
stopTable X. O!herwise, enter basic address and unit
Does (address ;n COL(1))
place?
N – Not ● sapmato unit
Intandbd occupants) of have direct access from
Is this unit within the IS this unit within the
address, if any. OR description of location. (address in COL(1}) live
Include on this
thb outside or through ●
sagment boundaries? same structure as tha
questionnake.
●nd ●at upmmdy from common hall?
original sample unit?




propwty Do not include on
this question-
Htf naire. Complete




(1I (2I (3) (4) 15] {61 (7!
Sheet — Line —
❑ Yes - Skip tO CO!.(5) ❑ Yes ❑ Yes – Mark HU in ❑ N - Stop Table X for •l Yes - Interview as an ❑ Yes – List on first
and ‘ark acco’d’ng ‘0 ❑ No – Skip to COL(5}
Col. (5) this line
Table A m Part C of
EXTRA unit available Ilne of listing
manual and mark N ❑ No - Mark N in COI. (5J 11 fi;a;p:f;lc;@J or (7), ❑ NO _ DO “.t i“t~~vie~
sheet. lnterviBw if in
n No
sample.
❑ OT - FIII .oI. (6) or (7),
❑ No – Do not interview
as appropriate
Sheet — Line —
❑ Yes – Skip to COI. (5) •l Yes ❑ Yes – Mark HU i“ ❑ N - Stop Table X for
and mark according to
•l :~T;Af:te~”ew as an ❑ Yes – List,on {m!
Tabfe A m Part C of ❑ No – Skip to COL(5)
COL (5J this line available hne of Itsting
manual and mark N U No – Mark N in COL(5I ❑ Hu – Fill COI. (6J Or f7J. ❑ No – Oo not intewiek




❑ OT – Fill COI. (6Jor {7),
❑ No – Do nor mterwew
as appropriate
Sheet — Lme
D Yes - Skm to COI. (5J ❑ Yes ❑ ;e; ~,Mark HU in fl N - Stop Table X for ❑ Yes – Interview as an O Yes – List on ftrst
~:l~Ar:”a;::$ ‘0 ❑ No – Skip to COL(5) “
this line EXTRA unit available hne of hstmg




❑ No n OT - Fill COL(6) or (7),
O No – Do not mtervfew
as appropriate










). FAMILY ROSTER “.
OMB No. 0933.0161: Approval Expires March 31, 198S
NOTICE - Information comslnadonthlt fonnwhlch would permit idmvificetion of any Indlvldual orestabfish.
mom has baen collectedwitha guaranteethat ftwill beheldInstrictconfidence,willbausedonlyforpurpcwaa
statedforthlsotudy,andwill notbdlsclosed wmleasedtoothrs withouttheconmntof thaIndivldualortlm
establishmentInaccordancewithsection308(d)ofthepublicHealthSewlceAct142USC242m).
I Rres
1. 3-7 2. R.O. “umber Is-lo 3. Sample 111







-., . . 1 ●.m..
I 1 I 2 p.m.1
,, b. Hispanic oversampla &
Usta//fitilete~ fam//ymembem 18+byage(oldestto youngestJ. . . . ! 10
PI I 32 133-34 . 13s-38 .




Age home , “x;::kfk~p, LIH#~o.
..
1 ❑ HisP. ““
2 ❑ HIsP. ,.. ,
. . .









‘“ s ,,, . ❑ lii$p. ‘, “,
9
,, ,, ❑ HisP.
Refer to the appropriate sect;on of the semple pemon selection lebel end ckcle ee epp!;cable. THEN circle the “SP1”
$.- Line No. in item 68 and merk ‘W” box on the HIS-1 for the trelected sample person. THEN go to Section O. . .
, .-.
. FINAL STATUS
3: 0 ❑~operson18+inthisfamily( HouseholdPage)
Interview
,,-,
‘ ‘“l DCompletelmewiew {ellsppropriate sectlonscompleted)
2 UPertiallntewiaw (somebutnotall expropriatesaotlons
compfeted) -Exp/a/n2
.. . . . . . . .. ..+.... . . .
Nonlntewiew”
3 ❑ Refu8al (Expfalnln Motes)
4 ❑ SPtemporarily absent
B ❑ 5P maritally or physicallyIncapabld
8 DOther - Explahr~
.1
1. Ertdingtime 9. Interview mode 10. Lenguageoflntsrvlaw . ~ 11.Intervlawer identification
38-41[ 42
~
1. . . . .. ~ tDEngllsh 3DBoth Englishand Spenish
Nams I Cods
f a.m. 1El Personal 2DSptm18h eD Other I
2 p.m. 2D Telephone I
TRANSCRIPTION FROM COMPLETEf)HIS-1
—
!. Sex of SP (Page2 or 56, quOst/On3) 13. Educationof 5P (Pago42 or 43, question2a) 14e-4s 14. Main r&~eof 5P [Page42 or43, qUeSt/On3a/b) ~
w ❑ Never attandad or kindergarten~. ~ ~
I 47
lo M
Elsm:123-:46r6 78 1234 S – Spat/fy.l
20 F High ,9 10 11 12 ..,.
Collegol 2 3 4 S 6+
4“




B.Marital status I 52 16. Femlly Income (Page46, qtrastlon8b) 1S3-64 17. e
(Page46 or 47, question 7) 00D A 07CIH 1400 21CI v ‘
I ❑ Maniad- qmusainHH Olclfs 0801 lBCIP 220 w PersonNo_
znMarriacJ -apeussnotln HH 02CIC 09DJ leDQ 2s0 x
;.s ❑ Wldowad 0300 IODK !7DR. 240 Y...
4 •l Divorcad 040 E tIDL - !Bafi . 250 z
s•l Saparated 06D F 12DM 10CIT “’ 20022
e❑ Navermerrhd 0806 13DN . Zoclu
(Transcribefrom 8e If 8b blank) “
27❑ $20,000 or more
Za❑ Lessthan $20,000














z n Callback required (Household page)




02 Refer to hlspsnic origin from femlly roster and
/
I ❑ Hlspanlc/Englkh Supp. interview f la)
~ typected Iengwsge for thie supplement.
2 D Hispmk/Spankh Supp. interview (lb)




I’m gofng to be ●sking questiorw thet●reroletod to health conoeme, such ●s smoking, sating prectlces, dootor vklta ■d so
forth. Before I ask them questions I would Ilk. to ●sk ● few qtmstlorw●bout the kngmga you use most oftm.
I
I
I 1 ❑ Yes (2)
1~.Do you spsak ●y Spmkh?
I




I’m going to be ●sklng quoatiottsthat me r.ktad to heelth conooms, such m smoking, ●ating praotkes, doctor vleita●nd so
forth. Beforo I ●sk tfwsc questlorw I would Ilke to ●sk ● fow quastlone about tho knguege you use most often.
I
b. Do you ●pakk my English? t 0 Yes
I
‘2 n No (4J
I
2. Would you say that You speak mostly Spmkh, mo8ttY %glkh, ~ ~
or do you epeak Spcnkh md English drout the same?
I ❑ Mostly Spenkh
1
I 2 n Mostly Engllah
I 3 ❑ Both about the sama
I
3. Wh*t knguago do you prefer: Spanlah only, mostly Spmkh, \ I ❑ Spanlah only
,. &






4 ❑ English only
I B ❑ Spmiah and English equally













6. In whloh langtr~ do you reed batter?
2 ❑ EIVJWr ,
I 3 •l Both the sama
I





8. Can you write In Englkh? I ~
I t •l Yaa
I 20N0
If “Yes” to both 7 end 8 esk: I ~
I 1 ❑ Spaniah




1 s D Both the same
If eirlf-reported on HIS- 1, mark box without aaking.
I
I t ❑ Puerto Rican 5 ❑ Chicano
L
! 2 ❑ Cuban 6 ❑ Other Latin American
1
HAND CARD O, read cetegor;es if telephone intervlaw. 3 ❑ Maxkan/Mexicano
/
7 ❑ Othar SpanIah
4 ❑ Maxken American
10. ~h~$ fifoth:h;:~oro~ baat descrfbaa your




11. Whkh of theea groupe best dascrfbas your
,




I 2 ❑ Cuban 6 ❑ Othar Latin Amarican
I 3 ❑ Maxicen/Mexicano 7 ❑ Other Spanlah
I





12. Which of thaaa groups beat daacrlbaa your I I ❑ Puarto Rican 6 ❑ Chkano
&
father’a ●thrtlo Idmtfflcation? I 2 ❑ Cuban
:
a ❑ Other Latin American
I a ❑ Maxioan/Mexicano 7 ❑ Othsr Spanish
I 4 ❑ Maxkan American
I





SectionO - ACCULTURATION - Continued
If self-reported on HIS- 1, merk box wftho~— 1c1Us., except Puerto Rico
T
I
13. In what country or state were you born? 2 ~ Puerto RICO ‘I ao Cuba
; 4 n Mexico




14. [n what country or state was your fathw born? I
~
I n U. S.. except Puerto Rico
I 2U Puerto Rico
1, 3 n Cuba
4 n MexicoI
eD Other (Spec/fy) ~
I
1
16. In what country or ztste was your mother born?
22
/ t ❑ U. S., except Puerto Rico
—
2 ❑ Puerto Rico
I
3 ❑ Cube
I 4 ❑ Mexico





Section P ~ MEDICAL CARE
I
(I”m gokngto be ●sking questions that are rmktod to health I
23
concwns, such ● smoking, eating practices, doctor vldts I
and co forth.)
i
Thoso qocetlons ●ro about madlccl care you may havo I
ttccdcdIn tttopast year.
1 e. During ffm pact 12 months, that k, slnco 12-month date ●
~ ! =(2)year ●go, hava you NEEDED ●ny mctfkcl care or a vko
----------------------------------------------.-+----;-~;;;-------------------------------------p
b. During the put 12 months, was there ever ● tlmo whotryou
did not get the medical care or advico that you rmedod? ! 2❑ No (2)





I O Did not have health insurance
Mark all mentioned, do not probe.
28
1 ❑ Care was not available when needed 27
I
I ❑ Cost too much 2s




I ❑ Didn’t know what kind of doctor to see




I ❑ Hours not convenient











a. Is tktora ● particular doctor’s offIcaI,clinic,health contm, or ~ t ❑ Yas
~





3. Wh@ kind of place Is it - ● doctor’s office, ● hospital, ● clinlc, I ~
a haalth cmttor, or ●omo other place? II 1❑ Doctor’s offica (private group practice or doctor’s clinic)
2UHo@talrmwrgency room
If hoepitek Is this ●rtoutpatlsnt clinic or ●r ●mmgottcy room? ~ 30 Hocpltaloutpatient clinic
/f clhric: Is this ● pubfic health clink or somo otlmr kind of clklc? ~
4❑ Hadth canter or prlvata neighborhood health cllnlc
6 ❑ Publk health clinic
I












I I ❑ Ho@tal emergency room 2s
Mark all mantioned, do not probe. t I ❑ Hoapltaloutpatient clinic1
40






1 ❑ HMOiprepald group prectka/’’Group Hrmfth” 44




I ❑ Have two w more doctors or usualplacesdepending on 47
I what k wrong
1
~
1 ❑ Othw (Spat/fyi ~ E
5. Whom do you get your moat uaoful information ●bout how to i
prtvont Illrtoassnd Improvo your hoslth? 1
I 1 ❑ Tebphone Information - Publk S&vice or Hotkke
1 1 ❑ Family
~






I 1 ❑ Teleuldon
I
1 i ❑ Radio
I 1 ❑ Books
I
laNewspepm
/ t ❑ Magazines
1 ❑ PmrphIata In doctor’e office
i 1 ❑ othereourca
I








., Section Q ~ FO[
10, ffWC YOU.w mad. my LA’STINQ ●nd MAJOR changss In
what you ●at ●nd drtnk for hanfth masons?
~----------—_ -________ —___________________
b, In making thoso ahangoo, whst foods do you ●at MORE of?
Enter rasporkws verbat~m, one food per line. Do not probe.
. . . . . . .
-.>.
.—------ ---------- ---------------------- ____
C. What foods do YoU●at LESS of ?
..
Enter raeponses verbatfm, one food per line. Do not probe.
,. ..- . .





d. HaV.YOU madctfwcc chanaoa In what vou cat ●rd drink In
ttmpact 6 yews?
.,
------- -’-- __’__ ____,____ _____________ ______
tL Old vw mn~ thcco changes in tlw p4st yew?
.4
t. Plsmo tsll rhc whcttwr tfw followlfrg statomwttc●a trzmfor
you. First -
.,
:” {a) it~imithat ●qthlng you ●ath bad for you so ,why
..*. bothw ohw@rg. h that tnrc for VOU?) .,,. ,$, ,.
,:...
.,, (b) I WZJOY$hothlqfs 1.@t ●nd I don’t want & &hcngc.‘j; ~ , ‘k.’,,;
. . . . .,. .
“ (c) llrcro Qhaomanvdlffwont rcoommandstlons,’ - “, .,
it’s hard for m. to know whloh orws td follow. ~..,,:,
-..4.
,,
(d} 1.@ m so much that making chwreos would bc hid.
~~ (g) Tfw thlwis I eat ●nd drink ● hoatthy so th.ra :‘
ia no rc-aon for m. to make chwtgcs. “ ‘ -
1. ; I am going to mad two (mora) statamsntc. Piaaso tall ma
which mra vw ●gree with most. .,. .+
(a) What Pcoplo ●at or drink has Iltth affect on
wlwthar tfroywill davalop maJor disoascc. ,
off
. (b] BV ●atfng tha right kinds of foods, paopla can radup~,
tftairchawaa of davaloplng maJordlccasas)
b- Which maJordlssasas do vou think may ha rolatcd to what
pcopla aat ●nd drink?
,,











1 ❑ Yea ,!, . 6
,,




















. . . . . . . .,’
liz~
$. .;. ‘-
ooo ❑ Nons “,
,ss ❑ OK
.------ _______________ -.----- ------- ----
1 •1 Yw ~~
:8 ;;] ,3) ,.







‘ tclf’ . . .
1.
~,! ‘“























I ❑ Heart disease 1 .,. : 41—
I ❑ Obesity/overweight ,< ...--, 42!-
1 ❑ Diabetes ;., .- ,. ,: 4s
1 ❑ Hyoartenalon or High Blood Praaaura 44
—
—
I ❑ Othar ,, .. . *




, 1 •l Cancar in 4 (6)
8 ❑ Other (6)
,.
172
Sactitm Q - F(l
6. Do you think cmrcorm-y kM rolmtod to what pooph
ost●nddrfnk?
Bs. Wh@ foodc do you think POOPISshould ●at or drfnk MORE
of to hotp prov.nt cmcor?
Enter responses wrbstfm, one food per line. Do not probe.
------ __________________________________
b. What foods should fmopta cmtor drknkLESS of
to help pravont cmicor?
Enter msponseir wrbstlm, errs food per Ifne. Do not probe.
------------------------------- ______ ____
c. Wfmt klrtdsof cancw do you think may b. rdstod to tho
things pooplo ●at ●nd drink?
hlsrfr al} mentionsd, do not probe.
7a. HMJOYOU h- or-d ANYTHING drout howoti~ mom
of somo - md IOBCof otftorfoods can help prcwnt
wna maJordiaoaooo?
------------------ ______________________ .
b. Whloh nmjor dlrnsos hwo YOU baud t3tSyba t’datdto
what-la .M ●iddrink?
Mark d mantlorwd, do not probe.
. . . ..
k. 8ornafooch oontdn flfmr. Hwa you fmmd of -?
--------- ______________________ ______ ----
b. O#IIflkWM&WU UY your allotIs hbh, mdlum,
------------------ _______ _______ -------- .
HAND CARD Ql, read Ifst if telephone Intewlew.
0, Ham 10● list of foods. Ploasa toll m. whkrh onos
you ttrlnkwo hfgh in fiber.
Mark all mentioned, do not probe,




3 ❑ Probably/maybe/could bdetc.


















1 ❑ All kinds of cancsr
1 H Breast cancer
1 •l Bladder cmcer
I ❑ Cancer of tha mouth/throct/esophagus
1 •l Cancer of the cOlOn/bowc4/krtestinO/ractwn
t ❑ Stomach cancer
1 ❑ Prostatq Cmrcu
1 ❑ Cancer of tlw utertm






















1 •l C8ncer 87




1 ❑ Dlabotw ●o






2 •l NO ,9) ,.
sDDK
----------- ____________________________




-_-- A-_-- ___--- ___- _-__ -- L __________________t.
I ❑ Srm flake.
E
●7
t ❑ Corn flakes n
1 ❑ Hamburgers n
I ❑ Lettua 100
I❑ S&-lbans 101
I •l Carrots 102
I ❑ Whtm rhx 10s
10 RCWCPPICU 104





Section Q - FOOD KNOWLEDGE - Continued
a. Overall, would you say your diet Ishigh, madlum, I
or low In fat?
I 2 ❑ Medium
I s H Low
SU DK------- .—---— —-. ——--. ——--- —------- —---- ~---- —--------------------- —-------------- —---
b.
HAND CARD (22, read list if telephone interview. I 1 tl Fried chicken
Hero la [a/anothar] Ilstof foods. Please tall me
I
I ❑ White bread
which on-a you think ●re high In fat. I I ❑ Soda or soft drlnka
I ! ❑ Peanut butter
I
Mark ell mentioned, do not probe.
1 u Broiled fish
I i D Bananas
















O. Thlnklng about whst you eat and drfnk, which of tho I
followlng are IMPORTANT concams for you? I
I 1
(a) Avoldlng food. wkh too much calt or sodium. (la
I
that *n Important concam for you?) I i •1 Yes 20N0
d
16
(bj Avoldlng foods with too much sugar.
i
! 1 ❑ Yes 2DN0 G
17
(C) Eating fr=fs to Iqwor cholaatrrrol.
:




(d) Nothaving ●nough monoy to buy food.
I
! t ❑ Yes 2DN0 ~e
(e) Bolrrg ovorwolght. 1❑ Yes(sectkmR) 2DN0
=1
20
(f) Balng too thin. 1 t •l Yes 2DN0 p
174
!S.eilnm R - t2CNCRAL KNowLEDGE~ND ATTITUDES. . . ... .. . . --------
!
Thaie naxt qrmstkxw ●re ●bout oancor ricks.
-.
\ INCREASE ‘Two MOST
Hand Cad RI, read categories If telephone intewisw.
I CHANCES RESPONSIBLE
a. Which of them things do you think incromm ● parson% ‘ ~ , ❑
chmtcas of gottlng cancer?
I •l Stress 22 23
$
..; . ,1 u ~ n’ Inherited make-up or heredity
~ ~
““Mark all mentfoned In first column, do not probe.’ .1: ,n
‘1 I •l Exposure to x-rays - 2s 27
:1,








I •l Air pollution 32 93
,.. .
r 10 I ❑ Water pollution .,, ., 34 35
I
. .
.-. .;,:: .. . .
!
In I ❑ Soma cloth dyes 38 37
________________________________________________
: If two or fewer rasponsea in la, mark lb without I
. .
lCI
asking and skip to 2
I 1 ❑ Exposura to toxic wasta dumps . . , ~
36 39
i
b. In your ophdon, of the things you just mont[onsd
I 10 I ❑ Expeaura to toxic substance on tha job
40 41
I
which TWO ●. responsible for tho MOST casas of




Mark box in second column next to the 2 items mentioned.
10
I
1 ❑ Excessive drinking of alcoholic beversgea 44 46
! 10 I ❑ Expmure to the sun 4a 47
I




t ❑ Exposure to nuclear waata 60 61
I
I
I ID I ❑ Some strong aoaprI arrd detarganta
52 63
1.
















I Plaa$otilmo ~hathsr you strrmgly UWS~ sgrae,
I IJ Strongly agree
“” dlsagroo, or strongl~ dlssgrsa with this statsmant, or If
I
I z ❑ Agree
you havo no ppinion - 1 s❑ OiaagreeI t D Strengly dkagraa
Thara Isvary Iittls ● parson can do to raduos his or hor I s ❑ No ofdniori
chmmaa of getting cmcor. I
I









1 D Change In bewel or Madder habns 04
Mark ell mentioned, do not proba. 1 I ❑ Unusual blaading or diac+rarge 66
;
1
1 ❑ Lump In breast or elaawhare aa
I
I 1 ❑ Indigestion
67
I
1 ❑ Dlffkulty in awallowicq ma
:
I 1 ❑ Change In a wart or mola
I
8s
I 1 D Nagging oough or homvansee
I
70
I i •1 cheer pshr 71
!
I
1 ❑ Shortrreaa of breath 72
/
1 ❑ Sors8 that don’t heal 73
/ I ❑ Tired/fatiguad
74
1 ❑ Changes on akkr/rash/blemiahkunspots/blotches 7a
[






. . . . . . . .. . . . .- ---
VmuA Iws., a (1”?, ,7 . ...!
175
Section R – GENERAL KNOWLEDGE AND ATTITUDES — Continued
1
pa. If you were offered a frae 2 hour claaaon how to raduca I 1 ❑ Yes L—
78
your charrcaaof getting cancar, would you ba Intareatad
in going to ft if It wera convaniant?





--- —---------- —--. ---__ —- —--- _--_ ------ ——____ _____ ______________________________________~–




b. If you wara golrrg to ●ttand ●uch ● class, which of
I
[ 1 ❑ Local school
80
thoaa placas would ba conwmiant for you? /
I ❑ Hospital al
I I ❑ Club meeting ~
Mark ell mentionad, do not probe. 1
t ❑ Workplace 83
1. I ❑ Home
84
1 •l Senior c8ntar 86
i ❑ Community center ~









Refer to age end sex
I
Thoso nwrt quostlons are about cart-in kinds of modlcal
tests ●nd oxamirmtlorw.
la. Haveyouavarhe8rd ofa Papsmewtest?
---------------------------------------------
b. Hmvoyouovarhad a Papsmear?
--------——————---------------------------—---




Was it loss than three months, or 3 or more months ago?
---------------------------------------------
Was N 3 wars arroor Iaas.between tfrroa●nd 6 vaara, or






Did you go for your last Pap smaar barmma of ● haalth
problam?
-------------------------------------------- .
What w~a tho problem?
Mark all mantioned, do not proba.
---------------------------- ~--= ------------ .
How wars you told iho reauttsof tfmtaat - tn paraon,
ovor tho tolophono, through tho makf,or aomo othw
way?
S2 I Rafer to 3a.
I
40. Hava you EVER had ● Pmp●m-m tr.cauao of ● haaftfr
problom?
--------------------------- ------------------
b. What was tha problom?
Mark all mentioned, dc not probe.
KNOWLEDGE AND PRACTICE 3-4
I ❑ Male, under 40 (41)
~













t ❑ Daya ago
>10 off 2❑ Waaka ago
mo. yaar 3❑ Months ago
If 3 years a 0 or /ess (2)
3If mere than yeara ago (4)





I ❑ Within paat yew (le)
15
9DDK (4)
2•l 1 year or more (If)
-- ——--------------- ——-—------------ ——-------
I ❑ Leaa than 3 months1
r-zc
2❑ 3 cr mora nwntha (2)
60DK
--------------------------—-----------------
t •l 3 years or less (2) E








t ❑ Follow-uP taats/traatm.mt
E
20
I ❑ Biaeding 21
I ❑ Pain 22
I ❑ Discharge 2s
I n Itching 24
1Cl Burning 25
I •l Infection 26








3D Through tha maik
4 ❑ Cornbirmtbn of methods
6❑ Nevar told; meaning raaulta normal










f ❑ Follow-up teats/traatmant
E
33
I ❑ Bleeding 84
1❑ Pain S6
I ❑ Diacharga 36
t a Itching 37
I ❑ Burning 36
1 •l Infection 39





Section S – CANCER SCREENING KN{
Sa. Havayourrvar hada Papsmearwhare therasults
war. NOT normal?
-------- ———__________________________________
b. Bacausaoftha abnormal raaulta,dldyouhava
any additional toots?
C. Becauaa ofthaabnormal results, dldyouhava
an~ ●rrgary or othar treatment?
d. ‘lz~~~~ap smaar/additional tastsf$urgary or othar
-------—-—_— __________________________
traatmant] hrdicatathat you had cancar?
------------__________— ______________________
0. Whariware youdlagnoaad ashmring cancar?
S3 Referto lcandlf.
6. Whatiathamost importturtraasonwhyyouhav6[ nevarhada
Pap ●maarhrot had a Pap smaar In tha past faw yaara]?




8a. Doyouknowhowto axamlnayour own braaatsforlumps?
---— _______________________ ~_________________
b. About howoftandoyou examlneyourbreaats foriumps?
-------—— ____________________________________
C. Whotrmghtyou howto. amine your braasts?
Mark all mentioned, do not probe,



















--------- —------------- ———------------------- ---
{
47-50
I ❑ Days ago
~~ OR— 2 ❑ Wesks ago





I ❑ More than 3 years in lC or If (6)
8 ❑ Other (7)
p+
OOQ Procrastinated/Put it off
o! n Had a hysterectomy (6)
020 Didn’t know I should
030 Not needed/not necesssry
040 Coat too much
06❑ No insurance coverege
Oan Don’t go to doctors
07 ❑ Don’t hsves doctor
oe ❑ Not recommended by doctor/Dr. never said it was needed
OLI❑ Dr. said It wasn’t needed
IO ❑ Too embanaasing




I ❑ Yes (S) i-!E-
2D No (7b)
3 ❑ Never had menstrual periods (7c)
_____________________________________________ ___
}
lcl Yes (8) 7w2DN0
{
t D Day -
21J Week
31J Month
Tima5 per 4 I_JYear
000D Never






1 D Nurse (E
1 ❑ Other health professional 06
1❑ Le.smed In e classlmeeting 07
In Read lnabook, pamphlet, magazine, StC. W
lo T.zIwIsIo” 69
1 ❑ Other (Specify) y 70
I lDOK 71 I
178





Refer to aga. I 2a 40 and over (9)
I
la. A broaat physical ●xam is whtn the breast is felt for lumps ~ 1 ❑ Yes
~









b. Havayouavarhad abraaatphyaical axam?
;-------- -------------------------------------




+. ------------------------------------------- --------—-------------— ------------------------- --
C. Whandldyou havoyourlaat broaatphyslcal axam? I
{}
I ❑ Days ago e
;.J15 OR znWeeks ago If3 yearsago or less(10)
mo. year 3❑ Months ago If more than 3 years ago (12)
I














f. Was It3yaarsago orlaaa, batwaanthraa and5yoara, or 1❑ 3 years orkss (10) E
5 or mora yaars ago7 }
I
I }




~. Wharawaathia axamdona -inadoctor’a offica,aolissio, I I ❑ Doctor’s office
● hospital, or aoma othar placa? I 2 •l Clinic
I 3 ❑ Hoepltal
1,
s ❑ Other piece (Specify) y
I
anDK
la. Dldyougoforyour laatbraaatphyalcal axambacauao I 1•l Yes
&









I 1 El Soreness
E
so
Mark all mentioned, do not probs.
lCl Sws4111ng Slt
! I ❑ Lumps
ao
I I O Pain al
I I ❑ Diachargs 92
! laCompNoatiom relatadtobraa$t fasding *3







C. Howwarayoutoldtha raaultaoftha taat-ln parson, I ❑ Infzerson EC




4❑ Combination of methods
6 ❑ Nsvw told; meaning results normal
6 ❑ Never told; DK if problcm
1. a ❑ Other
i lClYaaf13)
~
S5 Refer to 1 la. 1 2DN0
! }sDDK ’12)











Mark all mantloned, do not probe. 1•l Swelling
102
I I ❑ Lumps 103
I
1•l Pein 104
I ❑ Discharge 106
I ❑ Complkstions related to bresst feeding loa
1n Unraisted medicel problem 107







‘Section S – CANCER SCREENING KNOWLEDGE AND PRACTICE - Contlnttad 3-4










b. Becaus. of tha ●bnormal result8, did you hava
I
1•1 Yas E-<
●nyaddltiooal tssta? 2D No
I enDK
——————--------------——----—--—--------------- __________________________________ _____ ___:---
c. Ilacmwa of tha●bnormal msrdta, did you hava 1 •1 Yes c-z
anysurgwyor othartraatmant? iI 2tlNo
1“ sDDK
------------------------.---------------------:---------------y:--7------------T------r-----








a. Whwr wara you dlagnosad ● s having canrmr? I
{
=
I I D Days ago
~ -~,OR_——_— 2 a Weeks ago
I mm yaar 3 ❑ Months ago





S6 Refer to 9C and 9f. I ❑ More than 3 year$ in 9C or 9f (14)I Ba Other (15)
1
14. Whatlstiamootlmpo~antroasonwhyyouhava[nsvarhada i
braaat physical wramhmt had ● brsact physical ●xam in tha

















Il!2!00C! PrOcrastinntedlPut it off
01❑ Didn’t know I should
OZO Not neadrrdhrot necmsary
c3D Cost too much
04U No insurance coverage
06D Don’t go to doctors
06U Oonh have a doctor
070 Not recommended by doctor/Dr. never s.sid it was naeded
Oaa Dr. said it wasn’t needed
OSO Too embarrassing









SectIon S - CANCER SCREENING KNOWLEDGE AND PRACTICE – Continued
I




6a. A mammogr-m Is whort ●n x-my fatakorronly of tha braaata ~
by ● rnachlno that promos agalrmtth. breast whllo tho 1❑ Yes







b. HaWOYOU●ver had ● mammogram?
;______________ ----- ———-—-———----—- —- —- ——-----
1 1❑ Yes E
I
I 2❑ No (20)
QODK(21)
------. ----------------------------------—- {--------------------------------------------- ____
c. Wtron dld you hsvo your 1s82mammogram? I
I {}
I ❑ Days ago e
;21s Ofr 2 ❑ Weeks ago If3 ymrra oorless{16)
l——mo. year !3 ❑ Montha ago Ifmomthn Yearsago(18)





I 1❑ withinpaat year (154 sClDKi18) E
2 ❑ 1 yaar or more (15f)
---------_-----________-_-_---_-_-__._---_--;--------------------------------------------- ----
a, Was it loss than thrao months, or 3 or more months ●go? I ❑ Less than 3 monthsI
}
E










16. Wham was this tat dorm - in ● dootor’s offica, ● cllrtic,● j tDDoctor’aoffica ~


























Markallmentioned,do notprobe. I 1❑ Swalfing sa
1
1 I ❑ Lumps
36
I 1•l Parn 37
I 1D Dkacharge 38
; :Dlhwefatedmadicaf problem Ss
I







ovorthmtalaphono, throughthomdl, orsomoothu I 10 In parson
































t •l Soraneas 46









1❑ Unralatad madical probfam 61





Section S - CANCER SCREENING KNOWLEDGE AND PRACTICE - Continued
Sa. Hava you aver had a mammogram whrira tho t •l Yea
&
rasrrlts wara NOT normal?
}
2 ❑ No ,~8)
sBDK
__------._____----.------------------------.-+--------------------------------------------
b. Bocmraa of tho ●bnormal rasults, did you havo 1❑ Yes =
●ny sddltlorml tosta? I 20 No
I sDDK
--------—-- ~----——--------————— -------------- +--—---------------------------———--—---------
c. BOCSUM of tho ●bnormal raaults, did you havo I 1•1 Yes E
●ny ●urgory or othar traatmant? 2DN0
! eaDK
---------------7--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
d. Did tha [mammogram/additional taats/aurga~ or othar 10 Yes L!!?_
traatmantl Indlcata that you had cancar? I 2DN0
I 1(S8)enDK




2 ❑ Weeks ago
mo. year 3 tl Months ago
! 4 ❑ Years ago
I
I
1, we❑ OK F
I &
S8 Refer to 16C and 75f. ! I ❑ More than 3 vear$ in 16C Or 15f (20)8❑ Othar (21)
I
1
20. What la tha moat important raason why you hava [navar had ● [ 00❑ Procrastinated/Putit off
_
mammogram/not had n mammogram in tha past faw yaara]? , 01❑ Didn’t know I should
I
I
02U Not needed/not necessary
030 Cost too much
I
I




00D Don’t hava a doctor
07❑ Not racommondedby doctorlDr. nevar mid It was needed
I ,OSD Dr, srjid!t wasn’t naaded
I oan Too embarraaeing
1on Havan’t hadany problems
I
I I ❑ Fear









Section S – CANCER SCREENING KNOWLEDGE AND PRACTICE – Continued
I





1a. Have you ever heard of a digital rectal exam, that is
~❑ Yes
whmr a finger k Inserted 1ssthe rectum to check for
I 2DN0
problems? I }so DK ’27’
—--------- . ------ . ---------------- —---------
b. Have You ever hod a digital ractal exam?
+---- ——----------- ———------- —- —- —----- —- ——---




2 ❑ No (26)






I t ❑ Days ago
~ -l~OR
2❑ Weeks ago ff3 years ago or less (22)
mo. year







d. Was it within the past yaar or a year or mora ago? 1•l Within past year (27eJ 9DDK(24)
/ 2Ellyear0rm0re (27f)
--------------_-____---_--------------____.._J--------------------------------------------- ----







f. Was it 3 yaars ●go or iass, batwemr thma and 6 yaara, or
:-------------- ——————----——-————-——----——
1•l 3 years or less (22) -----E
5 or mora yaws ago? 1
I




!2. Where was this axam dons - in a doctor’s offica, e ciink, !
I ❑ Doctor’s office &
● hospitai, or ●oma othar piaca? I 2 •l Clink
3❑ Hospital




!3a. Did You 90 for your iast digitai ractai sxam bacausa of I 1 ❑ Yes &







1 IJ Constipation 83
I I ❑ Bowei trouble 84
Mark ail mantlonad, do not probe.
1
I 1❑ Biood in stool
8s
I
1 ❑ Difficulty winating 86
1 1 ❑ Prostate enlargement 87
I
I
I ❑ Bleedlng 88
I I I_J Hemorrhoids 8s
I 1 ❑ Dlverrlmditk 00
i t ❑ Unrelated medicel problem 91
I I D Other 92
lIJDK
-------------------------------------------- ;----------
c. How war. you told tha rssufta of tha tast — in parson, 2
---—----—-------------— ------------ - --
I lain parson
over tho tmiophona,through tha msii, or aoma othsr I
way?
2 ❑ Telephone
3 ❑ Through the meil
4@Combination ofmethods
6 ❑ Never toid; meaning resuits normsi
o IJ Never toid; DK if prob4em
/ 8 D Other
lDYIM (25) &
S9 R8fc?r tO 2%. 2DN0
1SEIDK ’24)










I 1 El Constipation
98
1 ❑ Bowel trouble es




t Cl Difficulty urinating 101




I t Cl Diverticulitis 10s
I ❑ Unrelated medical problem 106
/
I
I ❑ Other 107
IDDK 108
FORMH13-lA 119S7) [7.28. !
183
E
Section S – CANCER SCREENING KNOWLEDGE AND PRACTICE – Continued 3–4
—
,Sa. Have you ever had a digital ractal exam whera
tha rasulta wara NOT normal?
l-&-
---------------------------------------------&--------------------------------------------- ---
b. Because of the abnormal results, did you have 1❑ Yes LS_
any additional tasts? I 20 No
I LIDDK
--——— --------- ..-—-—-———————————————_————————— +-----
c. Because of the abnormal ramdts, dld you have I ----;E;;,-------------------------------E




d. Did the [digital rectal examhrddltlmml teetehrrgery or 1❑ Yes E








I ❑ Days ago
~xL ~R — 2 ❑ Weeks ago
mo. yaar 3 ❑ Months ago
4 •l Yew ago
I
I
Slo Refer to 21c and 21f. t ❑ More than 3 years in 21c or 21f (26)I e ❑ Other (27)
[
!6. What is the most Impmtent meson why you have [msver~ eon Pmcrastlnated/Put It off
~ti
dlgltal rectal exam/not had a digitel ractal exem in the past
yeara]? I 01❑ Didn’t know I should
02U Not neededlnot necessery
/ 03U Cost too much
04U No imurarrce coverage
I
06D Don’t go to doctors
; 06U Don’t have a doctor
I 07U Not recommended by doctorlDr. never said It was needed
oen Doctor said it waan’t needed
OSU Too amberraaalng
100 Feer
I I ❑ Haven’t hsd any problems






Section S – CANCER SCREENING KNOWLEDGE AND PRACTICE – Continued
I
!7a. A bloodstooltsstiDwharrthe●tqoljsexaminmdto I ~
datwmirm whether it contains blood. Hava you avar I






-- . - _-------- _-_ - —________________ __________
b. HavaYOUavarhad● blood stool taat?
;-------- -.--- ——-----------------. ---------- ——-
I 1 Cl Yes E
/ 2 ❑ No (32)
s❑ DK(33)
-------------------------------------------- ;-------–-_–_-------–––____------_____-----––– ----
C. Whandidyou havayour last blood atooltaat?
{}




year 3 ❑ Months ago
1“
If moro than 3 years ago (30)




d. Wasltwlthln thapaatyaarorayam ormoraago? lCiWithinpest year(27e) E 2aaoDK(30)
/ 2Cllyaar0rm0re f27f)
-------------_-__-__________________________{_____________________________________________ ____
e. Wasitlaasthan thraamontha, or30rmoramontha ago? 1
}







f. Waait3yaara agoorlaaa, batwaanthroa and5yoars, or lC13yaers0rless (28) E
S or mora yaara ago? 1I 2 a Batween 3 and 5 years
3C150rmore years 11301/ “bCIDK
!& Did you do tha blood stool teatyouraalf or was it done by ● I
doctor or other madical paraors? I
~
I I ❑ Sslf-administered
2 ❑ Doctor/medical parson
I
I


















I I ❑ Bleeding 34
Mark all mentioned, do not proba.
I
1•l Pein 36
I I ❑ Constipation a6
I I ❑ Wwel trouble a7
1 El Blood in stool a8
1 ❑ Ulcers as
I ❑ Unreleted medwal problam 40
I ❑ Other 41
lDDK 42
--------------------------------____________;_____________
C. Howwarayoutoldtheraaukaofthataat- Inparson, I 1•l In person EC
ovar tha talaphorro, through tha mall, or some othar
way? I 2 a Telephone
3 ❑ Through the mail
/ 4 ❑ Combination of mathods
6 ❑ Never told; msaning results normal










10a. Hava You EVERhad*blOOd stool tostbocauaaofa
baalth problam?










I t ❑ Bleading 47




I I ❑ Bowal trouble
50











. . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . .
—“O>, A,,.. J,, ..’. M
185
Section S – CANCER SCREENING KNOWLEDGE AND PRACTICE – Continued
I
1a. Have you ●ver had a blood stool test where the 1❑ Yes I
r






b. Becausa of the abnormal results, did you have 1❑ Yes -EIz
●ny additional teats? 2D No
9DDK
—————---------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------
G. Because of the ●bnormal results, dld you have
~--
10 Yes H
any surgery or othar treetment? 20No
I
..! .,’ 8DDK
------------,-- -------—-——-———-—--- -------- *__+______ -------------- -------------------------
d. Dld tha blood stool testiaddltlonal tostslsurgery or other I 1•1 Yes c-
treatmantl Indloete thet you had cancar? I 20No
}sDDK ‘s’2’
----------------—--——--—-————-—--—-—-——-—-—-— f--------------z ------------------------------ -–-




I ❑ Days ago
! ---/K OR— 2 n Weeks ago
mo. year 3 ❑ Months ago








1❑ Mora than 3 yeara In 27c or 27f [32)
8 ❑ Other (33)
1
12. What Is the most Importent reason why you hav= [navar had ● i 000 Procrastinated/Put it off
@
blood stool testhot had a blood stool tast In the pest faw
years]? I 01❑ Didn’t know I should
020 Not naededlnot neceasarv
1
03❑ Coat too much
040 No inauranca covarage
060 Don’t go to doctors
06a Oon’t hava a doctor
I
070 Not recommended by doctor/Or. never said it was naedad
I 08 ❑ Dr.,8aid it wasn’t needed
oaDTooembarrasalng
i IOU Fear
I 11 ❑ Haven’t had any problems
I 12❑ Painful procedura




RM H!S.l A I1087I (7.28.S61
—
186








A proctoscopic ●xam la whmr a tuba 1sInserted in
1•l Yes




haard of a proctoscopic exam? I 9DDK
w
—-—-------------- —-——-- —-------------------- -------- . --------- —--------------------------1
Hava you avar had ● proctoscopic axam? I 1•1 Yes E
.; 2❑ No 138)1
9DDK (s15)
L--------------------------------------------- -----------------------------——---——--—-———
Whan did you hava your last proctoscopic axam? I1
{}
F
t ❑ Days rwJ
I
I J’L 2 ❑ Weeks ago ff3 years ago or less (34)
I mo. year OR
I
3a Mcnths ago If more than 3 yearsago (36)
I 4 •l Years ago










Was itIaeethan throc months, or 3 or moro months ●go? I
I 1I❑ Less than 3 months E2C1307morem0nths (34)90DK
------------------------------------------`-j--777----------------------------------------
Waalt3yearaa&ro orlaaa,batwaan thraaand5yaara, or tC13yeers0rless(34) K
6 or mora yoara ago? 1. 2 n Between 3 and 5 yesrs




)4. Wharawaathia axamdona -lnadoctor’a offlco, acllnlc, ~ tCIDOOtOr’sOffke
&
● hoapltal, or ●omo othor place? 2❑ Clinic
i 3❑ Hospital




















I t ❑ EUOMJin StOCI













How woro you told tho raaulteof tho test - In parson, K
ovm tho talaphona, through tha mall, or soma othor I 1❑ in person
way? I 2❑ Telsphona
I 3DThr&ghths msll
I 4❑ Combination of methods
I
6 ❑ Navar told; meaning results normal




S13 Refer to 35a. 2oNo
}BOOK ’38’















t ❑ Bowel trouble
t ❑ Blood in stool







SectionS – CANCER SCREENING KNOWLEDGE AND PRACTICE - Continued










b. Bocmtsoof tho ●bnormal r-suits, did YOUhavo I El Yes i----
any ●ddltiorml teats? I 2DN0
!
sDDK
_____________——-— ____________________________ ~–––_– -——-—------------—-——------——-----------
c. Bacauw of tho ●bnormal raauktadld you hmra I 1 •1 Yes
~Tr5-




d. Did thrn@proctoscopic●xam/additional tsats/aurgary or I 1•l Yes ~i&6-




e. Whan ware you diagnosed ● s having cancar? I
{
E
I t D Days ago
I
I ~L oR—
2 ❑ Weeks ago
I mo. year ~ 3 ❑ Months ago




S14 Refer to 33carrd33f. t ❑ More than 3 years in 33c or 33f (38)I 8 ❑ Other (S15)
I I
]8. Whstla~ nFHi
proctoacoplc axamhtot had ● proctoscopic ●xam In ths peat :
00❑ Procrastinated/Put k off
fsw yoarsl?
01❑ Didn’t know 1should
I 020 Not neededlnot necessary
; 03 ❑ Cost too much
I
I
040 No insuranca coverage
05 ❑ DOtI’t go tO doctors
Oam Don’t hava a doctor
;
07 H Not recommandad by doctor/Dr. nevar said it was needed (S15)
I O.SD Dr. said it wasn’t needed
I OSO Too embarrassing
‘Ion Fear
I














Section S – CANCER SCREENING KNfl
19. A brsast phyakcalexam is when the breast k felt for I
lumps by ● dootor or medical assistant. Have you ever





LO. A mammogrmm k when msx-ray k takan only of tha braasta by
● machina that proasaa●gainst ths braaat whiio tha pictura is
takan. Hava vou ovw hewd of ● mammogram?
(Thaso naxt quostlons ●ra ●bout cartain kinds of medical
ksta ●nd ●xaminatiosw.1
11. A digital roctai exam is whan a fingar is insartad In tha raatum
$X:::k for problams. Have you ●var bawd of a digital ractal
12. A bfogd stoof tast Is whwl ths stooi is ●xsminad to dotormino
whothw Itoontains biood. Harmyou ●var bawd of ● blood
stool tast?
13. A protiacopk ●xarrt k whan ● tuba k insart,d in tha ractum to
chack for problomw Hava you ●var haard of ● prootoscoplc
●xam?
S15 Refertosex.
Mark box if “No”or” DK” in la.
}4. About how oftarsdo you think ● woman should hava ● Pap
●maar taat?
Mark box if “No”or “DK” in 9a or 39.
~& About how oftan do you think ● woman ●ga 60 wrd ovar “
8houid hava ● breast physicai ●xamination by ● dootor or
bsafth profaasionai?
w.
Mark box if *’No”or “DK” in 15a or40.
About how oftan do you thirssk● wcrnmn aga 60 wrd ovw
Mark box if“No”or“DK”in21aor41.
67. -t how ofian do you think a parson ●ga 40 WMIovar
●houid hava digital raotal ●xam?

































SIssn Other (SPacifY) ~










sssU Other (Specify) y




Sean Otfrar ispacifkd ~











SSSO Other (Specify) ~





Section S – CANCER SCREENING KNOWLEDGE AND PRACTICE — Continued
I
Mark box if “No”or “OK” in 27a or 42. I I
000DNo/DK
!
s. About how often do you think a prarsonege 40 ●nd over







I 777 ❑ Never
I 88a ❑ Other (Specify) ~
I
I
666 ❑ Only if problem fsymptoms
I
I 9990 DK
Mark box if “No”or “DK” in 33a or 43. / PJODNo~DK









I 3 Cl Year(s)
/
777 ❑ Never
888 D Other (Specify) ~
/
: .%&l Only If problem/symptoms
I wan DK
0. He. ●doctor or other heelth professional ●vor told you thet ~ 1cl Yes
you had ●ty kind of cencer (including ●ry cencor you hmro
●lramfy mcntlonsd)? I z H No (sect/on T)
I
II a. What kind of cancer wes It? I
I
799 ❑ OK (51M
______________________________________________





‘2. Howoldworeyouwhon thlecancer waeflrstdlagnosod
by a doctor? Ago
se❑ OK
‘3. Bosldosthlscsncsr, hssadoctor svsrtoldyouthst youhsd ~






798 a OK hS4b)
----------------------------------------------L_____________________________________________
b. Whst part of ths body wes ●ffsctsd?
❑ DK








Section T.- SMOKING HABITS
Thma nest quostlons ●. about cigarotts smoking.
1 ~
1 •1 Yes
1. !HmIa you smoksd at I*a$t 100 cigar.tt.s in your ●ntirs Iifo? , 2i3N0
If asked: approximately 5 packs I },DDK ‘4)




I OOD Never smoked regularly (4)
[ s9DDK
3. Do you smoko cigarmttosnow? I &1 I El Yes fsection V)
I 2❑ No (sOCtbl U)
4. Whm youam Insido public Placesthathavo no nrlos i ~
shout smoking ●nd somoone lightsUP● clgarotta, I t ❑ Ask person not to smoke
what wa you most Ilkdy to do - ●sk tho parson not to I 2❑ MoveOWlly
smoko, mova ●way from tfm psrson, Justdo nothing, I a❑ Do oothlng
}
(mctton W






Section U - FORMER SMOKER
1













~. On the ●vmmge,how many cigarettes dld you ueuadiy I
smoke F day? 1
MO Lees than one cigarette per day
/




3. Ifow many minutes or hours efter awakening did you wOD Immediately
161-63




~. Btforo you quit (entry in 1) ago, did you make ●ny other II 10 Yes
L 64
●orloua attempta to ●top ●mokirtg? ZO No17)
5. Including tho last time you quit emoking, how many II
_
times did you make a serious attempt to atop smoking — Times
cigarette? ! esn DK
B. Before you quit ●rooking (entw in 7) ago, what waa tha 1 @1
longest poricd you etayod off cigarettes?









7. For how many yoare were You a ragrdar amokar (do not I ma Less than one year _
Includa tha tlmea whan you ●tayad off cigarettes)? I
I — Years
I’m going to road a list of methods which ●oma paopla
uae to atop ●moklng cigarettes.
8a. [what YOUquit did YOUaverlln any of your quit ●ttempts
did you aver] -
b.
1I switch to Iowar tar or adcotinacigarottos?
21usa ●paclal flltara or cigaratta hoidem to ragulata tha
amount of amoka inheled?
3) ~ad~t:+ dacraasa the numbar of cigarattas you smokad
4) uaa praacription thawing gum callad “nlcoratta”?
6) participate In tha Grant Amarlcan Smoko-mrt?
6) ●top ●mokittg elmrg with frlands or ralativas who wara
aleo trying to quit?
7] ●top by followlttg Inatructiona in ● book or pamphlat?
8) ●top “cold turkay”, that is, stopping all at onca without
cutting down?































_____ 1 ❑ __ 2 ❑ ____________________ ---l--l.5s-;--
10 2n 70
---------— ---------------------------------- +------ s-----------If “No” in 4 or only 1 method in 8a, mark boxfes) withoutasking and skip to 9; otherwise ask: 1❑ Switch to lower tarlnicotina cigarettes 71I ❑ Uae apeclal filters/cigarette holderaThinking of tha mathods you Juetmentionad, which onaa 72didyouuaathafast tlmeyouquitsmoking? I ❑ Gradually dacrease number smoked 731 •l U8a “nicoratte” 74
I
lDGreatAmarican Smoke-out 76
Mark all applicable boxes, do not probe.
I
I
1a Stop with friends or ralativea 76
I I a Follow Instructions in pamphlet or book 77
!
1 ❑ Stop “cold turkey” 7a







Section U - FORMER SMOKER - Continued 3-4
I




plaaao tall m. tho roaaona you had for trying to quit. 1❑ Praaent health 6
1 ❑ Future health 7
Mark all mentioned, do not probe.
i
I 1❑ Bath present and future health a
If for Ireefth reesons in gerrerd ask:
I
I 1 ❑ Cost of cigarettes
9
I 1 ❑ Preaaure from family and friends 10
Wan that corumrn for our haalth ●t tha tlms or concorn
r
I
for your futuro hsalth 1
1❑ Advice from my doctor 11
I 1 ❑ Setting e good exampfe for children 12
1 ❑ Effect my smoking had on others 33
1 •l Pragnarwy 14
1 ❑ Lost desire 16
1 ❑ Okty habit 16
I 1 ❑ Other
17
1 lDDK 18
~a. Did you svor try to quit smoking bacausmof a health
I &
I
condition you had at tha time? I
1❑ Yes
20N0 (fl)
______ ----- —----------------------. -- —-------- l_______------, -------------------------------------




1 1 n Htgh blood pressure 21
Mark all mentioned, do not probe.
1 •l Center 22
lnEmphyaema 23
1 n Cough 24
I ❑ Shortness of breath 25
1 ❑ Cold/flu/virus 26
1 ❑ Other respiratory problem 27
1 ❑ Sore throat 26
1 •l Pregnancy 2s
I 1 ❑ Other 30
I
lDDK 31

















Mark all mentioned, do not probe.
lni-fighbiood pressure 36
I
I 1 •l Cancer
3a
I In Emphysema tr7
1
I I ❑ Cough ’26
1 1 ❑ Shortness of bresth 30
I




I ❑ Sore throst 42
1 ❑ Other 43
lDOK 44





●bout smoking ●nd aomoona lights up ● clgmotta,
1 ❑ Ask person not to smoka
what me you mo6t iikoly to do - ask tho poraoftnot zDMoveeway (sactfon W)
tosmoka,movo swayfromtho peraon,Juctdo 3 ❑ Do nothing






Sac*ir-m V – CIJRRENT SMOKER------ .----
1
Iftelephone interview, skip to lb. ❑ Yes (Record UPC, THEN 3) E
la. lnorderto grrtanaccurate record of the brand ofclgaratia
you smoke most oftan, I’d Iika to see tha cigarette




). . Whattypo ofclgarattas aratha(brand inlb)thatyousmoka? I 61
Ara thay - I 1❑ Filter tip
a. filtortlpornon-filtartip? I 2❑ Non-filter tip
_________--------__--------_-----_-_-------__+_____________________________________________
I I ❑ Hard peck E
b. herdpack orsoftpack? 2❑ SoftpackI
---------------------------------------------t--------------------------------------------- ----
C. mantholorplain? In Menthol E-.
I 2El Plain
---------------------------------------------+--------------------------------------------- –––-










I 3❑ Ultra lights
I 8DDK
]. Onthaavarage, howmanyclgarattaa doyouusualiy
smoko a day?
I ooDLess than oneclgaretre perday
G
I Cigarettes per day
1 9sD DK
$. Howmanyminutaa orhouraaftar awakaningdoyou I 0000 Immediately ea- 70








5. What ara the raasona you smoka clgarettas? I
1 ❑ Addicted
Mark all mentioned, do not probe.
E
71
I ❑ flelaxe sorcrdm smalnervesbtresslhelp smecope 72
I ❑Tokeapmywelghtdown 73
1 ❑Wakes moup 74
I ❑ Gives mesomething todowith my hands 76
I nKeepsme golng/helpa meconcentratahxcusa totake a break 70
lnHabit 77
1 ❑ I Iika itlanjoy it 76
1 ❑ ISOciai raasons 7s
1 ❑ Other ao
1❑OK 81






b. Havayoumada mormthan onaaarkruaattampt? t❑ YeaI E
2DN0(6cf)
-----— ________________________________________ i
C. Howmanytimas within thaiaat yaarhavayoumadaa
~-----















O. Whandldyou lastmaka asariouaaffampt toqultamoking?




Tit. Whanyoutrladtoquit,howlong dldyouatayoffclgarattas? ~










,... .,. . . .. . . . . ,. . . . . .




Section V - CURRENT SMOKER – Continuttti 3-4
Tb. When YOUtried to quit In (entw in 6eL for how long
did you atey off clgarattes?
c.
__________________________________________ -_
Of ●ll th- times you havo trkd to quft smoking, what was
the Iongtat porlod you stayed off clgarattas?
I’m going to raad ● lktof methods which some paopla
use to atop ●rooking clgarettaa.
80. [Whmr *OUtriad to quit did you over/In any of your
quit ●ttompte dld you ovwl -
b.
1) switch to Iowor tasor nicotine clgmattaa?
2) uao ap.okl fkltoraor clgarotta holdors to ragukto tht
●mount of amok. lnhakd?
a i g&d;:;\y docraas- tho mrmbor of clgarattaa you amokad
4) uao praacrlptlon thawing gum caiiod “nicoretta”?
5) pmticlpata in tha Qraat Amarican Smoka-out?
6) ●top amokfng ●long with frlonda or ralativaawho wasa
●lao trying to quit?
7) atop by following Inatructlona in ● book or pamphkt?
8) ●top “cofd turkay”, that ia, ●toppktg ●ll at onca without
outtktg down?
9) uaa ●oma othat method?
----------- -_-_____ --_________________ k__A*A.
If “No” In 8b, or only 1 method h 8a, mark box(es) without
.csklng and aklp to 9, otharwlaa ask:
Thkaklng of tho mathoda you just mantioned, whkh onaa
dld you uaa tha kat tima you triad to quit smoking?
Mark all applicable boxes, do not probe.
9. Thinking of tktotima[a) you tried to quit smoking, PkacC
tall m. tha masona you had for trying to quit.
Mark ali mantlonad, do not pmba.
If for health raaaona In general aak:
Waa that concom for your hoaith ●t tha tfma or
cotmom for yous futura hdth?
condftkra YOUhad& tha tlma? -
---------------------------------------------
b. What waa tho hadth conditfon?
MrJrhall ment{oned, do not probe.







.----------- _----- _—------ —------------------
0000 Less than a day J
EIfi-























.- A-____ ---___________ ---_________ A __________ DC.
1 ❑ Switch to lower tar/nicotine cigaratta8
E
20
1 ❑ Use special fikms/clgaratte holders 21
I ❑ Gmdually dacrease numbar smokad 22
1 •l Uaa “nicoretta” 2a
I ❑ Great American Smoka-out 24
I ❑ Stop with frlanda or ralativea 26
10 Follow Inatructlons in pamphlet or book 2a
1❑ Stop “cold turkey” 27
1❑ Othar 26
L=--l
1 ❑ Health symptom/problem 30
I ❑ Raaant health al
I ❑ Futura haalth 32
1U Seth praaant and futura health 3s
1 •l Coat of clgarattaa S4
1 ❑ Raaaura fmm family and frianda ~
I ❑ Advh from MY dc.etor *
I ❑ SattIng ● good axampla for chlldran ~
1 ❑ Effaot my amoldng had on c@hars ~
1 •l Pregrrmcy ~
t ❑ Lost daalra &
t ❑ Dirty habft &
1 ❑ Other 42
10DK 4s
i ❑ Yaa 44
2DN0 (11).---_-----------------_--------— ------------
1❑ Haari troubidprobbm 4s
1 ❑ High blood preaaura 4a
1•l Cancer 47
I D Emphysama ~
I ❑ Cough 4a
1n Shortness of breath 60
1 ❑ Cold/flu/virus ~
I ❑ Other respiratory pfoblem &
I a Sore throat ~
1 •l Pregnancy 64





Section V – CURRENT SMOKER – Continued
1









you startad to smoka again? 01 n Actual weight gain 59-80
02 ❑ Headachesfirritabillt y/difficulty concdntratipg/d rowsiness 61-62
Mark aft mentioned, do not probe. I 03D Bored/blue/depressed 63-64
I 04 ❑ Nervous/tense/s ng@frustrsted/stress t33
I 05 •l Stressful life event
07-6s
06D Pressure from others to s;oke 439– 7(
070 No support from others 71-7:
on ❑ Habit/situation where used to smoke regularly 73-74
OBU Addiction/craving 76–7(
Ion Pleasure of smoking/enjoy it 77-71
t I ❑ Others smoking eround me 79-8(
12❑ Not resdy to quitididn’t want to quit 89-8:
130 Didn’t try hard enough/no will power -4
140 Any mention of elcohol 06-8[
wan Other lt7-81
990 DK tr9-91
-— ——-—--- L------ —- ——--- —--—---- L------ —.- —---- + _____________________________________________
If only one raaaon in 1 la, mark box without asking and skip
--—.
I W40ST IMPORTANT L!+
to 12; otherwise ask:
I
b. Of the masons you hava told ma, which of thasa was
00i3 06•1 120
the MOST IMPORTANT to you as a reason for starting
01 ❑ 07 ❑ 13 ❑
to smoke again.
/ 02 •1 08 •1 14 ❑
I 03 ❑ 09 ❑ B8 ❑
04 ❑ 10CI 99 •1
I
05 ❑ llU
12. Have you aver swltchad to a Iowar tar and nlcotina 1❑ Yes l_xL
cigaretta Justto rsduce your haalth risk? 2DN0
I Stt. Do you beliavs your smoking has affactad your 1 •1 Yes
~










1 ❑ High blood pressure 96
Merk .s41mentioned, do not probe. 1 •l Cancer 97
/
1 ❑ Emphysema 9s
I 1 ❑ Cough 99
I
I
1 ❑ Shortness of breeth 100
1 ❑ Cold/flu/virus “ 101
i
I
1 ❑ Other respiratory problem 102
1 I ❑ Othar 103
lUDK 104
1 & tfaa a doctor ●ver ●dtrlaedyou to quit smoking? I 1 •1 Yes i 05
I 2DN0
16. For how many years have you boon a ragular ! 00❑ Less than one year
smoker [do not Include the times whan you ●teyad
off clgarctteal? I Yeara
aaa DKI
16& Couldyouqtrlt ●mokhtgpermanently Ifyouwantedto?
1






b. Howharddoyouthlnkltwouldbatoqultsmoklng I !nVeryhard m(




I 30 Not hard at 011
I 9CIDK
17. When you ●re Itwldepubllc placas that hove no rulaa
,,
1❑ Light Up E
●bout ●moklttg, what ●re you moat likely to do -
Ilght up ● cigarette if you wjmh,look ●round to ●ea If 2 ❑ Look around
otftera●re ●moklrrg ●nd then light up, ●ak ff othars.,
3aAskothers






Section W — OTHER TOBACCO USE S-4
Thee. rwxt qumtiorw are about the usa of othor II ~
tobacco products. I 1•1 Yes
I
la. Hawayouovw usedchewlng tobacco, suchas Rodman, I
Lavl Gsrrett, or Boechnut? I
2 n No (6)
sO DK Chewing tobacco (6)
---- _—----- __—______________________________ ,











3. Ooyouuaechewlng tobacco now?
,
I ~
I 1 c1 Yes
! 2DN0
1
4. Altogether, about how long [did you use/havo you used] I &
chawhtg tobacco7 1










Sa. Onthaaveraga, howmanydaysparmonth [dld/dol I 00D Less than one day a mor*k
&
you ueo chowlng tobacco? I 97 ❑ Never used regularly (61
I 98D Everyday




b. Onthedaysthatycu useld)chewlng tclmcco, how
&------------- ---—-----— ----------------------
IEI!




6a. Havayousver uoadwtuff, suchas Skoal, Skoal Bandits, ; 1 ❑ Yes
~
or Copwthegan? 20 No (?2)
I
SaDKSnufff12)





7. How old war. you whwr you first usad muff? I Age
i 8sD DK
8. Doyouuoaonrrff now? I tEl Yes &
/
I 2i3N0
9. Altogether, ●bout how long [dkl you uca/luwo you Iwadl













I 00 ❑ Less than ona day a month
g
[dId/do] you us. snuff?
I
97 ❑ Never uwd regularly (12)
I SBO Everyday
I
i _ Daysper month
: wODK
_____________________________________________ __________________________________________ ----
b. Onthodayoyou use(d) onuff, howmanytlmos
~--
*
[did/dol yCtl IWO it? I _ TkrWS w dey
I son DK,
11. [Did/Do] yrxruso srnrffbyonlfflng itcrbyplaclng I lCiSnlffing &
Itlnyourmcuth? II z❑ Mouth
I
I J ❑ Both
IZ4L Hovoymrovor omokodaplpe? I
I 1 ❑ Yes
~
2UN0 {17)
:----__---__----_—----— --------------------- -_ . ___-_-____--__---__-------—-------------- ---
b. Hoveymtsmokodoplpoatleost50tlmes?
~___














Section W – OTHER TOBACCO USE – Continued
4. Do you smoke a pipe now?
f









6a. On tha average, how many daya pm month [did/do] I 00H Less than one day a month @8-3f
ydu smoke a plpa?
!
1 97 ❑ Never smoked a pipe regularly (17)
t
t aa ❑ Everyday
I
i Days per month
I
99DDK
—--. —----- .------ —-- ——--- —---- —-- —--- —---—---




00D Leas than one
40-41
of tobacco [did/do] YOU smoke?
I _ Pipefuls per day I
I
89U DK















g. Doyousmokacigarsnow? I 1❑ Y13S







!1 a. On tha averaga, how many daya per month [did/do] you tI 00 ❑ Less than one day a month e
smoka clgam? I
I 97 ❑ Never smoked cigars regUlarlY (22/
930 Evaryday
I
I Days per month
E$ODK
---------------------------------------------J---------------------------------------------










SectionW – OTHER TOBACCO USE – Continued
I
22 L%. Do you bslleve cigarette smoklng”ls related to -
I I
HAND CARD W I ASK 22c for each “Yes”













I)amphysama? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . IsDDK
2) gtrllstortos? . . . . . . . . . . . .,,;.,.,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
,,;::,] (:0 ~ #$&}(.)~,~~:~iiCIYes;2DN0
3)lungcwtcor? hi . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,S
!lOYesl — -1 UStrOng ]:- ; 1 •1 Yes
I 2DN0120No




] 3 nMaybe I
4) chronic brcnchitie? SCIDK. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I190DK 6a 9DDK 64 m




6)cancer ofth. mouth and throat? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
,~%%ldIi”~a’}(27731 ‘9K E
l,o ye*
7) hs:rt diaaasa? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
I ~
WI Mark expropriate box I D Semple’871‘ (23)I





Merk race. Refer to question 3, I I D White (sectJon X)
page 42 or 43 on HIS- 1. 1 sD All others (23)
I
Zstl. Do you think that using chewing tobacco on m
1
I I HAND CARD W
regular baals can lncrcaaa a person’s chancaa I Ask 23b for each “Yes” in 23a
of gatting mouth ●nd throat cancar? ! I b. DO YOUthink thara is ● strong,
I I mcdorata or siight connacticn
I batwaarrmouth and throat
! cancar and [YES fn 23a) 7
I
I






I I •l Strong
t •l Yea 2 ❑ Moderate
! I
I
2DN0 (2) 3 ❑ Slight
l) Uelngchawkrgt obacco?. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . { 9DDK I
sDDK









I 2 ❑ Moderate
2DN0 i3)
2) Using snuff by mouth?
i i
3 ❑ Slight





; 1 ❑ Strong
1 ❑ Yes
t 2 ❑ Moderate
2DN0 (4)
3) Smoking a pipe?
3 ❑ Slight







1 1 •l Yes I 2 ❑ Moderete
I 2DN0 (23b)







Section W – OTHER TOBACCO USE - Continued
1
HAND CARD R2 &
24. Now I’m going to mad a Nstof statement about
I 1❑ Strongly agree
clgaratta smoking. After 1raad each one, plaaso tall me 2 ❑ AgreeI
whathar you strongly agree. agree, dlsagrrre,or strongly 3 ❑ Dinagree
disagraa, or If you hava no opinion. I 4 D Strongly disagree
8. Evarythlng cauaaa cancm anyway so it doesn’t I s❑ Noopinion
really matter if you amoka. I
_____________________________________________ ____________________________________________
b, Smoking by a pregnant woman may harm the baby.
+-







6 ❑ No opinion
_____________________________________________
C. Tha ●moka f rom ●omaona alsa’a clgamtta la
:------------- -------- ——------------ ---------
1!JStrongly agree m
harmful to you. I 2 ❑ Agree
I 3 ❑ Disagree
4 ❑ Strongly disagreeI
6 ❑ No oninion
-----_----____--_____________________________L_-_____---_:3--------------------------------







i 4 ❑ Strongly dlsegree
________________________-_-____----_----___--;_____________________________________________
s ❑ No opinion
e. Paoplawhoamoka lowtarand nicotlnacigarettmma 1CIStrOnglyagree E
Ieaa likely to get cancar than paopla who smoka high /
tar and nicotina clgarcttaa. I
2 ❑ Agree
I 3 •l Disegree
I
I
4 ❑ Strongly dieagree
s ❑ No opinion
--------------------------_-----__--_____-___;_____________________________________________
f. Ifpaoplewantto amoka, thayahould notdoaclnaida P




4 ❑ Strongly disagree




Section X – OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE 3-I
1
1 ~xl Refer to HIS-1, Cl I ❑ Wa/Wb box marked (1)I a a All others (6)
I
1. On your current Job, are you exposad to any substances
~
that would be harmful if you breethed them or got them
/ 1 c1 Yes
on your skin? [
2UN0
I }SCllll( ‘3”’
!a. Do you know how these substances could ●ffectyour hsslth? ~ ~1 ❑ yes
I
2 ❑ NO (3.9)
---. . -------------------- —------------- ______






I 1 CiUnlOn 9
1
1 DHealth clinic atwork 10
Mark all rnantioned, do not probe.
i I D Magazines 11









I ❑ Television 16
I ❑ Read container label 16
/
I




ht. Doyouspend atleasthalfyour workday lnanofflce I I Olnside
19









b. Aretham atleastfive other peoplaworkkrglnthe
:- ---------------------——-——-------—----------






\a. Issmoklng allowed wherayouwork?
I














c. Doesyoursmployermstrlctsmokfng(tocwtalnareasl I I ❑ Health/persontrl comfort E





If “No” in 4a, skip to 6; otherwise ask: I
I tnVerysmoky
~
5. Woufdyou sayyourimmadlata workareaiavery r 2nSomewhat smoky
smokyfromtobscco, somawhstsmoky, ornotsmoky
at all? I
3 ❑ Not smoky at all
9DDK
I
3. Ingonsml,would yousaythesmoka fromotharpeopls’s ~
cigarettaa 1s vary ●nnoying to you, somewhat armoylng : 1 CIVery.srmOying
to you, or not at all ●nnoying to you? 2 ❑ Somewhat annoying




Section Y – HEIGHT AND WEIGHT
1




2. About how much do you weigh without shoes? &
I — Pounds
3. When you walghed the moot, how much dld you ~
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3-7 2. R.O. number I 9-10 3. Sample ~
NATIONAL HEALTH INTERVIEW
8












la. FAMILY ROSTER 6b. Hispanic oversimple &
List all nondcdeted family members 18+ by age (o/dest to youngest). 10



















Refer to the appropriate section of the sample person selection Iabef and circle as applicable. THEN circle the “SP1”
} Ljne NO. in item 6a and mark “W” box on the HIS-7 for the se/ectedsamp/e person. THEN go to Section AA.
F. FINAL STATUS
o ❑ No person 18+ in this family {Household Page} Nonintewiew
Interview 3 ❑ Refusal (ExP/ahJ in Notes)
4 n SP temporarily absent E
I ❑ Complete interview (all appropriate sections completed) s n SP mentally or physically incapable
2 ❑ Partial interview [some but not all appropriate sections
s o Other - Exp/afn
z
completed) -Expla;n ~
B. Ending time 9. Interview mode 10. Language of interview 1 44 11. Interviewer identification &
3%411 42 43 Name
I ❑ English 3U Both English and Spanish
I Code







, TRANSCRIPTION FROM COMPLETEO HIS-1
2. Sex of SP (Psge 2 or 55, q.jestion 3) 13. Education of SP (Page 42 or 43, quest;on 2a} 148-4e.14. Main race of SP (Pegs 42 or 43, question 3a/b; w
00 ❑ Never attended or kindergarten
47
IOM
Elem: 123456 78 1234 5- Specify ~
20 F High: 9 10 11 12
College: 1 2 3 4 5 6 +
.——_—-__ —__ —__ —__ —__ —__—
Finish grade/year Kluesrion 2b)
1 ❑ Yes
2DN0
5. Marital status 16. Family income (Psge 46, question 8b)
(Page 46or47, question 7) OODA 070H 1400 210 v
1❑ Married - spouse in HH O1OB 0801 150P 22CI w Person No. _ Age —
2 ❑ Married - spouse not in HH Ozac 09DJ 16clQ 23U X 2~ Epidemiology study
3❑ Widowed 0300 IODK 17DR 240 Y
● ❑ Oivorced ‘ 040E llDL 100s 25CI z
5 a Separated 05DF 120M t9tlT 26022
6 D Never married 060 G 13DN 200(3
(Transcribe from 8a if 8b blank)
27 Cl $20,000 or more




Section AA – ACCULTURATION 3–4,
1
I ~.
UAI SPStatus at initial interview
I ❑ Available fAA2)
I 2 ❑ Callback required /f-fousehcdd page)
I 8 ❑ Noninterview (Cover page)
I 6
KA2
Refer to hispanic origin from fami/y roster and
I ❑ Hispanic/English Supp. interview ( 1s)
I
expected Isnguage for this supplement.
2 ❑ Hispanic/Spanish SUPP. interview (lb)
I a ❑ Other (section 8/3/
Read to respondent: L_?_
I’m going to be asking questione that ere related to health concerns, such es emoking, eeting prectices, vitemin use end so
forth. Before I eek these questions 1would like to ask e few questions about the lenguege you use most often.
I
I ❑ Yes (2)I




I’m going to be asking questions thet are releted to health concerns, such as smoking, eating prectices, vitemin use and so
forth. Before I ask these questione I would like to ask a few questions about the Ienguage you use most often.
I
b. Do you speek any Engllnh? 1 n Yes
I
2 D No (4)
2. Would you sewthet you speak meetly Spenish, mostly English, ~ 1--1
or do you speek Spanish end Englieh ebout the same?
I ❑ Mostly Spanish
I 2 ❑ Mostly Enalish
I 3 ❑ Both about the same
3. Whet Ianguege do you prefer: Spenish only, mostly Sparrieh. [ I H Spanish only
1?
mostly English, English only, or Spenisfr and English ebout
equally?
z D Mostly Spanish
I
3 ❑ Mostlv Enrdieh
I 4 H English only
1 5 ❑ Spanish and English equally
a. Cen you reed Spanish? I 1❑ Yes
@
I 2DN0






If “Yes” to both 4 and 5 ask: I I ❑ Spanish
@
6. in which Ienguege do you reed better?
z ❑ EnglishI
3 ❑ Both the same
7. Cen you write In Spanish? 1 •l Yes
~
2DN0
8. Cen you write In Engllsh? I &1Cl Yes
I 2DN0
If “Yes” to both 7 and 8 ask: @I
I ❑ Spanish
9. In which Ienguege do you write better?
I 2 D English
3 D Both the sameI
I
If self-reported on HIS- 1, mark box without aaking.
@
I t El Puerto Rican 5 ❑ Chicano
2 D Cuban 6 ❑ Other Latin American
HAND CARD O, read categories if telephone interview. : 3 ❑ Mexican/Mexicano 7 ❑ Other Spanish
4 ❑ Mexican American a ❑ Other (specify) ~
10. Which of these groups best describes your
I
ethnic Identificetfon? I
11. Which of theee groups best describee your
i
! 1❑ Puerto Rican 6 ❑ Chicano
~
mother’s ethnic identification?
2 ❑ Cuban e ❑ Other Latin AmericanI
3 ❑ .Mexican/M exicano 7 ❑ Other Spanish
1
t 4 ❑ Mexican American a ❑ Other /.Specify) ~
i
t
12. Which of these groups best deecribes your I 1 ❑ Puarto Rican 5 llChicanO
@
fether’s ethnic Identlflcetlon? 2 ❑ Cuban E ~Other Latin American
3 ❑ Mexican/Mexicano 7 ❑ Other Spanish





Section AA – ACCULTURATION — Continued
1
If se/f-reported on /-//S- 1, mark box wirhout asking. I I •l U. S., except Puerto Rico
&
13. In what country or state wara you born? I





8 ❑ Other (Specify) ~
I
14. in what country or stata waa your father born?
I ~
1 •i U. S., except Puerto Rico
I 2 •l Puerto RICO
I 3 ❑ Cuba
4 H Mexico




15. In what country or stata was your mother born?
&
1 1 •l U.S., except Puerto Rico
z ❑ Puerto Rico
;
1 3 ❑ Cuba
4 ❑ Mexico
i






Section BB – FOOD FREQUENCY 3-.4
(I’m going to be asking questions that are related to health concerns, such as smoking, eating practices, vitamin use
and so forth.) These next questiomr are about the foods you eat. Please tell me how often you eat each one, for
Read to respondent: example, twica a week, three times a month and so forth. Also tell me whather you usually eet a small, medium or
large portion of aach food. Remembar I’m only Interested in the foods YOU eat. HAND FOOD FREQUENCY
FLASHCARD BOOKLET. Pleese look at List 1 as I ask thesa first quastions.
!
During the past year or so, how often did you usually [eat/drink] - ~
II
I {
1 ❑ Day 5-8 Wag It a *mall, medium or term porllon?
z ❑ Week
1. Orange juice or grapefruit Juice?
9
3 ❑ Month;- 1 ❑ Small
4 ❑ Year 2 H Medium (6 OZ. ]
0000 ❑ Less than 6 a year 3 ❑ Large
I or never (2) I









1 Times per 3 D Month
4 ❑ yea,
2 ❑ Medium (6 OZ. )
3 ❑ Large
I 0000 ❑ Le$a than 6 a year
I or never (3)
3. Oranges? I
I {
I ❑ Day 16-18
19
2 ❑ Week 1 ❑ Small
/—
~ Times per 3 ❑ Month 2 ❑ Medium (1 med.]
4 ❑ Year 3 ❑ Large
0000 ❑ Less than 6 a year
I or never 14)
0. Grapefruit? I
I {
1 ❑ Cray 120-23 ~
1
2 ❑ Week
l— 3 ❑ Month
1 El Small
I Times per 2 ❑ Medium (1/2 grapefruit)
4 •l Year
3 ❑ Large
0000 ❑ Leas than 6 a yew
I
or never (5)
5. Cantaloupe in season? I
I
I {
1 ❑ Day 25-28 A medium sewing Is
29
z ❑ Week 114 cantaloupe
3 ❑ Month;- 1 El Small
4 Cl Year z ❑ Medium (1/4 med.)
0000 ❑ Less than 6 a year 3 ❑ LargeI or never [6)




1 ❑ Day 130-33 ~
2 D Week 1 ❑ Small
I Times per 3 D Month 2 ❑ Medium (1 med. or 1/2 cup]
4 El Year 3 ❑ Large
oooa a Less than 6 a year
I or never (7)




1 ❑ lJay 3S-38 Small, msdirmr or Iargd? &
During tha prrst year or so, how often did you usualiy eat -
z ❑ Week
I
I Tlrnm per 3 ❑ Month
1 •l Small
7. Beans, such as baked, pinto, kidney beans,
4 •1 year 2 ❑ Medium (3/4 cup)
3 ❑ Large
or In chiii? Do not inchrda green baans. 0000 ❑ Less than 6 a year
: or never (8)







~ Times per 3 ❑ Month
1 ❑ Small
4 ❑ Year
2 n Medium {1/2 cup)
3 ❑ Large
0000 ❑ Less than 6 a year
/ or never (9)
9. Tomatoes, inciuding in salad? I
I
I {





2 a Medium [1 tomato)
4 ❑ year
3 ❑ Lerge




1 ❑ Day 50-63 ~
2 ❑ Week
1 ❑ Small
1- 3 ❑ Month 2 ❑ Medium [1 med. bowl}
4 ❑ Year 3 ❑ Large
0000 ❑ Less than 6 a year
or never (11)
11. Salad dressing or mayonnaise, inciudhrg on sandwiches?
{
1 ❑ Day 56-s B
!59
2 ❑ Week
I 1 ❑ Small
I Times per 3 ❑ Month 2 H Medium [2 tbs.)
4 ❑ year 3 a Large
0000 D Less than 6 a year
or never f 72)




I D Day ~ Small, medium or large?
~
/ 2 n Week
l— 3 ❑ Month I •l Small, Times per
4 El Year 2 ❑ Medium ~1/2 cup}
.:











I Times per z ❑ Medium (1/2 CUP)
4 R Year
3 ❑ Large
woo H Less than 6 B year
; or never (14)









3 ❑ Month z ❑ Medium (1/2 cup)
4 El Year 3 •l Large
/ woo ❑ Less than 6 a yearor never (15)










3 ❑ Month 2 ❑ Medium (1/2 cup}’
4 ❑ Year 3 H Large
/ 0000 ❑ Less than 6 a year
or never (16)
!
16. French fries or fried potatoas? I
I
{
I ❑ Day 180-63 IZEI
1 ❑ Small
2 ❑ Week
I_ 2 ❑ Medium (3/4 cup)
I Timss psr 3 n Month 3 ❑ Large
4 Cl Year
I
0000 ❑ Less than 6 a year
1 or never (171
i
17. Potatoes, baked, boiled or mashed? . I
I {
1 c1 Day ]8s-88
~
1
2 ❑ Week , q Smajl
l—
, Timm per 3 ❑ Month
4 •l Year
z n Medium (1 potato or 1/2 CUPI
3 ❑ Large
0000 D Less than 6 a year
I or never (18)
18. Sweet potatoes or yams? I
{
1 ❑ Day 190-93 94
2 a Week
: 1 •l Small
I Times per 3 D Month 2 n Medium (1/2 cup)
I 4 •l Year
3 ❑ Large
I 0000 ❑ Less than 6 a year
I or never (19)
1 g. Rico?
T{
I ❑ Day ]96-s6 &
2 ❑ Week
~ •l Smell




0000 D Less than 6 a yam
or never (20)
NOW look at List 3. 1
{
1❑ Day @-to3 sm~l, m.d[”m w I.rg.? &
During tho past year or so, how often did you usuelly oat - i z ❑ Week
I
20. Hamburgers, cheeseburgers or meatloef? I T,mmsper
3 ❑ Month 1 ❑ Small
4 El Year z ❑ Medium
/ CWXBJ❑ Less than 6 a year
s ❑ Large
or never (21)
z 1. Beef, such E* steaks pr roasts?
{
I ❑ Day pm-loo ~
/ 2 ❑ Week
l— 3 ❑ Month
1 •l Small
, Times per 2 El Medium (4 02.1
I 4 Cl Year 3 ❑ Large
;
00W ❑ Less than 6 a year
or never (22)t
22. Beef stew or potpie with vegetables?
I
{
i ❑ Day lrlo-113 114
/ 2 ❑ Week 1 ❑ Small
1 Times per
3 ❑ Month 2 ❑ Medium (1 cup]
4 •l Year 3 •l Large
i POW ❑ Less than 6 a yeer
or never (23)
I
23. Liver, including chicken Nvw? I
I
{
1❑ Day & &
2 ❑ Week
[ Times per
3 ❑ Month 1 Cl Small
I
4 ❑ Year z ❑ Medium (4 oz. )
00Q0 ❑ Less than 6 a year 3 a Large
/ or never (24)
207
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A medium serving Is 2 pork %




3 ❑ Month 1❑ ISmall
4 ❑ Year z ❑ Medium
(2 pork chops or 40Z. of roast)





10-13 A medium sawing Is 2
1 ❑ Day
‘r4




3 D Month 1 0 Small
4 •l Year 2 ❑ Medium (2 sm. or 1 lg. piece)
0000 ❑ Less than 6 a year 3 D Large
I or never (26)
‘6. Chicken or turkey, baked, stewed or broiled? I
I
I {
lb-la A madlum aarvlrrg Is 2
I ❑ Day
&
small or 1 large piece.
2 ❑ Week
I
I Times per 3 n Month 1 ❑ Small
4 Cl Year 2 ❑ Medium (2 sm. or 1 lg. piece)
0000 ❑ Less than 6 a year 3 ❑ Large
I wx never (27)
~ 7. Frhrd fish or fish sandwiches? I
I
I {







2 ❑ Medium (4 oz. )
4 •l Year
3 ❑ Large
oooo ❑ Less than 6 a yearI
or never (28)






2 ❑ Waek 1 ❑ Small
l—
Times per 3 ❑ Month
z D Medium (1 cupI
4 ❑ Year 3 ❑ Large
0000 ❑ Less than 6 a year
or never (29)
Now look at List 4.
I {
30-33 Small, medium, or large?I ❑ Day
~
Durhrg tha past year or so, how often dld you usually ant –
2 ❑ Week
~ Times per 3 ❑ Month 1 ❑ Small
!g. Cooked caraals Ilka oatmaal?
4 ❑ Year 2 a Medium (1 med. bowl)
0000 ❑ Less than 6 a year 3 a Large
1 or never (30)
IO. High fibar cereala like bran, granola, or shreddad wheat? I
I
I {




I Times per 3 ❑ Month 2 H Medium [1 med. bowl)
4 •l Year 3 ❑ Large
0000 ❑ Less than 6 a year
I or never (31)








3 ❑ Month 2 ❑ Medium [1 med. bowl)
4 •l Year 3 ❑ Large
0000 ❑ Less than 6 a yearI
or never (32)




2 ❑ Week 1 ❑ Small
l— Times per 3 ❑ Month 2 ❑ Medium (1 med. bowl)
4 U Year 3 ❑ Large








‘rimes Om 3 ❑ Month
4 ❑ Year










Tim?s per 3 ❑ Month
4 ❑ Year




1 ❑ Day I 82-65 How marry pnttlea or links?
66-a7
2 ❑ Week
I nm~s pa, 3 ❑ Month
4 El Year
0000 ❑ Less than 6 e year Number
I or never (36)
,“.” u,.., .,...,, ,.=. . ..-,-,,...,,., ..
F-is;
Section BB — FOOD FREQUENCY PAGE – Contitw




! ❑ Day ~
2 u Week
During the past year or so, how often did you usually eat - I
~ Tirms per 3 ❑ Month
)6. Vegetable soup. vegetabla baef, mlrrastrona or tomato 4 IJ Year
soup? Do not Include othar kinds of.soup. 0000 ❑ Less than 6 a year
I or never (37)






1 Times per 3 ❑ Month
4 El Year
0000 D Less than 6 a vear
i or never (38)






Times pm 3 ❑ Month
4 IJ Year
I 0000 ❑ Less than 6 a year
I or never (39)






bagels, ●nd ao fosth? I’m going to aak a out dark broad
/
2 ❑ Week
and corn bread next.
~ Times per 3 n Month
4 ❑ Year
1 ~ ❑ Less than 6 a year
I
or never (401




I ❑ DaY W
I
2 ❑ Week
I Times pm 3 ❑ Month
4 ❑ Year
I or never (41)




mms pm 3 ❑ Month
I 4 IJ Year
1
I
OC#O ❑ i-ess than 13a year
1 or never (42)






margarlrm next. [ 2 ❑ Weak
l—
I Tlmm per 3 ❑ Month
4 D Year
0QC4 ❑ Less than 6 a war
I or never (43)




1 •1 Day ~
I
2 ❑ Week
I Time# psr s ❑ Month
4 ❑ Year
I ~ ❑ Less than 6 a year
or never (44)
I
44. Cheasa or cheaae spraada, not Including cottaga cheasa?
~{
1 ❑ DSIY ~
/ 2 D Week
I
1 imes psr s ❑ Month
4 IJ Year
! .
1 ~ ❑ Less than 6 a year
or navar (45)
,
45. Peanuts or paanut butter? I
I 7 {
1 ❑ Day &
2 ❑ Week
;
tmas per 3 ❑ Month
4 ❑ Year
I owo ❑ Less than 6 a year
I or never (46)
46. Salty snacka ilke chips or popcorn? 1I
[ {
: ❑ Day &
:
2 ❑ Week
Tknss psr 3 ❑ Month
4 ig Year, .
I 0000 ❑ Less than 6 a year
or never (47)
Now look at Llat 6. I
{
1 IJ Day ~
During the past yaar or so, how often did you usualiy [eaffdrinkl - ~
2 ❑ Weak
has pm 3 ❑ Month
47. ice craam? I! 4 ❑ Year
I DOOO❑ Less thrm 6 a year
I or nevar (48)
WAU13.!D(1SS7)(#.1.801
~d I 3-4
mail, madium or iarge? L-L
1 ❑ Small
2 ❑ Medium (1 med. bowl)
So Large





z ❑ Medium [2 slices)
3 ❑ Large
, madium serving is 2 ~
Iicas or 4 cr=ckers.
1 ❑ Small
2 ❑ hfedium (2 slices or 4 crackers)
3 ❑ Large
~madithn sewing is k
! slicas.
1 ❑ Small
2 ❑ Medium [2 slices)
3 ❑ Large
1 •l Small
z ❑ Msdium (1 piece or 1/2 CUPgrits)
3 ❑ Large
\ medium sawing is &
! pat8.
1 Cl Smail
z D Medium (2 pats]
3 ❑ Large
L medium serving is &
! pats.
f •l Smail




2 ❑ Medium (2 slices or 2 oz.)
3 ❑ Large
I ❑ Small




2 a Medium 11 handful)
3 ❑ Large
k medium 8arvingis 1 65
lwdkrmt scoop.
I ❑ Small
2 ❑ Medium [1 mad. SCOOPI
3 ❑ Large
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1
I 166-69 SIWll, medium or Iartm?8. Pie?
I
I {
I ❑ Day ~
2 ❑ Week
l— 3 U Month
I Times per
1 ❑ Small
4 El Year 2 ❑ Medium IImed. slice)
! 0000 n Less then 6 a year
3 ❑ Large
or never (49)




I a Day ]71--74 A “edi”m .s~l”g IS 1
~





2 ❑ Medium (1 piece or 3 cookies)
0000 ❑ Less than 6 a year 3 ❑ LargeI or never (50)
O. Chocolate candy? 1“
I {







4 D year 2 ❑ Medium II oz.)
3 ❑ Large
0000 ❑ Less than 6 a year
I or never (51)
1. Sugar in coffee or tea or on cereal? I
I
{
t ❑ Day 181-84 l_85
2 ❑ Weak
I 3 ❑ Month 1 ❑ Small
I Times per
4 ❑ Yaar 2 ❑ Medium [2 tap. )
3 n Large
: woo ❑ Less than 6 a year
or never (52)
z. Whole milk or drinks made with whole milk, not Including on ~
1 {
1❑ Day 186-138 L90
cereal? I’m going to ask about 1%, 2% and skim milk
separately. ;
z ❑ Week
l— 3 ❑ Month
1 ❑ Small
, Times per
4 ❑ Year 2 ❑ Medium (8 oz. glass)
3 ❑ Large
0000 ❑ Less than 6 a year
I or never (53)









amesper 2 ❑ Medium (8 oz. glass)
40 Year
30 Large
I 0000 ❑ Less than 6 a year
or never (54)
t
ia. Skim milk, 1% milk or buttermilk, not Including on cereal? I
I
I {
I a Day 196-99
%00
2 D Week
I 1 •l Small
I Timm per
3 ❑ Month
2 ❑ Medium (8 oz. glass)
4 •l Year
3 D Large
0000 n Less than 6 a year
I or never (55)
i 5. Milk or craam In coffea or tea? I
I
I {
I ❑ Day [101-10 4 105
z ❑ Week




2 ❑ Medium (1 tbs.1
3 D Large
/ 0000 D Less than 6 a year
or never (56)










2 ❑ Medium (12 oz. }
30 Large
!
0000 ❑ Less than 6 a year
or never (57)







Times per 3 D Month
4 •l Year
I 0000 ❑ Never (58)
_- ——_ - —- —______________________________________ -____________ -____________ -_______ ————------ ---
b. On tha days you drank beer, how many cans, bottles
+___
@-n





C. Were they small, medium, or large? 1❑ Small kI
2D Medlum(120z.1
!




Section BB – FOOD FREQUENCY – Continued 3-4
1
58a. During the past year or so. how often did you drink wine? I
s-a









Times per 4 •l Year
t
owo ❑ Never (59)
I-_-. ----------- —___ ----. -- —- ——-------- —--—-—---







--_- _--_ -__- _- —------ _-__ -_ ——------------ -------------------------------------------------------












t 4 •l Year
i
cow ❑ fhd (60)
—-——--_----_-_-_-_-----_---_-__-_----------——-- ;-----






-------------------------------------- ---------i ----------------------------------------------- ----




60a. Waathara avaraperiod inyourtifa whanyoudrankfiva 1 El Yes 19
















61. Whanyou aatchickan orotherpoultry, howoftendoyou eatit I 1❑ loft=noralways
24
with tha ekin on? Would you eay oftan, ●ometimaa, raraly or 1 20 Somatime*
nevar? ; 3 ❑ Rarely
40 Never
I
o ❑ Don’t eat chicken or poultry
I
62. Whenyou aatradmeat, howoftendoyou eatthafat?Wauld ~ 1 ❑ ofte” or always 26
you say oftan, aometimea, raraly or never? 2USometimes
3 ❑ Rarely
4D Never
o n Don’t eat red msat




eat aach day? II — Meals
sDDKI
---.------------------------—------------------
On most waakdays, how many snacks do you uaualiy
~___________________________________________________
o D Less than one a day F
aat aach day, Including anacka after dinnar?
! — Snacks
I sDDK-_-_,_____-.---------——------------------—------ ~-------——--------------------—-—------------—--
On most Saturday= or Sundays, how many maala do I o ❑ Less than one a day E




Onm-oet Saturdays:r Sundays, howmanyanacksdoyou , 0 ❑ Less than one a day I-?!l. .
usually eat aacrr aayf I
— Snacks
I 9CIDK
64. Inatypical waak, howmany meals doyouusualiygatin I 00 ❑ Less then one a week ~
restaurants, cafeterias, or fast food placas? I — Meals




Section CC – VITAMIN AND MINERAL INTAKE
1. During the past 12 months, that is, sinca_f 12 month datel a I I ❑ Yes
h’K-
year ago, dld you taka any vitamin or mlnaral supplamants
of any kind?
I z ❑ No (section L2D)
Za. During tha past 12 .rqonths. that is, sincaJ12 month date) ~ I Cl Yes E
a yaar ago, did you taka any MULTIPLE vitamins? 2 ❑ No (3)
————-————————-----————. ——______________ ,
b. What Is the brandpnme of tha multiple vitamins?
~-----
------------”---’--------”---------------mI
If more than one brand, ask: I
What is the nama of the brand you took most
I Brand Name
oftan during tha past 12 months? I
t ❑ DK~efused (Ask probe for type)
If known, mark without asking, otherwise ask: I
Is that a therapeutic type, a strass-tab type or
~----- --- —— —-------- .. ---—. ----- ------- _-
1 I ❑ Therapeutic s U None of these m
a ona-a-day type? 2D Stress-tabs ‘JDDKI
Mark firat t ype listed i 3 ❑ One-a-day———_______________——________________________ +______________ _______________________________
C. Forhowmany of thepast 12monthsdidyou I 00
a
Less than one -
taka [(name in 2b)/multiple vitamins]? 12 All of them
,




e. Onthadays ycmtook [@amem2b)/multiple vitamins],
;----- -------———— _____________________________
I w
how many pills dld you take par day? t Pills per dsy
t 990 OK
----------------------------------------------4--------------------------------------------
/f/eas than 12in2c, ask: t EI Yes K
f. Didyoutake enymultiple vitamins inthe pastmonth? i 2DN0
~ I_ 8T
multiple vitamins you afready tofd ma about.) : 1 •1 Ye,
]tt. During thapast 12months, didymrtaka anyvitamin A7
i 2i3N0 (4J
———___________________________________________
b. Forhowmany of thepast 12months didyou
+---.-----------_---.---___-___------e________ ____
WD Less then one II!!H2
taka vitamin A? I




C. During [tha/those] number in3b)month[sj, about howmany I 98❑ Everyday I?&!l
daysparmonthdi youtakavitamin A?
I Number of days per month
—----— –-––----– ------ -------- ________-_---l _____________________________________________
ES❑ Other
cl. Ontha~aysyoutook fitamin A,irowmanypiiisdid @:Fji
you usually take per day? I Pills oer dsv
—
I 99DDK
—————____________________ ____________________ L––– __________________________________________ ____
e. HowmanyunitsofvitaminAare inaachofthepillsyou G
took? I — Units
99999 ❑ DK
-————— __________________________________
an 12in 3b, ask:
&-------- ---—-—_————-———__—__——_______—__—__




f. Didyoutaka anyvitamin Ainthapastmonth? I 2i3N0
\e. During thepast 12months. didyoutaka anyvitamin C? I t ❑ Yes
boo.
2 ❑ No (5)
-----___________________________________------;--------------------------------------------- ----
b. For how many of the past 12 months did you 00D LessthanoneI @x
taka vitamin C? IZD All of them
t
I
_ Number of months
_-_--—-————— __________________________________
C. During [thahhosal ~month(s), about howmany
+__–- -----------— ------------- ------------——— ----
daya par month did you taka V[tamin C?
I 9s ❑ Everyday @J.d—
I Number of days per month
I
8s ❑ Other
———,——_________________________________________ ;______ __________ - ___________ ___ .
d. Onthadaysyou tookrritamin C,howmanypiifs didyou ES!!


















auszuumt -u — w ● ● nmwm m.---- .. . ..--..-=. . . . . . . . . — . . . . . .. .. . . t
I




2 u No (6)
____________________________________________________ -----
b. Forhowmany ofthapast 12monthsdld youtakevltamln E? ~ mu Lessthan one
-kz-
120 All of them
I




days per month did you tske vitamtn E? I
Number of days per month
I 8sD Other
d. 6;~fi6d6is-~&u-t%6kvfiamTn~,fiowmanyp~sdT~----------~-----------------------------------------------=
- -- — - —------- ——
YOUustmlly take per day? FWISper dayI
990 DK
_——_---_-_---_-— ---------------------- ------&--;----------------------------------------------- ----
f). HowmtmytrnitsofvitamlnE aralneacho ftheplllayou ~ units mtook? I
I 99999❑ DK
If less than 12 in 5b, ask:
-——---___—-—---__— ________
I
I t ❑ Yes .=
I
f. Didyoutako anyvitamin Elnthepaatmonth?
2DN0
8. Du~ingthapaat 12montha, dfdyoutaka anycakium? I I ❑ lYe5 1s
I zuNofsectiorr DD)
__.___________________--____:______ti________________________________________ -----
b. l%-~o-;&-a;~-rf-&;~ ;;{12mo.nthadldy mtikacalcium? , ecu Less than one lx?!
I 120 All of them
I
I Numberofmonths
_------_-----------_-___------—---------------- ;----- -----_-_-__-----_____----——- .__---—-----—-
C. Durfng[tha/thoaol 0rumberin6blmonth(a),a bouthowmanY I m ❑ Everyday =
days par month dld you taka caklum7 I
















M/assthar?12m 6b,ask: I E1 ❑ Yes




... . . . . .. . . . .- . . . .Onr.lm= lll,,,u.,,..n ...,
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Sectio~DD – FOOD KNOWLEDGE
I
a. Have you ever made any LASTING and MAJOR I
changes In what you eat and ddnk for health t •l Yes
reeeons? I 2 ❑ No (2)
-----------------------------------------k---------------------- - -------–----–- -















C. Whet foodedoyou etrtLESS of? I LESS
I








Heve you made theee changes In what you ant 1 c1 Yes
end drlsrkIn the past five years? I 20N0
! 1SIDDK “f) d-----—— ____________________ ______________ ,










f. Havatharabeen anychangaa lnthewaysyour






















































-. lamgolng toreadtwo statements. Pleasa tell ma 73
which one You aarae’with most.
,n a(5)
(a) What paopla oat or drink has littleaffect on
whether they will develop ma]or dleeases.
zob(3J
OR
(b) BYeating certain kinds of foods, people can reduce





]. Whlchmajor diseaeas doyouthlnk may barelatad I 1❑ Cancer 74
to what paople oat and drink? I
I ❑ Heart disease 76
I I ❑ Dbesity/Overweight
76
I ❑ Diabetes 77
I
I ❑ Hypertension/ High Blood Pressure 78
I I ❑ Other 79









DDI Refer to 3
t ❑ Cancer in 3 {5)
I 8 n Other (4)
,





3 ❑ Probably/maybe/could be/etc.
I SDDK




}s ❑ DK ‘6)
.---.------------.-----------------------L--------------------------------------- ____
b. Overall, would You say your diet is high, madium, -l-!E-.




6. Ovarall, would you say your diat Is high, medium. 1❑ High
~
or low In fat? 20 Medium
3D Low
I 9DOK
7. Have you gone on a diet for walght loss or any I
~
1 ❑ Yes




Section%E – SMOKING HABITS
I
These next questions are about cigarette smoking. I
I_B8
I





If esked: amwox;matalv 5 oscks gUDK. . .
1




000 Never smoked reaularlv {section FFI
I
3. Do you smoka cigarattea now? I
I 91
t ❑ Yes (6)
I 2DN0
1






s. On the averaga, how many cigarettes [did/do] you usually I
194-95
smoka a day?
00❑ Less then one cigarette per day
I *




6. For how many yaars [havo you barer/ware YOUIa regular I
p
00D Less than one year






Section FF’ – OTHER TOBACCO USE
These next questions are about the use of othar ,I L
tobacco products. 1El YesI
lIS. Havayou swerusedchawlng tobacco, suchas Radman,
2~N0 (6)
I
Levi Garrett, or Eaachnut?
s❑ DK Chewing tobacco (6)
.--.----_---7_______--__--_-_________________l_____________________________________________ - –.
b. Havayou uaadchawlng tobacco atleast20timea? L
: 1Cl Yes
2DN0
I 19cl DK (6’
I





3. Do you uaa chewing tobacco now? 1 t 0 Yes k
I 2DN0
4. Aitogathar, about how long [did you uaa/have you used] /
thawing tobacco?






Sa. Onthoaverage, howmanydays parmonth[did/do]
I
1 OODLess than one day a month k!!
you usa chawlng tobacco? 97❑ Never used regularly (6)I
w❑ Everyday
t




b. Onthodayathat youusm(d) chawingtobacco, how
;_________ --------------——-———————————-------- ——-
1 m
many timaa [did/do] you uae it?
I Times per day
990 DKI
6a. Havayouevar usadsmrff, suchas Skoal, Skoaiffandits, I 1 c1 Yes ~
or Copanhagsm? I 2DN0 (12)
-_____---_-----------------------;_____________________________________________ ____
9D DK Snuff (72)










8. Do you usa snuff now? 1 ❑ Yes &
2DN0
9. Aitogathar, shout how long [did you usdfrava you usad]







l@t. Onthaavaraga, howmarrydays permonth I con Less than one day a month
125-26
[did/do] you usa snuff? I 97❑ Never used ragularly {12)
m❑ EverydayI
I Days per month
I 99U DK
---------------------------------------------T---------------------------------------------Gb. Onthadaysyou uaa(d)snuff, howmanytimas




11. [Did/Do] youusaanuff bysniffing ft0rbYPlacin9 I 1•l Sniffing ~
itlnyourmouth? I 2D Mouth
3❑ BothI

















Section FF – OTHER TOBACCO USE – Continued
I





15. Altogether, about how long [did you smoka/heve you smoked] I
~
e pipe?









16tt. On the avaraga, how many days par month [did/do] 00U Less than one day a month
_
YOU smoke a pips? 97 ❑ Never smoked a pipe, regularly (17)
98 D Everyday
I




b. On the deya you ●moka(d) a pips, how many pipafuls ma Lass than one t?lzz
of tobacco [did/do] You smoke? I
I




1 Ta. Have you avar ●mokad clgara? 1•l Yas
42
I
2 B No &CfiOn GG)
---________--------i------___________________+_____________________________________________












lg. Doyousmokacigarsnow? I 1•l Yes
&
I 2DN0
Zo. Altogathar, about how long [did you smoka/hava you
I








212B. on tha avaraga, how many days par month [did/do] YOU
I
000 Less than one day a month _
smoke cigars? I 97 ❑ Nevar arnokad cigars regularly bection GG)
I 9BD Evaryday
I _ Days per month
I 990 DK
_______________._-__--------------_----_--_-_;_____________________________________________ ____









Section GG – REPRODUCTION AND HORMONE USE
[ &
I
GGI Refer tos=x I ❑ Male (section H-1)I
2 ❑ Female (1)
These next questions are about pregnancy and reproduction. ; &
t ❑ YesI
Ie. Hava you avar given bkth to a Iiveborn infant?
f 2 ❑ No (2)
-------------------------_______________._______:_________________________________ _____




C. How old were you whan your (first) child was born? I -k!+?!i Age (21
!
99 ❑ DK (id)
------ .-----------------------_-_-_--_--_____-__}______________________________________________ -----
d. Wara You 20 or youngar,orolder than 20? 1❑ 20oryounger(2) -LM--1
1 2aOlderthan20 (Ie)
{ 9 ❑ DK (2)
---—-------—-— ---------------------------------- -------------------— --------------------------1-
e. Warayou21t024,25t029,30t034,0r350roldar? -EICI ❑ 21-24 4035+
2025–29 9nDK
3030-34
!e. (Baaldas [that pragnarrcy/those pragnanciaa]), Hava you I
~
ever had ●y (othar) pragnariclas that Imated●lx months ! 1 •1 Yes






C. How old ware you at tha end of [that pragnancy/ tha flrat -IEEE
of thoss pragnanclea]? I
Age (GG2J
senDKf2d)I------------------------------------------------ ----------------------------------------------
~. Wera you 20 or youngar, or older than 207 rI xt ❑ 20 oryounger(GG2)










GG2 Refer to la
1
I
1 •l “Yes” In 1s(3}
I 8 ❑ Other (4)
]. Dld you braaatfeed ●ny of your chikfran7 I1
~
I 1 c! Yes
2DN0
I
















}0. How old ware you when they completely stopped7 II Age (7)
~
I























. . . ...,?4”,, ,,(, ”,,,,. , m,
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Section GG – REPRODUCTION AND HORMONE USE – Continued
1
8tt. Have you ever had an operation to remove a lump from your [ 1D Yes (t?b) ~
breest that was found to be NONCANCEROUS? I 2DN0
I
}









C. HOW old were you when YOUhod thrr(firstl I IWz




We ma Interested In learning about the ralatlonahlp I
83
between birth control pills and health. ! 0 Yes
I zaNoiGG3)
9. Have you ever uead birth control pills?
I
























~18. Altogether, ●bout how long dld you take birth control I ~
pine? Include ●ny braake In ueage that Iastad Iasathan I {1I❑ Dayeone month. ~ zDMonths (GG3)3 •l Years
000D Less than one month (GG3)
8e8H Other (Specify) ~
(GG3)
mu DK (1 lb)
—-———-—------———————————_—_____________________
b. Was ft Ieeathan a year, or a year or more?
~–_–___––––__________________________–_–____––– _–_–
I 1❑ Less than one year (GG3) l.-??-
2 ❑ One year or more (1 lcJI
9CIDK{GG3)
-----------------------------------------------i---------------------------------------------- ––––
c. Was It 3 years or Iesa,more than 3 but lessthan 5, or 193
6 or more yaars? I : ❑ 3 years or less
zaMorethan3, lessthan5years
I
3 •l 5 or more years
I 9DOK
I 94
GG3 “Refertoage. 1 n Under 40 (section HH)I
I 2 ❑ 40 and over (12)
I2. Estrogenisafemala hormonethatmay batakenaftara I I ❑ IYes I_ 95
hysterectomy or during manopause. Have you avar I





I Stt. How old wera you whan you started using astrogan pills? ~ 96–9
I Age (14)
..99 ❑ DK (73b)
-----------------------------------------------k---y------------------------------------------ --–-
b. Werayouyoungwthen20,20t029, 30t039,40t044, t l-x
45t049,50to 54,0r550roldw? I ❑ Youngerthen 20I
2020-29









Section GG – REPRODUCTION AND HORMONE USE – Continued
I






Include any breaks In usage that lasted lass than one
month.
2 ❑ Months (75)
Number 3 ❑ Years
I
J
000 ❑ Less thsn one month (15)





b. Was It less than ● year, or a year or more? I I ❑ Less than one year (75) l-w.




c. Was it 3 years or loss, more than 3 but less than 6, or -lxz
5 or more yoara?
1•l 3 years or less
2 ❑ More than 3, less than 5 years
3 ❑ 5 or mere years
1 c+ODK










Section HH — FAMILY HISTORY OF CANCER
These next questions are” about your natu;al or birth mother and father. Do not include
step or adoptive parents.
Ask 1 –2 for mother, then for father. MOTHER FATHER
S-8 22-25
1a. In what yaar was your natural [mothar/fatharl born? la. —
Year Year
9999 ❑ DK 9999 ❑ D K
------------- ——-— ———---— -------------- ———— .—— - —————————————------ ----- ------------—-——-———
b. lsyour[mother/fathar] atlllllving? b.
e
1 ❑ Yes(2) m1 ❑ lYes(2)
2~N0(lc) 2 HNoflc)
9 ❑ DK fz) 9 ❑ lDK fz)
7 ❑ Never knew natural mother 7 DNavarknew natural father(3)
(1 for father)
----——-----—----————————-————__—__________ _____ ___________________ _____ ------——————————————
C. Atwhataga dldyour [mothadfather]die?
10-11 IEzc.
Age Age
99 ❑ DK 99 ❑ DK
Za. Waayour[motharl fathar] avardlagnosad byadoctoraa 2a. 1
12 &
having cancar?
1❑ Yes 1❑ Yes
2DN0
}




-—————————--—--------—————-—-————-——-—---- ---- --------— ---------- ----- ------------------——
b. Whatklndof cancarwasit? b. 13-1s BE!!
L?di (2d)
799 ❑ DK (2cJ 799 •1 DK.42C)
————————--------—-———————————————————————- ----- ------------------------- -----—--—-—————-—— ------ .
C. Whatpartoftha bodywaaaffacted? c.
H DK H DK
————————--------————----—----—— :-——--————— ---- .--------—-——-——--—— —iF— ------- ,--------———-—
d. Dldyour[mother/father] havaany otharklndofcancer d. , a Yes
~
I ❑ yes
that waa diagnoaad by a doctor?





a. Tha FIRST time[she/ha] waadIagnosad wfthcancar, e. 000D Samess2b/c(2gJ
17-19
ooon Sameas2b/c(2g) ~
what kind of cancer was it?
(29) — (2gJ
799DDK(2f) 799nDK(2f)
——————--------———————--——-—-—------------- ---- -———-——————— -------------- -------—----——————-—---- .
f. Whatpartof the bodywasaffacted? f.
—
a DK ❑ DK
-———————— _________________________________ ___ _____ _________ ____ ----- --------——————— ----
9. Howoldwaayour [mother/fathar] whancancarwaa 0.
20-21 b








Section HH – FAMILY’HISTORY OF CANCER — Continued
%rj to respondent: Now I’m gotng to ask about your sisters end brothers who have the same natural or birth
mother AND father as you. Do not include step, half, or adoptive sisters and brothars.
000 None 39-4
ast. How meny sistwe do you hava, including 30.
smythmtmay have died? — Sisters
990 DK
_____ ------ ——— ——-— ——----_ -—_ ——_____—. .—-. .——-— —- —- ——— —-- ——— ———--. —--------- —- —--— — -—
b. How many brothers do you hove, including b. con None L!
●ny that may have died?
— Brothers
SSD DK
If “None” in 3t3 end 3b, skip to 9.
43
l-CIYes
a. Have any of your [brothers /(or) sisters] ever bsmn 4. 1ZDNO (9)diagnosed by a doctor as having cencer? CIDDK




Record eech person in a separata column sex: Sex:
Name
I ❑ M81e t ❑ Male
Anyone eisa? 2 ❑ Femele 2 ❑ Female
s ❑ DK sHDK
Ask 6–8 for the first P&son Iistad in 5 before asking 6–8 &
for the next person.
[6c) (6(
6a. What kind of cqncer did (name in 5) have? 6s. 799DDK(6b) 799❑ DK (6b)
-----------------------------————-——- ---- .—-—-— ——--------------- ----------—————-—————
b. What pmt of the body was mffactad? b.
❑ lDK ❑ DK
-----------------------------—-—----- ---- ,-----—-— ——— —— ---- ———————————-—————-
c. Did {name in 5) have mty othar kind of cancer thet was c. U!Et !JYas 1❑ Yes
diqpsosed by a doctor? 2DN0
}
20N0
9CIDK fz~ 9D DK
)
(7)
------------------------------------- ---- ------------------ ---- ----- —- —————-—---- --
d. The FIRST time ihelshel was dfagnosed with cencer. d. 000DSame as 6a/b (7) 4s-61 000D Same as 6a/b (7) I@
whatkind of cancer was it?
_________ –__–– _______________________ ---- ------------- –-–---:--
(7,
7990 DK (6e) 7g9H DK f6ef
e. What part of the body was ●ffected?
—------- —------------
● .
❑ lDK ❑ DK
T. How okt was (namein 5) when cmtrxr wm first 7. 162-53 ~
diagnosed by ● doctcr? Age Age
99CIDK wDDK
8a. in what y-=r was fnama in 5) born? Sa.
1s4-s7 72-7
— Year — Year
9999CIDK 9999❑ DK
---------------- —- —---- —---- ————————-.- —-.—-—---— ——-— ———--- —--- -—- ——————-— ————---
If known, mark without asking. I ❑ Yes (HH1) 5s 1 ❑ Yes ‘(HH 7) E
b. IS fneme h 5) etiIIliving? b. 2❑ No (8c) Z ❑ No (8c)
sDDK (HHI) 9 ❑ iDK (HHI)
----------------------------—-—————-- .- —-.-- —- —------ —----- ____ -------—--—————-—— -—
C. At what w- dfd (name in 5) die? c. as-co I&
Age Aga




Refer to entries in 5. HH1 1❑ Additional siblings (6) 1 ❑ Additional siblings (6)





!%ctinn ~H — FAMILY HISTORY OF CANCER — Continued--------- --
i’ead to respondent: These questions are about your natural or birth children. Do not include any children for whom you are an adoptive,,
step, or fo*ter parent.
00U None IzE
%. How many daughters do you have, including 9e.
any that may have died?
Daughters
990 DK
-— ——— ———--— ——— —---- ——— ——— —- ——— ——. --— — -—- .___ - _ -- — - —_____________________________
b. How many sons do you have, Including any b. 00❑ None w
that may have died?
— Sons
990 DK
If “None” in 9a and 9b, skip to section //. t Cl Yes PC
O. Have any of your children ever been diagnosed 10.
ZDNO
by a doctor as having cancer? 19CIDK “5)
1. What ara the first names of your children who had 11.
64–61
cancer?





1❑ Male I a Male
z ❑ Female 36 2 ❑ Female ~
Ask 12– 14 for the firat person Iiated in 11 before aaking
137-39 m
12– 14 for the next person.
( 12C) (12C)
Za. What kind of cancar didJrramein 77) have? 12a. >~~❑ DK (12b) 799 ❑ DK (12b)
-— —--- ——---— ——----— ——-.-— —----.. —-—----- --— _____________ _________




‘------------------------------------ ‘- ‘---------------1-=- -::&;-----------wC. DId (name in 11) hava any other kind of cancar that was c. t ❑ Yes





-- ——— —_____________________ ____ __ ____ ____ __________
d. Tha FIRST tima [he/shal was diagnosed with cancar, d. 000❑ Same as 12a/b (13) 14’-4’ 000 ❑ ISwmas 12a/b (13) ~
——-
what kind of cancer waa It?
(13) —(13)
799❑ DK (f2e) 799 ❑ DK (72e)
-— —---- ———---— —---- ——— —--- ——— —--- ——— — --- -- —___________________ -_
CL What part of tha body was affectad? m.
❑ DK ❑ DK
a. How old waa Jnama.in 11) when cancer was first 13.
44-.4s 70–71
dlagnoaad by a doctor? Age Age
99 D DK 99 n DK
14a. B
— Year
I aa. In what year was (nama in 17) born?
— Year
9999D DK 9999 ❑ OK
——— —_______________________ ___ __ ______
If this child in household, mark “Yes” box without , ❑ Yes HH2) 50 , ❑ Yes ,/HH2/ E
asking.
b. IS (name in f I) stillliving?
b. ~ ❑ No (14c) z ❑ No (74c)
~ I_J DK fHff2) ~ ❑ DK (HH2)
-— —--- ——— —--- ——----— ——— —--- ——— —---— —— -- -—————----——-------——- ----- —-- —_ ——— —____
C. At what age did (nama in 11)die? c. 51-62 @z
Age Age
99 ❑ DK 99 ❑ DK
HH2
63 p
Rafer to entries in 11. HH2
I ❑ Additional children (72) 1 a Additional children /12/





Section HH – FAMILY HISTORY OF CANCER — Continued
IS. Haa tha natural [fsthar/motherl of [any of your (other)
childrardyour chlldl aver been diagnosed by a doctor
as having cancw?
168. What la tha [fathar’slmother’sl name?
--. ------------- —---- —---- ——----— —---
b. IS (name in 16~ tha [father/mothsrl of ●ll your
(othar) children?
I Ta. What kind of cmscardid (name in 16e) h=va?
- —------------ —- —-------- —-----------
b. What pwt of tha body waa affacted?
-- —.------- —---. —---. .---- —------ ———-
C. Dld (neme in 16a[ havm●ny other kind of cancer that
waa sllagnosod by a dootor?
------------------------------——---—-
d. Tha FIRST tlmo [halshal was diagnosed with cmtcar,
what kind of carscarwas it?
--------- —--------- —---- —------ —---—-
e. What part of tha body was affectad?








__------ ——— —-______________ —__________ —__
b. 1 ❑ Yes m
I (17C)7990 DK(17b)










Is. How old waa Jrtarne in 76a)when cancer was flrat
dlagnoaod by ● doctor?
B.
I %J. In what yaar wasjname in 16s)born?
--__ ---------- _—---------------------
If perecn ;n housahoId, mark “Yes” without asking.
b. h (name in 16a) otfIItiving?
---------------- —--------------- —----
C. At what ●go dld (nama in 16a) dlo?
------ _—----— ——________________________




-—---- __ —-_- _——--____ —__________________
000D Sameas17a/b (78) @
I
20a.HOWmany chlldr.n dld you ●nd Jnamein 16a) hava
togothor, fncludfng ●ny that may hava dlsd~
_———_________________________________
b. How many of ttpaa children ●ra aona ●nd how many
ma daughters?
----- —-------------------------------
c. What ●m tha ohIfdrars’afirst namoa?






















_ No. of children
--l --------------------------------------------
b.
_ No.of sons !2Ez











, ❑ “No” in 16b (15) ~




Section II – CANCER SURVIVORSHIP 3-4
I
1. Has a doctor or other health professional ever told you that you
i
L~
had cancer of any kind (including any cancer you have already , 1 ❑ Yes
mentioned)? z D No (section J.))I
.i
2a. What kind of cancer was it? I
! (3)
/ 799 H DK f2b)
--- ————_ —__ ————____________________________













4. Besides this cancer, has a doctor ever told you that you I ~
had any other kind of cancer? 10 Yes
I z Q No (section W
5a. Whst kind of crmcsr was it? I &
i’ (6)
799 ❑ DK (5b)











Section JJ – OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE
These next questions are about the kind of work you have I
done the longest, not counting work around the house.
I
17-1!
990 ❑ Never worked {section J(W
. Thinking of ali the jobs or businesses you have aver ./
hsd, what kind of work have you done tha iongest?
include work in the Armed Forcas. For example,
e/ectric.d errgineer, stock clerk, typist, fermer. Occupation/kind of work
. Whanyouwaro doing thiskind ofwork, whatwereyourmost \
imptiant activWes orduties? Forexamp/e, types, keeps eccount ,
books, files, sells cers, operetes printhrg press, finishes concrete.
i
Duties
a. How long dld you do this kind of work? &
00❑ Less than one yaar
I
— Years
I 99 ❑ DK
---_ ---------- __--- —---- —--- ___ — _________ I_________ ––___________________ –___– _____ ___




. What kind of bus!nass or industry did you work In the I
longest aa&f&v m 1
&
B (For example, TV snd radio
manufacturing, ratail shoe store, Stata Labor /
Department, farm, ) I
I Industry
Complete from entries in 1, 2, and 4. If not claer, esk: I &
I
‘. Were you –
An employee of a PRIVATE company, business or
~ Clasa of worker
1
Individual for wages, salmy, or commission?. . . . . . . . . . P ~
Amembar of the ARMED FORCES?. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..AF ,
lCIP
A FEDERAL govornmrmt employee?. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . F I
2CIAF
ASTATEgovemmant ampioyea?. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..S ~
3DF
ALOCALgovsrnment employee?. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..L ~
40s
Sslf-smploysd In OWN business, profsssionsi
sOL
I
practics, or farm? t
801
Ask: is tho businaaa incorporated? I
7i3SE
Yea. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..i I
00WP
No . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . SE ;




Section KK – HEIGHT, WEIGHT, RELATIONSHIPS, AND SOCIAL ACTIVITIES ~I









!. Whwr you weighed the most, how much did you J
~
weigh (not Includlrrgpregnancy)? I — pounds





la. (Not including your Chusbandlwifel)
of all your friends. how msny ara thera that YOUcan talk { 000 None
to about prlvata matters or can call on for help?
_-_- __-_______ —---- —.--. --. _-- ——---— ——--’-— ———----L----------------------------------------------"~
b. INotlnciudino your[husbandlwlfall 1
How manv ralatlves do you have that you can talk to I — Relativesabout privata mettars or can call on for halp? 00❑ None
------------------------------------------------- ;------------------------------------------------
If None in 4e and 4b, skip to 5. I
Friends and relatives
C. Howmanyofthese friands andrelatlves do Vouseeor
I
talk to at Ianctonce a month?
I
I 000 None




z ❑ Weekmeatings or ●ctivities, for example, social clubs, pTA,
●porting ovanta, church groups or other commurritv 3 ❑ Month















1. Aieut, Eskimo, or American Indian




























A ....... LOSSthan *1 ,000 [Imludlw IOU)
B ....... *1,000 - *1,999
c ....... *2,000 - $2,999
D ....... *3,000 - *3,999
E ....... $4,000- $4,899
F ....... *5,000 - $5,3”39
G *6,000 - *6,999
M,
....... cd,
H .. ..... *7,000 - *7,999
1 ........ $8,000- $8,999
J ....... *9,000 - *9,999
K ....... *1 O,ooo – *10,s99
L ........ *11,000 -$11,999
M ...... $12,000- +12,986
H ....... *13,0W - *13,986
o ....... *1 4,000- *14,999
P ....... *15,000 - *15,999
Q ....... $16,000- *16,999
R .... ... *17,000 - *17,999
s ....... *18,000 -$18,999




































Inherited make-up or heredity
Exposure to X-Rays
Poor eating practicea




Exposure to toxic waata dumps
Exposure to toxic substances on the job
Exposure to people with cancer
Excessive drinking of alcoholic beverages
Exposure to the sun
Cigaretta smoking -.
Exposure to nuclear waste .5-+.1------
Soma strong soaps and detergents
Viruses
Some medicines.


















Sketch of woman on wham mammogmphy IS bang pdorrrmd
using the most common type of X.rsy equipment. Other types































HOW OFTEN OID YOU WHAT SIZE PORTION
EAT OR DRINK – DIO YOU USUALLY
EAT OR 0RINK7
Orange juice or Small, medium.
grapefruit juice? or large?




Cantaloupe In eeeson? Madlum [% cent.)
Appfee or applesauce?
,,,,,0,, ,,”,,, ,,0,, ,,,
LIST 3
MEATS AND MIXED DISHES
HOW OFTEN DID WHAT SIZE PORTION
YOU EAT – OID YOU USUALLY
EAT?
Hamburgers, Small, medium, or
cheeseburgers, or large?
meatloef?
Beef, euch ss steake,
or roaste?




Pork, such as chops. Medium (2 chops or
or roasts? 402. of roestl
Fried chicken? Medium [2 small or
1 fwge piece)
Chicken or turkey, baked, Medium {2 emall or
stewed or brolled7 1 large piece)
Fried fish or fish
sandwiches?
Spaghetti, fasagna, or






HOW OFTEN DID WHAT SIZE PORTION ;
YOU EAT – . OID YOU USUALLY I
EAT? 1
Beans, such as baked Smell, medium, or [
beens, pinto, kidney large? 11 d.
beans, or In chili? I do























turnip greens. etc 7 1




















HOW OFTEN OID WHAT SfZE PORTION
YOU EAT – DID YOU USUALLY
EAT?




High fiber cereels like
I
I











Other cold cereals like
1
1





Egge? How meny eggs? !
t
Bacon? How many sfices? ; -
?



























BREADS, LUNCHES, AND SNACKS
HOW OFTEN OID WHAT SIZE PORTION
YOU EAT- DID YOU USUALLY
EAT?
Vegoteble soup. vegcmblc SrrA, medium. or large?
beef. mineatmrw or
tomato soup?
Do not includo other kinds
of soup.
Hot do@ HOW many hot dogs?
Ham or lunch meats?
White brexi, rolls, or Madkwn
cracker% including [2 dices or 4 Cmck*ral
sandwiches, &gala. and
so forth?
Dark t40edS Iiko WhC& Mdkmr {2 slices)
whE8L rym. or
pumpwniclwl?
Corn bread, com muffins.
com tordiias. or gdta?
Butter cm bread, mkla w MadkmI {2 pats)
on vagambiea?
MaI~ on bread. roils, Mmfkmr (2 pats)
or on vegetdee?
Cheese w ChEESE ~EdS.
not iruluding cottage
Chaeaa?
Peanuts or peanut butter?






HOW OFTEN DID YOU WHAT SEE PORTION
EAT OR DRINK – DIO YOU USUAUY
EAT OR DRINK?





Sugar in coffee or tea, Medium [2 top.) us
or on cereal? --------
Whole milk or drinks made
with whale milk. NOT
“tiding on cared?
2% milk or drinks made
with 2% milk. NOT
including on cwed?
Skm milk m 1% milk or
buttermilk. NOT indudmg
on cereal?
Milk or cream in coffee ,3
or tea? ,. 5





Bser? a. How often? .
s
Wkle? b. On the days you drank it. how
many cans, gfaaaes, or drinks?
Liquor? c. Smakl, mediim or large?
-b!O!A!l”~.,$,, ”(
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Programs and Collection Procedures—Reports descnblng
the general programs of the National Center for Health
sWkdCS and its offices and divisions and the data COI.
Iection methods used. They also include definitions and
other material necessa~ for underatand!ng the data.
Data Evaluation and Mathods Research—Studies of new
statistical methodology including experimental tests of
new suivey methods, studies of vital statistics collection
methods, new analytical techniques, objective evaluations
of reliability of collected data, and contributions to
statistical theory. Studies also include comparison of
U.S. methodology with those of other countries.
Analytical and Epidemiological Studies—Reports pre-
senting analytical or interpretive studies based on vital
and health statistics. carrying the analysis further than
the expository types of reports in the other series.
Documants and Committee Reports-Final reports of
major committees concerned with vital and health sta-
tistics and documents such aa recommended model wtal
registration laws and revised birth and death certificates.
Comparative International Vital and Health Statistics
Reports-Analytical and descriptive reports comparing
U.S. vital and health statistics with those of other countries.
Data From the National Haaith interview Survey-Statis-
tics on illness, accidental injurtes, d!sab!lity, use of hos-
pital, medical, dental, and other serwces, and other
health-related topics, all based on data collected in the
continuing national household interwew sumey.
Deta From the Nationel Health Examination Suwey and
the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survay—
Data from direct examination, testing, and measurement
of national samples of the civilian nonmstitutionai lzed
population provide the baais for (1) estimates of the
medically defined prevalence of specific diseases In the
United States and the distributions of the population
with respect to phys!cal, physiological, and psycho-
logical characteristics and (2) analysis of relationships
among the various measurements without reference to
an explicit finite universe of persons.
Data From the Institutionalized Population Surveys-Dis-
continued in 1975. Repofls from these surveys are in-
cluded in Series 13.
Data on Health Resources Utilization—Statistics on the
utilization of health manpower and facilities providing








Data on Health Resources: Manpowar and Facilities—
Statistics on the numbers, geographic distribution, and
characteristics of health resources including physicians,
dentists, nurses, other health occupations, hospitals,
nursing homes, and outpatient facilities.
Data From Special Surveys-Statistics on health and
health-related topics collected in special surveys that
are not a part of the continuing data systems of the
National Center for Health Statistics.
Data on Mortality-Various statistics on mortality other
than as included in regular annual or monthly reports.
Special analysea by cause of death, age, and other demo-
graphic variables; geographic and time serias analyses;
and statistics on characteristics of deaths not available
from the vital records based on sample surveys of those
records.
Data on Natality. Marriage, and Divorcs-Various sta-
tistics on nataiity, marriage, and divorce other than as
included in regular annual or monthly reports. Special
analyses by demographic variables; geographic and time
series analyses; studies of fertility; and statistics on
characteristics of births not available from the vital
records based on sample surveys of those records.
Deta From the National Mortality and Natality Surveys—
Dmcontmued m 1975. Reports from these sample surveys
based on vital records are included m Series 20 and 21,
respectively.
Data Frcm the National Survey of Family Growth—
Statistics on fertility, famdy formation and dwsolution,
family planning, and related maternal and Infant health
topics derived from a periodic survey of a nationwide
probabdity sample of women 15-44 years of age.
For answers to questions about this reDort or for a list of titles of
reports published in these series, contacc
Scientific and Technical Information Branch
National Center for Health Statistics
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